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1 ImagineTime Manual

                                      

                                 Program Manual
                         (versions 12.2 & above)

ImagineTime includes: Time and Billing, Practice Management, Due Date Monitoring and Project /

Engagement Management, Calendar / Contact Management with Staff Scheduling, Microsoft Outlook

Integration, Project & Task Management, Credit Card & ACH Processing, including Electronic Billing

and Paperless Invoicing, and finally, Document Management.

Throughout this manual references are frequently made to the ImagineTime ribbon and original main

menus. The ribbon is prominently displayed at the top of the screen; however, the original main menu

must be turned on by accessing it from the Set up/Utilities menu. Use of the original menu is optional

and is most often used as a training aid during orientation to the program.

Setup / Implementation

The Office Manager Work Flow Ribbon Menu:

Clients / Contacts

Time + Expenses

Billing

Collections / Statements

Calendar / Due Dates

Reporting
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Setup/Utilities

Form Tools

1.1 General Setup / Implementation

The following section covers the Setup / Implementation ribbon.

 Included in this section:
General Getting Started Assistance

o Network Setup & Installation/Upgrading ImagineTime - a guide to setting up

ImagineTime. Basic procedures to upgrade to a new ImagineTime version.

o Important General Information - how to use the menu, record navigation, deletion of

records, keyboard shortcuts, the ImagineTime ribbon menu.

o Getting Started - a concise two-page getting started summary for beginners - a must

read!

o Trouble Shooting/Frequently Asked Questions - the questions users most frequently

asked, what to do before calling technical support.

Company Information / Setup

Enter / Edit Staff

Work Codes and Engagements

1.1.1 Log-In

Select the Blue ImagineTime Practice Management icon from your desktop.
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To Log-in to ImagineTime, select your ID from the drop down:

Enter your Password. (Password is NOT case sensitive). Select [Enter] from the keyboard or click

"Login To ImagineTime".
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Click on the ImagineTime logo to access the About ImagineTime screen.

The About screen show important information about ImagineTime. It shows the current program

version, data file version, runtime, location of data and program along with the registration

information for the data file.  The program version and the data file version should match, for

example: Program Version 15.1001, Data File Version should be 15.1
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1.1.2 Installation/Updating

A:) Initial Network LAN Installation:
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ImagineTime Runtime Versions:
Please note that, in general, the 2007 runtime version will work with almost all

systems. The 2007, 2010, 2013 & 2016 Runtime versions have the same functionality

except that if you are syncing the ImagineTime Calendar to Microsoft Outlook, it is

best to select our runtime version that is consistent with your version of Microsoft

Outlook.  Also if you have a full version of Microsoft Access 2010 or later installed

on your system it is best to select our runtime version that matches. Similarly the

2007 runtime version will provide improved syncing to Microsoft Outlook 2007.

Please call Tech support is you are unsure which version to download.

You must be running Microsoft Windows XP or later operating system with current

updates installed. In a network installation only the data file (TBData.mdb) needs to

be on the server. Create a folder on the server for the data file to be installed to.

This folder should be located on a mapped letter drive that is identically mapped

on all workstations resulting in a path such as "S:\ImagineTimeData". The

ImagineTime program files get installed on the individual workstation's local C

drive.

To download the software, from any workstation or the file server itself, go to our

website www.ImagineTime.com and click on the download page and select

licensed user download. Read the detail instructions to assist in selecting the

version and runtime for your computer.  Then enter your company name and

registration number exactly as they appear in your registration email or the About

ImagineTime screen and select the version you need.  All the computers in your

office should be running the same program version but it is OK for the computers to

use different runtimes. 

                                                                             

FULL VERSION: ImagineTime MS Access 2007 Runtime  

http://www.ImagineTime.com
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1. Select the ImagineTime MS Access 2007 Runtime. Save the file. Do not run from website. 

2. Run the installation program (setupImaginetime.exe) and on the third page, select the

appropriate installation options (see screen shot below)  Please note you do not need to install

the workstation or full version of the software on the server unless you plan to run

ImagineTime in a Terminal Services environment. In that case, please contact our technical

support department for detailed instructions on that setup process before continuing.

Caution! Unlike single user installations, do not install the network data file to the

Program Files\ImagineTime directory on the server. This is a protected location on the

server and will slow down the response time when accessing the data file.

                                                                 

                   

3. After you have completed these steps, double-click the blue ImagineTime icon on the

workstation’s desktop and link the program file to the data file performing the following

steps:

The linking utility will ask you to "Please link ImagineTime to the current location of the

TBData.mdb file". Click [OK] and a dialog box will appear.
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Click the [Browse for File Location] Button #1 and navigate to the network data file that

you installed previously. When you have located the TBData.mdb file, double click on it, or

single-click to highlight the file and click the [Open] button at the bottom right of the

dialog to accept it.

Next, click the [OK] button (button #2) on the relink screen. Click [OK] to confirm the

correct location. This will complete the relinking of the local program file to the data file

- please be patient as this could take as long as five minutes.

After linking is complete, restart ImagineTime and once on the login screen you can

confirm the TBData location by double-clicking on the ImagineTime logo in the center of

the screen. This will open the about ImagineTime screen. To log into ImagineTime use

the "OPENBAL" user and the password of "IT". You are now ready to register the

software.

4. Enter your registration information in the registration wizard. If you purchased any additional

modules enter the unlock codes you received from us via email on Setup/Utilities > Company

Setup > Options > Optional Program Features.

5. Congratulations! You have now completed the installation of one workstation and the

registration of the data file.

To load ImagineTime on additional workstations: run the installation program

(setupImagineTime.exe) and select the Workstation installation option (see

screenshot) on all remaining workstations. Accept the default program

installation location of C:\Program Files\ImagineTime or C:\Program Files

(x86)\ImagineTime. Once the installation is complete double click the blue

ImagineTime icon and when prompted link to the network data file location

as is was done on the first workstation. You should not be prompted for

registration information on these subsequent workstations.

After logging in press F1 at the main screen of one of the workstations to

activate the on-screen help. Select and review the general information and

getting started sections on the left side of the screen and follow the

procedures listed there to begin the program setup.

FULL VERSION: ImagineTime 2010, 2013 & 2016 Runtime:

If you have Office365 or Office 2016, determine whether you have Access 2016 installed

on the workstations. If you have Access 2016, download and install the 2016 file, if you

do not have Access 2016 download and install the 2013/2016 Runtime.

1. Select the "ImagineTime MS Access 2010 Runtime "; "ImagineTime MS Access 2013 Runtime/

Office 2016 Std " or "ImagineTime Office 2016 Professional/Office 365 " file from the list.

Save the file. Do not run from website.
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2. Once the download completes, go to the download folder, right click on the exe file and run as

administrator. YOU MUST RUN THIS SETUP EXE FILE AS AN ADMINISTRATOR. 

3. This will open the Installation Wizard, Accept the license 

4. On the 3rd page - select the Red X beside the appropriate feature (see screen shot below) and

select "This feature will be installed on local hard drive". Leave the location for the

installation location to its default.  

                                                                                      

6. After you have completed these steps, double-click the blue ImagineTime icon on the
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workstation’s desktop and link the program file to the data file by clicking okay on the pop-up

screen. After linking is complete, restart ImagineTime and once on the login screen you can

confirm the TBData location by double-clicking on the ImagineTime logo in the center of the

screen. This will open the about ImagineTime screen. To log into ImagineTime use the

"OPENBAL" user and the password of "IT". You are now ready to register the software.

7. Enter your registration information in the registration wizard. If you purchased any additional

modules enter the unlock codes you received from us via email on Setup/Utilities > Company

Setup > Options > Optional Program Features.

8. Congratulations! You have now completed the installation of first workstation and the

registration of the data file. If you are a Single User Stand Alone your installation is complete!

If you are Data Sharing or Multi-User continue to Step #11

9. Data Sharing or Multi-User: close ImagineTime. Move (do not copy) the tbdata.mdb from the

C:\ProgramFiles\ImagineTime.directory (or if you have a 64 bit then C:\ProgramFiles x86

\ImagineTime.directory) to the folder on the server you created. Double click the blue

ImagineTime icon and relink to the TBData.mdb. ImagineTime will relink and close.

Congratulations installation is complete.

B.) ImagineTime Cloud Service Installations
For Windows 7 or 8:

https://itrd.imaginetimecloud.com/rdweb

The link will get you to this screen

https://itcloudapp.imaginetimecloud.net/rdweb
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In these examples substitute your Log in ID for the XXXX

login as User name: itcloud\XXXX

password is: Your assigned password

Make sure to use the private computer option and check the box to prevent the permissions dialog

from popping up.

If you receive a pop up about the servers certificate click the box to always allow connections.

To set up a desktop icon:

Open control panel

Choose Remote App and Desktop Connections and click the “Access RemoteApp and Desktops” on

the left of the screen.

Type in the URL:  https://itrd.imaginetimecloud.com/rdweb/feed/webfeed.aspx

Login in to the application with User Name: itcloud\XXXX …..and your assigned password

Windows 7:

 Under "All Programs" look for Remote App and Desktop Connections, then ImagineTime Practice

Management

Drag or Copy the ImagineTime icon to the desktop

Now all the user has to do is click on the desktop icon then enter his/her user ID and Password to

open ImagineTime.

https://itcloudapp.imaginetimecloud.net/rdweb/feed/webfeed.aspx
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Windows 8:

Under Control Panel > Remote Desktop and Connections > View Resources > Show Programs

Drag or Copy the ImagineTime icon to the desktop

Now all the user has to do is click on the desktop icon then enter his/her user ID and password to

open ImagineTime.

Call support with any questions. Updating of the Cloud Server is handled by ImagineTime therefore

there is no need to manually update.

C.) Initial Terminal Server/Citrix Installations
Please call our support department for instructions on how to download the white paper that details

the installation instructions for these environments.

D.) Auto-Updating Network Installations
Our Auto-Updating settings streamlines the updating process. The settings must be selected for each

staff person using ImagineTime. Select Setup/Utilities> Enter/Edit Staff Information. Select a staff

person from the search menu and click on the permissions tab. At the bottom left you will notice an

Upgrade Notifications drop down with the following options:

No notification of new updates

Notify of network downloads

Notify user of new ImagineTime releases

System manager(s) should use the setting of "Notify user of new ImagineTime releases". With this

setting system managers will be prompted to download and install new updates when they are

published.  After the system manager has installed the update on a computer, the data file will be

updated and a copy of the program's new front-end will be automatically copied to the local network.

After this is compete any user logging on with an outdated version will be notified that a network

update is available providing the "Notify of network downloads" option is selected for that user on the

permission tab of Enter/Edit Staff Information.  If a workstation does not have internet connection,

turn off notifications ("No notifications of new updates").

E.) Manual Updating of Network ImagineTime Installations
The two update options for a multi-user installation of ImagineTime are as follows:

If you are running stand-alone PCs sharing a data file on a server or dedicated workstation LAN

installation:

Verify the version and runtime as well as data location of the current workstations install by

clicking on the Microsoft Office logo at the top left of the screen and choosing the "About

ImagineTime" option or Selecting File from title bar.  The program version is at the top middle

of the about screen in dark blue.  It will be in the format of ‘#.###’ using 20## Access runtime.

Note the "Data Location" which is just below the ImagineTime logo on the about screen.
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Only staff with a permission setting of SYSTEM MANAGER can use the Update ImagineTime

option.  

Before system manager logs into a computer, have all other users exit ImagineTime.  Log in as

system manager and select File or click the Microsoft Office logo on the top left of the

ImagineTime screen and choose the "Update ImagineTime" option from the drop-down menu

(see above screen shot).  Run the update install on the first workstation. 

After the update is complete, restart ImagineTime. The program will ask you to re-link to the

data file (TBData.mdb) in a suggested location.  This should be the network location you

previously noted in the first step (data location). If so, click [Ok] to relink to the network data

file. If not, you must know the location, click [Cancel], and browse to it from the relinking

dialog. Finally, click [Ok] to complete the relinking process.

When relinking and updating the first workstation, make sure that the other workstations have

closed ImagineTime. ImagineTime will update the data file upon opening the first relinked and

updated workstation and must do this while no other users are in the system.
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The remaining workstations can be updated and be relinked while other workstations are in the

program (since the data file has already been updated by the first workstation).

F.) Manual Updating of Terminal Services/Citrix Installations
Log on at the server as an administrator.

Verify the version and runtime as well as data location of the current workstations install by

clicking on the Microsoft Office logo at the top left of the screen and choosing the "About

ImagineTime" option.  The program version is at the top middle of the about screen in dark

blue.  It will be in the format of ‘#.###’ using 20## Access runtime.

Note the "Data Location" which is just below the ImagineTime logo on the about screen.

Have all users exit ImagineTime and install the update on the server.  After the update is

complete, start ImagineTime and it will ask you to relink it to the data file (TBData.mdb).  This

is the location previously noted.

ImagineTime will update the data file upon opening.

If ImagineTime is set up in accordance with our Terminal Services white paper each user will be

updated automatically the next time they log in to the system.

If you need a copy of the Terminal Services set up white paper go to www.imaginetime.com and

request one from our contact us page.

1.1.3 Important General Information

The following document reviews some of the basic information needed to successfully operate

ImagineTime, including information about -

Ribbon Menu

Forms Ribbon

Reports Ribbon

Navigation Bar

The Record Selector

Original Main Menu

Frequently Used Keyboard Short Cuts

About ImagineTime screen

Ribbon Menu Structure

The ImagineTime program uses a ribbon menu structure to follow the normal work flow of most firms:

Look up client and contact (optional) information

http://www.imaginetime.com/
http://www.imaginetime.com/contact-us.asp
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Enter Time and Expenses

Billing

Collections and Statements

Calendar Scheduling and due date/task management (optional)

Comprehensive Reporting

Setup Utilities

The structure of this manual divides the setup and utilities ribbon and places the setup functions at

the start since they are the first things you must perform to get going. Also, please note that many of

the reports included on the comprehensive reports ribbon are also re-included on other ribbons

depending on relevancy, e.g. the collections ribbon has buttons to print the payment/daily deposit and

aging reports. Functions are accessed primarily through the Ribbon Toolbar ( or Ribbon for short). It is

divided into tabs that group functions according to tasks.

You can customize the ribbon menu based on a staff person's permission rights.  Open the enter/edit

staff information screen from the setup ribbon, select a staff person, click on the permissions and

options tab and choose one of the custom ribbon selections in the drop down window of Ribbon Menu

Option to Use. Generally, you should select the Custom Staff Ribbon for staff level users and the "Full

or Complete Ribbon Menu" for system manager to display all functionality.

The specific program options that can be added or subtracted from the custom ribbon menus are

modified in the "Menu, Ribbon Passwords and Rights" screen also accessed from the setup ribbon. If

every function is eliminated from a ribbon menu, then the entire ribbon will cease to display. A good

example of this would be to assign the default custom staff ribbon and notice that most of the ribbon

titles are suppressed.

top

The Forms Ribbon
top

The forms ribbon has all the tools you need to delete, add, save, sort, find and filter information. You

can also click on a particular field and use the A>Z key to sort the database in a particular order. Use

the navigation buttons at the bottom left to scroll thru the sorted database in sequential order. Click

on a particular field and use the filter button to narrow the records to a subset of the total database,

e.g. scroll thru and perform edits to business clients only. The remaining form functions are self

explanatory

The Report Ribbon
top
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Whenever a report is previewed to the screen, the report toolbar menu provides a convenient way to

display multiple pages of the report, change the report margin, change the printer selection, and/or

create a PDF file from the report.  The export button lets you send the report to MS Excel, Word and a

variety of other popular formats

 The Navigation Bar
top

The navigation bar/buttons are located on the bottom left of the screen and can be used to scroll

between records, or pages of a report. An example of the navigation bar is shown  below. From left to

right the first four buttons navigate to the first record, previous record, next record and last record.

The numbers tell you the current record and the total number of records, respectively. The button

shown as an arrow with an asterisk [ >*] is used to open a blank screen and prepare for the entry of a

new record.   

                                                         

The significance of this feature cannot be overstated, especially when used in conjunction with the

Form Tools ribbon. The A to Z and filter buttons on the form ribbon can be used to sort or filter

records in a form display and the navigation buttons allow you to scroll through these records in a

sequential fashion. For example, open the client/contact screen, click in the sort name field and press

A to Z. You have now sorted your database in alphabetical order. Clicking the > arrow on the

navigation bar now allows you to view and make changes to your client records in alphabetical order.

The search button on the navigation bar allows you to look for specific information in the database

records, e.g. help me find a contact or client named "John G. Kalabase" when you don't know if the

client is a contact person or a client name. Simply type the search for information in the search box.
                           

                                                   

 The Record Selector
top

When a record is being entered or edited, a pencil icon will be displayed to the left of the

record. To force a save of the record, click on the pencil icon; the pencil icon becomes a right

arrow when saved.  Hit the ESC key on your keyboard if you want to get out of the edit mode.

Record saves also occur automatically when moving to a new record or closing the form.  

                                                               

Once the information has been saved, the pencil becomes a right arrow.  
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When using a table type form (such as example above), clicking on the record selector allows

use of {Page Up} or {Page Down} for quick scrolling through records.

Clicking the record selector will save the highlighted record.

To delete a record click on the record selector and press the {delete} key on your keyboard.

 The Original Main Menu
top
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Users that have worked with ImagineTime for years, as well as some of our newer users, still navigate

with the original main menu. While maintaining the Legacy menu, ImagineTime is focusing on the

more up to date Tabbed Ribbon Menus (as discussed above). The Legacy menu organizes the function

using a more traditional approach rather than by task and work flow. To display this menu, select the 

setup/utilities ribbon and click on the "Show/Hide Menu" button on the far right. If you would like the

menu to display by default, open the enter/edit staff information screen from the setup ribbon, select

a staff person, click on the permissions tab and choose "Ribbon w/Original Menu" from the menu

options on the left side of the screen. If the user is allowed to switch between the ribbon and

traditional menus check the "Allow staff to switch menu" box also located on the permissions & option

tab of enter/edit staff. 

Four Main Modules Used for Navigation:

(A) DATA ENTRY is used for documenting client or personnel activity and editing, as required. Except

for a few key items in the utilities section, most significant daily data entry is carried out from within

this section. In order to get started, you must set up staff names, rates and permission levels, enter

client names, IDs and addresses, and, finally, select your system wide options.  Once this work is

accomplished you can begin to use ImagineTime to enter time, create invoices and post account

payments. Your initial company setup is accomplished from within Company Information/Setup and

can be accessed from menu item A8.  See Getting Started for more information on this. 

(B) REPORTS includes the most commonly used daily and monthly reports, including aging, client

statements and address listings.  Most ImagineTime reports are not date sensitive.  Therefore, you

can print balances as of any prior date and time without concern for monthly/periodic closings. 

Payments, invoices and time slips posted after the cutoff are automatically rolled back. This is a very

powerful convenience feature. The Client Master File Reports summarize the client billed and unbilled

balances as of any date in a variety of sort orders.  The Daily Transaction Reports provide information

on daily time-keeping, invoicing and payments.  Realization reports by staff and client for selected

date ranges are also included in this section. A CRM or customer relations management utility

(Clients/Contacts>Client Relationship Management) includes a label, envelope and customer letter
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creation module that employs a wide variety of client filters and group mailing options as well as basic

utilities to assist in packaging tax returns and client work products.

(C) UTILITIES are used for maintenance and system wide options.  The Show Users feature displays all

users currently logged on and using the system.  The Update Audit Snapshot is an optional feature

that can be used as an audit trail to document changes to prior period balances, etc.  Menu Passwords

and Rights allows you to customize user rights and access to your specific firm needs.  The Change ID

or Status is a powerful utility that makes quick work of repetitive/bulk changes to many commonly

used staff/client data entry fields.

(D) REPORTS-Management includes reports and graphs on client and staff performance, plus due date

monitoring, task management, tax tickler reporting and repetitive fee setup.  The WIP History by

client report can be used to document information by client and work code category to provide useful

information in support of historical account activity by staff or for peer review reporting. The Client

Snapshot summarizes all significant client activity and realization for a user defined period in a useful

and concise format - perfect for partner retreats!!

 Frequently Used Keyboard Shortcuts
top

Description of Use Keystroke

Using the keyboard as the mouse
Hot Keys = Hold down the ALT key + the letter that is

underlined to get to that option.

Abandons any pending record

changes, pending changes are

shown with a pencil displayed in

the record selector.

Press the {Esc}ape Key

Add a record {Ctrl} + { + } (plus)

Delete a record

After highlighting the record:

{Ctrl} + { - } (minus)

Click on the record selector, then press {Delete}

Save changes to a current record

{Shift} + {Enter}

Double clicking on the gray record selector

Advance to another record

Quick Find from any window {Ctrl} + { F }

Forward movement among

controls/windows
{Tab}

Backward movement between

controls/windows
{Shift} + {Tab}

Enter the edit mode in a 

control window
{F2}

Frequently used explanations {F4}

Check spelling {F7}
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Timer {F5}

Client Notes {F10}

Microsoft Outlook Appointment {F11}

Microsoft Outlook Task Scheduler {F12}

top

The "About ImagineTime" screen (shown in the following graphic) provides essential

information concerning the current version of the software, program and data file locations, and

diagnostic information about libraries that ImagineTime relies on to perform properly. When you call

technical support, a technician may ask you to access information from this screen

                               

There are several ways to access the About ImagineTime screen.            
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If you are in the program click on Microsoft Office Button located in the upper left hand corner of

your screen and then selecting "About ImagineTime" from the drop down list.

If you are in the program click on File located in the upper left hand corner of your screen and then

selecting "About ImagineTime" from the drop down list.

Clicking on the ImagineTime Logo on the Log In Screen.

Clicking on the ImagineTime Logo in the center of the traditional menu screen.

1.1.4 Getting Started

These are the first areas you should review as you set up ImagineTime. If you find you can't even log

into the program, try the OpenBal Staff person in the Login Screen with IT as the password.

1. Starting with Company Info Screen     

Company Information Tab:   Select Setup/Utilities>Company Setup>Company

Info  ...more information

Is Name / Address / Phone information correct? This information will print on invoices and statements

if you so choose. Please contact ImagineTime to make any changes to the Company Name.

Changing your Company Name, as well as changing the Fed ID# default setting of 99-9999999,

the Product Type and the Registration ID will invalidate the Registration ID and lock users out of

the program.
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Alternate Billing Locations: An additional optional feature has been added that allows different

billing and company address information for different clients to be automatically printed on invoices

by associating a client with a different company location. To purchase this optional feature contact

Sales toll-free at 877-520-1525 extension 208.  The box to check for using "Alternate Billing

Locations is on the Company Info Tab (Setup/Utilities>Company Setup>Company Info).

Options Tab:  Select Setup/Utilities>Company Setup>Options

  

Optional Program Features
If you purchased any of our optional modules please check the appropriate boxes and enter the unlock

code your received in your registration e-mail. 
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Alternate Billing Locations: An additional optional feature has been added that allows different

billing and company address information for different clients to be automatically printed on invoices

by associating a client with a different company location. To purchase these optional feature

contact Sales toll-free at 877-520-1525 extension 208.  The box to check for using "Alternate Billing

Locations is on the Company Info Tab (Setup/Utilities>Company Setup>Company Info).
                

Security & Permissions
The "Use Login Screen & User Permissions" is the default setting.  It must remain checked.

Staff Level Personnel: If you want personnel that is assigned to the staff level of "staff" to only see

their hours and not their  rates, check "Hide Staff Rates..." If not checked, they'll see the $$ value

of their time charged, billed and outstanding balances, etc.

You can control who has the ability to add new clients 'on the fly' from the time slip, expense and

timer screens. 

Credits & Payments
Choose an option in the "Auto Apply Payments...". The usual one is the second - it will search for an

invoice with the same amount as the payment being posted and, if not found, will then apply the

payment to the oldest bills first. Regardless of this choice, the user will still be able to post any

payment to specific invoices if desired, this just speeds up the Auto Apply method.
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Credit Limit Notifications Options: This option determines whether partners and/or responsible

staff are notified when someone attempts to enter time on a blocked client.

  

Other User Options
Time Intervals: This feature determines how fractional time slip hours will be entered. As users

input their time, the hours entered will be checked or recalculated to conform to this choice. This

feature determines how fractional time slip hours will be entered.  All saved timers will increment

up to the next time interval.

Military Time: This drop down allows military in/out times to be used to chronologically monitor

staff times during the day.

Default Slip Sort Order: This is a global setting which determines the order in which time and

expense slip entries are displayed in the After the Fact Time Entry screen and Release and Edit

Time and Expense Screen.

Number of Days: The number of days slips remain open put a limit on the prior days time entries

that staff can change. If you want to prevent users from editing or deleting time slips after a

certain number of days select the appropriate number from the drop down list. In Version 11.10 this

option was improved to include a specific date. Choose between options to limit edits and deletes

(Staff levels) of previously entered unbilled time slips/expenses either number of days or specific

date. The date takes precedence when both fields are filled in.  

Default to ID Search throughout Program: One less click -- if you prefer to search by client ID rather

than client name, you should consider turning on the "Default to ID Search..." option. You will still

be able to search by name; however, it will not be the default choice.

Activate Spell Check, Timer & Slip Screens: ImagineTime provides a spell check capability when

creating invoices and other key documents. To activate this feature automatically, click this box. If

you do not activate this feature, you must press {F7} key on your keyboard to check your spelling

from a particular window within the program.

Set Service Charges On for New Clients: You should also decide whether you want to implement

services charges. If so, check the "Set Service Charges On for New Clients" check box.

Hide Form Graphics: If your screen resolution does not support high color (16 million colors), you

should click this check box and modify colors in the Colors Menu.

Show "Next ID# Button: allows the software to generate Client Identification numbers.

Use Client ID for Group ID: The Group ID field on the Contact/Client Entry Screen should not be left
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blank.  If you check the "Use Client ID for Group ID" then when you are not linking a contact/client

to a specific group the program will automatically enter the Client ID as the Group ID.

Use Enhanced Due Date System from client/contacts screen, auto-create tracking detail for new

records.  This setting should remain checked for firms that purchased our Version 10 or higher. 

This setting is for Legacy Users only.   

Press the F1 key from within the options tab for more help.

Look up Lists: Select Setup/Utilities>Company Setup>Options
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These are the listings you'll see in various places of the program to assist your data entry process. 

The usual lookup lists that get tweaked before users start data entry are the expense and client/

contact types. 

Expense types are at the bottom left of the screen. Remember to indicate if an expense is subject

to sales tax. If an expense can be calculated per a standard rate the amount you enter in this table

will automatically be displayed on the time entry screen for easy entry.  

To add additional types to any of the lists scroll to the bottom of the list to the blank data field (like

other places in the program, new records are typically added at the bottom of lists where the star

is at the beginning of the row). 

To delete any items, click on the record selector of a list item (the gray box with the black arrow in

it, located on the left margin of the item), then press the Delete key on your keyboard. Better to

add/change/delete some of these now although they will always be available later for editing.

The Locations table works in conjunction with the Security & Permissions Option "Prompt for

location of user on Login Screen" located on the Options Tab of the Company Setup. 

Closing/Counters: Select Setup/Utilities>Company Setup>Closing/Counter
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Company Year End Settings - set it to December and the current year if your own company is a

calendar year company; change as appropriate if you're on a fiscal year end. The other areas of this

Company Info screen are not as important for initial setup. Since we did turn on the Log-in Screen,

though, don't exit the program until you do some Staff setup first.

2. Enter/Edit Work Codes: Select Setup/Utilities>Work Codes and

Engagements ...more information

                   

               

If you don't want to use the pre-programmed work codes you can easily delete them all or
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selectively.  To delete any work codes, click in the record selector box (the gray box with the black

arrow in it, located on the left margin of the item) then press the Delete key on your keyboard.  If

the code has not been used on a time slip, the code will be deleted. You can not delete work codes

that are associated with time slips, billing explanations or transactions.

You can add any additional work codes you'd like to the bottom of the list (like other places in the

program, new records are typically added at the bottom of lists where the star is at the beginning

of the row). Enter a unique work code, either alpha or numeric (up to 5 characters). Check the

"Chargeable" box if the code is to be used for chargeable client activity, then enter a description

(up to 100 characters). This description can be automatically entered into time slips later if desired.

  

Editing - Just type over the current data. The codes must be unique, but the rest of the information

can be changed at any time. Any changes made will apply to any slips already entered in the system.

 

3. Enter/Edit Staff: Select Setup/Utilities>Enter/Edit Staff

Information ...more information

Address and Phone Tab: Select Setup/Utilities>Enter/Edit Staff>Address & Phone

           

This screen (like the Primary Contact Info Screen), opens in "Add Mode" ready to take the new staff

person's information. Enter an ID (must be unique; usually is the staff person's initials, all capitals),

then enter their name (again usually last name comma space first name) and be sure the "Active" box

is checked. The rest of this tab is optional.

Rates & Costs Tab: Select Setup/Utilities>Enter/Edit Staff>Rates & Costs
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The left side box, "Billing Rates" is mandatory, the right side, "Default Rates" is optional. 

On the left side, enter ALL the bill rates this staff person will currently use. Be sure to enter at least

one rate for each staff person and also be sure to check one Default rate for each staff person. 

Enter a new rate when later increasing a staff person's bill rate - NEVER edit or change a rate that

has been used, as this will change all linked slips and invoices and make a real mess. 

Defaults Work Code Rates: If the work codes have already been reviewed and approved, you may

set up default rates for a staff person by connecting the work code to a rate in the right side box.

Work codes that use this staff person's default rate should NOT be listed in the "Default Rates for

Work Codes" list.  Skip this for now if the work codes have yet to be reviewed and critiqued for your

office.

Permissions & Options Tab: Select Setup/Utilities>Enter/Edit Staff>Permissions &

Options
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Enter a log-in password - it will not be case sensitive and can be as easy as the staff person's initials

again. It can be up to 10 characters long - letters and numbers, no spaces or punctuation. Login is

required and feature cannot be turned off.

General Rights Level - choose from 3 options:

1. Staff - Basic and most restrictive level. Settings  can be restricted to entering time and

reviewing a report of only that person's own time/hours.

2. Supervisor - Typically used to give additional report viewing ability as well as all staff level

rights. 

3. System Mgr - Overall access to all menu items, utilities, etc. At least one person in the office

must be a System Mgr; but it is advisable to have more than one system manager so that they

can cover for each other - vacations, sick time, etc.

Menu, Ribbon Passwords and Rights screen (select Setup/Utilities>Menu, Ribbon Passwords and

Rights) is used to fine tune what areas of the program each of these levels can access. Viewing this

now can give a little insight to how you'll set your staff levels. You can skip the other options on the

staff screen for now, reviewing them later if desired. To begin entering another new staff person,

press the >* button on the navigation bar at the bottom left of the screen. 

Permissions for users of the Due Date/Finish Line modules are NOT established here but by going to

Setup/Utilities>Due Date Setup and Utilities>Permissions/Notification/Options. 

Certifications Tab:  Select Setup/Utilities>Enter/Edit Staff>Certifications

        

This screen is used to track continuing professional education credits and allows you to enter the

activity and expiration period in the table on the screen. Detail reports showing certification status by

all staff and type are available by clicking the buttons at the top left and middle of the screen. If you

wish to see certifications for this staff person only, click on the button at the top right. Use the filter

function at the right to view certifications for a selected CPE license expiration date.

To add a Certification Type go to Setup/Utilities>Company Setup>Lookup Lists>Other-Choose
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Table>Certifications

Departments/Favorites Ribbon Tab: Select Setup/Utilities>Enter/Edit

Staff>Departments/Favorites Ribbon

           

Departments (right side of screen) is used only in conjunction with our Calendar/Contact module. 

Staff people can be assigned to specific departments for display in the scheduling calendar system.  

The left section of the screen allows the user to select the menu options to appear on their favorites

ribbon, which is conveniently located as the first ribbon tab to improve ease of use.
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4. Manage Contacts and Clients: Clients/Contacts>Manage Contacts

and Clients ...more information

   

When entering a new client or contact, the required fields are starred (*).  The rest of the areas are

optional, to be filled in as desired.

Type.  The default type is CLIENT; change to CONTACT if new record is for a contact.

Remember you can only generate invoices for CLIENTS.  If a CONTACT becomes a CLIENT

then simply change the Type from Contact to Client! 
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Enter an ID for the client - letters and numbers only no special characters, best not to have

any spaces or punctuation, must be unique with a maximum of 10 characters. If you want the

software to automatically assign a client/contact ID then hit the "Next ID#" button.

Active Contact or Client Box defaults to being checked as active.

Enter the Client Group ID - a powerful feature that you can use to bring together logical

groups of clients affiliated through common ownership, or by family relation. Use the same

Group ID on all clients that go together. We suggest you use the lead client ID as the group ID

for all member clients including the lead client. If the client is not part of a group, then the

client ID and group ID field should be the same - don't leave it blank. If this situation applies

to you, you can automatically use the client ID as the group ID on new clients by turning on

this option in Setup/Utilities> Company Setup>Options Tab - click the "Use Client ID for

Group ID" check box located on the  right side of the screen.

Enter the Sort Name - this will be used to search for the client throughout the program

Enter a Name on Bill only if the sorting name above is not what you want to show on invoices

and statements. Typically, individual clients have the bill name filled in (John and Jane Doe)

when the searching name above is Doe, John and Jane.

Important! Enter a Ptr/Owner - this is the billing partner or manager that the client is

assigned to. This facilitates billing and reporting and must be chosen from the staff

previously entered in the staff setup screen. This is a REQUIRED field, it can not be left blank.

For sole proprietors, a new feature lets you auto-complete this box. Search for the owner or

the default billing partner on the Address & Phone Tab of the Enter Staff Information screen.

Check the "Default Billing Partner" check box on that screen. New clients will automatically

have this person's ID entered for the billing partner.

Additional Filters - Enter the Client/Business Type. If needed, you can set up more client/

contact types by entering them in "Other-Choose Table" section found on the Lookup Lists Tab

of the Company/Information setup screen.

Next, go to the Address Button located on the lower right side of the Client/Contact Primary

Info Screen and enter at least 1 address, select the address location from the drop down

screen before entering the address.  Multiple addresses can be entered but one address must

have the Bill To box checked. Invoices and statements will not be able to be built and printed

without having a BILLED TO address. Checking more than one Bill To box will create duplicate

entries when doing mailing lists and labels.

5. Getting Started with Billing: Select Billing>Billing Dashboard
After you have performed the above steps, as time permits, you should format your invoices, create

default bill descriptions and set various bill options to prepare for your first billing session. All this is

performed in the BillingDashboard screen. Please review the Getting Started with Billing under Time &

Billing>Generate Bills section in the manual.

1.1.5 Frequent Questions/Troubleshooting

Category Question Answer

Backup Data How do I backup/copy

ImagineTime?
ImagineTime includes a backup utility in the setup/

utilities ribbon - click the "General Utilities" button and

choose the Backup Data File. ImagineTime has only one
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Category Question Answer

file that you need to backup: TBData.mdb. The rest of

the files are recreated when you install the program. The

TBData.mdb file must be backed up using your existing

backup software, or it can be copied to a CD, or Zip/

flash drive. 

You are responsible for making the backup copy -

ImagineTime will not remind you. The location of the

TBData.mdb file is shown in the middle of the "About"

screen next to the caption "Data". The "About" screen

can be accessed by double clicking on the ImagineTime

logo in the center of the main menu. It is also accessed

by clicking on the Office logo on the upper left of the

screen or by selecting File from the title bar.

Bad Debts How do I write-off a

bad debt?

Go to the Enter/Edit Payments screen and enter a

payment for the bad debt amount as you normally would,

except choose "Bad Debt as the payment type. The box

that says "Write-Off" on the right side of the payment

section will be automatically checked for you and ensures

that the entry will not be picked as part of normal cash

receipts in the payment and other reports.

Billing How do I print a WIP

(work in progress)

report?

In the bottom left side of the Billing Dashboard there are

Print WIP options and you can Print WIP for a selected

client or Print All WIP.

Closing When do I close out the

ImagineTime system?

The answer is never...please see the help for Update

Audit Snapshot.

Credit Memo How do I create a

Credit Memo?

Go to the Enter Payment screen and enter a payment

using bad debt as the payment note. Make a note in the

remitter info space.

Credit Memo How do I issue a credit

for unpaid amount of

invoice?

Go to Edit/View Transaction screen and look up the

client. Select invoice with amount client will not be

paying. Select Credit Memo from Action button at bottom

of screen. Click Process Adjustment. Process Debit/

Credit Memos box will open. Enter amount of adjustment

and Finalize Credit Memo. This will affect realization

reports unlike recording a bad debit in the payment

screen.

Dashboard I am in the dashboard, I

know I have entered

time for a particular

client, but I can't find

them on the dashboard.

You have forgotten to set up a Billing Partner/Manager

on the primary contact information tab of the Manage

Contacts and Clients screen. Assign the client to a

partner in that screen.
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Category Question Answer

Dashboard If I am logged in to the

dashboard, can others

generate bills as well?

In the multi-user version of ImagineTime, more than one

user can be in a billing session under their own ID, but

only one user may bill a particular client at a time.

Dashboard When I print bills, I am

not getting the results

that I expect.

Please Clear the Dashboard by clicking on the button at

the top of the dashboard screen. This resets the

dashboard and gives you a fresh start. Please note that

any pending bills will be deleted when you perform this

function.

Dashboard I can't login to the

dashboard, it tells me

that I am already logged

in?

See help for dashboard malfunctions under help for the

billing dashboard.

Debit Memo How do i create a Debit

Memo? (when sending

refund to the client)

Go to Edit/View Transaction Screen and look up the

client. In first blank line, Enter date of refund, tab to

reference field and enter reference if desired, tab to

amount and enter amount of refund. Tab to note field

and enter appropriate note referencing original invoice

and overpayment. Bill type will be Manual/Conversion.

Save by clicking on pencil at start of row. Final step is to

go to Collections/Statements and Apply Hanging

Payments.

Debit Memo How do i create a Debit

Memo? (when not

refunding the client)

Go to Edit/View Transaction screen and look up the

client. Select payment with overpayment. Select Debit

Memo from Action button at bottom of screen. Click

Process Adjustment. Process Debit/Credit Memos box

will open. Enter appropriate work code. Enter amount of

adjustment and Finalize Debit Memo. This will affect

realization reports.

Malfunction The client balances on

the screen don't seem

correct - what should I

do?

Go to Setup/Utilities and run the Update Client Balances

utility.

Manual How do I print the

manual?

From the main menu of ImagineTime, press the {F1} key

on your keyboard. The help manual should open. Click to

highlight the table of contents entry referred to as

"ImagineTime Manual". Click on the "Print" button at the

top of the screen. Select the option "Print the selected

heading and all subtopics" to print the entire contents -

about 400 pages.
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Category Question Answer

Passwords I forgot my password,

how do I get in to the

system?

I can't open the Enter/

Edit work codes screen

because I don't know

the password. What is

the default password

for the main menu

choices?

ImagineTime ships with a default staff person of

"OpenBal" using the password "IT". If you have not

deleted this default staff person, you can use the login.

Click on the drop down list at the login screen to see if

the "OpenBal" staff person still exists. If it does, login as

the "OpenBal" staff, enter the Setup/Utilities> Enter/Edit

Staff screen, find yourself and re-enter a new password.

If you have deleted the "OpenBal" staff and no one else

has system manager rights, you will need to contact our

technical support department for assistance.

The default password for the main menu options is

"SUPER". Once you have set up the program and before

you allow staff to enter time, you should change the

default "SUPER" password in the Menu Passwords &

Rights screen - Main Menu option (C5).

Payments Can I enter a payment

into the system, but not

apply it to an invoice?

Whenever you enter a payment in the Enter/Edit

payments screen of the ImagineTime system, it will save

the payment and a message will alert you that "The

payment is saved, do you want to auto-apply it to an

invoice?"

If you do not want to apply it to an invoice, you don't

have to. The payment will show as a credit balance and

you can allocate the payment to invoices at a later date.

You can view and apply these unapplied payments in the 

Auto Apply Payments menu option under utilities, or

return to the payments screen locate the client and using

the navigation bar scroll back thru payments to locate

the unapplied item. At that point, auto or manually apply

the payment as you would in normal situations.

Repair I can't open

ImagineTime. I get an

unrecognized database

error - what should I do?

You must repair and compact the database. See the Help

for General Utilities, Menu Option.

Repair The database is

behaving erratically,

some of my clients do

not appear in the

lookup lists.

You must repair and compact the database. See the Help

for General Utilities, Menu Option.

Reports Reconciliation Report

has Unclassified

Differences

Go to the Edit/View Transactions screen and look up the

client on the unclassified report. Locate the invoice

transaction noted on the report. Reprint the invoice and

billing history reports, then delete the invoice and
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Category Question Answer

recreate again in the billing dashboard using the printed

reports as a guide.

Reverse Credit/

Debit Memo

How do I reverse a

credit/debit memo?
Go to Edit/View Transaction screen, look up client.

Select the debit/credit memo. Select Revers memo from

action button at bottom of page. Process Adjustment.

Time Entry I am a billing clerk and I

enter multiple time

slips for different

partners. Sometimes

they are all for the

same thing, like 1040

work, is there a way to

expedite the process

for similar time slips?

Yes, using the Repeat function at the top of the Time &

Expense Entry screen. You can click on the specific

features you want to repeat such as rate, work code,

date, or hours before entering the first time slip. These

items will then repeat for each new time slip entry for

each client, quite a time saver!

Time Entry Our firm is a small one

where we would like all

of the staff to enter

their time and to be

able to view some

reports. We want to

restrict their access to

other sensitive areas of

the system. Is there a

way to do this?

 

Yes, ImagineTime allows you to set up passwords and

access levels for every staff member and every menu

option. During initial system setup, you can activate a

security feature that requires password access to the

entire ImagineTime program. Then, you can review the

menu options that appear in the Menu Passwords &

Rights main menu and determine which menu tasks will

require password access.

The System Administrator has the ability to require a

password for EVERY menu item. In addition, you can

choose between read-only constraints versus a full rights

option. The read only allows a user to look at the screen,

but not make any edits. The full rights option allows a

user full access to the screen or report. When entering

staff members in the Enter/Edit staff screen, your firm

controls which access levels are appropriate. YOU

CONTROL the access rights for the entire ImagineTime

program.

Upgrading How do I update my

software to the newest

version?

You must have a support agreement with ImagineTime to

receive program updates. Call our sales department if

you are interested in this feature - 1-877-520-1525 ext

208. If you already have support, please review the

instructions for upgrading ImagineTime.

Upgrading I upgraded my version,

but now I can't find my

data file?

If your data file is in a network or other non-standard

location, you must re-link to it. Please read the help for

menu option Setup/Utilities>general utilities, for

relinking to your data file.
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1.1.6 Company Information/Setup

The Company Information/Setup screen is where you personalize the system settings for

ImagineTime. The screen is comprised of seven tabbed sections, as follows:

1. Company Information - your company name and address, including registration

information (see below The Company Information Tab)

2. Options - a myriad of option settings designed to meet your firm's specific needs.

3. Look up Lists - customize look up lists used throughout ImagineTime.

4. Closing/Counters - where you establish your fiscal year end for reports, other

miscellaneous functions.

5. Rate Templates - an easy way to set up and maintain billing rates by client and work code

template.

6. Record Locking - For use by ImagineTime Support Team Only

7. Credit Cards/Email Attachments

The Company Information Tab:
The company information tab is where you change you address and phone information. If you should

need to change your company name, please contact the ImagineTime before entering the changes for

a new registration code. If you are upgrading the software to accommodate additional users (see the

product type drop down on the right side of the graphic), you will also need to contact us for a new

registration code. 

Data Conversion Tools: Another important feature of this screen is that it provides access to our

spreadsheet data conversion and import utility. If your existing software can export information to a

spreadsheet format, this utility will show you the proper column layouts for this data. Once you have

properly formatted your data, ImagineTime will import it into the client, staff, address and phone
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tables saving you the additional time of manually re-keying the information. For further information

about this utility, please see import instructions on the table of contents. 

Multiple Billing Locations Option: This optional feature is a great tool if you have multiple firm

locations in addition to your firm's location registered with ImagineTime.  Each client in the database

is assigned to a specific office location.  Therefore, when generating your invoices the appropriate

firm address prints automatically on the invoice.  For further information or to purchase the Multiple

Billing Location tool please call the sales department at 877-520-1525, ext 208.
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1.1.6.1 Import Instructions

To get to the Import Client Setup Data button go to Setup/Utilities>Company Setup>Company Info

Tab. Press Import Client Setup Data button on the Company Information Screen to open the Setup

Data to Import Into ImagineTime screen shown below. 
  

You will be directed to create a spreadsheet, enter your current client data into that spreadsheet and

then Import that spreadsheet's data into the ImagineTime program as follows:

1. First, save a blank spreadsheet template to your computer.

[1a.]  Type the directory path where you want the blank spreadsheet to be built and saved by

ImagineTime.

[2a.]  Choose the type of Spreadsheet to build (Excel).

[3a.]  Press the Send the Blank Spreadsheet button and ImagineTime will save a preset

spreadsheet to your assigned directory path. The file is named Imagine by default and

should not be renamed.

2. Next, fill in the spreadsheet with your client and staff data. Close ImagineTime and start

your spreadsheet program.  Open the Imagine file found in the directory specified. Use the

tables below for instructions on which data can be imported and how the data needs to be

formatted for each field. Warning! Do not change the name or the version of the spreadsheet

file.  DO Not change any of the column heading names in the spreadsheet.  If you do,

ImagineTime will not be able to import the spreadsheet's data to populate the Client data files.

Once all desired data has been entered into the spreadsheet, save it, close the spreadsheet

program and go back into the Import screen of ImagineTime.
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3. Last, bring the data into ImagineTime:

[1b.]  Browse or type the directory path where the Imagine spreadsheet can be found.

[2b.]  Choose the type of spreadsheet that had been made.

[3b.]  Select how to Import the data. If this is the first time any clients or staff are to be

entered, or you want to delete all current clients and staff and start over with the

imported data, use the first or third option.  If you want to keep the clients and staff

that have already been entered and add the clients/staff in the spreadsheet to them,

use the second option. Note - If the first or third options are used, a staff person

named "Opening Balance Person" with a password of "IT" will be added which can be

used to Log on to the program.

[4b.]  Press Import Spreadsheet Data.

[5b.]  Press Print Imported Data Report to Review all the data just imported.

Specific Instructions for Spreadsheet Column and Row Entries:

Name of Field

* Denotes Mandatory

field

Data to Enter

ID * 
Up to 10 Characters - Letters and/or Numbers.  Do not include any special

characters

Name *

Up to 50 Characters - The client or staff person's name (Either Company

Legal Name, or Last Name comma First Name format). This field is used for

sorting and looking up clients.

Billname

Up to 50 Characters - If this field is blank, it will not be used. It should be

used in cases where the name is not the proper presentation on the bill or

statement.

Initials *

Up to 10 characters. This should be the staff or partner's initials that is

responsible for billing the client, and is responsible for the overall accounts.

The initials entered here should be the same initials used to set up the staff

in the Enter/Edit Client screen.

Type * 1 Character Only - C for client or S for staff or N for Contact

Start Date
Date the client or staff began with your company.  If left empty, this will

default to today's date   (00/00/00 format)

Password

Up to 10 Characters - Enter this only for the Staff Names for later Log on

purposes - letters and/or numbers.  Do not include any special characters. 

Please note that passwords are not case sensitive.

Address Fields

No address will be imported without a Location description

If addresses are entered, each Client needs one (only one) address's BillTo Field set to

True

Each Client or Staff can have up to three Addresses and/or three Phone Numbers entered

during import

Location * 1 Character Only - Put H for Home, O for Office, P for PO Box, 2 for 2nd Home, T for
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Other

St1 Up to 40 Characters

St2 Up to 40 Characters

City Up to 40 Characters

State 2 Characters Only - State Postal Abbreviation

Country Full country name, if you want it printed on the client's invoices.

Zip Either 5 digits or 9 digits with a dash before the last 4 digits if used

BillTo * Put True if this is the billing address, False if it is not

Phone Number Fields

Up to 3 numbers can be entered during import

PhnNum

Put the 3-digit area code, then the seven-digit phone number.  Dashes and

parentheses can be added but are not required (the program will put them in as

needed).  Must have at least 10 digits, any extensions can also be added to the end of

this field.

PhnDesc * 1 Character Only - Put F for Fax, H for Home, M for Mobile, O for Office,T for Other

Client Setup

No Client Balances will be imported without a Client Type

Client Type *
 1040, 1041, 1065, 1120, 1120S,1120-S, 990, or B for Business, E for Estate/Trust, I

for Individual, O for Other

ARToStart
Put your starting AR balance in IF you don't want to set up individual invoices to build

a beginning Accounts Receivable for this Client

WIPToStart

Put your starting WIP Amount (total value of unbilled time slips) IF you don't want to

set up the individual time slips to build a beginning Unbilled Work in Progress for

this Client

ExpToStart Put your unbilled expense total here for this Client

Additional Information

EmailAddress Up to 40 Characters

ContactPerso

n
Up to 40 Characters

TaxYearEnd Enter 1 to 12 for the Month of Client's Tax Year End.

Group ID

Up to 10 Characters - Letters and/or Numbers.  Do not include any punctuation, dashes

or slashes. Auto converts all letters to capital. If left blank, will automatically have

Client ID.

1.1.6.2 Options

Options Tab
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Optional Program Features (Upper Left of Screen)
If you purchased any of our optional modules please check the appropriate boxes and enter the unlock

code your received in your registration e-mail. After your initial purchase and registration of

ImagineTime, you may find it necessary to go to this tab to register one of ImagineTime's many

optional features. The optional program features are show below and are made available by clicking

on the check box and entering an unlocking code supplied by the ImagineTime Inc Sales Department. 
                

Security & Permissions (Middle Left of Screen)
The "Use Login Screen & User Permissions" is the default setting.  It must remain checked.

Staff Level Personnel: If you want personnel that is assigned to the level of "staff" to only see their

hours and not their  rates, check "Hide Staff Rates..." If not checked, they'll see the $$ value of their

time charged, billed and outstanding balances, etc. If you don't want staff level personnel to be able to

edit and clone due date items and tasks but still be able to run due date reports then check the "Hide

Master Tabs, Edit and Cloning buttons on Due Date screen from staff permission level" box.

You can control who has the ability to add new clients 'on the fly' from the time slip, expense and

timer screens. You must enforce logins in order to use these advanced features.
An additional optional feature has been added that allows different billing and company address
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information for different clients to be automatically printed on invoices by associating a client with a

different company location. To purchase these optional feature contact Sales toll-free at 877-520-1525

extension 208.

Credits & Payments (Bottom Left of Screen)
Choose an option in the "Auto Apply Payments...". The usual one is the second - it will search for an

invoice with the same amount as the payment being posted and, if not found, will then apply the

payment to the oldest bills first. Regardless of this choice, the user will still be able to post any

payment to specific invoices if desired, this just speeds up the Auto Apply method.

Credit Limit Notifications Options: This option determines whether partners and/or responsible staff

are notified when someone attempts to enter time on a blocked client.

                        

Other User Options (Upper Right of Screen)
Time Intervals: This feature determines how fractional time slip hours will be entered. As users
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input their time, the hours entered will be checked or recalculated to conform to this choice. This

feature determines how fractional time slip hours will be entered.  All saved timers will increment

up to the next time interval.

Military Time: This drop down allows military in/out times to be used to chronologically monitor

staff times during the day.

Default Slip Sort Order: This is a global setting which determines the order in which time and

expense slip entries are displayed in the After the Fact Time Entry screen and Release and Edit

Time and Expense Screen.

Number of Days: The number of days slips remain open puts a limit on the prior days time entries

that staff can change. If you want to prevent users from editing or deleting time slips after a

certain number of days select the appropriate number from the drop down list. Choose between

options to limit edits and deletes (Staff levels) of previously entered unbilled time slips/expenses

either number of days or specific date. The date takes precedence when both fields are filled in.  

Default to ID Search throughout Program: One less click -- if you prefer to search by client ID rather

than client name, you should consider turning on the "Default to ID Search..." option. You will still

be able to search by name; however, it will not be the default choice.

Activate Spell Check, Timer & Slip Screens: ImagineTime provides a spell check capability when

creating invoices and other key documents. To activate this feature automatically, click this box. If

you do not activate this feature, you must press {F7} key on your keyboard to check your spelling

from a particular window within the program.

Set Service Charges On for New Clients: You should also decide whether you want to implement

services charges. If so, check the "Set Service Charges On for New Clients" check box.

Hide Form Graphics: If your screen resolution does not support high color (16 million colors), you

should click this check box and modify colors in the Colors Menu.

Show "Next ID# Button: allows the software to generate Client Identification numbers.

Use Client ID for Group ID: The Group ID field on the Contact/Client Entry Screen should not be left

blank.  If you check the "Use Client ID for Group ID" then when you are not linking a contact/client

to a specific group the program will automatically enter the Client ID as the Group ID.  

Press the F1 key from within the options tab for more help.
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Colors (Bottom Left of Screen)
If the screen resolution does not support high color (16 million colors), you should  modify your menu

and form color selections to be consistent with the 256 color palette.
              

1.1.6.3 Look Up Lists

Look up Lists
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Standard Bill Types: The explanation for the basic recurring bills (Bookkeeping, Quarterly

Compilation, Monthly Payroll, 1040 and Year End) can be changed to suit your needs. The row headings

in Repetitive Fees/Services will change as a result of any changes made to Bill type # 5-9.

                                                             

Other - Choose Table: Address Description, Certifications, Client Marketing Lists, Client/Contact

Types, Data Storage Folders, Marketing, Payment Options, Phone Description, SuperBill templates and

User Fields are the available lists. To modify or add a description field, use the scroll bar to find the

table that you want to edit then click on the table and the corresponding description field becomes

available.  It is NOT advised to delete a description that has been used.  

Customer Note Types: Notes created in the address/phone tab of the Enter/Edit Client screen are

categorized through the use of this table. You may assign as many additional types as you wish but

you should NOT delete a type or change its code number once it has been used to create a note.

However, note descriptions can be changed at any time.

Expense Types: Expense types can be added from this table. Please note, you should not change the

expense code, or delete an expense type once you have used it to enter an expense in the Time Entry

screen. However, the expense type description can be changed at any time.  Click the check box if an

expense is subject to sales tax. Enter the standard rates for an expense such as automobile mileage. 
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You can add any additional types you'd like to the bottom of the list (like other places in the program,

new records are typically added at the bottom of lists where the star is). To delete any items, click on

the left margin of a list item (the gray box with the black arrow in it, located on the left margin of the

item), then press the Delete key on your keyboard. Better to add/change/delete some of these now

although they will always be available later.

Locations: The Locations table works in conjunction with the Security & Permissions Option "Prompt

for location of user on Login Screen" located on the Options Tab of the Company Setup. 

Caution! In general, once you have used a lookup list value, either to enter an expense, time slip or

other transaction, you should not delete it, or change the code. Description fields provided in addition

to key code fields can usually be changed.

Additional Notes about the Look Up List  > Other-Choose Table Tab:

Consider using the client type as a meaningful way of classifying different kinds of client groups. Many

of the key reports in ImagineTime subtotal by client type. Client types are assigned in the Primary

Information Tab of Manage Clients and Contacts. Also, be careful to standardize your phone and

address location descriptions. This makes it possible to provide address reports that provide more

useful information. An important "Other" look up table concerns the description of the SuperBill

Master templates. Consider adding as many default templates as you will need for this type of bill, i.e.

year end, 1040, etc. The number of SuperBill templates you create in Repetitive Fees/Services will be

limited based on the number of entries you make here. Finally, if you have used the More Contact

Information tab of the Manage Contacts and Clients screen to display user defined fields you will want

to customize the field names by selecting the "User Fields" choice in the "Other" list.

1.1.6.4 Closing/Counters

The Closing/Counters Tab:

Notes about the closing/counters tabs:

The good news is that ImagineTime does not require any formal closing, except in connection with

two of the Client Reconciliation Reports. If Reconciliation Report New Activity Reports (4) and (5) are

not being used, you will never have to consider closing. This limited closing procedure is designed to
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provide some audit controls in connection with the use of our date flexible software. The Counter

Settings for Periodic Reconciliation Reports referred to on the right side of the screen are used in

connection with this procedure, the Reconciliation Reports and Audit Snapshot Utility. These counters

are used to time stamp beginning balance information in connection with these reports and generally 

should not be changed without the assistance of a ImagineTime, Inc. technical support

representative. The main file counters at the bottom left are used to create unique transactions and

also should not be changed without the assistance of a technical support representative.

The Company year end settings do not close out any information. They are used to facilitate the

display of date sensitive lists and to "seed" default values on reports and screens that analyze

information. ImagineTime will prompt you to roll these setting forward when you "graduate" to the

next year. However, you may roll them back at any time without damaging or altering your data. 

1.1.6.5 Rate Templates

Rate Templates can be used to quickly and uniformly implement standard billing rates for staff, work

codes and clients. In their simplest form, a specific client or group of clients is assigned a rate

template that enforces specific rates based on staff levels when work is done for that client, group of

clients or for a particular work code. Rate Templates eliminate the need to set up rates in the Enter/

Edit Staff screen. All that is required is that you assign a staff level to each staff person that will be

used on a rate template.

To access rate templates go to Setup/Utilities>Company Setup>Rate Templates Tab.

1. The first time you use the rate template function you need to assign a staff level to each staff

person that will be subject to a rate template. This is done on the Assign Levels tab.

2. Customize the 10 available staff level descriptions to suit your firm by clicking on the assign levels

tab and entering the new description in the table on the left side of the screen. Enter descriptions only

for the levels that you will use. You can not have more than 10 levels. 

3.On the right side of the same screen, assign a staff level for each staff person that will be using the

rate templates. Remember when setting up the levels and assigning staff to a level that these

assignments are universal and will be used in any rate template that is created. On an individual

template basis you may override the assigned staff level by using the "Staff Rate Level Exceptions"

table to enter the appropriate level for the particular staff involved. 
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Rate Selection Priority When Entering Time. Client Rate and Client Rate/Work Code templates are

used first when selecting a rate during time slip entry. If there is no client rate template, then the

program searches for a work code template. If there is no match, then the program will use the

defaults rates that you have established in the Enter/Edit Staff screen > Rates & Costs Tab.
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The following screens will assist you in setting up your rate templates and can be accessed by clicking

on the button tabs shown on the main rate template screen. Your first job in setting up the templates

is to enter the assign levels tab and modify the level descriptions on the left to suit your firm. Next,

on the right side of the same tab, assign a staff level for each staff person that will be using the rate

templates. Once this is complete, return to the "Assign Rates to Staff Levels" tab and create as many

templates as are required for your firm. As previously noted, templates can be created for specific

clients, specific kinds of work, and specific kinds of work done on particular clients.
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1.1.6.6 Credit Cards/Email attachments
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The Credit Cards / Email tab is where you must go to install the login account number and pin code

you will receive from Omni Fund, omnifund.com (formerly gotobilling.com) via email which will enable

ImagineTime to accomplish two goals:

1. Process credit card payments and ACH transactions in the Payment Posting/Bad Debt Entry

screen.

2. Send Click'nPay invoices through Microsoft Outlook. Your customer can click on a button or

hyperlink from invoice emails that you send from ImagineTime and pay the invoice balance on

line. You will be notified via email that an online payment has been made. Customer initiated

payments made online can be downloaded in the Auto Apply/Import Payments screen. Refer to

the help for this screen for more information on how this works.

Another choice you must make is whether or not your outbound Click'nPay emails should prompt the

customer with a button or a hypertext link. If you choose the hypertext link, uncheck the "Pay invoice

online" button and enter some text in the "Alternate hyperlink" text box. Finally, make sure you enter

an email attachments directory on your server. This is the location where ImagineTime creates the

Adobe PDF attachments for your outbound invoice emails. The following screen shot is from the Billing

Dashboard > Post/Email invoices screen. You must also decide whether customers should always be

prompted to pay online whenever an invoice is emailed, prompted only if they have a balance

outstanding, or not prompted in any circumstance. Use the check boxes at the bottom of the screen to

make that choice.

Import your Click'nPay Payment information from Omni Fund by  going to Collections/Statement Tab>

Select Apply Hanging Payments Import Online Payment>Import Online Credit Card/ACH Payments.  

Customer services at Omni Fund will be happy to assist you with any questions you might have

regarding the use and features of their very robust website. Their number is 800-305-1534.

1.1.7 Enter/Edit Staff

The Enter/Edit Staff screen shown below (Setup/Utilities ribbon) is a comprehensive "soup to nuts"

screen where you enter the initial setup of staff ID, name and address information, setup staff rates,

permissions and track continuing professional education certifications. 

The screen is divided into five main tabbed sections: 

      1.) Address/Phone

      2.) Rates

      3.) Permissions

      4.) Certifications/CPE 

      5.) Departments/Favorites. 

When you open the Enter/Edit Staff screen, the address & phones tab is the default selection.
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Address & Phones Tab

The address/phones tab is where you set up the staff ID and name and determine the active status of

the staff person. The staff screen (like the Enter/Edit Client screen), opens in Add mode ready to

enter a new staff person. Enter a unique ID, usually the staff person's initials, all capitals, up to 10

characters.  The staff ID is concatenated with the billing rate in determining the unique rate ID. Using

a number makes it more difficult to identify who the staff person is when examining the billing rate.

Next, enter their name (usually last name, comma space first name) and be sure the [Active] box is

checked. If the staff is the primary owner / billing partner in the firm, check the [Default Billing

Partner] checkbox. This will streamline client setup by automatically completing the billing partner

field. The rest of this tab is optional.

Important! After you have entered your first staff, click the [>*] button on the navigation bar to save

the record and open up a new record space for your next entry - or click [New] on the forms ribbon at

the top of the screen. You can lookup staff by using the [Search for Staff] button, or by scrolling

database records sequentially. To scroll, click in the field you wish to sort by; next, click the A>Z

button on the forms ribbon and, last, click the > button on the navigation bar (bottom left) to scroll

through the database one record at a time. This is a useful technique to make changes to all the

records in an organized fashion.
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1.1.7.1 Staff Rates

Rates & Costs Tab
One of the first choices to make when setting up staff rates is to determine your approach. The staff

screen shown below is where you set up individual rates for each staff person, assign a general default

rate, and assign specific hourly rates to specific types of work. This approach is generally the simplest

to use for the purpose of getting started.

Another more sophisticated approach involves setting up rate templates. Rate Templates allow you to

dynamically create and assign rates to clients and work codes based on staff ranking levels - see the

drop down on the bottom left of the following screen shot. Using rate templates, a rate is selected for

a staff based on whether a client or work code has been assigned to a rate template. You can create

as many rate templates as you like and associate them with specific clients, groups of clients and/or

work codes. A client or work code  is limited to one active rate template at any time. If there is no

rate template, the individual rate profile discussed previously is used instead.

We suggest you get started by implementing a few rates for each staff person in the screens that

follow. After you have done this, you may want to review the help for the rate templates setup. Rate

Templates are created and edited from the rate templates tab located in the Company Information/

Setup screen, menu option.

More Information concerning Individual Rate Assignments:

Referring to the previous screen shot, the left side box is mandatory, the right side is optional. On

the left side enter all the bill rates this staff person will currently use. Be sure to enter at least one

rate for each staff person and also be sure to check as Default no more than one rate for each staff

person. Always enter a new rate when increasing a staff person's bill rate - set the old rate inactive. 

Never change a rate that has been used on previously entered time slips as this will change all

linked slips and invoices and make a real mess (the only case where this is permissible is if the slips

using the old rate have never been billed and you would like to change the rate on them all at once).

If work codes have already been reviewed and approved, you may set up default rates for a staff
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person by associating the work code to a rate on the right side of the screen. At your option, default

rates can be implemented for selected work codes for all or some staff members.  For example, if 

COM (compilation work) is usually charged at $100.00 an hour for this particular staff person, $100.00

can be set as the default rate for the "COM" work code.  This rate assignment will override the

general default rate assignment, but only for the specific work code.  Greater efficiency, fewer

keypunch strokes and errors result if this approach is implemented; for example, when using the time

slip entry screen selecting the work code selects the rate automatically.

Rates can be deleted if they have not been implemented, by clicking on the record selector (the gray

box with the arrow at the far left of the form) and pressing the {Delete} key on your keyboard. Rates

should never be deleted if they have been used, since the time slips associated with them will also be

deleted. This would distort performance reports and reprinting of prior slip based invoices. Instead,

they should be set inactive by using the check box shown on the screen. If a rate has been used, there

will be a date entry in the most recent slip column. However, you are free to delete any work code to

rate associations shown on the right side of the screen.

Staff Rate Level (Optional): Assign a staff level if you are using the optional rate templates feature -

see Company Information Setup > Rate Templates.

Current Annual Payroll Cost can be entered for each staff and are used to calculate multipliers in the

Comparative Yearly Staff Realization by Month Report.

Target Utilization % is used on the Comparative Yearly Staff Realization by Month report.

1.1.7.2 Permissions

Permissions & Options Tab

The Permission & Option tab along with the Setup/Utilities Ribbon Menu Password and Rights Screen

defines what staff can do in ImagineTime. For example, the Menu options shown on the middle left of
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the above screen-shot determine what menu profile a staff person uses and whether the staff can

switch between menus.

Left Side of Screen:

Staff Login Password: Enter a login password - it will not be case sensitive and can be as easy as the

staff person's initials. It can be up to 10 characters long - letters and numbers, no spaces or

punctuation. Login is required and feature cannot be turned off.

General Rights Level: choose from 3 options:

1. Staff - basic level, can be restricted to entering time and reviewing a report of only that

person's own time/hours.

2. Supervisor - Typically used to give additional report viewing ability as well as all staff level

rights. 

3. System Mgr - Overall access to all menu items, utilities, etc. At least one person in the office

must be a System Mgr; but it is advisable to have more than one system manager so that they

can cover for each other - vacations, sick time, etc.

Calendar Rights Level: Users that purchased the calendar/contact manager option may designate for

each staff, calendar rights that are separate from the general staff rights. Choices for calendar rights

are listed within the drop down and are self explanatory. They determine whether staff are limited to

viewing their own calendar, or may view and/or edit other staff calendars.

  Choose from 3 options:

      1. View and Change My Appts/Tasks Only

      2. View and Change My Appts/Tasks; View Others

      3. Change Add/Edit/Delete All Staff Appts.

Ribbon Menu:The middle left of the screen shows the menu drop down list. The general rule is that

users should only view the options they are permitted to access. The custom staff ribbon is a good

starter menu for each staff level and can be customized in the setup/utilities, menu password and

rights screen for specific user groups. The default selection is the complete ribbon. Allow Staff to

Switch Menus allows switching between the Original Main Menu and the Ribbon Menu. For more

information about the navigation/menu system please see the help for general information.

Upgrade Notification Options: choose from 3 options:

      1. No Notifications

      2. Notify of Network Downloads

      3. Notify User of New ImagineTime Release (at least one person in the office needs to be set at

this level)

Cloud users should be set for No Notifications as all updates are performed on the cloud server and do

not require manual updating.

Auto-Open Timer Options:  Give users the ability to auto-start/auto-open real timers when

ImagineTime is initially opened. Choose from 3 options:  

      1. Do not open timer screen on login

      2. Open Timer Screen on Login
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      3. Open Timer Screen and Start a New Timer

Skip After-the-Fact Time Entry Login Screen: Only check this option if user will only be entering

their own time.  When this option is used you no longer get a login entry screen before going into the

after-the-fact entry screen.  Time entry screen automatically opens for the person logged into

ImagineTime.  Therefore, you do not want to check this box for someone that will be recording time

for other office personnel. This option will automatically be the default setting for staff level users

since it greatly simplifies the staff login for entering their time. 

Bypass Outlook Redemption for Emails and CRM:  Do not check this box.  Used by ImagineTime

support staff only!

Right side of Screen:

Uncheck to force dashboard log out: The check box will be checked if this staff member is currently

logged into the Billing Dashboard.  Their ID will not be available in the selection box for the dashboard

if the staff member is currently logged in.  Caution! An operating system lock up could cause

ImagineTime to do an unplanned shut down while a staff member was in the dashboard. If this

happens, you must manually un-check this box upon re-entering the system to make their name

available again. The dashboard will have limited functionality until this step is performed.

Show Client Status...: The show client status fields check box allows staff level users to view client

information in the after-the-fact time entry screen when entering their time. This information is

available at the supervisor and system manager level and consists of a table that shows client billed,

unbilled and allowance amounts.
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If "Hide Staff Rates from Staff Permission Level" is checked in the security and permissions section of

the options tab of Company Information/Setup, staff level users will not see the rate assigned to their

work code when entering their chargeable time.  Supervisors, and system managers are permitted to

view and override the individual and rate template rate assignments.

Real timer settings are used to restrict editing of timer start/end times and options to run more than

one timer at a time. 

Hide account status information in the Client/Contacts information screen: check If you don't want

the staff to be able to view the Account Balances on the Client/Contact screen. 

If you have the add-on module IT Anywhere you can restrict staff from accessing client information

when using the app by checking the box "Deny staff access to Smart Phone Client screen". User will

only be able to record time and expenses.

Remote Entry: Only applicable if our add-on module Remote Time Entry was purchased.

Screen Resizing:

Screen Resizing:

ImagineTime will automatically re-size most screens to the largest optimal setting for the window that

is open in ImagineTime .  However, the After-the-Fact time entry screen and Manage Contacts and

Clients screen have optional settings.

After-the-Fact time entry has 3 Options:

The default setting is "Optimal Size & Open for Standard Monitors".  This setting will generally be

acceptable for users with monitors using 1920 x 1080 or higher resolution settings.

If your monitor is less than 1920 x 1080 or you want to totally fill the monitor on larger monitors use

the setting "Resize to Specific Monitor Size". This setting will fill your monitor screen but will be

slower to open.

For users that want to see the maximum number of rows (Slips) on their monitor use the option "No

Resize- Maximum Table Rows".  

Manage Contacts and Clients screen. Check this box if you want the Manage Contacts and Clients

screen to fill your entire monitor or have no scroll bars. The screen will be slower to open when using

this setting. If left unchecked, the time entry screen will display more rows of slips at a smaller

resolution. If checked the screen will open slower but it will be easier to read. Check this box if you

got a message box when entering the client/contact screen saying to Maximize Screen or Change Re-

Size Settings. 

Important Tips for first time users!

If you are a first time user, make sure you understand the basics concerning saving, viewing,

editing and deleting staff information using the navigation bar and record selector tools - refer

to the first screen shot in this section. Also, see the General Information section for more

information about these subjects.

To Delete a staff please read the instructions on the left side of the first graphic in this section.

Use caution as deleting a staff removes all time slip history and billing rates, generally not a

wise move. The better approach would be to set the staff to inactive.

Staff IDs should usually be the staff person's initials.
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If the billing dashboard has only limited functionality, look up the last staff person in the

dashboard and uncheck the force dashboard log out box.

Make sure you set up a password. You will not be permitted to login to ImagineTime without

one.

1.1.7.3 Certifications/CPE

Certifications Tab

This screen is used to track continuing professional education credits and allows you to enter the

activity and expiration period in the table on the screen. Detail reports showing certification status by

all staff and type are available by clicking the buttons at the top left and middle of the screen. If you

wish to see certifications for this staff person only, click on the button at the top right. Use the filter

function at the right to view certifications for a selected CPE license expiration date.
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1.1.7.4 Departments/Favorites Ribbon

Departments / Favorites Ribbon

This tab has two sections:

1. The right section allows the user to select the menu options to appear on the favorites ribbon

which is conveniently located as the first ribbon tab to improve ease of use.

2. The left section of the screen is where staff people can be assigned to specific departments for

display in the staff scheduling calendar system. The staff belonging to specific departments are

displayed in the All Staff view of the weekly calendar grid by selecting the department from the

drop down list at the top left. The contact manager / calendar scheduling option must be

purchased in order to use this feature.

1.1.8 WorkCodes And Engagements

Enter/Edit Work Codes:
Use this screen to enter an ID code and description for each type of activity that is performed by the

firm.  Work codes tagged as chargeable are used to enter chargeable slips. ImagineTime is preset

with some work codes, but your firm has the ability to delete unused work codes, edit, or add work

codes based on your firms requirements. Caution! Once a work code has been used, you cannot delete

it as the time slips associated with it would also be deleted. You should review and set up work codes

as one of the first tasks you perform when beginning ImagineTime. Think of the work codes as a

miniature 'chart of accounts' that can be used to allocate and measure firm revenue by project and

type of work.

Using text characters and meaningful abbreviations in the work code as opposed to numeric codes

generally reduces errors and learning time when staff enter their own time. However, if your firm has

a comprehensive system of numeric codes, feel free to use them. Before setting up work codes,

please review the optional engagement section that follows. Using engagements provides an

additional second classification and usually has an impact on the structure of the work codes. Many

small firms choose not to use the engagement feature. In that case, work codes should, in most
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instances, describe the deliverable product rather than the specific aspect of the work being

performed, i.e. compilation work (product) as compared to bank statements, journal entries and

review (phase of work).
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Field Description/Activity

Code Enter the Work code.  This code may contain up to five alpha/numeric characters.

We suggest a 3 digit prefix with a 2 digit suffix.  However, the Work code can be

created as 5 characters without the prefix/suffix.                                

             EXAMPLES OF 3 DIGIT PREFIX & 2 DIGIT SUFFIX:

             COMMO = Monthly Compilation

             COMYR = Year End Compilation

             COMSP = Special Compilation

Chargeable

Identifies if the work activity associated with the code is considered chargeable.  IF

yes, THEN click on the checkbox.

Note: If a task has both chargeable and non-chargeable time then you will need to

assign it two different work codes. Check one of them for chargeable and leave one

unchecked for non-chargeable.

Description Enter the detailed description of the work.  (e.g. Accounting Assistance)

Rate

Template

If you are using rate templates then select the appropriate template from the drop

down list. Please note, if this option is in effect rate amounts will be selected for

each staff based on their assigned staff level and the rate assigned to that level for

the particular work code.

Sales Tax

Check this box if you want this work code to be subject to sales tax. You must also

designate a sales tax rate for the client at the top left of the more contact

information tab of the Manage Contacts and Clients screen.

InActive

Use this check box to prevent the work code from being selected in the slip entry

screens. Existing time slips that have previously used the code will continue to be

valid.

Engagement

/

NChargeClas

s

If work codes are unique to engagements, then you can auto-select engagements on

time slips by filling in this drop down. The non-chargeable classification is used for

the Client & Staff Performance staff hours and billable amounts by month report.

Other Functions:
  

To View Work code Listing:  Click on [Print Listing]. A report will print listing the codes in

alphabetical order.  If the code is chargeable, then the revenue box to the right of the

description will be checked.

The summarize slips for code option (SuperBills only) ensures that the detail time slip

component of a SuperBill will show summarized information rather than individual time slips

when the selected work code is printed.
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Autofill SuperBill element note for this work code & Alternate Work Code Description to

show on Invoice: if you intend to use the SuperBill autofill feature described in bill types and

would like a more extensive explanation to appear on the client bill than the short work code

description. You can use the ^H,^P and ^Y characters to substitute totals hours, period and

year when the invoice is printed. Please note that the alternate description may also be used

when printing summarized detail time slip bills by work code.

To Delete Unused Work Codes (You are unable to delete work codes that are in use on any

timeslips):

1. Click in the Record Selector area to the left of the work code. The box will be

highlighted with a right arrow.

2. Press the {Delete} key on your keyboard.

Change a Work Code by typing over the code. This change will cascade and update all tables

using the code.

To Merge Codes - You can merge work codes by typing in the code of the surviving work code

over the code you wish to replace.

To Exit:  Click on the X on the top right corner of the screen.

Master Engagements Setup:
Master engagements are set up on this screen. For a more complete explanation and to evaluate

whether engagements and projects are right for your firm, please click on the help for Client

Engagements.
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If you have the Due Date add-on module you can also set up and print a list of the Master

Engagements on the "Master Engagements - Optional" tab of the Due Date Setup & Utilities screen.  

1.1.9 Add/Edit Clients / Contacts

The following section covers client setup for the time and billing and due date / task management

systems. Also included are sections on the Client Relationship Management (labels, letters and

envelopes) and client and staff notes. The Document Management screen is discussed in the

Calendar/Scheduling section of the manual.

The clients / contacts ribbon also includes relevant client reports and the change ID and status utility.

These features are more fully described in the report and utility sections of the manual.

Included in this section:
Manage Contacts and Clients

o Primary Contact Information

o More Contact Information

o Manage/Edit Deadlines

o Simple Fixed Fees

o Microsoft Outlook Sync

o Marketing Reports/Filters

Client Relationship Manager

Client/Staff Note Tracker

Included elsewhere:
Document Management

Manage/Edit Deadlines 

Key Client Reports

o Client Address and Phone Lists

o Aging Report

o Client Account Balances

Change ID and Status
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1.1.9.1 Manage Contacts & Clients

The Manage Contacts and Clients screen is a comprehensive "soup to nuts" screen where you enter the

initial setup of contact name and address information, schedule client tax forms and tasks, set up

fixed fee and SuperBills, as well as analyze client profitability, review client invoices, payments and

work in progress. The Manage Contacts and Clients screens are divided into six sections:

1. Primary Contact Information

2. More Contact Information 

3. Manage/Edit Deadlines (*)

4. Simple Fixed Fees (formerly Retainers/Billing)

5. Microsoft Outlook Sync Options  (*)

6. Marketing Report/Filters (*)

(*) some of these options require the Calendar/Contact Management, or Due Date Monitor modules and

are not included in the base module for time and billing.

1.1.9.1.1  Primary Contact Information

Quick Start Essentials - Primary Contact Information 

First Time Users!
If you are a first time user, make sure you understand the basics concerning saving, viewing,

editing and deleting client information using the navigation bar and record selector tools. See

the General Information Section for more information about this.
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1.1.9.1.1.1  Enter Contacts/Clients

 

1. Select either Client or Contact - Select Contact if the entry is for an entity/person that is not a

client.  If the entity/person later becomes a client update the Type to "Client".  Contacts will

not appear in the billing dashboard.  

2. Enter an ID for the client - letters and/or numbers, avoid spaces and punctuation. Must be

unique, up to 10 characters.  You can let the software generate unique IDs by selecting the

NEXT ID# button.

3. Enter the Client Group ID - a powerful feature that you can use to bring together logical groups

of clients.  Use the same group ID for clients you wish to group together - either through

common control, or family relation. In general, we suggest you use the client ID of the 'lead

client' in the group as the group ID for all clients in the group. If the client is not part of a

group, just use the client ID as the Group ID too - don't leave it blank! You can automatically

use the client ID as the group ID on new clients by turning on this option in the Company

Information/Setup screen, options tab - check the "Use Client ID for Group ID" checkbox on the

right side of the screen. Check the "Use Group ID Address" checkbox to automatically use the

lead client address on invoices, instead of the bill to address on the account

4. Enter a Sort Name - this will be used to search for the client throughout the program.

5. Enter a Bill Name - only if the sort/search name above is not what you want to show on

Invoices and Statements. Typically, Individual clients have the Bill Name filled in (John and Jane

Doe) when the searching Name above is Doe, John and Jane.     

6. Staffing & Location: Enter a "Billing Ptr" - this is a required field and cannot be left blank.

Select from the drop down list the billing partner or manager assigned to the client. This is a

very important field since most reports can be filtered by billing partner and billing can also be

done by billing partner.  This field can auto-complete; if there is only one billing partner in the

firm, look up this person in the Enter/Edit Staff screen and click the "Default Billing Partner"

checkbox.  "Originator"  - this is an optional field but is useful if the firm gives bonuses based

on who recruited the client for the firm. "Primary Staff"  is used to indicate main staff person

assigned to the client. Reports can be filtered by staff.  The "Staff Assigned" button lets you

build a list of the staff that have been assigned to work with this client. You can also flag which

staff that will receive credit notifications when staff attempts to enter time on a client where

time entry has been blocked. The titles for the optional assignments are set up in the Company

Set-Up > Look up List > Other-Choose Table > User Fields. "Office Location"  defaults to

"Registered Location" but if you have purchased the Multiple Billing Locations Option you will

select the appropriate firm location to associate with this client. This optional feature is a great
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tool if your firm has multiple locations. Each client in the database can be assigned to a specific

office location.  Therefore, when generating your invoices the appropriate firm address prints

automatically on the invoice.  For further information or to purchase the Multiple Billing

Location tool please call the sales department at 877-520-1525, ext 208.

              

 

7. Additional Filters: "Client/Contact Type": use to classify your clients. You can customize

your set of categories used to classify your clients by going to Setup/Utilities>Company

Setup>Lookup Lists>Other-Choose Table>Client/Contact Types. The drop down menu options for

the other filters of "Priority Status", "Service/Product", and "Referral Source" can be

customized by going to Calendar/Due Dates>Options Setup>Lookup Lists>Miscellaneous Calendar

Lookup Lists used with Calendar, Report & Filter Tabs.

8.Another required field for clients is the Bill To Address: click the address button

located on the lower third of the right  of the screen and enter at least one address and

check the Bill To box at the far left. More than one address may be entered, but one must be

checked as "Bill To" for invoicing and statements to be built and printed. A location must be
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entered for each address and phone number and can be customized in the look-up lists section

of the Company Information/Setup screen on the Setup/Utilities ribbon. For more information

go to the Address/Phones/Balance screen.

1.1.9.1.1.2  Address/Phones/Balances

All clients that receive statements or invoices must have at least one address that is checked as the

'Bill To' address - see the example below. Nevertheless, clients can store as many address and phone

numbers as you like. Each address/phone must be identified by a location. Standard locations can be

set up in the A8 Company Information/Setup screen - Lookup Lists tab.

 Address and phone reports are accessed from Reporting Menu > More Client Reports > Client Address

and Phone Lists. One of the report options (Main Client Phone and Address), prints each clients' 'Bill

To' address and main phone number. Other reports list all address and phone numbers. Several of

these reports can be exported for mail merge with popular programs like Microsoft Word and

Microsoft Excel. If your version of ImagineTime has the MS Outlook integration feature you can email

clients using the email feature at the lower right. 

Clone Address/Phone:
The third tab has the "Clone" feature. This option allows you to clone address, phone and email
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information from one client to another 'related client' with the same billing information.

ACCOUNT BALANCE:
The Account Balances button shows the current balances for the client. Any field that is underlined

(such as Billed & Due)  or displays a hand when hovering over, can be drilled down for more info by

double clicking on it. 

Billed & Due: Double-clicking takes you to the Edit View Transaction Screen for this client.

Unbilled Wip: Double-clicking takes you to the Time & Expense Entry > Chargeable Time screen.

Unbilled Exps: Double-clicking takes you to the Time & Expense Entry > Expenses screen.

Analyze Wip Adjustments: takes you to the Allowance Transaction screen (displayed below). For

more information see Analysis
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1.1.9.1.1.3  Client Engagements

Client Engagements:
You can look up a client by engagement using the "Select by Engagement" drop down at the top left of

the screen, or you can find a client using "Search for Client" button and then click the "Client's

Engagements" button to view or set up client engagements. The Company Information Setup Options

tab (under Other User Options) allows you to  implement global options that require engagements to

be associated with a time slip entry without exception, or whenever engagements are implemented.

You can also have ImagineTime suggest an engagement based on the work code selected when a time

slip is recorded providing this feature is implemented in the Work Code setup screen.
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As used in this manual and throughout the ImagineTime program the word "engagements" is

interchangeable with "projects". ImagineTime allows two classification levels to the type of service

and work performed: work codes and engagements. Client engagements allow you to track time slips

by engagement. The addition of projects and engagements to ImagineTime allows the user to expand

the use of work codes to describe the various services (compilation and tax returns) within the

engagement by year of service, or to describe the functional type of work being within the

engagement: staff review, staff re-work, partner review, administration.

For example, work codes such as ORIginal preparation, REWork and ADMinistration, PARtner review

describe specific functional types of work performed within your corporate tax return engagement. On

the other hand, work codes can also be used in their traditional sense to more accurately describe the

work or client services performed within the engagement, such as T1120 for corporation tax returns

and REView for financial statement review. If you choose to use work codes in their traditional sense,

the principal benefit of engagement/projects comes from being able to segregate multiple years or

types of engagements and projects in the client work in progress and engagement management

reports.
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Master Engagements - are used to ensure data consistency and enable better uniform data

measurement. Only active master engagements can be added as a current client engagement. If all

your engagements are unique, set up one master engagement, e.g. "General" and use the

engagement description field in the client engagement screen to fully describe the engagement.

Please read the comments on the following graphic for more detailed information.

Engagement Budget to Actual Reports
The Engagement reporting form and report is accessed from the Reports ribbon by choosing the

Engagement Budget to Actual option from the Setup/Utilities ribbon. You can also quick jump to this

reporting tool from the client engagements screen. Engagement Reporting is also available from

Setup/Utilities > Work Codes and Engagement.

The following report selection screen provides a flexible selection criteria to report budget to actual

information for selected client or all clients. A variety of report format "Rollup Options" allow you to

show detail information in the report, or totals by staff. See a sample report following the selection

form graphic that follows.
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Sample Engagement Report
A sample budget to actual report is shown in the following screen shot. Also, this is an example of the

formatting option of: Rollup Option: Show Engagements/Codes/Levels/Staff

Additional Engagement Reporting
The Detail Pre-Billing (WIP) reports can be formatted to segregate engagements/projects.

Billing > Pre-Billing Reports (Wip) > Detail Work in Progress Report  These reports allow you to sort

key work code and task information by engagement, or project - see the following examples.
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Billing > Pre-Billing Reports (Wip) > Work in Progress Summary Report - with show engagement

detail checked.  If the "show engagement budget" is checked the budgeted hours, hours remaining,

billed hours and budget dollars are shown instead of the aged information.
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Reporting > Time and Billing History > Client Time History Report
                   

 

If engagements are implemented, the Client Time Activity by Code with Staff Summary report

(Reports ribbon, Daily and Monthly reports, Staff and Client Performance reports option) will

summarize client performance by engagement. Otherwise, time will be summarized and reported by

work code. The following example shows the year end 2008 Audit engagement as well as other time

not associated with any specific engagement.
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Tools that make engagements easier to implement and manage
You can copy engagements from one client to groups of other clients. If you set up engagements with

engagements years, you can roll forward engagements from one year to the next. You must select

these options by clicking on the red drop down list at the top middle of the engagement screen. A

client selection list and various options will appear. Please study the diagrams that follow for more

information regarding these features.

 Copy Engagements to other clients
To Copy Engagements to other clients, select Copy Engagements from the drop down list; select

specific engagement to be copied or first engagement; select specific clients, SHIFT and/or CRTL

keys. Finally, click the button at the bottom to copy. The left button will copy the specific engagement

only to the selected clients; the right button will copy all rows to the specific clients.
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Rollover Engagements to the Next Year
You can rollover engagements from one period to the next to the current client or selected clients.

Click one of the two buttons at the bottom of the screen and enter the engagement year to rollover

from. The program will copy all the engagements for that year for the selected client(s) and add one

to the value of the engagement year. The actual engagement totals for the prior year will become the

starting budget detail for the next year, or you can check the "Use Last Years" check box to repeat the

prior years detail budget instead of actual hours. You can also select "Include Rate" and if actual hours

are used the default rate will be used. Once you have rolled over the engagements, don't forget to

update the Detail Description of each engagement.
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Close Engagements 
When an engagement/project is completed you need to mark it Closed to prevent more time from

being recorded for the engagement/project.  Engagements can be closed individually by checking the

small box located directly under the Engage Type on the Client Engagements screen.

 

If a large number of engagements need to be closed use the utility found on the Master Engagement

Setup Screen (Setup/Utilities>Work Codes and Engagement Setup>Master Engagement Setup) This

utility will allow all the engagements for the selected year to be marked closed or you can select

specific engagements for the designated year to be marked closed.   

 

Regarding recording time for a c lient with engagements.  The c losed engagement will still appear in the drop

down list for the c lient's engagements however c losed engagements fall to the bottom of the c lient's

engagement list and are designated as CLOSED. 
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1.1.9.1.1.4  Analysis

The Analysis tab button provides a first look at important client statistics. The controls at the top of

the screen allow you to choose the period to review, and whether to show the realization statistics for

the individual client or the client group as a whole. The left side of the screen shows some interesting

statistics for the selected client including a summary aging. Using ImagineTime's drill down features

(by double-clicking on any of the shadowed windows), the analysis tab provides a gateway for monthly

analysis of realization statistics, and also allows you to edit and create realization statistics and

progress bill allowances - see details below.

Double-clicking on the realization total window in the previous screen shot displays a realization
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analysis by month that shows revenues at standard rates and the related realization adjustments and

gives you the information to pinpoint the times of greatest productivity and realization for the

individual client or client group for any month of the year. The month numbers correspond to the

fiscal year you set up in the Company Information/Setup screen.

                       

The Print Report button at the bottom right of this screen gives you the ability to print the screen

results. 

The View Data button on the bottom left displays supporting information about the adjustments

column in a separate window - the Allowance Transactions screen depicted in the following screen

shot and which shows details supporting the allowance totals (pending progress bills) on the primary

contact information tab of the Manage Contacts and Clients. You can edit key realization results, or

progress bill allowance information by selecting the appropriate type in the View Options drop down

window at the lower right.
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The previous screen is normally used in connection with initial setup, or to correct an error that

occurred during billing or write-off of time slips. It should be used with caution and only by users

that are familiar with how the ImagineTime  software works. You may want to contact our technical

support department before you adjust any of the allowance or realization information on this screen.

1.1.9.1.1.5  History

Clicking the History button, located on the upper right side of the Client/Contact screen will reveal a

list of the time slips entered for that client.  List shows unbilled, billed and written off time slip

entries.
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1.1.9.1.1.6  More About Primary Contact Screen

 More about the Primary Contact Information tab
The ability to drill down into the account status windows (click on the account balances button on the

right side of the screen) gives you quick access to the invoice and payments screen and the detail

time slip and allowance screens filtered for this client. This is useful when you want to view data for

this client and not see other client's information. Double-clicking on the client group ID window at the

top right of the screen will pop up a listing of all related group clients and their outstanding balances.

This provides important information on your true credit exposure (billed and un-billed time), and can

also be used to quick jump to another client in the related group. As discussed earlier in this section,

remember to use the same group ID for member clients that go together. Finally, please note that you

can click the "Group uses Main Address" check box for member clients that use the lead client 'bill to'

address instead of their own address (e.g. child clients that use the parent billing address). In

addition to the key fields at the top right, optional fields on the bottom right side of the screen

provide other useful information:

The Originating Ptr/Mgr field is used in certain key analysis reports to give credit to the partner

who brought in the client. The Client Snapshot report is one of the reports that uses this field.

The staff assigned button lets you drill down and create a listing of the staff that work on and

are associated with this client. Useful for the receptionist!

The Service Charge field must be set [Yes] if you want the client to be eligible for service

charges. Click on menu option (Service Charge Routine) to see more information about how and

when service charges are computed.

Click on the [Don't Allow Time Entry] check box to prevent time from being entered on a client.

Mailing lists can be customized to suit your firm in the Company Setup/Lookup Lists. Clients can

then be designated as belonging to one or more of these lists. Labels, letters, envelopes and
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reports can be printed based on list membership. See the reports and label programs that apply

to this feature by selecting Client Relationship Manager.

Client Staff Assigned Button
The staff assigned button lets you build a list of the staff that have been assigned to work with this

client. You can also flag the staff that receive credit notifications when staff attempt to enter time on

a client where time entry has been blocked. The titles for the optional assignments are set up in the

look up lists tab - see help for the More Contact Information of the Enter/Edit client screen for more

information about credit notifications and staff assignments.

1.1.9.1.2  More Contact Information

The More Contact Information Tab of the Manage Contact and Clients screen allows you to establish

user defined fields, define a sales tax rate and assign a rate template.  
     

 

   

Billing Setup and Information: By default, the billing partner, principal staff and originating partner

can be assigned to specific clients and receive work in progress reports, and, as previously

mentioned, client credit limit notifications. The user defined (biller4-biller6) fields shown in the

following illustration allow you to establish additional billers or responsible staff for purposes of

printing client work in progress reports and for the assignment to the client of key engagement

personnel, i.e. tax manager, etc. (see the staff assigned button on the Manage Contacts and Clients,
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primary contact information tab). To establish custom names for these assignments, go to Company

Setup and select the Look up Lists tab - User Fields selection and substitute different names for the

biller4, biller5, biller6 user fields.

Enter a sales tax rate as a decimal if your client is subject to a sales or general receipt tax. In

addition, identify the work codes that are subject to tax in the Setup/Utility > WorkCodes &

Engagement screen. Tax will be computed on each invoice when the work code is flagged as subject to

tax and the client has been assigned a tax rate. 

Credit Limits: Establish credit limits that prevent time entry when outstanding invoices, work in

progress or combined balance thresholds are exceeded. A Credit Limit Notification option can be set

up in the Setup/Utilities Ribbon > Company Set/up > Options (bottom left of screen) that determines

whether partners and/or responsible staff are notified when staff attempt to enter time on a blocked

client. You can choose which staff receive these notifications by clicking the Staff Assign button on

the Primary Contact Information Entry screen. The Client Staff Assignments screen will open and

check the "Credit Limit Notification" box for the appropriate staff.

LEDES Email Setup (not shown) fields are used by lawyers to email invoices to clients in a pre-

designated format. 

The Miscellaneous Tab shows whether or not the client is using a rate template - see company
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information/setup for more information about rate templates. The UltraTax Identification is used for

integration with the UltraTax income tax program (Thomas Publishing) and represents the client ID

used by that program to uniquely identify the client - see Setup/Utilities > Tax Software Integration

for more information about the UltraTax integration.
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User Defined Fields: The look up lists tab in the Company Information/Setup screen lets you create

custom labels for the user fields.  You can store information in three user-defined text fields (i.e.

Requires regular progress emails), three user-defined date fields(i.e. Date of last Audit), one user-

defined memo field and (3) additional staff/biller assignment fields, as previously discussed. Reports

can be generated utilizing the Reporting > Custom Report Wizard > Choose the Data to Build with:

Client Contact Master File and Client Master File, Year Ends, Types, Birthdays. For more information

on the Custom Report Wizard go to the Reporting section of this manual.

Mailing List Selections: (not shown) Allows you to show clients selections. See Client Relationship

Management for additional information concerning mailing list setup and use.

Taxpayer / Due Date Information: Federal Identification numbers, client and spouse social security

numbers can be entered in this location. 

1.1.9.1.3  Manage/Edit Deadlines

ImagineTime includes a comprehensive scheduling, due date monitoring and task management

system. To read the full instructions on how to implement and use this system including the screen

example below, please see the help for Due Date/Work Flow .
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1.1.9.1.4  Simple Fixed Fees

General Setup Rules

The Simple Fixed Fees Tab of the Manage Contacts and Clients screen may be used to edit fixed

fee bills or SuperBill templates one client at-a-time. Up to five types of fixed fees can be set up per

client. To change any of the standard pre-loaded fixed fee types (Bookkeeping, Qrtly Comp, Mo

Payroll, 1040, Year End) go to Setup/Utility > Company Setup > Look up Lists > Standard Bill

Types>Billtype# rows 5-9 are the pre-set fixed fee types and can be customized to fit the company

needs.
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When you are on the row you want to edit, simply click in the amount column, enter the appropriate

amount and enter the Revenue Work Code, select option for clearing slips and enter the Bill Memo

description. The information regarding the specific month is only necessary if you are providing a

subscription or maintenance kind of service that should be billed in a specific month. The Bill Memo

Description entered here will be the starting text of the billing explanation on the invoice. The current

month and year of service can automatically be inserted to the end of the Bill Memo description by

entering ^P for period or ^Y for the year. The information is pulled from the Billing Dashboard > More

Format & Billing Options > Dashboard Options > Bill Periods and Years used in Narrative, Fixed Fee

and Superbills.

If Services are billed after the work  is performed, slips should usually be cleared when the bill is

posted, by selecting either the "Clear Code" or "Clear All" option.  Then an invoice is posted with the

"Clear Code" option, all the unbilled time slips for the one work code indicated will be removed from

the WIP. Using the CLEAR code option does NOT require you to release (take off hold) the time slips

for that one work code.  The "Clear All" option will clear ALL the unbilled time slips (WIP) when the

invoice is posted.   Please note that clearing slips does not delete them from the data file: they

continue to be available for historical analysis and billing support but they will no longer be in WIP. 

You can still use the simple fixed fee autobiller even if you are never recording time for the service. 

In that scenario, select the appropriate revenue work code and use the clear option of CLEAR CODE. 

Client performance reports will show a 100% write for that revenue workcode.  

If work is billed in advance, DO NOT USE THE BILL TYPE OF SIMPLE FIX FEE.  Due to many

enhancements made in the reconciliation and performance reporting, this older bill type is not

recommended for use.  Instead you should use the bill type of Progress Bill or a Super Bill with the

clear option of "Don't Clear" slips.  

See Repetitive Fees/Services for more information on recurring bills.
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1.1.9.1.5  Microsoft Outlook Sync Exceptions

ImagineTime can synchronize appointments, tasks and contacts with Microsoft Outlook. The detailed

synchronization options are discussed more fully in the Calendar/Due Date > Microsoft Outlook

Synchronization section of this manual.

During synchronization, ImagineTime attempts to format the client / contact names and related

information based on default, business, or contact formatting profiles.  The automatic profile can be

further refined by choosing a different synchronization profile for each client type (default, contact or

business). 

Default Option: send bill name to Outlook full name if filled in, or send sort name to full name if bill

name is blank. Append sort name and contact person to [file as]

Business: send bill name to Outlook company name if filled in, or send sort name to company name,

if bill name is blank. Send contact to full name. Append sort name and contact to [file as].

Contact: send sort name to Outlook company name; contact or bill name to Full name; Full Name to

File As as LN,FN. If contact and bill name are blank; use sort name as [file as].

This screen can be used to target individual contact and clients exceptions from the standard global

formatting options, or the formatting options selected for each client type. In short, this screen lets

you choose to exclude a client from synchronization, or to select a formatting profile that is different

from the global or client type profile. Another setting at the bottom of the screen allows you choose a

specific mapping for the "Outlook file as Mapping" option.

Automatic

Bill Name

Sort Name

Contact Person

Contact Person: LName, FName
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1.1.9.1.6  Marketing Report/Filters

ImagineTime includes a business development tool that allows you to create filtered lists of client

prospects along with any notes or completed/scheduled tasks for the prospect or client. You can also

filter the list and send an email blast to the targeted group, or export the information to a file for

further manipulation in MS Excel. Please see the following screen shots.
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The following report was generated using "Date Created" 01/01/2010 to 12/31/2011 and select

"Preview Business Development Report. All other fields were left as default.
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1.1.9.1.7  Closing

This tab provides additional business development fields to enable more filtering when running the

marketing reports found on the Marketing Report/Filter tab of the client/contact screen. These fields

can be manually populated.  
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1.1.9.2 Client Relationship Manager

The Client Relationship Manager is an exciting time-saving feature that enables your firm

to process labels, envelopes or letters with just a click of a few buttons. 

   

The screen has four tabs:
                              

1. The Multi-Labels / Envelopes / Letters / Email Blast tab is a client relations manager that lets

you generate a filtered list of client or contacts based on a flexible selection criteria. For

example, all clients with balances over 90 days, or clients that are satisfied, or dissatisfied,

contacts that may become clients, clients that have 1040's, etc. This list can be furthered

narrowed by selecting individual entries. Finally, the list can be used to generate a variety of

Avery labels, #10 envelopes or a custom letter over which you have complete formatting

control.

2. The Single Labels / #10 Envelope tab is perfect for printing a few labels or envelopes at a time.
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For example, you could package a clients tax return complete with labels to the various taxing

authorities. You could also print an envelope to mail an invoice to a vendor, or a letter to a

prospective client.

3. Graphic Label Logo / Label Fonts tab is used to tell ImagineTime where to find a graphic logo

that can be printed on the envelopes, or labels. Letters can be created with embedded logos

using the Microsoft Word.

4. Mailing List Setup tab allows your firm to generate lists for mailing labels.

1.1.9.2.1  Multi-Labels/Envelopes/Letters/Email Blast

Multi-Labels/Envelopes/Letters/Email Blast
Multi-labels, envelopes, letters and Email blast are great tools for staying in touch with clients and

contacts.  You can generate labels in bulk or one client at a time; print envelopes, with or without

return addresses, create custom letters, engagement and collection letter for client mailings.  The

robust filters can be combined to target special clients, such as clients with balances over ninety days,

or clients with birthday in the current month. 

The following screen shot shows the selection screen used for sending out bulk letters, envelopes,

mailing and tax labels, e-mail blasts and creating filtered lists.   

To send Email Blast to Filtered Group:

            1. In area labeled PRINTING select from the drop down menu your CRM option and output

order, as well as other options such as number of copies and whether to show contact person. 
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2. Selection Filters for Names List at right: Review the list filters and decide which to use.

They may be used in combination.

Mail Category Types - type of mailing list (Christmas Card, Newsletter, etc) Clients can

be assigned to mailing lists on the More contact Information tab of the Client/Contact

Screen or the Mailing List Setup tab found in Client Relationship Management (CRM). 

Referral Source - Will generate a list of clients referred by a certain source.  Referral

source is entered on Primary Contact Information tab under Additional Filters. New

referral sources are added on the Lookup Lists tab found in the Options and Settings of

the Calendar Ribbon (Calendar/Due Dates>Options/Setup>Lookup Lists>Miscellaneous

Calendar Lookup Lists used with Calendar, Report & Filter Tabs)

Product or Service - Entered on Primary Contact Information tab under Additional

Filters

Status/Priority - Entered on Primary Contact Information tab under Additional Filters

Engagement Type - select year and appropriate engagement. Select "Disregard" to

disregard filter

Other Filters:

- Taxpayer Birthdays - filters by birth month. Drop down displays when selected

- Spouse Birthdays - filters by birth month. Drop down displays when selected

- Birthdays of sub-contacts - filters by birth month and type of sub-contact. Drop down

lists display when option selected.

- Calendar Appointments - filters by date range, appointment type and select staff. 

3. Filter List: Click the <Filter List> button to filter

4. Names: Use the whole list by leaving it blank, or narrow the selection further by clicking in

the list.

5. If you have selected a custom letter as the print option, you must specify the MS Word

template document (see screen shot below for more information)

6. Preview & Print: Click [Preview & Print] to print the labels, letters or envelopes

If labels are not spaced correctly on the preview, you can alter the margins by selecting Page

Setup from the report ribbon. For example, the 3x10 multi-label right margin can be adjusted

from 0.166 to 0.15.

Custom Letters:

The drop down for "Select Action From List" has two options:

1. Bookmarks that can be inserted in MS Word templates. Click this option to display

complete list of bookmarks.

2. Extract sample MS Word template to data directory. Click this option to extract the sample

template. The location will display under "Browse to Location Word Document (dot) Template. 

Select a client from the Names list and Preview & Print to see the sample template.
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Preview these two word documents before creating your custom letters. Once your letter templates

have been created, browse to location and print. The default Word templates have preset line

spacing, font, etc setting that you may want to modify before printing to ensure desired formatting. 

Email Blaster:
With the Calendar/Contact Management Module, ImagineTime allows you to send a single email to a

specific contact or to email blast specific groups of clients and contacts. There are several ways to get

to the email blaster: Client Relationship Manager, Manage Contact and Clients and Reporting.

    1) From the Client Relationship Manager > Multi-labels/Envelopes/Letters/Email Blast select

the CRM option - Send Email Blast to Filtered Group. Select the appropriate filters and click "Send

Email Blast to Filtered Group, the Broadcast Email window is displayed. See Broadcast Email Screen

shot for more information.

2) Manage Contact and Clients > Marketing Report/Filters. Select the appropriate filters and

click "Email Blast". The Broadcast Email window will display. See Broadcast Email screen shot for more

information.

3) Manage Contact and Clients > Marketing Report/Filters > Jump to Address & Phone

Reports. This takes you to the Address and Clients Lists and displays the reports that work with Email

Blast. Select the report, filters and click Email Blast. The Broadcast Email window will display. See

Broadcast Email screen shot for more information.

                    

    

Broadcast Email Window
Existing Templates: 
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1. Choose Email Template from drop down

2. Set Priority

3. Select File Note - a note will be added to selected clients referencing the email blast.

4. Enter subject

5. Message Type: Single Email, Blast, CRM Utility

6. Enter Text of Email Message. This will display the text of the template.

7. Send Email!

             

New Templates: 

1. Click Add Template

2. Enter Template Description - name of template

3. Set Priority

4. Select File Note - a note will be added to selected clients referencing the email blast.

5. Enter Subject

6. Message Type: Single Email, Blast, CRM Utility

7. Enter Text of Email Message. Key in appropriate information

8. Click Save Email Template

9. Send Email!
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Signature & Disclaimer (MS Outlook)
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Single Email:

To send a single email, click on the envelope button to the immediate left of the email address on the

contact manager screen. The Broadcast Email window will display. Choose a template, or create one

as described above. Click Send Email.
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1.1.9.2.2  Single Labels/#10 Envelopes

Single Labels / #10 Envelopes

As previously mentioned, this screen can be used to package client tax returns, or mail an item from

your office to selected individual clients. It's designed to be a quick, efficient 'ad-hoc' labeling utility

that does not require much setup. To get started with single labels, perform the following steps:

1. Select the label type from the top middle of the screen, either with or without a return address

2. Decide whether the label or envelope should be -

2.1.From Us to Client - prints your address and the client's.

2.2.From Us to Vendor - prints your address and vendor's address

2.3.From Client to Vendor - prints client's address with the vendor address

3. Select the client or vendor from the drop down window in the middle of the screen.

4. Click on the "Pick a Label" grid on the left middle of the screen to select the label position you

wish to fill, or click [Print Single #10 Envelope] to print one envelope.

5. Select another address and fill in another label on the grid until all the labels you need are

entered.

6. Print the labels using the [Print Saved Labels] button on the bottom left of the screen.
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Vendor Labels:
If you choose to create labels or envelopes for vendors, you will be provided with two buttons on the

left screen middle: one button to save the screen information as a new vendor, another opens a form

where you can add/edit vendors that will appear as choices in the drop down list. Three buttons at the

top of the screen can be used to clear the screen, selected labels, or to select the printer. Once the

label has been created, pick the appropriate label and print.
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1.1.9.2.3  Graphic Label Logo/Label Fonts

Graphic Label Logo / Label Fonts tab allows you to add a graphic logo to labels and change fonts for

labels and envelopes.

1.1.9.2.4  Mailing List Setup

Mailing List Setup allows you to create, edit and delete mailing lists. Mailing lists are utilized by

Client Relationship Manager for printing labels. 
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To Create New Mailing Lists:

 1.) Click on the record selector with the asterisk. Enter the name of the new mailing list, tab

or click on the pencil in the record selector to save.

 2.) Select the new list from the list

 3.) Select clients/contacts to add to mailing list using Shift / Ctrl keys. Names can be sorted

by Product Type, Name or Client Type, Name. Names can be limited to Client list, Contact list or

Clients & Contacts.

 4.) Choose: "Click here to add list to selected clients/contacts" 

You can click on "Display list members only" to see selected clients/contacts only or select "Display all

clients/contacts & show list members as selected" to see all clients/contacts with list members

selected. 

To Edit Existing Mailing List:

1.) Select appropriate list from Client/Contact Mailing Lists

2.) Select appropriate mailing list from Step 2.) Select a mailing list. Click "Display all clients/

contacts & show list members as selected" to view all contacts/clients  or "Display list members only"

to see selected mailing list members.

3.) Use Shift/Control keys to select or deselect members. 

4.) Chose "Click here to add list to selected clients/contacts" or "Click to adjust list from

selected clients/contacts". 

You can click on "Display list members only" to see selected clients/contacts only or select "Display all

clients/contacts & show list members as selected" to see all clients/contacts with list members

selected. 

To Delete Existing Mailing List:

1.) Select appropriate list from Client/Contact Mailing Lists

2.) Hit delete on keyboard. 

3.) Pop-up box will display "Click [OK] to delete all associations to the mailing list", click OK.
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1.1.9.3 Client and Staff Notes

The notes feature allows you to enter notes, comments, messages, or to-do items for clients and

staff. You can also attach a file to a note. Notes are great for documenting activities as they occur,

either on the phone or face to face.  The documented notes can assist you when you are creating a

description for a future bill, or provide information about the reasons for the delay in client work, or a

fee increase.

If you enter a "Reminder" on a note, pending notes can be viewed in the "View Important Matters".

Access "View Important Matters" by clicking on the Office Logo or selecting File in the upper left

corner of the ImagineTime screen.  From the drop down list select "View Important Matters". Select

"Check Reminder Notes" from the list. Reminder notes will display until completed. You can also view

notes by clicking on the "Quick Show Notes" button of the Create New Note Screen, or printed using

the options within this screen. Notes can be associated with specific tasks and tax forms if you have

the due date monitoring option installed. As a step towards improved workflow, staff notes can also

be used as a replacement for the infamous 'pink message note'. Staff will be notified by ImagineTime

with a popup message when they have pending unread messages. In order to implement this feature

you must have the calendar/contact management system and leave the calendar open or minimized

during the workday.
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How to Enter a New Note:

Step Action

1 Send to: Search for Client or staff by name or ID, check filter to limit to staff only

2 Copy Staff: Select any additional staff to send a copy of the note.

3 "Note Input By"  defaults to the user but can be changed.

4 "Regarding" select client if applicable. Make sure if selecting client to click the "Copy to

Client" checkbox so that a copy of the note will be copied to the Client file.

5

 Attach file if applicable by clicking this icon.

6 "Send to Task"  - You can optionally associate a note with a task or tax return if you have

the Due Date Monitor option installed.

7 Note Type: select the type of note from the options listed, Phone, Walk-in, Meeting

Held, Behalf of IRS, Note, etc.

8 Date:  defaults to Today's date and cannot be changed.

9 Reminder Date - this is used to print a reminder list from the "View Important Matters"

hyperlink at the center of the main menu.
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10 Enter New Note Here: input note. This field is unlimited, enter any kind of information.

11 Send note:  sends the note to all recipients

12 Clear note: resets screen for new note.

13 Print These Notes: prints entire record of notes.

14 Historical Data: opens a new form with more print options (see sample above)

You can view all of the entries for this particular client using the scroll arrows to the right

of the note history.  Use the record selector also to view the different entries.
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Sample Reports:
     

 

A short general note window on the "Primary Contact Window" allows you to make notes about the
client. The "Note Summary" button displays client notes in chronological order. "Edit Notes" allows you
to enter new notes and edit existing notes on current screen. From the "Edit Note" screen you can also
attach files or clear attachments. [File Attached] denotes that there is a file attached to the note.
"Permanent Note" allows you to enter a permanent note directly in the window. If there is a permanent
note on the account the button will display in red Permanent Note.  Permanent Notes will not be purged
when doing a history purge of client notes.
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"To Do's-Appts" allows you to enter to-do's and appointments on the calendar, if you have the

Calendar option. 

                 

 

When you select "Add" the Appt/Activity Detail screen displays. From this screen you can add or delete
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To-do's and appointments. When adding you can specify clients and engagements, type, priority,

staff, start time and sensitivity. Reminders can be selected that will pop-up from the Calendar

option.The calendar must be kept open or minimized throughout day. Once information has been

entered, click the pencil on the record selector on the left to save. To delete a To-Do, click on the

Details tab which opens the Appt/Activity Detail. Click the record selector and hit delete on your

keyboard. 

            

1.2 Time & Billing

ImagineTime has a very powerful time and billing system that allows you to track

and record time, prepare and email invoices, record collections and measure staff
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and client productivity.  This section covers Time & Expenses, Billing and

Collections/Statements.

1.2.1 Track Time + Expenses

There are two separate ways of entering chargeable and non-chargeable time using ImagineTime. We

suggest that you familiarize yourself with time entry by using the after-the-fact time entry screen

first before you move on to the timer utilities. Some of our clients never use the timer utilities, and

others can't "live" without them. The point being that you can enter time in either mode, but at some

point you will have to use the "after-the-fact" entry screen.

Included in this Section:
After-The-Fact Entry of Time and Expenses:   Time+Expense> After-the-fact

This flexible time entry modality allows you to record time as soon as you complete the task, in

advance of the task, or weeks or months later. You can update the time slip after you have

entered it by clicking on it and entering the updated information. Separate tabs or sheets are
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maintained for chargeable and non-chargeable time. Time slips entered here are posted "real

time" and directly update the client file. After-The-Fact entry of time is more suited to a firm

where an office clerk enters time for all staff, or when staff are not concerned about timing

meetings and just want to enter their slips as quickly and easily as possible. In addition,

separate tabs are available for expense entry and our remote "out of the office" transfer

feature. Expenses must be entered Time+Expense> After-the-fact>Expenses, and cannot, at

the present time, be entered in our timer utilities discussed below.

Timer Sheet & Individual Slip Timers: Time+Expenses> Slip Timers

The timer sheet can be used to enter chargeable and non-chargeable time primarily as events

take place, but can also be used for after-event data entry. The timer sheet should be used by a

specific staff person to record his or her time, rather than a clerk entering time on behalf of the

staff. The timer sheet can handle multiple events and show daily totals at the bottom of the

screen. 

You control when timer slips are posted to the permanent client files. The system will ask if you

want to post the timers when you exit the timer screen, but you may also post the timers by

clicking "Make Timer Into Slip When Finished" button located on the Timer Settings tab - in

effect, giving you "batch entry" control over the posting of time to the client file.

Included elsewhere:
The time and expense ribbon also includes the reports that are most frequently used in connection

with entering and reporting time. These reports are discussed in more detail in the help for the

reports section, but are also noted below:

Daily Time and Expense Reports - daily proofing detail and total reports.

Time and Expense History - historical detail report with multiple filter options.

History Tab on Client Screen - listing of all the time slips recorded for the client

1.2.1.1 After-The-Fact

Select Time + Expense >After-the-Fact to go to the screen to enter your timeslips.

Log in as a specific staff user and select "Click here to start".
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For personnel that only enters their own time there is an optional setting on the Permissions &

Options Tab of the staff setup screen which when selected will turn off having to use the After-

the-Fact Time Entry Login Screen.  Implementing the option "Skip After-the-Fact Time Entry

Login Screen" will facilitate accessing the time and expense entry screen.      
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Highlights of Important Time Slip Data Entry Features:
                                                                                                                                 

                         

Security and Access Features:

If a staff level user attempts to enter the time slip screen as someone else, the system will revert

back to them; prohibiting them from entering or viewing another user's time. However, if your system

permissions are Supervisor or System Manager you can choose <All> or select another ID from the

Staff ID window. Opening the screen with <All> will allow you to view, add and edit time slips for

everyone in the system.

You can hide hourly rates for staff level users by selecting the "Hide Staff Rates" check box in the

options tab of Company Information/Setup. The hide option works best when you have associated

rates with work codes, and/or have selected an overall default billing rate in the rates setup screen. If

there is no rate-to-work code association, the system will use the general default rate.
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A Familiar Screen accessed from many different places:

The Enter/Edit Time Slip screen may also be accessed from various other screens, by supervisors and

system managers.  For example, go to the Enter/Edit Client screen and double-click on the [Unbilled

Slips (WIP)] window on the right side of the Manage Contacts and Clients screen, primary contact

information tab (Account Balances button), click on the [Release/Edit] button on bottom of the Billing

Dashboard.  In each case, you will see all time slips filtered for a specific client.  This "filtering"

option proves very useful when you are more concerned with editing slips for a particular client. Also,

when you access the chargeable time slip screen from either of these launch points, additional

features become available at the top of the screen which include a slip transfer feature, release and

hold buttons and write-off or clear buttons. These additional features are discussed in the help for the

other screens.

1.2.1.1.1  Chargeable Timeslips

Basic Instructions for After-the-Fact Data Entry:
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If no engagements are associated with the client then the drop down menu will be empty.  See 

Master Engagements Setup and  Client Engagements for more information about assigning

engagements to clients.                                                         

The time entry default can be changed from tenths to quarter hours to hundredths in the Company

Setup .  Also in Company Setup Options you can enable Military Time by selectingOptions "Show Start/

End Times (Military Time) on Slip Screens and Timer Sheet" as your option. Military time allows you to

chronologically enter your time and account for it sequentially during the date. 
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To use the "Amount to Bill" feature the user must be given permission on the Permissions &

Options Tab of the Enter and Edit Staff Information Screen (see below).   When time slips, with

the "pre-bill adjustment amount", are released or cleared for billing the invoice amount will

automatically be the "pre-bill adjustment amount" and not the standard amount.   This feature is

used only in conjunction with either creating a narrative or detail type invoice.  
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Use the {F4} key in the description field to speed up data entry.  If you press {F4} Key, a pop-up list of

 frequently used billing explanations will appear.  To create explanations go to: Billing > Billing

Dashboard > More Format & Billing Options > Invoice Comments & Explanations > Setup Standard

Billing Explanation.

To edit data in the description field, press {F2}and use the {Home}, {End}, {Delete} or {Backspace}

keys accordingly.  Please note: this screen has an over-strike feature which will delete the whole

message if you click on the box and start typing without press {F2}.  

Other Important Functions & Features:
Functions:

To Save:  The  entry will automatically save the entry once you have completed all of the fields.

You can "force the save" by clicking on the record selector at the far left of the screen.

To Abandon Changes: Press the escape key on your keyboard one or two times.

To Move Between Columns: The most efficient way to navigate through this screen is to use

the [Tab] key to advance to the next column and the [Shift]+[Tab] key to backup. Pressing

[Tab] after the description window will automatically save the record and advance to the new

row.

To Exit:   Click on the X on the top right corner of the screen, or use the Alt+X key combination.

To Delete:   Click in the Record Selector area to the left of the Client name. The box will be

highlighted with a right arrow and press the {Delete} key on your keyboard.

To Navigate Records:To scroll through the previous expenses, click on the Navigation buttons

on the bottom left of the screen,  or use the vertical scroll bar on the right side of the screen. 

If you click on the record selector first, you may also use the up/down arrows.

To Transfer Time Slips from one Client to Another: To transfer slips one at a time, click on

the Name/ID lookup and select a different client. To transfer time in bulk groups, please refer

to the help for "Write-off/Transfer Time Slips & Adjust Allowances - Basic"
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   Client Status Window - The Client Status window is where you can see the Client's WIP,

Expense and Billing status at a quick glance. Highlight the time slip of the client you want to see

this information for by clicking on the Record Selector to the left of the time slip.  All of these

total fields will automatically populate with information for the client and can not be edited

here. Please note that these fields are generally not available for individuals with staff level

permissions unless you grant them specific view rights in the Enter/Edit Staff permissions tab.

The fields in Client Status section contain the following information:

Billed Status Fields

Field Description

Outstanding
Dollar amount of time slips and expenses that have been released and

billed.

Allowance Dollar amount for bad debt allowance.

Net Total dollar amount for all items billed.

Unbilled Balance Fields

Field Description

Slips (WIP) Total dollar amount of time slips that have not been released or billed.

WIP Adjust
Dollar amount of WIP that is written up/down or that has been progress

billed. 

Net Dollar difference between the WIP and WIP Adjustment

Expenses Total dollar amount of un-billed expenses the client has. 

Total Field

Field Description
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Total
Total dollar amt of everything for a client, including Net Billed + Net Unbilled

+ Expenses.

The Sample Daily Time Report shown below is accessed Time + Expenses >

Daily Time and Expense Reports or Reporting > Daily and Monthly Reports > Daily/Weekly Time &

Expense Reports.  The daily/monthly reports is the primary report used to check staff time on a daily

basis or for a specific date range. It is the only report that individuals with staff level permissions

can access. The report shows the detail slips with explanations and subtotals daily time for each staff

by chargeable and non-chargeable time. It also lists the staff expenses for the reporting period that

you select.

1.2.1.1.2  Non-Chargeable Time

Using this tab, staff can enter time that is non-chargeable.   Non-chargeable time can

be entered in this screen in the same way chargeable time is entered on a chargeable

time slip.  The difference is there is no Client selection field and there is no billing rate.

 This can be helpful for tracking employees' time and work that is essential, but not

chargeable, such as Business Development, Staff Training, Sick and Vacation time. This

information is most useful when utilized with the Daily/Weekly Time & Expense Reports.

 With these reports, you can see both chargeable and non-chargeable time, total hours

and staff realization.  The Daily/Weekly Time & Expense Reports are very helpful for

bookkeeping purposes and computation of a 40-hour work week for payroll.
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Basic Instructions for Data Entry:
Field Activity

Staff Enter the staff member name.

Code
Enter the Work code or click on the drop down arrow to view the choices and click to

select.

Date
Today's date is the default.  If you want to change it, click on the field and use the

up/down arrows to change or just type in the correct date.

Military Time

(optional)

If you have enabled "Show Start / End Times (Military Time) on Slip Screens and

Timer Sheet" located on the right side of the options tab in the Company

Information/Setup screen, to and from military time windows will appear. This

feature will allow you to chronologically enter your time and account for it

sequentially during the date.

Hrs Enter the number of hours worked.

Time Slip Text Here you can enter a custom description of the time slip if you wish.

Functions:
To Save: The non-chargeable entry will automatically save the entry once you have

completed all of the fields. You can "force" the save by clicking on the record selector

at the far left of the screen.

To Abandon Changes: Press the escape key on your keyboard one or two times.

To Move Between Columns: The most efficient way to navigate through this screen is

to use the [Tab] key to advance to the next column and the [Shift]+[Tab] key to
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backup. Pressing [Ta] after the description window will automatically save the record

and advance to the new row.

To Exit: Click on the X on the top right corner of the screen, or use the [Alt]+X key

combination.

To Delete: Click in the Record Selector area to the left of the Client name. The box

will be highlighted with a right arrow and press the [Delete] key on your keyboard.

To Navigate Records: To scroll through the previous non-chargeable entries, click on

the Navigation buttons on the bottom left of the screen, or use the vertical scroll bar

on the right of side of the screen. If you click on the record selector first, you may

also use the up/down arrows.

Features:
Sort: you can change the sorting preferences by clicking any of the option buttons at

the top left of the screen. For batch control purposes, sorting by slip number will

enable you to view slips in the order in which they were entered.

Repeat: The Ieft area of the screen allows multiple entries of time for similar work. If

a clerk is entering time for a staff members who are all working on the same code, on

the same day, for the same hours, with the same text, click these items (Code, Date,

Hours, Text) in the Repeat box before entering the first slip. These items will then

repeat for each new time slip entry for each client, quite a time saver!

Filter: The Filter feature is a device that can be used to limit the view to time slips

according to a particular work code. Click on the drop down arrow and select the work

code you wish to filter by - only the slips for that particular code will appear. Click on

the Clear Filter button to reset the filter. This feature will allow you to quickly view

specific types of work that is being done for firm clients.

Reports:
The following report (Time+Expense > Daily Time and Expense Reports > Time Slip Hourly

Totals by Staff and Day) is one of the Daily Time and Expense reports from the Time and

Expense ribbon and shows staff non-chargeable time over one year calendar period for

2010. The Staff Ids appear as column headers along the top and the type of work

appears as the row header. A very useful depiction of time utilization!
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1.2.1.1.3  Enter/Edit Expenses

The expenses tab is the third tab in the Enter Time & Expense Entry screen,(Time+Expenses > After-

the-Fact > Expenses), as shown in the graphic below.  Expenses cannot be entered in the slip timer

utility, so it is important to become familiar with this screen.  The most efficient way to navigate

through this screen is to use the [Tab] key to advance to the next column and the [Shift]+[Tab] key to

back up. Pressing [Tab] after the description window will automatically save the record and advance

to the new row. 

After you have entered your expenses, you may view a report of them, for any date range, in the Daily

Time and Expense Reports (Time + Expense>Daily Time and Expense Reports>Time Slip Hourly Totals

by Staff and Day).

Please note, when you bill expenses they can be shown in summary, or detailed by item.  They can

also be grouped with time slips in the body of detailed slip bills or in the SuperBill elements (at

standard, or adjusted amounts). See the Invoice Format & Design>Invoice Totals & Expenses tab in

the Billing Dashboard. Expenses can also be written off by double-clicking the Unbilled Expenses

control in the Primary Contact Information Screen: Clients/Contacts > Manage Contacts and Clients >

Primary Contact Information.
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Detailed Instructions for Data Entry:
Field Activity

Client

1. Key the first three letters of the client name

2. Use the up or down arrow key to navigate through the list.

3. Select the Client Name. 

You can look up by client ID by changing the look up option in the chargeable tab. Go

to any row and click on the N at the far left near the record selector. Next, re-click on

the client drop down window. This will change the default look up to client ID - please

see the graphic that follows. You may also change the look up to permanently default

to client ID in the options tab of the Company Information/Setup screen, (Setup/

Utilities>Company Setup>Options>Other User Options).

 

Time Saving Feature: You can 'quick add' a new client from the after-the-fact time

entry window. First, you must enable this feature in the Company Information/Setup

screen, (Setup/Utilities>Company Setup>Options>Security & Permissions). Next, you

can type in the name of the new client in the client window. The system will give you

the option to quick add the client by jumping to Manage Contacts and Clients screen.
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Date

The expense will auto fill with the current date.  To change the date:

1. Click on the box and manually type the date

2. Use the UP or DOWN arrows to select the appropriate date, or

3. Click on the calendar to enter the date.

Staff ID Select the appropriate Staff Member

Type Select the expense type.

Engagement Select an engagement, when implemented, or skip this field

Description

Enter a text description of the expense. Example:  Federal Express charge for

overnight delivery of a tax return. You can also use the F4 key - see the graphic that

follows.

Amount Enter the amount of the expense.

Hold

The Hold box is checked every time an expense is entered, holding it until the

expense is released at the time of Billing. To release the expense at the time you are

entering it, or at a later time when you are preparing to bill the expense, uncheck the

box and it will release to the Billing Dashboard immediately. Expense must be released

in order to be billed.

 

There are 2 ways you can also "quick release" expenses from within the billing

dashboard (Billing>Billing Dashboard). (1) Double-clicking the expense amount in the

"Unbilled:Dbl-Clk to Release" Column. (2) Double-clicking on the [Bill Amt w/out Exp]

window - second column from the right. This pops up the Adjust Bill Amount screen.

Once in this window, you can quick release expenses by double-clicking on the gray

"Held Expense" window. You can hold the expense by double-clicking on the "Add

Released Expenses" window.

Billed
The box will become "checked" after the expense has been released at the Billing

Dashboard and billed to the client. You should not normally make changes to this field.

1.2.1.1.4  Remote Transfer

The remote transfer feature is an ImagineTime add-on option you can purchase.  Upon purchasing you

will receive an unlock code which is entered on the options tab of Company Setup (Setup/Utilities >

Company Setup > Options). This feature allows you to record time on a copy of the database that is

installed on a separate computer operating at a remote location. The "new data" can then be exported

to the home office either through email, or a direct connection upon returning to the office. Home

Base Data is the term used for the main office TBData.mdb file that is normally linked to the

TB2000.mde program file.  In a multi-user office, each program links to this same Home Base Data

File so that all data is shared.

To set up the Ability to Export or Import Remote Time Slip Data:

Step Action

1 Go to Setup/Utilities>Enter/Edit Staff,  use the Search for Staff Button to choose a Staff

person, then select the Permissions & Options Tab. Note the section for Remote Entry

located at the bottom of the right side of the screen (see following graphic).
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2 For staff members entering time remotely, (e.g. recording time on a computer that is not

currently connected to your office network).  Check Allow this Staff person to use the

Remote Data Entry Function.Enabling this feature only allows the user to record remote

time.  In order to transfer the data back into the Home Base Data (a) file, Step 3 below must

also be enabled.

3 If you want a staff person to transfer his time directly to the ImagineTime Home Base Data,

OR you want to grant a staff person the ability to receive remote time slip files from other

staff persons and transfer those time slips to the Home Base Data - Check Allow this Staff

person to Transfer Remote Data Directly into the Live Home Base Data.

4 Do this for each Staff person that will be using either of the Remote Data Functions

To set up a Remote Computer with ImagineTime:

Follow these steps to load the initial program and support files onto the remote computer.  Before

installing make sure the version you install is the same version other computers are using in the

office.  Verify the program version and data file version by going to the About ImagineTime

Screen.

1. On our website www.imaginetime.com click on the download button/licensed user
download.  Then enter your company name and registration number exactly as they
appear on your  About ImagineTime Screen. Select the appropriate Runtime, click the
"Download ImagineTime" button  and save this file - do not run from the website. The
download will begin If you have entered the information correctly.

2. Once the download completes, run the SetupImagineTime.exe file from your downloads

3. This will open the Installation Wizard, on the 3rd page – select Work Station install, on 4th

page – select practice management
4. Once through pages 3 and 4, default through install wizard with ‘ok’, ‘I agree’, and ‘next’
5. Upon install completion, you will see the blue ImagineTime icon on your desktop.
6. Before opening ImagineTime make a copy of the live TBData.mdb file that the office

computers are linked to and paste the copied TBData.mdb file to C:\Progam Files
\ImagineTime directory (or if you have a 64 bit then C:\ProgramFiles x86
\ImagineTime.directory). NOTE: Everyone must be out of ImagineTime to make a copy of
the TBData.mdb file. 

7. Now open ImagineTime by clicking on the blue icon.  You will be prompted to link to your
database; select browse for file and direct it towards your shared TBData.mdb file (see
step for location). Once linked, you will be pushed out of ImagineTime.

8. Re-enter the blue icon,  Log-out and log back in if all the ribbons are not on the screen.
9. This should result in a red notation in the middle of the Original Main menu that says

Connected To: Remote each time the user starts the program.  If this is not the case, check

the Company Setup screen - 1st tab, at the bottom, to confirm that the Home Base data file

http://www.imaginetime.com
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with full path is correctly listed there. The button at the bottom of that screen will change the

home base data path location to the current location of the data file; however, do not change

this unless you are sure of the home base location!

10. Once linked, the remote user is ready to enter time slips.  As the slips are saved, a checkbox

labeled OkayToExport is automatically set on.  These marked slips (chargeable, non

chargeable and expense slips) are the ones that will be exported with the routine below.  As

each set of slips is exported, the OkayToExport is unchecked and the Exported check box is

checked.  

To Use ImagineTime Remotely:

When the ImagineTime program is used remotely, each of the chargeable, non chargeable and

expense time slips is automatically checked as OK to Export.  The Exported and OK to Export check

boxes are shown or hidden as the Press to Show button on the upper left of the Transfer Tab is

pressed.  To view the slips that are checked as OK to Export, use the Preview Slips and Expenses

button on the upper right of the Transfer Tab.  See the following section for help on sending the slips

back to the Home Base.

To Send Remote Data Back to Home Base:

There are two methods of transferring the remotely entered time slips back to the Home Base data

file, involving a combination of the following:

1. To create a file of the data that needs to be exported to the main office, choose action (1a.)

"Export My Remote Slips (from THIS program) to a TBLite file. Use button 2a to Browse to

Folder for Saving Exported (TbLite.mdb) data and locate the directory path where the

TBLite.mdb file should be saved. Press or click the red button Export Tagged Data and Build

TBLite File button to make a TBLite.mdb export file.  Inside this file are copies of each of the

slips and/or expenses that had been checked as Ok to Export.  After these are put into the

TBLite data file, they are checked as Exported and Ok to Export is unchecked in the remote

ImagineTime program to ensure that the export is not duplicated.

After the TbLite.mdb file is created and sent to the home office via email or disk medium, you

must tell the home office version of the software where the TBLite.mdb is located and also

designate the location of the home office database (TBData.mdb). The buttons to scroll for

these locations become visible on the bottom left of the screen once you check the desired

action (1b.) Import Slips from a TBLite file in step 1. Once the TBLite and the Home Base

locations are correctly listed, press or click 3b Move Data From Chosen TBLite file to Main

(Home Base) TBData File button to import the data.  Each of the slips imported into Home Base

will include a batch ID code to mark the date and time of import.

2. If the remote computer is connected directly to the network that the Home Base TBData.mdb

file is on, the remote program can directly send a copy of the time slips straight into the Home

Base data file.  Choose action (1c.) "Send My Remote Slips (from THIS program) into the

HomeBase Data on the Network that I'm on"  option under desired actions. Again make sure

the correct Home Base path and file is listed in (2c. Browse to choose the HomeBase TBData

File) on the bottom left.  Next, press or click the button Send Tagged Data Directly Into the

Main (Home Base) TBData File From This Current TBData File.  The slips will be marked as

Exported in the remote computer (and Ok to Export will be turned off), and copied into the

Home Base data file marked with the batch ID code listing the date and time of the transfer.
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Refresh the Local "Remote Copy" of the TBData file (1d).  After the local slips have been sent

successfully to the home base data file with the remote user still connected to the network, the local

"remote copy" of the data file can be updated to reflect all the new data in the home base file. This is

best done when all users are out of the home base program. Choose desired action (1d) at the top and

press the bottom left button "Refresh this Remote Database with HomeBase Data on the network

that I'm on". This copies the home base TBData.mdb file over the local currently linked remote copy

of the TBData.mdb file. You are now ready to resume entering time on the remote system.

1.2.1.2 Slip-Timers

Select Time + Expenses>Slip Timers to open the Timer Sheet screen. Also pressing F5 anywhere in

program will open the Timer Sheet. The Timer Sheet opens with today's date as the default timer date

and user name in the upper left corner. These will be used to build the timers started when the user

presses the Add Timer button. Please study the graphic below for a few moments before you continue

reading.
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   Clicking on the "Preview ALL Finished Unsaved Timers button is a useful way to determine what slips from

prior days remain unposted

   to the c lient's file.   

Add Timer Button/Edit Timer Settings - Press to start a new timer. It will pop up a screen

(shown in the previous illustration) to either choose the client, choose the work code, or both. It

will also allow the user to enter any elapsed time (time already spent working on project) prior

to actually starting the timer. If elapsed time is entered, the timer will begin "counting" from

that point forward. Entering through these fields, then entering on the Add Timer button will

bring the user back to the Timer Sheet with the timer either running or paused based on the

Timer Settings in effect (see Timer Setting Defaults below). The Selected Timer heading at the

top of the screen will show which timer is currently highlighted. To edit the client name,

elapsed time or other fields - Double click on either field in the main timer table, edit the items

in the pop-up screen and press the Update Timer button to save the changes and return to the

Timer Sheet. Please note that closing this pop-up screen with the small X in the upper right

corner or by using the Alt X Close Screen convention will return to the Timer Sheet without
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starting the timer or saving any changes

To Finish Timer(s) - To finish an individual timer click the [Finish] button at the right of each

timer, or click [Finish All Timers] to complete the day. The Additional Timer Information

screen will appear - please see the previous graphic. Enter the appropriate work code, rate if

needed, and text description. Depending upon your timer settings, it will then be saved to the

slip tables, or wait for later batch posting - in that case elapsed time will not increment further.

Be sure to enter all information if the timer is to be saved as a finished slip. You can re-start a

finished timer that has not been saved as a slip by clicking the running clock option in the

middle of the screen.

To Pause any Individual Timer - Click on the Paused Clock circle near that timer’s client name.

 To Re-start this timer, click on the Run Clock circle. The current status of each timer is

independent of the others and is shown to the left of its elapsed time field.  To Pause all

Running timers or to Restart all Paused timers, use the buttons on the Timer Totals Tab at

the bottom of the screen.

To Delete a Timer - Select the desired timer and press the Delete Selected Timer button at the

top left of the screen (pressing the delete key on the keyboard will not delete a timer).

Please note! If the additional timer information screen is not closed by pressing the [Update

Timer] button at the right of the screen, the data or changes to the data will not be saved. Also

when a timer is finished, it will either be immediately saved to the slip tables or held in the

timer table for later manual batch posting to the slip tables based on the Timer Settings in

effect (see Timer Setting Defaults below). If the ImagineTime program is currently being run in

Remote mode (an optional ImagineTime feature), all timers built will be flagged as Ok to Export

when saved to the slip tables.

Step Action

1 Press F5 to produce the timer.

2 Select  Add Timer

3 Select a Client from the drop down list.  Click on the N button to change it to ID if you

want to select by Client ID. Tab

3 Select Task/Form is applicable. Tab

4 Select Work Code. Tab

5 "Enter/Edit Time Elapsed Hrs:Mins" you can enter hours or minutes if time has already

elapsed. Tab

6 "Military Start/End Time" you can enter Military Time if time has already elapsed. Tab

7 "Rate" the default rate for the work code will be displayed. Tab

8 "Slip Text" enter any notes

9 Click on Add Timer to start the timer.
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10 If you wish to pause the timer and perform another task, click on the Pause button. 

When you are ready to come back to this timer, click Run Clock to start the clock again.

11 Click Finish to end the timer.

12 "Additional Timer Information" window will display. Enter additional Slip Text.

13 Check Finish Timer box and click Finish Timer.

14 When you close the window (with the small X on the right side), a pop-up box displays.

Yes will save the finished timers and display a box with total number of saved slips.

The Timer Settings Tab
Please refer to the previous graphic depicting the timer settings tab. These Timer Settings will be set

to initial defaults for each user and any changes will be saved on an individual user basis. The

currently chosen Save option will be shown on the screen bottom each time the Timer Sheet starts. 

This message will go away after the first minute or if the Timer Settings Tab is chosen. Timers that

have not yet been Saved to the Slip table may be edited. All editing of a Saved Slip Timer must be

done in the After-the-Fact Time & Expenses screen (Time+Expense>After-the-Fact). Some of the

more important timer settings are shown below - the rest should be self-explanatory.

1.) Allow Many Timers to be Running at Once - Or - Allow only 1 Timer to be Running at a

Time. You can run multiple concurrent timers at a time: i.e. tax research benefiting multiple

clients, or you can restrict staff to only one concurrent timer. If you decide to restrict staff

from multiple timers, you should hide the timer setting option in this screen by choosing the

hide option in the permissions tab of the Enter/Edit Staff screen located on the Setup/Utilities

ribbon.

2.) Show Daily Totals of Finished Timers - Or - Show Daily Totals of Saved Slips.Used in

conjunction with (4.) below, the staff person’s hourly totals will be displayed on the Timer Total

tab at the screen bottom. If finished timers will be automatically saved as slips, choose the

first option. If manual batch posting is desired, the second option will track the totals based on

the timers as they accumulate during the day. The Show Timer Data option will display the

Work Code, Rate and Text linked to the Selected Timer. Scrolling through the timers prior to

batch posting with this option will allow the user to proof the timers before saving to the slip

tables. Be sure to have all fields entered prior to saving. Double click on any of the 3 fields to

edit the data in the popup screen.

3.) Start New Timers with Clocks Running - Or - Start New Timers Paused (Clock Stopped).
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When adding a new timer, it will automatically start with the Running setting when originally

saved. If this setting is Start New Timers Paused, the user will have to manually click the Run

Clock circle to start it incrementing its elapsed time. Batch posting of timers by a clerical entry

person would probably use the Paused option – time elapsed would be entered as the timer is

built.

4.) Show All Timers - Or - Only Show Timers that are Not Finished. When automatically saving

finished timers, this will default to Only Show Not Finished. If batch posting timers, the user

can choose or display both timers in process and those already Finished/Stopped with the

option Show All Timers Not Yet Saved as Slips to aid in review prior to posting.

5.) Save All Finished Timers To Slip Table Later - Or - Make Timer Into Slip When Finished.

This is the primary Save option for the timers. When choosing to manually batch post finished

timers to the slip table, choose the option Send All Finished Timers to Slip Table Later. This will

enable the button below the option Press Here to Send All Finished Timers to Slip Table for

saving timers as desired. If the Timer Sheet screen is closed and there are Finished timers for

the staff and date shown, the user will be prompted to save them if desired.
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Special Report Features: If you choose military time in the Company Information/Setup

screen, it is possible to output time sheet reports in chronological time order....accounting for every

minute of the day.

1.2.2 Generate Bills

The following section covers the billing ribbon.

The billing ribbon also includes relevant reports which are more fully described in the report sections

of the manual.

Included in this section:
Billing Dashboard

Pre-Billing Reports
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Invoice Listing by Date

Repetitive Fees and Services

Edit / View Transactions

Included elsewhere:
Client Account Balances

Time and Expense History

Reconciliation Reports

Post Service Charges

1.2.2.1 Getting Started - Billing / Email

Introduction:
The billing dashboard allows you to choose from a variety of bill formats either one at-a-time or in

larger batches. Bills can be also be segregated by billing partner. The following getting started guide

instructs you how to prepare some of the basic bills one at-a-time. The same principle can be used to

print and post bills in a large batch. Bills must be printed at least once, either to the screen or the

printer, before they can be posted. Bills can also be emailed once they have been previewed to the

screen. The SuperBill is not covered in the getting started materials, but should not be overlooked.

Once you have studied this material, please review the more comprehensive information for each bill

type, including SuperBills.

To Prepare Bill(s) For Printing and Posting:
1. Open the Billing Dashboard by selecting Billing > Billing Dashboard. Use the Login Screen to

select Partner/Staff or Blank for Global Session and the Bill Posting/Write-Off Date. Then Click 

Open Billing Dashboard. If you open the dashboard with a billing partner ID, you will see a

filtered view limited to the clients assigned to that billing partner on the Contact/Client Setup

Screen.

Note: The Bill Posting/Write-Off Date box located in the center of the Login Screen offers an

"Alternate Invoice Date" giving you the ability to use two different dates. Generally, this feature

is NOT USED by most firms.  The top date is the Bill Posting and/or Write Off Date (an internal

invoice posting date or bill posting date which affects the aging of invoices for accounts

receivable), and the bottom date is used to apply an alternate or different date to the invoice

itself (the date which prints on the invoice). This gives you the flexibility to have a posting date

different from the invoice print date. (Unless you specifically need the alternate invoice date

feature we suggest that you use Bill Posting Date. If both dates are visible and you want to turn

off the alternate date, click between the two dates to hide and deactivate the Alternate Invoice

Date).

2. Navigation. Notice how your clients are sorted in the dashboard (control at top left).  You may

want to sort your clients in a different order. Use the Quick Find button at the top left to find

a particular client. You can also select a client by using the scroll bar at the far right and clicking

on the client row.

3. Decide whether you want to print Work in Process reports as a basis for billing, or whether
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you will use the controls on the dashboard to evaluate the bill amount. Printing the WIP (also

called the Pre-Billing report) puts all the essential pre-billing information in one place and gives

you a worksheet to use.  As you become more familiar with the dashboard, you may find it

unnecessary to use these reports. You can print all 'WIP' or 'Work in Process' reports for Selected

clients. To print one report, simply find the client using Quick Find, then click the 'Print

Selected WIP' button at the bottom left of the dashboard.  Select any options or settings for the

WIP Report (we suggest that you include the last 6 invoices on the Invoice History option). If

you want to print all WIP reports, click the 'Print All WIP' button at the lower left side of the

Dashboard. You can filter WIP reports by partner and choose a variety of sort orders or print

options. To save paper, consider printing a WIP summary report first before printing the detail

report.

4. Press the “Clear Dashboard” button at the top of the screen to start a new billing session.

This deletes everything from the temporary invoice table making sure no client bills are "in

process" – giving a clean slate to start.

5. To keep it simple, we will print and post the bill for one selected client using a variety of

bill types. You can also print and post bills for clients in batches (item 11 below). Hold off

on this until you have reviewed the following sections. To start, choose the client you want

to bill:

o Either type the name in the Quick Find field at the upper left of the screen and press

Enter or scroll through the clients and click on the desired client to select it

o For training purposes, choose a client that has some positive amount in the column

“Net Unbilled Slips”.

o Notice the underscored data fields. Drill down on the underscored fields (accessed with a

double-click) to access more useful information.

6. In the billing dashboard, select the desired Bill Type in the “Select Bill Type” column of the

selected client. For training purposes, choose either bill type of Detail Slip, Narrative Slip or

Progress Bill described as follows:

o Detail Slip bills list each time slip with various dates, staff, hours, amounts and text

descriptions with a total amount at the bottom. Time slips need to be selected or

"released" for this kind of bill. Various display options are available to determine which

information you want to show or hide on a detail slip bill and can be accessed by double-

clicking on the the words "Detail Slip" in the 'Select Bill Type' column.

o Narrative Slip bills show a simple sentence or paragraph of text with a total amount at

the bottom. Like a Detail Slip bill, slips need to be released for this kind of bill.

o Progress bills also show text and a total amount like the Narrative Slip bill but does not

do anything with time slips and can be used when a client has no unbilled slips to bill.

o While there are additional types of bills available in ImagineTime, these are the best to

learn first. For example, SuperBills are a 'template bill' that allow multiple items each

with their own amount and are considered further in bill types section.

7. Detail Slip Bill

o Release time slips

If all unbilled time slips (or work in progress - WIP) are to be included in this

invoice, double click right on the number in the “Unbilled:Net Slips” column of
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this client. The slip total will now show in the Released:Gross Slips column

If only certain time slips are to build this invoice, press the “Release-Edit Slips”

button at the bottom of the dashboard

1. Uncheck the Hold check box at the right side of each slip that you want to

release. As each one is released, a total Released amount is shown at the

bottom left of the screen.

2. Close this screen when done to return to the dashboard.

For more information about release slips see the dialog below.

o The total amount of the slips released for this bill will be listed in the “Released:Gross

Slips” column to the right of the “Unbilled:Net Slips” column. Note that after you

release slips, the “Click to Bill” column is checked for you. This tells the program that

this bill is in process. If it is not checked, check it now.

o Change the amount in the “Amount before Exp” field (far right, see graphic that

follows) if desired.

The starting amount is the total of the slips released at standard computed

rates.

The bill can be easily written up or down, and all adjustments will be prorated

between staff and work codes automatically if you want the total bill amount to

be different from the computed standard amount. You may review the help on 

bill adjustments at this time to see how easy it is to enter a bill amount

different from the released time slips.

o Press the “Print Billing” button at the bottom of the dashboard.

All the clients that have the “Click to Bill” check box checked will now be

processed.

If a popup screen asks “Click Yes to Update the Posting Date to Today’s Date”,

press Enter or click on No to keep the date you entered in the Login to

Dashboard screen initially. You can suppress this dialog in billing options.

Press Yes or No for “Print Straight to Printer?” as desired.

o View the bill on-screen and close the view screen by pressing the “Exit” button if

necessary to return to the dashboard.

o Continue at “Post Billing” Below

8. Narrative Slip Bill

o Release time slips

If all unbilled time slips (or work in progress - WIP) are to be included in this

invoice, double click right on the number in the “Unbilled:Net Slips” column of

this client. The slip total will now show in the Released:Gross Slips column

If only certain time slips are to build this invoice, press the “Release-Edit Slips”

button at the bottom of the dashboard

1. Uncheck the Hold check box at the right side of each slip that you want to

release. As each one is released, a total Released amount is shown at the

bottom left of the screen.

2. Close this screen when done to return to the dashboard.

For more information about release slips see the dialog below.

o The total amount of the slips released for this bill will be listed in the “Released:Gross

Slips” column to the right of the “Unbilled:Net Slips” column. Note that after you

release slips, the “Click to Bill” column is checked for you. This tells the program that
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this bill is in process. If it is not checked, check it now.

o Change the amount in the “Amount before Exp” field (far right, see graphic that

follows) if desired.

The starting amount is the total of the slips released at standard computed

rates.

The bill can be easily written up or down, and all adjustments will be prorated

between staff and work codes automatically if you want the total bill amount to

be different from the computed standard amount. You may review the help on 

bill adjustments at this time to see how easy it is to enter a bill amount

different from the released time slips.

o Press the “Print Billing” button at the bottom of the dashboard.

All the clients that have the “Click to Bill” check box checked will now be

processed.

If a pop-up screen asks “Click Yes to Update the Posting Date to Today’s Date”,

press Enter or click on No to keep the date you entered in the Login to

Dashboard screen initially. You can suppress this dialog in billing options.

Type your invoice text into the large white box on the “Edit Bill Text” screen

and press the “Preview and Print” button at the bottom when done. Please note

that if you are billing more than one client at a time you must use the

navigation buttons at the bottom left to move through and edit each client's bill

text.

As you become more proficient, consider setting up default bill explanations and

'auto-inserting' them in the text using the button at the top of the edit bill text

screen or the F4 key.

Press Yes or No for “Print Straight to Printer?” as desired.

o View the bill on-screen and close the view screen by pressing the “Exit” button if

necessary to return to the dashboard.

o Continue at “Post Billing” Below

9. Progress Bill

o Since there is no need to release time slips, check the “Click to Bill” column first.

o Change the amount in the “Amount before Exp” field (far right, see graphic that

follows) to the desired invoice amount.

o Press the “Print Billing” button at the bottom of the dashboard :

All the clients that have the “Click to Bill” check box checked will now be

processed.

If a pop-up screen asks “Click Yes to Update the Posting Date to Today’s Date”,

press Enter or click on No to keep the date you entered in the Login to

Dashboard screen initially.

Type your invoice text into the large white box on the “Edit Bill Text” screen

and press the “Preview and Print” button at the bottom when done.

Press Yes or No for “Print Straight to Printer?” as desired.

o View the bill and close the view screen by pressing the “Exit” button if necessary to

return to the dashboard.

o Continue at “Post Billing” Below.

10.Post Billing
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o Press the “Post Billing” button at the bottom of the dashboard.

o Press “Update and Close” button on the Approve Bills screen.

o All the invoices in process will now be finalized, saved as an invoice viewable in the

Edit/View Transactions screen, and listed in the Current Aging Report for accounts

receivable until paid using the Enter/Edit Payments screen.

o Until an invoice is Posted, it is NOT saved. An invoice in process may be changed and

reprinted as often as desired in the Billing dashboard until it is Posted.

11.Batch Printing - In the examples above, you were instructed how to print and post one bill at a

time. It is also possible to prepare and print a group of bills. In this case, the billing partner

reviews the bills and, upon approval, they are posted as a group. Bills are not posted

individually, instead posting is deferred until the partner approves the invoices as a group.

When using this method, you may want to edit and reprint a selected invoice. When working on

an individual invoice be sure to change the option for printing bill from "All Bills" to "Current

Row" (see the drop down list located under the Red Print Bills button at the bottom right of the

dashboard.

After the invoices have been approved, click the Post Button to clear the time slips and post the

invoice transaction to the clients' file. The posting screen also allows you to skip clients that are

not ready to be finalized. To skip a client uncheck their post box.

More information about releasing time slips:
If you are using a detail slip bill, narrative slip bill, or certain types of fixed fee and SuperBills you

must release time slips. When slips are initially entered and saved they are automatically put on hold

or held for billing. By releasing them, you are telling ImagineTime which slips are to be included for

billing.

If you are clearing all slips, use the quick release feature and Double click on the dollar amount in the

(Net WIP click release) column in the center of the dashboard.  Double clicking the dollar amount in

the next column to the right will Quick hold all slips for the client. 
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Double-clicking on the "Bill w/out Exp:DblClk" column in the main dashboard will access the Adjust Bill

Amount & Comments window. This window is available to help you calculate total bill amounts when

expenses are involved. It can also be used to modify client and global billing comments 'on-the-fly'.

Please see the following illustration.

If you are billing selected slips, click on the Release/Edit Slips/Expenses button at the bottom left of

the dashboard.  Un-check the hold box at the right of each slip row you are releasing. Please see the

following graphic for detail instructions on how to release time. If you are using SuperBills, time can

be released directly from the SuperBill setup screen.
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A Quick Recap of the Billing Process:
1. Select a bill type and compose your invoice. If you've selected a narrative slip or progress

bill, after you click the print button you will see an 'Edit/Bill Text' box appear on the screen. 

You must type an explanation or {F4} lookup the billing explanation that will appear on the bill. 

For more help on how to enter billing text for narrative bills, please see the help for bill types. If

you selected a detail slip bill, the bill will immediately appear on the screen. You can modify its

format by double-clicking on the detail slip bill type control in the billing dashboard.

If you select SuperBill, you must drill down to the SuperBill setup screen by double clicking the

SuperBill bill type. The SuperBill setup screen is a very flexible tool that lets you use billing

templates to create virtually any type of invoice format, including combination formats. Read

the bill types section for more information about the SuperBill or fixed fee retainers bills.

Because of the flexibility involved, the SuperBills can be confusing at first, but have a big payoff

down the road. SuperBills are the most powerful tool, and can do anything that the other bills

can do including monthly fixed fee billing.

2. Preview the bills by bill type by clicking the print button. You must preview the invoices at

least once before you can post them. Narrative and progress bills require that you to set up the

text 'on the fly' before you can actually print the invoice. If there is more than one narrative or

progress type bill, use the navigation bar at the bottom left of the edit bill text screen to scroll

thru invoice text section (large white area) for each client. Click the print/preview button on

the bottom of this screen when you are ready to preview the invoices. You can also print a

listing of the pending bills by clicking on the "Pending Bills" button at the top right of the

dashboard.

If you are printing multiple bill types and more than one bill at the same time, close the preview
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window of the first bill type (using the exit option on the menu bar, or the little 'x' at the top

right) to review the subsequent bill types during the same billing session - the next bill type will

automatically appear. Send the invoices to the printer, by clicking the printer icon at the top left

of the screen after you have reviewed the on-screen presentation.

If you want to print or reprint a single invoice from a large batch, click the drop down list

below the print billing button and choose "current row". Next, click the print billing button. This

approach will allow you to edit and reprint one bill without reviewing the entire batch.

3. Finalize your invoices after previewing. Return to the main dashboard, revise any bill

amounts and click print to finalize the changes to the amounts and explanations. You can also

drill down to a single bill explanation by double-clicking the bill type control for narrative slip or

progress bill types.

4. Finally, click Post Billing / Email invoices at the bottom right to post the bills in the system. 

The post screen shown in the following screen shot allows you to enter a short explanation that

will appear in the clients file and on the clients statements. Invoices can also be associated with

specific engagements on this page - if this hasn't been done already - by clicking the drop down

below the billing note. If you wish to email invoices, you must do so before you post them -

please see the detailed email instructions after the following graphic. If you use the

ImagineTime credit card processing system, you can email invoices with a "click here to pay

now" button that greatly simplifies collection.

During posting, invoice transactions are created and time slips are flagged as billed. Billing

adjustments (the difference between total time and the bill amount) are also recorded. See the

following graphic for further instructions on how to post. Any posted bill can be un-posted in

the Edit/View Transaction screen by clicking on the gray record selector at the far left of the

row and pressing the delete key. Since errors can be reversed, they are of no consequence.
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1.2.2.1.1  Email Invoices

The previous screen illustration shows the main tab of the email / posting screen. The email controls

at the bottom of the screen appear when you select either "Ledes" (used by lawyers), or "PDF" from

the client email drop down in the pending bills section of the screen. If email is set to "No", then only

bill posting and exit buttons appear at the bottom of the screen. The email option must be selected

for each client, either individually or as group, using the "Select action from list" drop down at the top

left of the first tab. The "Select action from list" drop down also has the option to quick enter the

clients main email address to the "Email Send To" field as well as cloning the subject and text from

one email (the current row) to other pending invoices.

There are two useful buttons on the previous screen - "Email Send To" and "Email Subject". Both of

these button open up dialog lists that allow the user to select email addresses or frequently used

explanations from lists. You may expand these lists by adding new rows.

Please note that on the bottom left of the screen you must choose the Microsoft Outlook send option -

either "Send Direct" or "Display MS Outlook Window". The display option requires that you preview the

email and click the "Send" button, whereas the other option sends the emails directly to the drafts

folder. If you are emailing a large group of invoices, you may want to use the "Send Direct" option

since this avoids the need to click the "Send" button for each email. Remember, emails must be sent

before you post your invoices!

The "Email Signature" screen shown in the next screen shot lets each user / billing partner set up his

or her signature characteristics, including font selection. If you login to the dashboard as a global

session, the "Default" signature will be selected. You can override this by choosing someone else. You
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can also set up a firm logo by browsing to either a jpg, bmp or gif graphic file. One caution, some

spam filters see graphics as spam - so keep it simple! Also, please note that graphics will not fully

display until you send the email.

For those of you that need a disclaimer, please enter it in the disclaimer section. An alternate

signature created in Microsoft Word signature can be used instead of the email signature, logo and

disclaimer tabs. The credit card setup tab is used by those who have enrolled in the ImagineTime

Click'nPay credit card program with Wells Fargo and is discussed in the A8 Company Information

Section.

Step by Step Recap:
6 Quick Steps to email an invoice using a PDF file and Microsoft Outlook:

1. Your computer must have installed the free Adobe Acrobat Reader ©. Most computers already

have this program installed. If yours does not, go to Google and search for "Adobe Reader".

Follow the instructions to download and install the Adobe Reader. The first version of the

ImagineTime invoice emailer also requires that you use a version of Microsoft Outlook © (Office

2000 version or greater).

2. Enter the file attachments path in bottom right section Company Information setup screen,

options tab.

3. Preview invoices to the screen at least once with the "Print Billing".

4. Make sure the "PDF" email option is selected in the "Approve / Email Invoices screen and the

email information for each row is entered at the bottom section of that screen - accessed from

the bottom right of the Billing Dashboard.

5. Set the email options for each row. Make sure you enter an email address, priority, and

subject. The email text field is optional.

6. Click the "Email Invoices" Button at the bottom of the screen. Microsoft Outlook is used to send

the emails. Each email will be created with the necessary pdf file attachment. After the invoices

are emailed, click the "Post Invoices" button to finalize the invoices.

11 Steps to create an email with a Ledes attachment:

1. Enter the Ledes export information in the other tab of the A1 screen for each client using the

Ledes attachment. The file number is auto-incremented each time you prepare a Ledes invoice

attachment.

2. Set up the activity codes (A101, etc) approved by the American Bar Association in the Work

Codes tab - see http://www.abanet.org/litigation/utbms

3. set up the ABA task codes (L110, P100, B110, etc) in the Master Engagement Setup Screen.

http://www.abanet.org/litigation/utbms
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4. set up the ABA disbursement expense codes in the Company Information/Setup screen (Look up

Lists Tab, expenses type listing box at the bottom left of the screen).

5. Add the task codes setup in step 3 to a sample client in the Manage Client/Contacts > Client's

Engagements (Click the Client's Engagements Button on this tab).

6. Once you have entered the tasks on one client, you can clone them to the other clients using the

copy engagements choice from the drop down at the top of the client engagements screen.

7. Enter the Ledes attachment file path (S:\myledes) at the bottom right of the options tab of the

A8 Company Information/Setup screen.

8. Make sure all time entries have an activity entered in the work codes field and a task entered in

the engagement field.

9. Make sure all expense entries have a disbursement expense code entered in the type code field.

The engagement field is not used in the expense screen.

10.Finally, make sure the "Ledes" email option is selected in the "Approve / Email Invoices screen

and the email information for each row is entered at the bottom section of that screen -

accessed from the bottom right of the Billing Dashboard.

11.Please note, invoices cannot be emailed unless they have been previewed to the screen with

the "Print Billing" button at least once. Once previewed, click the "Post Billing/Email"  button

on the bottom right of the dashboard, set the email options for each row and click the "Email

Invoices" button at the bottom of the screen. Microsoft Outlook is used to send the emails.

Each email will be created with the necessary file attachment. After the invoices are emailed,

click the "Post Invoices" button to finalize the invoices.

1.2.2.2 Billing Dashboard

Login Screen Instructions:

ImagineTime allows multiple users to bill by billing partner or global accounts at the same time. The 

billing partner for each client is identified in the Staffing & Location box of the Primary Contact

Information screen (left side) of the screen. If you select a billing partner when you open the

dashboard, you will only see the clients for that partner. On the other hand, if you leave the partner

window blank, all the firm clients will display in the dashboard. The basic rule in billing allows only one

staff to bill a particular client at a time. The user logged into the Dashboard is determined by the

ImagineTime ID used when logging into the ImagineTime software on that computer.  When creating

an invoice that user's ID will be associated with the invoice until the invoice is posted. If another staff

person attempts to bill for a client with an un-posted invoice then the RED initials for the originator of

the invoice will be displayed in the bill type column.  Check with the originator before selecting your

initials from the drop down list to proceed invoicing the client.
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The Billing Dashboard:
Once the dashboard has been properly accessed, you will be presented with the next screen. The

billing dashboard is similar to a car in its functional approach: all key elements supporting a quick and

efficient billing session are only a click away. You can generate bills, view and email invoices, edit or

delete invoices, add addresses, change billing options, or write-off slips. Just about anything that the

program can do can be accessed from the ImagineTime dashboard. Double-click on any "hyperlinks" to

drill down for more information. A hyperlink is indicated usually with an underline and the mouse

changes to a hand shape when hovering over the control. Sort clients in a particular order using the

drop down list controls at the top left of the dashboard screen. Please review the following graphic to

acquaint yourself with its features.  Note: Only clients that are checked as Active and have an

assigned billing partner/manager (set up in the Enter/Edit Client screen) will display in the billing

dashboard.

The starting point is usually the Quick Find window shown at the top left of the screen. Entering a few

characters here, or clicking the drop down arrow will pull up a list of clients. Pressing enter on your

choice in the list will automatically position you on the correct client in the main session area of the

dashboard. You can also review the clients in the dashboard by using the scroll bar at the right of the

screen. The default sort order is to list clients from the highest to lowest amount of unbilled work in

progress. That sort order can be changed by clicking on the sort choices drop down window at the top

left of the screen immediately below the Quick Find utility. The last sort order used will be the default

sort order upon reopening the dashboard. Please review the help section for getting started with

billing which covers additional aspects of dashboard use.
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1.2.2.2.1  Bill Types & Formats

Clicking on the Bill Type column in the dashboard (4th column from the right) displays a selection list

of the various kinds of bills that ImagineTime is capable of generating.

 

Important! Once a bill type is

selected, double-clicking on the bill

type you have chosen will drill down

into specific options pertinent to that

kind of bill. As explained in the section

"Getting Started with Billing", the basic

steps are the same for all the basic

bills. The advanced bills require more

steps and are outlined in detail at the

end of this section.

Bills can be custom formatted with your

firm's logo or letterhead. They can also

include 'Mini-Statement' information showing the balance forward and the payments received since the

last invoice or from a specific date forward. You may also include detail or summary information

regarding client expenses. There are five kinds of bills:

Bills: In-Depth Tutorial Videos available at ImagineTime.com

1. Detail Slip - the classic "lawyer's bill" showing detail time slip information including date,

staff, description, hours and rates. This bill is based on released time slips, and can be

increased or decreased for any realization adjustments. Our billing options allow you to

customize the format of the bill and hide selective columns of information, on the invoice. The

amount you enter in the "Amt before Exp DblClk" dashboard column will be the actual invoice

amount (excluding expenses). This amount plus or minus the amount of released slips creates

an automatic weighted average realization adjustment. For more information about this, see

the help for allocate bill adjustments. Double clicking the amount in that column will display the

"Adjust Bill Amount" pop-up screen. This screen is useful for quick releasing expenses and

viewing the total bill amount with expenses included.

2. Narrative Slip - also based on released time slips, at standard rates, increased or

decreased for any realization adjustments. The bill text is created by you in our word processing

screen, so the information on the time slip is hidden from view. In addition, you can save

frequently used explanations enabling you to compose simple bills very quickly and efficiently.

The amount you enter in the "Amt before Exp DblClk" dashboard column will be the actual

invoice amount (excluding expenses). This amount plus or minus the amount of released slips

creates an automatic weighted average realization adjustment. For more information about

this, see the help for allocate bill adjustments. Double clicking the amount in that column also

displays the "Adjust Bill Amount" popup screen. This screen is useful for quick releasing

expenses and viewing the total bill amount with expenses included.

3. Progress Bills & Final Bills - Progress bills are not based on time slips and are

frequently used to advance bill a client, or to bill independent of time. Time slips can later be

http://www.imaginetime.com/training-time-and-billing.asp
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cleared against the progress bill amount and a realization adjustment recorded against the

client's account. The bill presentation is composed in the same way that the narrative slip bill is

prepared. A final bill feature allows progress bills and recorded time to be associated and

cleared against final bills.

4. Fixed fee retainer/Recurring bills - You can have up to 5 user-defined fixed

fee bills (pre-programmed as bookkeeping, Qtrly Comp, Mo Payroll, 1040, and Year End). You

can customized your fixed fees by going to Setup/Utilities>Company Setup>Lookup

List>Standard Bill Types>Bill Types 5 - 9 description can be customized. Fixed fee bills can 'auto-

load', individually or in groups. If your monthly or quarterly service arrangement calls for a short

paragraph of narrative explanation, fixed-fee retainer bills are easy to use and efficient for all

types of recurring fixed fee arrangements. They usually display a simple explanation

"Accounting services for the month of" and automatically insert the month and year as well as

clear time slips as the situation requires. In more complex situations, SuperBills can be used to

create multiple element fixed-fee bills that also auto-load at the user's option.

5. SuperBills -  Just like they sound, SuperBills are the most powerful bill in ImagineTime.

They can contain both narrative and time slip elements. In addition, master SuperBill templates

can be created for a wide variety of billing situations and then 'cloned' in to individual clients,

one at a time or in groups. Slips can be cleared based on released time, or for slips within a

particular work code or group of work codes. For example, you can create a year end bill that

includes narrative explanations for the preparation of tax returns and financial statements as

well as display detail time slips for any additional services for which the client should be charged

additional fees.

SuperBills can also have progress bill elements in addition to elements that clear slips. It is not

necessary for time to be recorded in order to create a bill for a particular type of service. If you

select the appropriate element option, the posting of the SuperBill will record income for the

work code in the amount of the bill element regardless of whether time has been recorded or

not. If time has been recorded, a realization adjustment will be created for the difference

between the time and the bill element amount. SuperBills can also be used as a more advanced

type of fixed-fee bill; for example, when monthly services involve disclosure of multiple

amounts in a columnar format on the bill.

Step by step instructions for SuperBills are available at ImagineTime.com.

If you haven't already reviewed the "Getting Started with Billing" section, please do so now. It outlines

the basic steps needed to generate detail slip, narrative slip and progress bills - the first bills you

should become familiar with in ImagineTime. Please read on for more detailed information regarding

each bill type in the following illustrations. After the section on fixed fee bills is a section dedicated to

explaining how to use the word processing tools employed when selecting narrative slip, progress and

fixed-fee type bills.

http://www.imaginetime.com/training/SuperBill/SuperBillFinal_rev.html
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Detail Time Slip Bills
Detail Slip bills are sometimes referred

to as "lawyer bills". As the sample

graphic shows, they display varying

amounts of information based on the 

Detail Slip Bill options that you select.

Time slips must be released in order to

prepare a detail slip bill. Slip bills are

flexible enough to allow you to value bill

an amount for each slip that is different

from the standard billing rate multiplied

by the number of hours on the slip.

Please review the bill adjustments screen

to read more about how this value billing

feature works. Remember! After you

have selected the "Detail Slip" bill type,

clicking on shadowed bill type control will

open up the detail slip options screens. 

Previous balance information including aging information can be shown on all invoice formats. Detail

slip bills also have the option of including expenses within the body of the slip section or summarized

in a separate section below the slip detail section. Refer to the help for the invoice format and design

section of the billing dashboard.

Narrative Slip Bills
The narrative slip bill allows you to

type in an explanation of your own

choice - either one that you look up or a

more detailed text that you compose

while you prepare the bill.

Time slips must be released from the

dashboard, and a bill amount entered.

You can release the time using either 

the quick release feature or clicking the

release/edit slips button at the bottom

left of the dashboard. The default bill

amount is set up to equal the released

time. If you would like to bill a different

amount (write it up or down), simply

enter a new amount in the "Amt before

Exp: DlbClick" column (2nd column from

the right). See the example in the help

for the bill adjustments screen.

All bill explanations can be saved and retrieved during bill preparation. A full featured word processor
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is available to customize 'your look', or you can export your bills to Microsoft Word for further editing.

Please see the graphical example that follows to review how to enter billing explanations.

Progress Bills
A progress bill allows you to bill in advance for services that have not been rendered. You can specify

the work code for the revenue of a progress bill by double-clicking on the bill type control after you

have selected "Progress Bill" by clicking on the drop down. Using a "Blk" (blank) code, the default

choice, creates an umbrella arrangement where the progress allowance can cover more than one work

code or service arrangement. In this case, realization differences are allocated between the work

codes of the slips recorded later on a weighted average basis. However, when a certain revenue work

code is associated with a progress bill, the revenue portion of the realization calculation will always be

allocated to the specified work code: slips for other work codes (cleared at a later date using the Basic

write-off/clear time slips or the quick write-off utility) will show realization losses.

When a progress bill is created, an allowance is recorded in the system to track the amount of the

progress bill against time as it is incurred. When the work is completed, you simply clear the time

against any of these waiting progress bill allowances and a realization adjustment is automatically

created for the difference between the actual time and the prior progress bills amounts. Progress bills

are convenient and 'ad hoc' and can be done at any time. You can view pending progress bill allowances

by clicking on the "Allowance for Unbilled Slips" field in the Enter/Edit Client screen.
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Final Bills
Create a final bill in the billing dashboard that will clear previous progress bills, work in progress

(unbilled time) and associate these items with a final bill. The final bill history report will allow you to

view the overall billing history for the job. In order to final bill, you must select the "Final Bill" bill

type, release time slips and tag allowances for clearing. Double-click on the "Final Bill" control if the

clear allowance screen does not pop up automatically. In the event of an error, final bills can be un-

posted in the Edit / View Transaction screen on the Billing ribbon. If you have created a progress bill

as the final bill, you must clear slips using the basic write-off method. The following graphic depicts

how a final bill can be used to clear previous progress bills and time slips:
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Simple Fixed-Fee Bills / Auto-Biller
Fixed fee bills are used to bill monthly or quarterly recurring 'flat fee' services. Up to five different

kinds of services can be provided for each client. Selecting the Repetitive Fees and Service on the

Billing ribbon or Simple Fixed Fees Tab of the Enter/Edit Client opens screens used to set up these bill

types. Once set up, they can be loaded automatically from the dashboard using the "Auto-BILLER"

button. SuperBills can also be "auto-loaded" and/or auto-filled and provide a more versatile type of

recurring bill with more options, and multiple bill elements. See the graphic below.

The clear option, established when setting up the fixed fee invoice and/or SuperBill template, control

whether time slips will be cleared or held when the invoice is posted.  Often the clear option depends

upon whether the services are rendered before or after the invoice is created, or if you are NOT

recording time for the service. Please review the instructions for the Fixed-fee grid and the Retainer

tab of the Enter/Edit Client Screen.
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Entering Billing Explanations for Narrative Slip, Fixed Fee and

Progress Bills:
The following graphic provides instructions on how to enter billing explanations when you are not

using SuperBills or detailed time slip bills. The button bar at the top of the "Edit Bill Text"  screen has

the following functions, from left to right:

1. Bold, italicize or underline the selected line of text.

2. Increase, or decrease the font size.

3. Open the billing explanations screen - full window. Using the {F4} key to access the pop-

up window.

4. Save the billing explanation to the standard billing explanations table for future use.

5. Retrieve the last billing explanation for this client. This feature is extremely useful

when you must redo a bill.

6. Clear the billing explanation screen.

7. Load the full screen editor. This feature allows you to retrieve explanations that were

created in other programs such as Microsoft Word ®. You must first save the file in the

rich text format before it can be loaded in the editor - most word processors can save a

file in this format.
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SuperBills - a flexible and versatile bill
SuperBills are very powerful. Multiple rows of bill elements can be created, each with its own unlimited

formatted description. Bill element rows are associated with a work code, or multiple work codes,

and, in most cases, an amount for the bill element can be specified in advance. Flexible options

determine how you want the time slips handled: clear, don't clear, clear released slips, etc. The order

of the bill rows is determined by setting a numeric value in the level order column. Separate subtotal

levels can be created within the bill element table. Each subtotal group prints the detail rows and a

calculated total. An alternative presentation suppresses the detail rows and prints a subtotal row with

an explanation. Discounts can be shown at the bottom of the bill by creating a separate subtotal group

and row item for the discount and setting the bill order of the discount section as the last item

(highest value). A calculated row can also be added with an option to determine which rows should be

included in the percentage calculation. SuperBills can also display detail time slips in combination with

narrative text elements.

Once created, a SuperBill is permanently saved in the client's record and can easily be retrieved for

modifications when it's time to do the next bill. To get started, go to the client row in the billing

dashboard and select the SuperBill as the bill type. You may be prompted to set up the SuperBill at this

point - if so, click OK. In the event the SuperBill has already been set up for this client, you can review

the SuperBill elements by double-clicking on the bill type column to drill down to the SuperBill edit

screen. You can also click on the red "SuperBill Information" button in the Fixed-Fees/Variable fees

billing tab of the Enter/Edit Clients screen. If the amount of the last SuperBill is still the correct

amount, you can activate the SuperBill without going to the edit screen. Simply click on the "Click to

Bill" check box: the SuperBill will be activated for the billing session and the amount will appear in the

"Amt before Exp" dashboard column.
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Master SuperBill Templates
Clients can have multiple SuperBill templates. There are two ways to access the screen for setting up/

editing Master SuperBill templates.  If you have the billing dashboard open click the "More Format &

Billing Options" button, then select the Super Bills Tab; next select the RED Setup Master Super Bill

Templates button.  If you don't have the Billing Dashboard open you can get to the same screen by

selecting on the top ribbon the "Billing Tab", then select "Repetitive Fees and Services, when that

screen opens click the "Super Bill Templates" button on the bottom row of the screen. Any number of

master templates can be set up, but you must first add the master template name in the look up lists

tab of Standard Bill Types in the Company Information/Setup screen or from the Billing

Dashboard>More Format & Billing Options>Super Bills (see screen shot below).  Once set up, a master

template can quickly be cloned to individual clients saving setup time and effort. 

The SuperBill setup screen and a sample bill are shown in the graphic on the following page.
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SuperBill Template Setup Screen:  How it works.  
The upper table area, containing the element rows "drives the bottom half of the form.
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Detail Notes on the SuperBill Setup Screen:
Individual client SuperBills can be created from the billing dashboard, or from the simple fixed fee tab

of the Manage Contacts and Clients screen. Usually, the bill is created in the dashboard by selecting

the Super Bill choice from the drop down menu located in the column labeled Select Bill Type . If a

SuperBill has not previously been created a message will prompt "This bill type requires a work code,

description and amount. Click OK to edit these fields". Clicking OK will load the SuperBill setup screen

for the particular client row. Once in that screen you must first select the name of the of SuperBill

template you will work with from the drop down list, i.e. 1040, year end, standard. The following

information pertains to the table/element row section of the SuperBill setup screen. Each row is

referred to as a bill element.

SuperBill Bill Amounts, Work Code Classifications and Clear

Options
1. Enter the bill element amount for the currently highlighted row.

2. Select the work code for the row element.
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3. Choose a clear option, as follows:

Clear Slips This Code -  clears all slips for the selected work code when the bill

is posted. It is not necessary to release time for this option.

Clear Slips All Codes - Apportion Revenue: clears slips for all work codes,

whether released or not. Posts the revenue to the selected work code for the bill

element.

Don't Clear Slips: this option is frequently used in conjunction with the

"Progress Bill" check box for services that are being billed in advance. No

revenue is generated when the invoice is created and an allowance entry is set

up in the Manage Client/Contact screen for the amount of the bill element

indicating that the work for the invoice has not yet been rendered. Progress bill

elements can later be cleared and a realization adjustment recorded against the

client's account.  You can target the progress allowance to a particular work

code, or select the "BLK" (blank) work code. The blank work code is used for

umbrella service arrangements covering more than one type of work. Don't clear

can also be used with the progress bill check box turned off. In this case, the

revenue from the bill element is considered "earned when billed". A revenue

work code other that "BLK" (blank) must be selected in this case.

Released Slips This Code - This is similar to "Clear Slips This Code" except that

only released slips for the selected code will be cleared.

Released Slips All Codes - Apportion Revenue - This feature lets you create a

fixed fee bill element that extends over multiple work codes. All the released

slips will be considered as part of the bill element. The difference between the

released slips at standard rates and the specified amount of the bill element will

be treated as a realization adjustment and allocated on a weighted average

basis between the work codes and staff on the released slips.

Bill Excluded Codes - We call this the 'ad-hoc' bill element. Basically, whatever

slips are not considered part of the work codes specified in the other bill
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elements will be billed at standard rates. When this option is used you can show

the detail slips by clicking the check box "Show Detail Slips" that appears at the

lower left of the screen, or leave it unchecked and type in an explanation for

this bill element in the space provided below the table.

Bill Excluded Codes Released Slips - This provides the same functionality as

the previous option, except that only released slips are considered in the

determination of the element amount.

Apply Progress Bills - This option is commonly used on the 'final bill' in

situations where previous progress bills have been issued as part of an overall

engagement. This feature allows you to grand total the services and subtract

previous progress bills showing the net amount due on the final billing. Staff,

work code and client realization statistics will be computed comparing the total

amounts billed, including prior progress bills, compared to the total slips cleared

on the final bill. This component represents a new and improved way of clearing

progress bills and should be used instead of the quick write-off routine where

possible. Prior progress bills need not have been created with the SuperBill, but

could have been invoiced with the progress-type bill option.

Memo Row - This option allows you to display a note row most commonly used

as a header and can precede or follow other rows with dollar amounts.

4. Progress Bill - If you have used the "Don't Clear" option, you should generally check the

progress bill check box - please see the explanation for the "Don't Clear" option above for

more information about this choice.

5. Exclude From Calc - This box is checked when you are using the Calculated Row option in

the totals and ordering section on the right side of the table. Selecting this box will

exclude the highlighted bill element from the percentage calculation.

List of Compatible SuperBill Clear Options:
The following table shows which SuperBill clear options can co-exist with other SuperBill clear options.

Memo rows are compatible with all options.

SuperBill Element Compatible Element

Apply Progress Bill Bill Excluded Codes

 Bill Excluded Codes - Released Slips

 Clear All Slips All Codes - Apportion Revenue

 Clear Slips This Code

 Released Slips All Codes - Apportion Revenue

 Released Slips This Code

Bill Excluded Codes Apply Progress Bill

 Clear Slips This Code

 Don't Clear Slips

 Released Slips This Code

 Subtotal/Calculate Row

Bill Excluded Codes - Released Slips Apply Progress Bill

 Clear Slips This Code

 Don't Clear Slips

 Released Slips This Code

 Subtotal/Calculate Row

Clear All Slips All Codes - Apportion Revenue Apply Progress Bill
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 Clear All Slips All Codes - Apportion Revenue

 Clear Slips This Code

 Don't Clear Slips

 Released Slips This Code

 Subtotal/Calculate Row

Clear Slips This Code Apply Progress Bill

 Bill Excluded Codes

 Bill Excluded Codes - Released Slips

 Clear All Slips All Codes - Apportion Revenue

 Clear Slips This Code

 Don't Clear Slips

 Released Slips This Code

 Subtotal/Calculate Row

Don't Clear Slips Bill Excluded Codes

 Bill Excluded Codes - Released Slips

 Clear All Slips All Codes - Apportion Revenue

 Clear Slips This Code

 Don't Clear Slips

 Released Slips All Codes - Apportion Revenue

 Released Slips This Code

 Subtotal/Calculate Row

Released Slips All Codes - Apportion Revenue Apply Progress Bill

 Don't Clear Slips

 Released Slips All Codes - Apportion Revenue

 Subtotal/Calculate Row

Released Slips This Code Apply Progress Bill

 Bill Excluded Codes

 Bill Excluded Codes - Released Slips

 Clear Slips This Code

 Don't Clear Slips

 Released Slips This Code

 Subtotal/Calculate Row

Subtotal/Calculate Row Bill Excluded Codes

 Bill Excluded Codes - Released Slips

 Clear All Slips All Codes - Apportion Revenue

 Clear Slips This Code

 Don't Clear Slips

 Released Slips All Codes - Apportion Revenue

 Released Slips This Code

 Subtotal/Calculate Row

Totals & Ordering:
1. Sub-Total Level - Choose a grouping for the bill element. Elements can be assigned to

different sections or levels of the bill. Level 1 prints first, followed by level 2, etc.

2. Detail Row/Subtotal Options - Choose from the following four options:

Detail Row - this is the most common choice and is used in 90% of the cases. The

row information will print on the bill in the level and order specified.

Subtotal without showing Detail Row - Hides the detail rows within the level and
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shows only the explanation associated with the subtotal row. There can only be one

subtotal row per level. This is useful when your services cover multiple work areas

and you do not want the details of this information revealed on the bill.

Calculated Row - this feature lets you compute a bill element based on a

percentage value of the other bill elements. You must designate the percent in the

column labed "Calc %". You may also exclude selected bill element rows from the

calculation by clicking on the "Exclude from Calc" check box for the row that you

want omitted. You may have multiple calculated rows per the SuperBill invoice.

Detail Memo Row - this feature is used in conjunction with the memo row clear

option and allows you to display a note row most commonly used as a header and can

precede or follow other rows with dollar amounts.

3. Level Order - the level order determines the sort order in which the bill element is

printed on the actual invoice for the selected level. Click on the "Re-Order" button at the

bottom right of the screen to sort the bill elements in ascending level order.

The section below the table area contains three action buttons and an area to enter the billing

explanation and bill note. The buttons perform the following actions:

1. Re-Order - as previously mentioned, this sorts the bill elements in ascending element

order. It is used to improve the readability of the bill 'on-screen' and is not necessary for

the bill to print correctly.

2. Load Defaults (for this template)- Select a SuperBill template at the top right, and click

on this button to load and clone to this client the SuperBill master template that you

created in the Billing ribbon, Repetitive Fees/Services screen.

3. Compute Bill - computes a preliminary calculation of the bill total.

The billing explanation area allows for unlimited formatted text entry. Important! The explanation

that you enter is associated with the currently active bill element in the table at the top of the

screen. The active row is the row with the right arrow or pencil. An explanation should be entered for

each row in the table, unless you are showing detail slips under one of the clear options above.

Pressing the {F4} key in this window pops up a list of frequently used billing explanations that you set

up in the Billing/Invoice options tab of the billing dashboard. You can insert explanations created by

other programs by saving them in the rich text format and then loading them using the "Full Screen

Editor" option.

The billing note at the bottom of the screen should be filled in since it can be used later as a concise

way of determining the services rendered without actually re-printing the invoice. This can be useful

on client statements and when viewing the Enter/Edit Transaction screen.

 

Using Detail Slip Screen Section
Time Slips are displayed for each bill element on the Detail Slip Screen Section of the SuperBill. Shown

below is a graphic that shows how this comprehensive feature works.
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Using the Auto-Create Options Tab of the SuperBill Template:
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The auto-create option is a great way to create a quick bill based on released time. Text will be

inserted for each row of the bill based on the work code description or the alternate work code

description for that row. The auto-create tab is located at the top left of the SuperBill setup screen.

Time must be released in order for this feature to work.  If before going into the SuperBill template

you have not released time for the selected client then you can click on the Release button on the

auto-create screen and then the Auto-Fill button.  If you released your time before selecting the Auto-

Create Option then only click on the Auto-Fill button.  You can release time prior to opening this

screen from the main dashboard using the Global Release button located on the bottom row of the

dashboard or for a specific client with the Release-Edit Slips button at the bottom left of the

dashboard.  How to use this feature is covered in the first 5 minutes of the SUPER

BILL TUTORIAL TIME AND BILLING TRAINING/INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO LOCATED ON THE

IMAGINETIME.COM  WEBSITE Time and Billing: SUPER BILL INVOICING

Based on the time released, the auto-create option creates SuperBill rows based on the total of

release time for each work code at the standard rate. The explanation will be pre-filled based either

on the primary work code description, or the alternate (longer and more flexible) work code

description shown in Enter/Edit work codes from the setup/utilities ribbon. You can use the ^H,^P,^Y

characters in the billing explanation area to auto-insert total hours for the selected work code, the

current period or current year (see billing/invoice options in the main dashboard to set the period and

year). Caution, the results of this option will overwrite any rows already in the current template, so

http://www.imaginetime.com/training/SuperBill/SuperBillFinal_rev.html
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you may want to select a blank template to experiment with.

Sample SuperBill:
The SuperBill shown below is an example of the bill generated using the setup options in the previous

graphic. There are two fixed fee elements and an 'ad-hoc' services element. In this case, we have

elected to show the detail time slips for the 'ad-hoc' portion of the bill. This bill is perfect when you

have agreed upon the fees for certain services in advance, and are entitled to reimbursement at

standard rates for any additional services not covered specifically by your client engagement

agreement.

1.2.2.2.2  Print Wip Reports

The Pre-Billing Report, also called the Work in Progress Report (WIP), can be run from two different

locations within the program; the Billing Ribbon and the Billing Dashboard.  The WIP report can be

generated for a single client, a select group of clients or for all the clients that have unbilled time

and/or expenses.  It can be printed in a summary or detail format. A quick view of the Wip report is

available from the View Important Matters tab.

How to Print Pre-Billing Reports (WIP) From The Billing Ribbon:
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Click Pre-Billing Reports (WIP) on the Billing Ribbon to open the Main Selections screen (shown

below). This screen has the different report types, sort and filter options available for reviewing/

printing the WIP Report. 

Wip Detail Report

SCREEN SHOT OF THE MAIN SELECTION SCREEN FOR DETAIL WORK IN PROGRESS REPORT.  

Determine which type of WIP report you need.  The Main Selection Screen (shown above) opens with

the default setting to print a detail type WIP Report.

Select Detail Work in Progress Report if you want to see all the time and expenses entries that you

entered with a billable work code.  The WIP report has optional report features if you wish to show

labor costs, client information, engagement budget information or invoice history.

Select Work in Progress Summary Report  for a preliminary billing report that shows an aging report

of WIP totals. Billing partners like to review the summary WIP report to determine which clients

they might need to run a detail WIP report on before billing. 
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Both Detail and Summary WIP reports can be previewed for one or all partners and also filtered by

client type and group ID.  Also both report types have a variety of sort options available by accessing

the drop down list at the middle of the screen.  Only detail WIP Reports include client information and

invoice history allowing partners to "look and see" what was billed last month, or last year. The detail

WIP Report allows you access to the Filter by Work Code tab to limit the report to selected work

codes.

 

Filter by Work Code if you only want to print Wip for specific

codes

 

  

Example of Detail WIP

Report:

           

Explanation of information shown on above example of detail WIP report:The detail WIP report

defaults to show a summary of the client's balances and realization history at the top of the screen.

We recommend that you suppress client information and labor costs if you are attaching a detail WIP

report as an attachment to a summary bill. The last payment date and amount are also shown. The

middle section of the report shows an optional invoice history eliminating the need to dig through

history files to see what was billed last year. The body of the report shows unbilled time slips that can

be displayed in a variety of optional formats. The format displayed below omits any engagement

information. Finally, the end of the report shows any unbilled expenses along with an aging summary.
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STEPS AND OTHER INFORMATION ABOUT PRINTING THE WIP FROM THE BILLING RIBBON

Step Action for Running Detail WIP from Billing Ribbon

1 Access the Main Selection Screen by selecting Pre-Billing Reports from the Billing Ribbon. 

Then select Detail Work in Progress Report for the report type.

Go directly to the Selected Clients Tab if you want to pick and choose clients without using

any of the filter options, as shown below. 

 

Remember, the report slips thru date will default to today's date and selecting the "Print

Report Button" will bring up the report in print preview allowing you to review the report

before printing.

Follow Steps 2 - 7 for filtering report before printing.

Steps 8 - 13 have information about ways to format the WIP Report.

2 Click the Sort WIP By drop down window to choose from a variety of time slip sort orders.

3 Enter the Report Slips Thru Date. This prevents slips after this date from showing on the

report. The default date will be today's date.

4 Filter Biller Type: Choose between 1 of 6 biller types: Partner/Owner, Originating Partner,

Staff Assigned and up to (3) additional user defined types (Setup/Utilities; Company Setup;

Lookup List; Choose Table; User Fields). The default biller types are assigned in the

Manage Contacts and Clients, primary contact information tab on the left side of the

screen. Billers 4-6 are assigned to each client in the Manage Contacts and Clients, More

contact information tab - left side of screen, or by clicking the "Staff Assigned" button on

the Manage Contacts and Clients - primary contact information tab - left side of screen.

5 Biller: Select the individual biller (leave the window blank to select all billers for this biller

type):

clicking on the down arrow to scroll through the lists, or 

typing in the first few letters of search ID and pressing {Enter}.

6 Use the Client Type or Group ID drop downs to filter by these criteria.

7 Selected Clients Tab:  To see the clients in your filtered group select the Selected Clients

Tab. The WIP report can be previewed, printed, or exported from this tab also.  See Step

14 for printing information.

8 Filter by Work Code Tab: Detail WIP reports can also be filtered by selected work codes.

9 Click on Page Breaks to generate a new page for each client.

10 Suppress client information to format a detail report suitable for use as an attachment to a

summary bill.

11 Provided you set up the information on the Rates and Costs Tab of the Enter and Edit Staff

Information Screen,labor cost can be displayed.  If you want to suppress labor cost

information check the box to suppress.

12 Active view - permits drill down to slips. Check this box to be able to drill down to time

slips from the report. To print the report while this box is checked, print preview and then

print.
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13 Click this check box to print engagement information on the WIP report.

14 Click on Print Invoice History on Report to provide a tabular summary of the last invoices

prepared based on the historical parameters you set here; either based on number of

invoices to show or invoices based on a certain number of days in the look back period.  It

is extremely helpful to be able to see what you billed last month or last year when

preparing this years bills!

15 Click on Print Report.  Result:  The report will appear on the screen so that you can preview

the report before printing.

Print by clicking on the printer icon on the top left of the Report Ribbon.

Exit by clicking on the black X at the top right of the screen.

WIP Summary Report
The work in progress (WIP) summary report shows an aging total of work in

progress for each client.  The total unbilled hours are shown along with any uncleared

work in progress allowances and unbilled expenses.  The last column of the report also

shows the outstanding billed balance.  The aging of the WIP defaults to being based on

the current date not the Report Slip Thru date.  To override the default, check the box

"Age Using Slips Thru , instead of Today" .  Then the aging will be based on the slips thru

date and not the current date.   
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 Example of the Summary WIP Report for one billing partner:

Wip Summary Report is a good preliminary report as it shows work in progress totals aged by

client and can be used by managers as a pick list for detail reports.

STEPS
  Action for Running Summary WIP from Billing Ribbon                                             

                                  

1 Access the Main Selection Screen by selecting Pre-Billing Reports from the Billing Ribbon.

 Then select Work in Progress Summary Report for the report type.

Go directly to the Selected Clients Tab if you want the Summary WIP information for all

the clients in your database or to pick and choose clients without using any of the filter

options. To be able to select from all the clients in your database on the Main Selection

Screen:

1. Leave Biller Filter as Ptr/Owner 

2. Set Biller as ALL

3. Leave BLANK Client Type and Group ID.   

4. To omit inactive clients check the Active Client Only box

Remember the report slips thru date will default to today's date and clicking the "Print

Report Button" will bring up the report in print preview allowing you to review the report

before printing.

Follow Steps 2 - 7 for filtering report before printing
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2 Click the Sort WIP By drop down window to choose from a variety of time slip sort

orders

3 Enter the Report Slips Thru Date. This prevents slips after this date from showing on

the report. The default date will be today's date.  If you wish the wip summary aging to

be based on the "Report Slips Thru Date" instead of being based on the default date of

today's date check the "Age Using Slips Thru" box.

4 Filter Biller Type: Choose between 1 of 6 biller types: Partner/Owner, Originating

Partner, Staff Assigned and up to (3) additional user defined types(Setup/Utilities;

Company Setup; Lookup List; Choose Table; User Fields). The default biller types are

assigned in the Manage Contacts and Clients, primary contact information tab on the

left side of the screen. Billers 4-6 are assigned to each client in the Manage Contacts

and Clients, More contact information tab - left side of screen, or by clicking the "Staff

Assigned" button on the Manage Contacts and Clients - primary contact information tab

- left side of screen.

5 Biller: Select the individual biller (leave the window blank to select all billers for this

biller type) by:

clicking on the down arrow to scroll through the lists, or 

typing in the first few letters of search ID and pressing {Enter}.

6 Use the Client Type or Group ID drop downs to filter by these criteria.

7 Active Client Only: Check this box to omit inactive clients that might still have WIP

8 Show Engagements: Check this box and select the appropriate sort by engagement

option if you want WIP information broken down by engagement on the WIP summary

report.

9 Selected Clients Tab:  To see the clients in your filtered group select the Selected

Clients Tab. The WIP report can be previewed, printed, or exported from this tab also.

10 Click on Print Report.  Result:  The report will appear on the screen so that you can

preview the report before printing.

Print by clicking on the printer icon on the top left of the Report Ribbon.

Exit by clicking on the black X at the top right of the screen.

WIP Summary Report with option "Show Engagement Budget".
 Select "Show Engagement Budget" if you would prefer to see the basic WIP with

engagement detail instead of the WIP aged information.  
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How to Print Pre-Billing Reports (WIP) From the Billing Dashboard

Select the Billing Tab to open the billing ribbon and select Billing Dashboard. After opening the Billing

Dashboard, use the two buttons at the bottom left of the Billing Dashboard to run the Work in

Progress Report. 

The Print Selected WIP button works in conjunction with the Current Row or All Bills drop down

options listed below the red Print Bills button (see above). See settings table below. 

Row Setting + Print Setting = Print Result/Clients Highlighted on Selected Client Tab

Current Row + Print Selected

WIP

= Prints WIP only for the client on the currently selected row of

the  Dashboard

All Bills + Print Selected

WIP

= Prints WIP for any clients with the Click to Bill box checked on

the Dashboard.

Clicking either Print Selected WIP or Print All WIP will open the Main Selections Screen which is

discussed in detail in the above section entitled How to Print Pre-Billing Reports (WIP) From The

Billing Ribbon.  Please read that section for information in helping to determine whether to print a

detail or summary WIP report and step by step instructions for filtering, formatting, and previewing/

printing WIP reports.  

If you wish to print a client time history report that includes both billed and unbilled time slips, use

Time and Expense History report from the Billing ribbon.
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View Important Matters - Unbilled Time Slips
Quick view of unbilled time slips available by clicking on the Office Button or File

on the upper left side of the screen. Select View Important Matters, then  Unbilled

Time Slips hyperlink. 

                                  

Click on the Unbilled Time Slips hyperlink, then double click to see a list of Unbilled

Wip Over 30 days.
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1.2.2.2.3  Bill Adjustments

Billing or realization adjustments occur whenever a slip based bill is prepared for an amount different

than the released slips, or the slips designated to cleared (SuperBills only). The amount of the

adjustment is automatically allocated among the staff and work codes on a weighted average basis.

The following screen shots illustrate how an adjustment is automatically created when you are setting

up a bill from the Billing Dashboard. The third screen shot shows how to manually override the

weighted average allocation. This might be appropriate for several reasons:

You want to give one staff person more or less credit for the write-up or write-down - OR -

You wish to designate specific amounts to bill for time slips that are different from the standard

rate multiplied by the hours, i.e. you are billing individual slips as discrete services and the

customer is expecting to see a flat fixed fee amount - OR -

You are value billing specific slips or work code totals.
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The bill adjustments screen allows manual apportionment of realization adjustments on narrative

and detail time slip based bills. Realization adjustments are defined as the difference between the

bill amount calculated using chargeable hours at assigned standard rates, and the actual amount that

you wish to bill. By default, ImagineTime calculates these adjustments on a weighted average

percentage of slips released. For example, if Joe has $300 of time at standard and Howard has $700

of time at standard, then Joe will receive a 30% allocation of the realization adjustments apportioned

by work code on a weighted average basis. Many users find that a weighted average pro-ration is

acceptable and find it unnecessary to use the manual allocation feature, except on an occasional

basis.

However, if you choose to make specific realization allocations to time slips, staff or work codes,

ImagineTime will permit you to manually adjust the bill up or down either by individual slip or by

work code grouping - see the billing/invoice options dialog below on how to change this feature.

How to make Manual Allocations:
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1. First, verify that the slip amounts and expenses are correct.

2. Next, release all the time and expenses that you plan to bill.

3. Enter a bill amount in the "Amt Before Exp: Dblclick" column and press the {Enter} key. The

"Click to Bill" column should be checked.

4. Click on the "Allocate Bill Adjustments" button at the bottom left of the screen and enter the

adjusted amounts in the "Bill Slip Amount" column. Notice that as you do this the new bill

amount at the bottom will change as will the difference window and the adjustment column. You

can access a calculator to assist with the calculations by double-clicking the "Bill This Slip

Amount" control.

5. Please Note: If you should need to edit or add a time slip or expense after you have entered bill

adjustments, you must clear the bill by unchecking the "Click to Bill" column and re-enter the bill

adjustments.

Utilizing this option, you can allocate the bill adjustments however you choose by changing the work

code, staff member or the "Bill This Slip Amount" (second column from the right). The adjustment

column to the right of the released column will change according to the amount that you enter in the

"Bill Slip Amount" column. Totals are shown at the bottom of the screen to assist you in revising the

total bill amount. The total bill amount before expenses shown on the Billing Dashboard will

automatically be updated when you close this screen and return.

Try it out! Remember it's easy to undo a bill that has been posted: simply delete it by clicking on the

record selector to the left of the invoice date in the Edit/View Transactions screen (Billing>Edit/View

Transactions) and press the delete key on your keyboard. If the invoice has been paid down already,

the related payments will need to be un-posted first in the (Collections/Statements>Payment Posting)

payment screen.
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1.2.2.2.4  Invoice/Billing Options

ImagineTime has a wide variety of billing and invoice options. These features are accessed by clicking

on the Billing/Invoice Options button at the top right of the Billing Dashboard. Each of the sections

shown below displays information for one of the tabs of the Billing/Invoice Options screen.

Dashboard Options/Invoice Printing Options/Narrative Bill Period

Selection:
The options in this tab (see following example) consist of prevention features and warnings that can

be turned on/off, as well as variables that can be used to auto-insert billing periods in narrative bill

text.

The date warning at the top left of the screen advises you when the bill posting date is different from

today's date upon opening of the billing dashboard. This option is useful if you want to ensure in most

cases that the bill date is set to the current date - otherwise, turn it off. Generally, it is a good

practice to clear the dashboard before starting a new billing session; turning on the dashboard

warning at the top left will generate a message offering to clear the dashboard after you click on the

open dashboard menu login. Caution - clearing the dashboard may not be desirable if you have

pending bills and are returning to complete them. Another key feature concerns the starting date for

activity to be shown on mini-statements - please see the help for this feature in the Invoice/Report

Design section of this manual. You can also reset the last invoice number, and choose the order in

which you would like invoices to print - see the top right of the following illustration. Finally, you can

choose to automatically report previous balance information and activity on customer invoices where

an outstanding balance or credit exists prior to invoicing.

The bottom section of the screen is used to set up the date and text variables that will be used to

auto-insert dates and text into narrative, retainer and SuperBills. You must enter the ^P and ^Y
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characters in the appropriate part of the billing text area in order to implement this feature, unless

the auto-placement rule is set to "End of line". You can insert both a billing period and year. For

example, "Accounting Services for the month of ^P, ^Y", would print as "Accounting Services for the

month of December, 2008" providing that December and 2008 were the current selections as shown

in the illustration below.

The billing period can be customized to include a short phrase - see the button at the bottom of the

illustration that follows. Please note that the insertion dates and text can be "auto-inserted" at the

end of the billing text (consistent with prior versions of ImagineTime) by choosing the "End of line"

auto placement rule.

Detail Time Slip Bill Options:
The detail slip bill options at right control how information is displayed on detail time slip bills.  This

section only applies if you use this type of bill. Please note that these options can be "Quick Accessed"

from the dashboard by double-clicking on the bill type window when "Detail Slip" has been selected.

The area at the left in red lets you determine which fields you would like to hide on the invoice:

hours, slip amounts, dates, staff initials, rates and work code descriptions. By default, if these

checkboxes are unchecked then all the fields will display on the detail slip bill invoice. Please note that

if work code descriptions are shown you will have the additional option to hide the slip detail and print

summary totals by work code description. In addition, should you choose to hide hours for each time

slip, you will have the option to show total hours at the bottom of the bill - check the 'Hours" checkbox

on the left of the screen. This will reveal another checkbox where you can click to display "Show Total

Hours".

At the far top right, you have the option to show the full staff name on the bill, and whether to

display the billing adjustment in the bill footer. You can enter your own words to describe the bill
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adjustment in the invoice totals tab accessed from within Invoice/Report Format & Design (accessed

from the invoice format tab shown in the following graphic).

At the bottom, you can choose how to allocate billing adjustments on detail time slip bills: by time

slip, or by work code. The default is by time slip, which gives you the ability to display adjusted

amounts for each slip presented - see the help for billing/realization adjustments. This is useful when

each slip was entered as a discrete, billable service and you want to value bill the service for a

different amount than the hours multiplied by the standard rate on the time slip.

SuperBill Options:
The SuperBill format options have to do with paragraph alignment and spacing between paragraphs

and are shown in the following graphic. The screen also allows the user to add master SuperBill

templates which let the user create client bills quickly and easily. Master SuperBill template names can

easily be created from within this screen. Please see the instructions for fixed fee billing for more
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information about the setup of master SuperBills.

Invoice Format/Global Comments/Standard Explanations:
Global invoice comments. If you select "Print Comments on Invoices" from the drop down at

the bottom left of the following screen example and type a note in the white space it will appear

as a comment on your bill. You can insert different global comments by using the {F4} key.

Global comments can also be formatted using our editor - click the red button on the left of the

following screen. If you want comments to appear on the absolute bottom of the invoice, check

the setting in Invoice/Report format & Design screen (accessed from the top right of the

dashboard). The screen shown here is used to enter global comments.

You can also create individual comments for specific clients by double-clicking the "amount

before expenses" control (2nd column from the right on the billing dashboard). Global and client

comments appear below the invoice dollar information. If you wish to reset all clients comments

back to the global comments, click the button at the bottom right of the screen example that

follows.

Invoice/Report Format and Design features can be accessed by clicking the blue button at the

top left.

Standard Billing Explanations that can be used in narrative slip, progress and SuperBills are set

up from the button at the top right. Standard billing explanation can also be inserted in global

and client comments.
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General Retainer Bills - Legacy Users only (We advise using bill

types of recurring, progress bill, or SuperBill. Functionality of old

general retainer type bills no longer supported.)
The "General Retainer Bills Only" section configures the retainer options for an 'ad hoc' retainer bill

and is not used as frequently as the other fixed fee type bills. You implement this bill by setting up the

text and clear options from this screen, then select the General Retainer billing type from the main

dashboard. Enter the appropriate bill amount for each client. General retainer bills must be selected

for each client and cannot be auto-loaded with the load retainers dashboard button. Remember, each

client can have the same bill amount or a different amount; however, the settings shown above will be

implemented in the same way for all clients using this type. The settings are explained more fully in

the setup for the fixed-fee grid. When your setup is complete, click the "Print Billing" button at the

bottom right of the dashboard and review each bill in the editor for completeness, then click the

"Preview and Print" button at the bottom of the editor.

If you wish to customize the retainer or fixed fee bill settings for each client, you should set up the

fixed fees for those client in the Repetitive Fees and Services screen of the billing ribbon or the fixed

fees tab of the enter/edit client screen.
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1.2.2.2.5  Bill Posting

                        

Invoices are posted after the invoices have been previewed and/or printed.  If you are emailing your

invoices you will post after emailing.  To access the posting screen click the Post Billing / Email button

at the bottom of the dashboard. The Billing Note/Engagement column on post screen allows you to

edit/enter a short explanation that will appear on the client's transaction screen and on the client's

statement. If invoices haven't been associated with specific engagements you can do so by clicking

the drop down below the billing note. If you wish to email invoices, you must do so before you post

them - please see Email Invoices for detailed instructions. Client invoices will not email unless the

post box is checked and PDF shows in the email/autopay column. If you use the ImagineTime credit

card processing system, you can email invoices with a "click here to pay now" button that greatly

simplifies collections.
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During posting, invoice transactions are created and time slips are flagged as billed. Billing

adjustments (the difference between total time and the bill amount) are also recorded. Any posted

invoice can be un-posted in the Edit/View Transaction screen by clicking the gray record selector at

the far left of the row and pressing the delete key. Since errors can be reversed, they are of no

consequence.
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Client ID: Automatically filled by creating invoice.

Select Show/Hide Names button, lower

left corner of posting screen, to display

names instead of ID.

Bill Type: Billing format used when creating

invoice in Billing Dashboard

Date: Dashboard login date. Can be changed

on this screen. The date change will be

reflected in the Edit/View Transaction

Screen.

Ref#: Invoice number

Amount: Total amount of invoice

Billing

Note:

A short explanation or note which will

appear on the Edit/View transaction

screen and on Client Statements. 

Post Off/

Post:

Uncheck to skip posting and recheck

when ready to post.

Ptr: Billing Partner

Email: Options:

         No

         PDF - to send PDF of the invoice

         Ledes - works with Detail Slips

only

         PDF all - toggles all invoices to

be emailed as PDF

Tasks: Assign due date task unless already

assigned

Engageme

nts:

Assign engagement unless already

assigned

AutoPay: Options:

         Cash or Check

         CC Online

         No 

Ability to tag invoices as paid during

the posting process and automatically

create cash payments for same amount

and date as invoice. Select the

appropriate option and after posting a

payment will be reflected in the Edit/

View Transaction screen along with the

invoice.The payment will be

automatically applied to the invoice.

Invoices to be emailed must be sent before posting. For more information on emailing
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Invoices, please see the Email Invoices. 

For more information on setting up Credit Cards, please see Credit Card Setup.
          

Ready to Post:

                  

1.2.2.2.6  Invoice/Statement Format

The Invoice Format & Design screen is where you can change the appearance of your invoices and

statements. You can also use your own company letterhead if it is a bitmap or jpeg graphic. This
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screen is accessed by selecting the "Invoice Format & Design"  red button located at the top middle of

the Billing Dashboard. The second section is a tabbed area that lets you set custom options for the

main invoice, invoice header and invoice total section. The fonts tab displays the current font sizes

and names in use and should be reviewed before you begin to make changes. Please review the

diagram below for more helpful hints on how to use this important tool.
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The tabbed area lets you set custom options for the main invoice, invoice header and invoice total

section. The Fonts/Other tab displays the current font sizes and names in use and should be reviewed

before you begin to make changes.To use your own letterhead, click the check box at the top left of

the invoice & stmt format tab. To change the location of the invoice fields, click on the field and use

the arrow keys to move it around the screen. Use the Shift+arrow key combination to increase or

reduce the size of the fields.  Please review the diagram below for more helpful hints on how to use

this important tool.  Click on the check box to implement the features.

Additional Comments on Invoice Footer & Statement Format Tab

There are four options regarding the setup of the invoice footer:
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1. Show the company address on the footer, or

2. Show a comment on the footer, or

3. Show a payment stub on the footer or

4. Show a payment stub with credit card fill in

To enter an invoice global comment from the Billing Dashboard click on the More Format & Billings

Options button and go to Invoice Comments & Explanations Tab. When the comment is shown on the

footer, please make sure to allow enough space in the setting for the footer height. If you choose not

to show the comment on the footer, the invoice comment will relocate to immediately below the bill

total. 

The payment stub is a great way to assist clients in paying their bill and is enabled by clicking the

checkbox at the bottom right of the previous illustration. A sample of the payment stub is shown

below:

Using the Other Tabs:
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Mini-Statements Tab:
Many of our customers requested an invoice that would show more than just the previous balance, in

effect, a mini-statement that would show payments and service charges since the last period, invoice,

or user-defined start date. ImagineTime incorporates a powerful mini-statement feature that lets you

display limited amounts of transaction history above or below the current invoice charges.  When

running the mini-statements for the first time make sure that you check the previous balance check

box for each applicable client on the far right side of the billing dashboard. Also, please note that the

statement information will print only for those clients where the client transaction history is in

balance. See View Important Matters for Out of Balance.

Please review the following graphic for further information on how to use this feature:
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VIEW IMPORTANT MATTER SCREEN: To Access this screen click on the Office Button or word File

on the upper left side of the screen. From the drop down list of options select "View Important

Matters"

"Out-of-balance" Clients:

Click on the Office Button or File on the upper left side of the screen. From the list select "View

Important Matters" hyper-link. The Main Menu displays a "View Important Matters" hyper-link in the

middle of the screen. Click on this link and look for an entry called "Problems with AR Balances" - if no

entry appears, your accounts are in balance.
                                 

 If the "Problem with AR Balances" entry appears, clicking on the entry will pop-up a form with various

choices and further instructions. 
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Click "Click Here to View Out of Balance Clients" to display a list of which customers are out-of-

balance. Go to Edit/View Transaction for out of balance clients to reconcile the AR.

 
                                

By selecting "Click Here to Add Adjustment Transactions for Reconciliation of Client AR Balances", you

have the ability to automatically correct the accounts that do not add properly. Please review the

account history in the Edit/View Transactions screen before selecting the 'auto-fix'. This option would

only apply for very small amounts and will be dated "1950" so as not to affect current records. For an

account to be "in balance", the sum of the gross invoice amounts (the amount column) less the gross

payment amounts must equal the total of the balance column on the client account.

1.2.2.2.7  Standard Bill Explanations

The graphic below shows the data entry screen for standard bill explanations. This screen is accessed

from within the billing dashboard by clicking on the "More Format & Billing Options" button at the top

center of the dashboard; selecting the "Invoice Comments & Explanations" tab and clicking on the

"Setup Standard Billing Explanations" button at the screen. Standard bill explanations serve more than

one purpose and can be used to speed up the data entry process in the following cases:

1. They can be used to set up the full text of various types of bills

2. They can be used to set up frequently used time slip or expense explanations

We suggest that you set up bill explanation codes that distinguish the different usages noted above -
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for example, T-1040 could be used as the time slip quick entry code, and B-1040 as the standard bill

explanation. Explanations saved in rich text format can be retrieved from other word processors using

the "Full Screen Editor" button on the top of the screen. When you are ready to retrieve the

explanations, the {F4} key or a bill explanation button will popup a lookup window in the edit bill text

and time slip and expense entry screens.

1.2.2.2.8  Write-Off Time & Expenses

ImagineTime has two different approaches to clearing and writing off time slips:

1. The Basic Clear / Write-off approach displays a variation of the slip screen and lets you tag and

clear slips. This is a good starting point and should be studied first before you move on to the

advanced approach.

2. The Quick Clear / Write-off screen lets you efficiently clear time slips and progress bill

allowances for multiple clients using an "assembly line approach". This screen is more

complicated to learn initially, but is perfect for any firm that performs a lot of advanced or

fixed fee billing.

Please note that time slips that are written-off or cleared are not deleted. They remain available and

can be reprinted on various reports. Please click on the links on this page to review your various

options.

Note: The Reverse Slip/Expense Write-offs Utility will reverse time slips and/or expenses that were
written off. 

WIP Adjustments:
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An additional "WIP Adjustment" utility lets you adjust allowances on your client accounts. This is done

infrequently and is used to adjust realization statistics by allowing you to estimate a "Bad WIP

Allowance" on an interim basis.

The best use of this feature is when your firm's year end has concluded and does not necessarily

coincide will your billing cycle or the completion of several large jobs. You can enter 'WIP adjustments'

for any "soft" work in progress to ensure that your year end reports reflect the true profitability of

your firm.

1.2.2.2.8.1  Clear/Transfer Slips & Allow ances - Basic

A number of situations occur that require you to clear and write-off time slips. You may have done

work that can't be billed, or you sent out a series of progress bills and accumulated time against

them. Now that the engagement has been completed, you must clear out the time against the

progress bills allowances in order to ensure accurate client and staff realization statistics. Time slips

that are written-off, or cleared are not deleted. They remain available and can be re-printed on

client time slip history reports. Cleared/written-off slips are flagged as cleared and no longer appear

in the  unbilled work in progress reports. A variation of the basic time slip screen is shown below. It

includes additional fields and check boxes to tag and clear slips. If a progress bill allowance is present

for the client, an additional screen will appear to ask you whether you want to clear the allowance - it

assumes that you do. You can apply the slips against the allowance, or directly write them off. To

clear time, perform the following steps:

1. Tag the Slip(s) to Write-Off using the check box on the left side of the slip screen (see

the example below).

2. Tag groups of slips using the Tag/UnTag and filter buttons at the top of the form.

3. Click on the Write-off button to clear the slips.

4. If you have pending allowances, an additional screen will appear to apply the allowances -

see the example under "How to Apply WIP Adjustments" that follows.

Transferring Time:
When the slip screen is accessed from the Billing ribbon, Billing Dashboard or the Client ribbon,

Manage Contacts and Clients screen, a transfer button appears at the top of the screen. This button

pops up a list a clients to select from. If you select a client from the list you will be asked whether or

not you want to bulk transfer the slips. You can also transfer one slip at a time by selecting a different

client from the Name/ID look up window. Please see the instructions in the following graphic.
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How to Apply Work in Progress (Time) against Allowances

(Progress Bills):
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This next screen is used to apply WIP (work in progress) bills and adjustments that have been

previously recorded against uncleared time slips. Usually, this becomes necessary when you have

progress billed an engagement and recently completed the work. Now you would like to close out the

slips and clear the allowances. This screen can be used to match the time slips up against the prior

progress bill allowances and record a realization adjustment for the difference. If you need to prepare

a final bill before clearing time and allowances, consider using the Final Bill. You can also use the

"Quick Write-Off" utility which takes a more sophisticated approach to clearing time and allowances

for multiple clients under a variety of scenarios.

1. This following screen will appear only if prior WIP adjustments or progress billing allowances

have been entered for the client. You can clear time against the allowances, or designate one

of the progress bills as a final bill. In the latter case, the remaining allowances will be cleared

along with the time slips and the designated progress bill will be changed to a final bill in the

Billing ribbon, Edit/View Transaction history screen. Click in the final bill row on the Edit/View

Transaction screen and choose the billing history button on the bottom of the screen to view the

overall job history and realization including all time, realization adjustments and cleared

allowances. Allowances may not be partially used when considered as part of a final billing - they

must either be included in full (the default), or excluded by entering a zero in the ApplyAmt

column.

2. Important - the "Clear Date" is the current dashboard billing date and will be used as the date

the work was completed. This may be changed to the date of the final bill, or a later date if the

work was completed after the billing. When finalized, this date is associated with each time slip

as the clear date for that slip and is reflected in the Work-in-Progress reconciliation report. It

directly impacts the period in which the progress bills are shown as applied along with the

related work code summarizations for general ledger posting purposes.

3. Time slips and expenses must be "tagged for write-off" when you are converting an existing

progress invoice to a final invoice; otherwise, they should be "released" and included on the

final invoice when billed.  This screen is accessible from the Billing Dashboard and the Enter/

Edit Time & Expenses menu options. 

4. If you just need to write-off a slip on the fly, and there has not been any prior WIP

adjustments, 

tag the slip to be written off and click on the write-off button at the top of the slip entry screen.

 This screen will not appear and the system will write-off the time slip automatically.
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Adjusting the write-off allocation on final bills and/or cleared

progress bills:
The program in most cases will allocate write-ups and write-downs on a weighted average basis (the

difference between what you bill and the time cleared). You can specifically allocate the adjustments

to staff by unchecking the weighted average checkbox in the clear allowances screen (previous

graphic). If you do this, the bill adjustments screen that follows will allow you to adjust the amount

allocated to each slip. Click the "Complete Clear / Apply" button to finalize the allocation. Please note,

the final check total must equal zero before you are allowed to continue.
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How to Read the Screen:

Field Description

Client ID The Client ID.

Staff ID The Staff members ID that entered the initial WIP adjustment.

Code The work code the adjustment was entered under.

Date The date the original adjustment was entered.

Original Amount The original amount of the adjustment.

Balance
The balance of the adjustment, taking into consideration any amount

previously applied.

Invoice# If applicable, the invoice# that the adjustment was billed on.

Progress Bill If this adjustment has been billed as a progress bill, this box will be checked.

Final Bill

Click this option for the row that represents the final progress billing. The

other cleared allowances will be associated with this bill when billing history is

reprinted from the Edit/View Transactions screen.

Apply to Slip Write-

Off
Enter the amount of the adjustment you want the slip to write-off.

Total The total amount of the adjustment, less any applications.

Cancel Write-Off
Click here to cancel the write-off if you made a mistake and need to make a

correction or you want to Exit this screen.

Complete Write-Off
Click here if you are ready to complete the write-off, save and return to the

time slip screen.
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Slips Tagged for

Write-Off
The total dollar amount of the time slips that are tagged for write-off.

Amount of WIP

Adjustment to Apply

The total dollar amount of all adjustments to apply that are entered above in

the Apply to Slip Write-Off.

Net effect on Client

Realization

This box displays the net effect on Client realization based on the previous

adjustments and the amounts applied to write-off.

1.2.2.2.8.2  Quick Write-Off - Advanced

The Quick Write-off screen is designed to clear slips against pending progress bills, fixed-fee

services billed in advance, or to simply write-off slips for work that cannot be realized through future

invoicing. This screen must be accessed by clicking the "Quick-Write-off" button at the bottom right

of the billing dashboard. When slips are cleared, a realization adjustment is created in the client's

account equal to the difference between the slip amounts that are cleared and any pending progress

bill allowances. When this process is completed, the slips are flagged as cleared, but are never

actually deleted from the client's account and continue to be available for historical reporting and

analysis purposes. Caution! Unless you specifically release slips for write-off, all the client's

unbilled slips will be cleared by selecting "Ck to Clear" and clicking the "Start Write-Off" button

at the bottom right of the screen. Please backup your data file before you begin the Quick Write-

off procedure.

The clients are listed in Section 1 in the order that you choose: Client ID, Client Name, or Un-billed

time. Clicking on the screen header will change the sort order. As you scroll thru Section 1, Section 2

will show time slip sub-totals by work code for each client. In addition, pending progress bill

allowances are also listed. "Soft Adjustments" are also shown in the "Allowance Balance/Adjustments"

column. After you have performed a write-off, you should verify the results by looking at the analysis

tab in the enter/edit client screen. This client screen can be "Quick Accessed" by clicking on the

binoculars at the far right of Section 1.
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The two examples below take you through the procedure to do a write-off using the "Apply and Clear

Allowances" option:

All the unbilled slips, progress bill allowances and 'soft' allowances (entered separately in the

Manage Clients/Contacts screen) for all work codes on a client will be cleared when you perform the

following:

1. Select the "Apply and Clear Allowances" option at the top middle of the screen.

2. Click on the "Ck to Clear" check box in the second column next to the binoculars to choose the

client.

3. Verify that the clear date at the top right of the screen is the correct date to record any

realization adjustments.

4. Click the "Start Write-off" button at the bottom right of the screen.

5. Review your results in the Analysis Tab of the Enter/Edit Client Screen - click on the binoculars

to quick jump to this screen.

Selected time, progress bills and 'soft' allowances for a client will be cleared when you perform the

following:

1. Double-click on the un-billed column for a particular work code in Section 2. The amounts

should appear in red as shown above and should be moved over to the "Tagged" column. You

may also double-click on the work code (shown in gray) and selectively choose which slips to tag

for write-off.

2. Select the "Apply and Clear Allowances" option at the top middle of the screen.

3. Click on the "Ck to Clear" check box in the second column next to the binoculars.
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4. Verify that the clear date at the top right of the screen is the correct date to record any

realization adjustments.

5. Click the "Start Write-off" button at the bottom right of the screen.

6. Only the items that are marked in red will be cleared along with any allowances.

7. Review your results in the Analysis Tab of the Enter/Edit Client Screen - click on the binoculars

to quick jump to this screen.

In the examples above, the first option "Apply and Clear Allowances" was selected. There are three

other options:

1. Hold Allowances. In this method, either all current unbilled slips, or the specifically tagged to

write-off slips are cleared. The allowances are preserved and left unchanged. This generates a

downward realization for the gross amount of time that you tag to write-off and is appropriate

when you are sure that the work for the allowances has not been done.

2. Apply Allowances to Slip Amounts. This applies when you want to leave the unused portion of

the allowance as a hedge against future write-offs. For example, assume you have $400 of time

and a $500 progress bill allowance. In this scenario, the $400 of time will be cleared against

$400 of the allowance. No realization adjustment is required and a $100 remaining allowance

will carry over to the next session.

3. Adjust Allowances and Clear Slips. This allows you to set a target allowance balance after the

write-off and will calculate a realization adjustment equal to the difference between the cleared

slips, the original allowance amount and the revised allowance amount.

1.2.2.2.8.3  Adjust Client Allow ances

Work in Progress Adjustments is where you are able to enter a "soft" WIP adjustment for a client. 

WIP adjustments are made to estimate work in progress write-downs before you actually prepare the

bill or write off the slips. This is done infrequently and is used to adjust realization statistics on a

interim basis by allowing you to estimate a "WIP write-off" in advance of the actual bill preparation or

time slip write-off. The best use of this feature is when your firm year end or quarter has concluded

and does not necessarily coincide will your billing cycle or the completion of several large jobs. You can

enter 'WIP adjustments' for any "soft" work in progress to ensure that your year end reports reflect the

true profitability of your firm.

The WIP Adjustments screen is accessed by double-clicking the allowance for unbilled slips

(WipAdjust) window on the primary information tab (account balances button) of the Manage Contacts

and Clients.
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Field/Button Activity

To Enter an adjustment:

Record Selector

(At the very

bottom of the

page)

Click on >* if you want to add an adjustment.

Client ID The Client's ID will show in this field.

Staff ID Select the staff member's ID and hit {Enter}. (optional)

Code
Select the work code by clicking on the down arrow to view the Work codes,

highlight and hit {Enter} to select. Do not use the "BLK" work code.

Date

Enter a Date - Today's date will automatically populate, if this is correct hit {Enter}.

 If you wish to change the date, click on the date field, type in the correct date and

hit {Enter}.

Engagement This field is optional

Original

Amount
Enter the dollar amount for the adjustment and hit {Enter}.

Balance
The balance will show the same figure as the Original Amount, this will change when

adjustments are applied, see below under "To Apply an adjustment".

To View an adjustment:
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Display

Choices 

Click on one of these sorting options to view adjustments in one of the following

ways - NOTE - Certain fields will appear or disappear when you select one of these

options. :

Pending WIP Adjustments

Progress Bills 

Realization

Show All

Date

Filter for a Date - If you wish to view adjustments by a certain date range click on

one of these options:

>=Date - Any adjustments entered on or after this date.

<=Date - Any adjustments that were entered on or prior to this date.

All Dates - View all adjustments for all dates.

Invoice #
If the allowance entry was created as the result of a progress bill, the invoice # of

the bill will appear here. In addition, the "Progress Bill" check box will be checked.

Progress Bill If the adjustment was the result of a progress bill, the box will be checked.

Total The total amount of adjustments for a Client, depending on the display choice.

To Apply an adjustment:

Apply WIP

Adjustments

Amount to Apply Now - Enter the amount to apply or double click to enter the

balance.

Date Applied - Enter the date you want to apply the adjustment or double click

to enter today's date.

Assign Code - Click on the drop down arrow to view the list of work codes,

select one or double click to select the code assigned with the original

adjustment.
Balance The balance is increased/decreased based on the amount of the adjustment that is

applied.  Example = If an adjustment was previously entered for $500.00 and now

you apply $200.00 of it, the balance will show $300.00 remaining.

To Exit, Click on the X at the top right of the screen.

1.2.2.2.8.4  Write-Off Expenses

In addition to the entry and edit of expenses, you can also write-off expenses from the expense

screen by double-clicking on the Unbilled Expenses control on the left side of the Enter/Edit Client

screen. Expenses can be tagged for write-off one at a time by checking the [Tag to Clear / Write Off]

check box at the far left of each expense row. You can tag all the expenses at once by clicking the

[Tag All] button at the top of the screen. Once you have tagged the expenses, the write-off is

finalized by clicking the [Write-Off] button at the top middle of the screen. The date of the expense

write-off will be the same date as the bill posting date shown in the login screen of the billing

dashboard. Expenses may also be written off using the SuperBill.

If instead you wish to include the expenses on a previously issued progress bill, you must tag them

first, then click the "Write-Off' button on the time entry screen instead - see the basic write-off help

for more information. The billing ribbon work in progress activity reconciliation report documents the

expense write-off along with other work in progress items for the period.
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1.2.2.3 Simple Recurring Fees/Fixed Fee Invoices

The Fixed Fee Grid below (billing ribbon>Repetitive Fees and Services option) allows you to Add or
Edit simple fixed fees/recurring invoices for all clients in one easy and convenient screen. Up to five
types of fixed fees can be set up per client - see the Look up Lists Tab in the Company Information/
Setup screen to customize the fixed fee names to suit your firm. The SuperBill Master Template screen
provides additional, flexible alternatives for recurring bills and is accessed using the button at the lower
right of the screen. Instead of using the Simple Recurring Fees, we suggest for accurate realization you
use Super Bill Template with Progress Billing and when you are clearing out all the time on client's
account.   

To locate one cl ient on the grid use the scroll bars, or position the cursor in the name field and press
{ctrl}+{F} to pop-up the find window. Filter for selected fixed fee types by clicking on the check-boxes
at the bottom of the screen. You can also fi l ter cl ients for selected partners by clicking in the Mgr
field and using the filter command (lightning bolt) at the ImagineTime menu bar (top of the screen). Fixed
fees can also be set up from the Simple Fixed Fee tab of the Manage Contact and Clients screen - see
the illustration immediately below the grid.
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General Setup Rules

The Simple Fixed Fees Tab of the Manage Contacts and Clients screen may be used to edit fixed

fee bills or SuperBills one client at-a-time. Up to five types of fixed fees can be set up per client.
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When you are on the row you want to edit, simply click in the amount column, enter the appropriate

amount and enter the Revenue Work Code, select option for clearing slips and enter the Bill Memo

description. The information regarding the specific month is only necessary if you are providing a

subscription or maintenance kind of service that should be billed in a specific month. The Bill Memo

Description entered here will be the starting text of the billing explanation on the invoice. The current

month and year of service can automatically be inserted to the end of the Bill Memo description by

entering ^P for period or ^Y for the year. The information is pulled from the Billing Dashboard > More

Format & Billing Options > Dashboard Options > Bill Periods and Years used in Narrative, Fixed Fee

and Superbills.

If Services are billed after the work  is performed, slips should usually be cleared when the bill is

posted, by selecting either the "Clear Code" or "Clear All" option.  Then an invoice is posted with the

"Clear Code" option, all the unbilled time slips for the one work code indicated will be removed from

the WIP. Using the CLEAR code option does NOT require you to release (take off hold) the time slips

for that one  .  The "Clear All" option will clear ALL the unbilled time slips (WIP) when the invoice is

posted.  However, please note that using the Simple Fixed Fees will not result in realization being

calculated on a weighed average basis.  Please note that clearing slips does not delete them from the

data file: they continue to be available for historical analysis and billing support but they will no

longer be in WIP.  You can still use the simple fixed fee autobiller even if you are never recording time

for the service.  In that scenario, select the appropriate revenue work code and use the clear option

of CLEAR CODE.  Client performance reports will show a 100% write up for that revenue work code.  

If work is billed in advance, then you should select "Don't Clear" and check the progress bill box.

However, for better realization, especially if expenses are involved a SUPERBILL  IS PREFERRED

METHOD.  If you insist on progress billing on this screen, you may also select the "BLK" work code to

create a progress bill that will allocate the revenue based on the actual slips involved when the slips

are cleared with the Quick Write-off feature, either periodically, or upon completion of the work. If

"Don't Clear" is selected and the progress bill check box is left unchecked, the bill amount will be

considered earned when billed. In the case, the "BLK" work code option is not available - you must

select a work code so the revenue can be earned.

1.2.2.4 Edit/View Transactions

EDIT/VIEW TRANSACTION SCREEN; ALSO CALLED INVOICE AND PAYMENTS

SCREEN
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4 WAYS TO ACCESS THE EDIT/VIEW TRANSACTION SCREEN
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USING THE EDIT/VIEW TRANSACTION SCREEN
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How to delete an invoice and how to un-post a payment
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How to UNPOST ALL PAYMENTS for a client and when you would need to

unpost all payments for a client.
If an account is out of balance the easiest way to unearth the discrepancies between the amount

column and the balance column on the Edit/View Transaction screen is to unpost all the payments on

the account. When there aren't any payments applied to any invoices then the amount column and the

balance column should be identical for each payment row and each invoice row.  If the amount and

balance column do not match you will need to research the entries and make corrections.  To speed up

the process of unposting each check select  Unpost All Payments from the drop down list of menu

options for Transaction Adjustments (located above the PROCESS ADJUSTMENT(s) button at the

bottom center of the Edit/View Transaction screen and then click on the Process Adjustment(s)

button.  Using this option will unpost all payments and write-offs, except credit memos which

must be unposted individually.

To manually record an invoice; enter clients outstanding opening A/R balance

(data conversion and manual entries)

Detail Information on Each Column in the Edit/View Transaction Table

Field/Button Description

Date Shows the transaction date.
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Type Indicates transaction type (I)nvoice or (P)ayment. Payments are shown in red.

Ref Serves two purposes: it displays the invoice number or the payment/check reference

depending upon the transaction type.

Amount The original transaction balance before payments were applied or invoices were paid.

Balance Shows what portion, if any, of the original transaction amount that is still

outstanding or unapplied. If there is a balance on an (I)nvoice, this reflects any

unpaid charges.  If there is a balance on a (P)ayment, this represents the portion not

applied to any invoices.

ExpIncluded Shows the portion, if any, of an invoice transaction that included expenses.

Note Gives a more detailed explanation of the transaction, i.e. 4th quarter compilation

services. This note will print on client statements.

ID A sequential transaction counter that is internally controlled.  It may also be used as a

voucher number when batch processing payments.

W/Off A check box that indicates that the payment transaction was a write-off or non-cash

credit applied towards an outstanding invoice; basically an indication of a bad debt

allowance.

Billtype The type of invoice that was used to create the transaction from the billing

dashboard.
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Action Buttons at the Bottom of the Screen
                   

                          BELOW IS A SAMPLE OF A BILLING HISTORY REPORT
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Action Buttons at the Bottom of the Screen Continued
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Action Buttons at the Bottom of the Screen Continued
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1.2.2.5 Computing Sales Tax

Computing Sales Tax on Invoices:
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In order to compute sales tax, you must perform the following steps:

1. Enter a sales rate in the More Contact Information Tab of the Manage Contacts and Clients

Information Entry Screen

    

 

2. Next, determine which work codes are subject to tax in the Enter/Edit Work Codes screen

by clicking the Taxable Column.
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3. Finally, if expenses are subject to tax, you must check off which ones in the Lockup Lists

Tab of the Company/Information Setup screen. If you have done these three steps, the

sales tax will automatically appear as a separate line item on each invoice.

1.2.3 Collections / Statements

The following section covers the collections and statements ribbon.

The billing ribbon also includes relevant aging and daily deposit which are more fully described in the

reporting section of the manual.

Included in this section:
Payment Posting/Bad Debt Entry

Post Service Charges

Process Client Statements

Export Deposits and Journal Entries

Apply Hanging Payments/Import Online Payments

Included elsewhere:
Payment/Daily Deposit Report

Aging Report

Edit / View Transactions
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1.2.3.1 Enter/Edit Payments - Credit Cards

Overview of Payment Entry: 
The enter/edit payments screen is used to record client payments and apply them to outstanding

invoices. Payments can be un-posted, or reversed if they are applied to the wrong account, or due to

insufficient funds. Payments can also be entered as unapplied credits when there are no outstanding

invoices and the client makes an advance payment. The screen shot that follows can also be used to

write-off un-collectible invoices or post credits to the client's account - select "Bad Debt" as the

payment type in the payment section and the "Bad Debt Write-Off" check box on the right side of the

form will auto-complete. Bad debt payments are segregated in the daily/monthly payment and daily

deposit report.

To post a payment or a credit, simply select the client you want to work on using the look up window

at the top left. After selection, the payment section will become the active focus. Now enter the

payment information. If you choose "CC Online" as the payment type, an additional section displays

where you can enter credit card information. See the "How to Enter a Payment" section below for

more information about the data you should enter in the specific entry windows.

After a new payment is entered, it should be applied against any outstanding invoices. It will remain

as an unapplied credit in the client's account until you do so. The system will offer to auto-apply the

payment after you enter the payment amount if this feature is turned on in the Company Information/

Setup screen of the Setup/Utilities ribbon. This simplifies the posting process if most of your

payments are applied to invoices in a uniform way. You are given the opportunity to bypass the auto-

apply for special situations. If you wish to enter information in the Note/Remitter Info window, you

must answer "No" when the auto-apply prompt message box appears. The note window is generally

used when the remitter is someone other than the client. In that case, you must manually click the

{AutoApply} button at the top right, and then click the {Post} button to apply the tentative allocations

to the invoice balances.  NOTE: If you lookup by Invoice Number the payment will be applied to that

invoice regardless of the Auto Apply Payment options selected on the Options Tab of the Company

Setup.  If the payment received is larger than the invoice amount then the balance is not applied to

another invoice(s). You will need to manually apply the payment balance.

You can also manually apply the payment to individual invoices. Click in the invoice table "To Apply"

column in the open invoice section and enter the appropriate payment amount. In this case, it is still

necessary to click the {Post} button to apply the tentative allocation to the invoice balances. Recorded

payments can be viewed by account in the Enter/Edit transaction screen. A report listing payment

activity can be generated from Payment/Daily Deposit report of the Collections / Statements ribbon.
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How to Enter a Payment in the Payments Section:

Step Button/Field Activity

1
Lookup

Name/ID

Select the lookup sort at the far left (defaults to client name) and click the drop

down arrow to display a list, or begin typing in either the Client name, ID or

Invoice Number and hit {Enter} to select.

2 ID
The Id# is assigned by the system and cannot be changed. It is used to keep

track of payments in the original order they were entered.

3 Ref
Reference is used to enter the check number or identifying number of the

payment.

4
Payment

Type

An optional field used to designate the type of payment made. Select "CC

Online" for credit cards, "Bad Debts" for write-offs. More payment types can be
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added in the Company Setup > Look up lists tab.

5 Amount

Enter the amount of the payment, {Enter}. If the quick auto apply option is

enabled, a message box will appear asking if you would like to autoapply and

post the payment.

6 Unapplied

The amount will Auto fill in this field as unapplied money until you apply it to an

invoice or AutoApply and Post.  If you are entering a payment, but not applying

it to an invoice  (i.e. an unapplied credit), this amount will stay in the

unapplied field until you come back at a later date and apply it to an invoice. 

Apply Hanging Payments & Import Online Payments utility simplifies this

process by auto-applying all unapplied credits for clients.

7
Note/

Remitter

Optional - Enter a note or information for this payment, i.e. if the remitter is

different than client, or if you just need to make a note about the payment.

8 Write-Off

If you want to write-off all or credit a portion of a client's outstanding invoices,

enter the amount as you would a payment, select "Bad Debt" as the payment

type and the "Write-Off" checkbox will auto-complete.  It will not appear as part

of daily collections , but in a separate column in the payments report under

menu option Daily/Monthly Reports.

9

AutoApply

or Manually

Apply

The autoapply feature makes a preliminary allocation of the payment by

oldest invoice first, or two other methods that you can choose from in the

options tab of the Company Information/Setup screen.

You will be prompted to quick auto apply the payment after you enter the

amount (if this option is turned on in Company Information Setup), or you

can auto apply by clicking the button at the top right of the screen. You

may also specifically allocate to individual invoices by entering the

amounts in the allocation window in the open invoice section of the

screen. Payments not fully allocated (advance payments, overpayments)

will show as an unapplied balance (credit).

10 Post

Posts a preliminary allocation as permanent. Once your payment has been

allocated,  you must click this button to post the payment to the invoices (this

is not necessary if you auto apply the payment).

11

Unpost and/

or Remove

payment

Payments previously posted can be un-posted by locating the payment using

the arrow selectors in the navigation bar of the payment section and clicking

the [Unpost] button. This restores the invoice balance and makes the payment

unapplied. The payment can then be deleted, if desired, by clicking on the gray

record selector to the left of that payment entry and pressing the {Delete} key

on your keyboard. The end result is that payments can be un-posted and

deleted with just a few clicks - very handy if you applied a check to the wrong

account!

 

Credit Card / ACH Information Section:
If you have enrolled in the ImagineTime credit card processing program (call us at 877-520-1525 for

more information about this) and wish to process a payment online, choose "CC Online" as the

payment type, enter the information for the credit card, or electronic check in this section. The
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minimum credit card information required is the card type, number and expiration date. However, to

minimize processing fees and eliminate disputes, we recommend you also enter the security code on

the back of the card (skip this for Amex), the first and last name of the cardholder and street number

and zip code. Click the [Process Charge] button to complete the transaction and print a customer

receipt.

If you choose "Checking" as the card type, different information fields appear for the clients bank

account number, routing number (the first nine digits on most checks), the account type, check

number, bank and account names. In this case, you would click the [Bank Transfer to Merchant]

button to complete the transaction.

If you complete the email field, the client will receive email notification of the credit card or the ACH

electronic check debit from omnifund.com. Once a transaction is posted you can go login to 

www.omnifund.com with your user name and password and print a verification report of the daily,

weekly and monthly activity. You can also download a report of payments posted online by clients

responding to invoices that were emailed form ImagineTime with the "Pay Invoice Online" feature,

and, auto-apply these payments in the Apply Unapplied Client Payments utility.

You can void a credit card transaction if done on the same day as the initial posting, or process a

refund if the card transaction must be reversed more than one day after the initial transaction posting

date. To do this, find the client and locate the posted payment using the navigation bar. Select the

appropriate transaction type as "Void" or "Credit" and click the [Process Credit] button. For ACH /

Electronic check refunds, lookup the client and payment in the same way, choose "CkRefund" as the

transaction type and transfer the money back to the client using the [Bank Transfer from Merchant]

button. Of course, in both these cases, you could choose to process a refund by mailing the client a

company check.

The Open Invoice Section - this table displays a list of the current outstanding invoices

for the client.

Date The date of the invoice 

Reference The reference number associated with the invoice.

Amount The amount of the invoice.

Balance
The balance of the invoice, taking into consideration any payments previously

allocated to this invoice.

To Apply

This field is where you manually apply payments towards specific invoices. It is the

only field where you can enter data in this section and is auto-completed if you use

the auto-apply feature.

Note A note or description of the invoice.

ID A unique ID assigned by the system in sequential order as the invoice is created.

Total

Allocated
The total amount of the payment that has been allocated to the above invoices.

Left To

Apply
The amount of the payment that is left to apply to invoices.

http://www.gotobilling.com
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Screen shot of the "Payment - Daily Deposit" report, Daily/Monthly Reports:

Useful Tips:

How to apply a previously entered and unapplied payment from this screen:

If you previously entered a payment, but did not apply it to an invoice, it will show as a credit balance.

 When you are ready to apply this payment to an invoice, search for the client and then click on the

navigation bar arrows in the payment section to search for the payment.  Once you have found the

desired payment, the unapplied field will show the amount of the payment that is to be allocated to

invoices.  To apply the payment, click on the invoice you want to apply it to and enter the amount (full

or partial) in the "To Apply"  field and click the [Post] button, or click on AutoApply to apply it to the

oldest invoice first. You can also view and quickly apply unapplied payments to multiple clients using

the Apply Hanging Payments utility from the Collections/Statements ribbon.

Entering Payment amounts and references when allocating a single check or payment among

multiple clients:

The Current A/R window shows the current total outstanding billed balance.  If a client is sending one

check to apply to several accounts, make sure to enter the same reference amount each time a

portion of the check is entered - this is used to total the check allocations on the Payments by Date

report - the report will display a subtotal equal to the gross total of the check. Refer to the example

on the previous screen shot.
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Unposting Payments:

Locate the client that you want to unpost the payment for in the lookup window at the top left; then

perform the following steps (also refer to the previous graphic display for more information):

1. Click on the navigation bar in the payment section of the screen until you find the payment you

want to delete.

2. After locating the payment you want to delete, click on the unpost button at the top right of the

screen. This step unposts the invoices and makes the payment unapplied.

3. Finally, click on the record selector to the left of the date window (in the payments section) and

press the {Delete} key on your keyboard. This last step removes the payment from the client's

account.

1.2.3.2 Service Charge Routine

This utility allows your firm to bill a periodic monthly service charge to a client's account when there

are overdue invoices. The client's account must be activated by selecting [Yes] in the service charge

drop down window located on the  left side of the primary contact information tab of the Manage

Contacts and Clients screen. Once activated, all of the client's past due bills can include a service

charge.  The actual computation of the service charge amount is based on the qualifying net balance

of the account, and will include only those invoices that are less than or equal to the through date

that you set. The monthly rate that you specify will be multiplied times the qualifying balance to

determine the service charge amount. This utility must be run in order for the service charge

transaction to be computed and posted to the client's account. Please note: service charges may be

deleted after posting using the delete procedure in the Edit/View Transactions screen of the

Collections/Statements ribbon.

Step 1: After opening the Service Charge Routine utility, enter information in the following fields -

Field Name Activity

Compute Interest on

Invoices Dated Thru

Enter the latest date for overdue invoices that you want to bill for service

charges. Suggestion: if the current month is November, include invoices thru

October 31 in the calculation of service charges. Current month invoices

should be exempted.

Monthly Rate

Enter the Monthly Rate you wish to bill for a service charge, (ex. 1.50%). 

Note: Your firm has the ability to bill any service charge percentage rate.

There are no restrictions for this field. This rate will not be used if you set a

specific client rate in the Manage Contacts and Clients, Primary Information

tab.

Service Charge

Transaction Date

Enter the date that you wish the service charge to be posted.  Suggestion:

Use a month end date.

Minimum Balance

Enter the minimum balance amount for accounts that you want to be

assessed a service charge.  Note:  Only accounts with total overdue balances

greater than or equal to this amount will be billed a service charge.

Minimum Service

Charge
Do not charge a service charge if the amount is less than the minimum.

Last Date Service This field will show the date of the last time you ran a service charge routine
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Charges Posted so as to avoid duplication.

                 

Step 2: After entering the necessary information

Step Action

1 Click on the [Begin Service Routine] button. Result:  The message will appear alerting you of

the last time a service charge routine was performed so as to avoid duplication.  The message

will ask you if you are ready to begin or cancel the posting service charges process.  Click 

Okay if you are ready to begin.

2 A status field will show your progress as the service charges begin calculating.

When the system completes the application of service charges, the Total Posted field

will show the total dollar amount of service charges posted for that Service Charge

Routine.

3 Verify which Clients have been billed a service charge by viewing the Daily Transaction

Reports and selecting [Invoices by Date].

1.2.3.3 Client Statements

Client Statements show the invoice and payment history of a client and may be generated for clients

who have not remitted payment for outstanding invoices.  It is essentially a reminder statement that

will indicate:

The balance forward, if any

New invoices, or outstanding invoices only

A new option at the middle right lets you optionally display just the outstanding balance without

invoice and payment details

Totals of both invoices and payments (optional)

An aging summary (optional)
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The following graphic shows the various options that may be selected when previewing and printing

statements. Please notice the email setup tab at the top left of the screen. You may use this to email

statements to clients. See additional help for this feature at the end of this section.

To run the report:

FIELD ACTIVITY

Filter List / List

Count

Limits the clients displayed in the selection list to a specific criteria, e.g.

clients that have not been invoiced in the last 30 days. The list count shows the

number of clients in the current filtered list.

Select Clients

Select a client by clicking and scrolling thru the list, or click in the list and type

the first few letters of the clients name. Press the {Tab} key to leave the list

with your selection highlighted. You can select more the one client by using the

{Shift} or {Ctrl} keys in combination with the left mouse button. Note:  Leave

this field blank to select all clients.  You can also select clients individually

by using Select Clients drop down. To add another client, use the drop

down again.

Statement Ending

Date

Enter the date you would like to appear on the customer's statement. Payments

made after the statement date will not be included, or reduce the statement

balance. Invoices after the statement date will not be included.

Select Partner
To filter for the clients of a specific partner in the same way as client, leave

blank to select all billing partners.
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Aging Summary
Select whether you want an aging summary to appear. If so, the usual selection

is "Summary Aging based on Applied Payments.

Show Outstanding

Invoices Only

This limits the activity shown to outstanding invoices only - see statement

example #2 below.

Suppress Invoice

& Payment Totals

This feature eliminates the invoice and payment totals from the customers'

view.

Invoice & Payment

Activity Starting

Date

Enter the date, leave blank for all invoices.  If a date is entered invoices will

display from that date forward unless you check "Show Invoices & Payments

from 1st Outstanding".

Show Invoices &

Payments from 1st

Outstanding

Rolls back the activity starting date to show all invoices with a balance.

Exclude Zero

Balance Accounts

Click on this checkbox if you do not want Clients who have zero balances to

appear in the Client Statement reports.

Click to Suppress

Statement Notes

This option allows you to turn off statement notes and to customize a note for

this statement date (all clients).

Print Client

Statements

Click to preview the report. When the report appears on the screen, you have

the option of:

Printing using the printer icon on the top left of the screen, or

Exit without printing by clicking on the X at the top right of the screen. 

Statement Example #1: The following graphic shows a statement with Invoice and

Payment activity displayed:
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Statement Example #2: Outstanding Invoices only:

Reading the Statement Report:
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FIELD Description

Date Date of the invoice or payment transaction.

Type
Inv  = Invoice

Pmt = Payment

Ref The invoice reference number.

Description of

Services

A description which indicates a short summary of the services provided. This

description can be modified in the bill post window of the billing dashboard. We

suggest you type in a short description of the services rendered on the invoice.

This may avoid you having to reprint invoices as the statement is sufficient to

explain the services due. Previously entered descriptions can be modified in

the Edit/View Transactions screen.

Invoices The billed amount of the invoice.

Payments Any prepayments or payments posted after the invoice was generated.

Balance Starting Balance + Invoices - Payments.

Balance Forward The outstanding balance, if any, prior to the generation of the last invoice.

Aging Summary
A breakdown of the balance aging, as follows:  0-30; 31-60; 61-90; Over 90.: 

This figure can also be obtained in the Current Aging Report. 

 

Email Statements to Clients:
You can email statements to clients using this tab. The clients displayed here are based on the filter-

list drop down selected in the first tab of the statements screen. The default is to send an email to all

clients within the filtered group. You can click the "Skip" button to skip all the clients, then un-check

the clients that you do not wish to skip.

In order to email statements, you must complete the footer section for each client. Using the "Select

action from list" drop, you can set up an email Subject and Body/Text for one client in the footer

section and then copy the contents of that email to all the other clients in the batch -see the bottom

left of the following screen shot. For more information about email setup, please read the help for 

emailing invoices . If you use ImagineTime credit card services you can also send out the statements

with a prompt that allows customers to pay the invoice online.
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1.2.3.4 Export Deposits/Journal Entry

This time saving utility is used to export payment and/or credit information from the ImagineTime

system to a QuickBooks import (iif)  file, or directly to QuickBooks using the software development kit

provided by Intuit. You must have the U.S. version of QuickBooks 2006 or better for the direct

export to work.  The following steps document the recommended method of daily/monthly integration

with QuickBooks.  The monthly journal entry can be manually posted, or directly exported to

QuickBooks and assumes the accrual or cash basis of accounting.  The printed journal entry may be

used for any ledger system. For QuickBooks users in particular, this utility will save time and prevent

the extra step needed to record the deposits and month end journal entry into QuickBooks.

As a preliminary step, ImagineTime can import your QuickBook customer names, address, phone

information and accounts receivable transaction activity to facilitate your initial setup of accounts in

ImagineTime.  You must have purchased the QuickBooks client information import utility to use this

integration tool. If you have the QB client information import utility the information on the QB A/C

Setup tab needs to be set up before using the utility (see following QB A/C Setup Tab instructions). 

For more information see Integration Tools > QuickBooks Client Info Import Utility
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1.QB A/C Setup Tab. 
The information you enter on the QB import tab screen establishes your relationship between

accounts, customers, and vendors used with QB and ImagineTime. Complete the 4 steps shown on the

following screen; also below the illustration is an instruction table with helpful information regarding

each step.

Step  Activity

1 To enter information on QB Import Screen (shown above) your QB must be open and in

single user, administrative mode.

Browse to your QuickBooks data file or enter the Drive, Full Path and File Name of the file

you want the information to export to (i.e. C:\Program Files\QBooks\myfile.qbw).  After

selecting the QB data file the drop down lists will be populated with QB account and vendor

lists. 

2 Select "Open Local QB and View the Program" from the drop down list to be able to view the

transactions after the import completes.
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3 Select the QuickBooks general ledger accounts, vendor, and customer you want

ImagineTime to use from the drop down list for each field.  ALL fields must be filled in. 

It is possible that you might have to create additional accounts in QB.  If so, after creating

the new account please click on the "Refresh Account Drop Down Lists from QB" button. 

QB Accounts Required for Deposit Export: The deposit export routine uses the cash basis

of accounting in QuickBooks; ImagineTime posts a debit to the cash account/debit account

for deposits and a temporary (or permanent) credit to the credit account for deposits i.e.

undistributed income or professional services account.

Select from drop down list the Debit Account Name for Deposits, (i.e. Bank of

America:Checking)

Select from drop down list the Credit Account Name for Deposits, (i.e. Tax

Preparation Services Income).

The credit account name for deposits can also be a temporary income 'holding account'. The

monthly journal entry will reverse this amount and replace it with a more detailed income

distribution based upon the ImagineTime work codes (see 2. Exporting Deposits Tab).

QB Accounts Required for Monthly Journal Entry: 

Select the G/L Control Account Name for Accounts Receivable, (i.e. Accounts

Receivable). The journal entry will adjust the G/L Control Account Accounts for

Receivable to agree with the ending balance in the reconciliation report (see below) after

taking into consideration the deposit export entries. 

 

Select the appropriate account for each of the other fields

4 Click the "Validate Account Setup in QB" button.  This process validates the QB account full

names entered as part of the QB integration setup.  This information will now be stored

in the system and does not have to be entered again unless you need to make changes

or edits.
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2.Exporting Deposits Tab
After a payment is entered and posted on the payment entry screen the payment is then available on

the QB Deposit Export Screen shown below.  When you are ready to export your deposit information to

QB follow the steps in the instruction table listed below the graphic.  To facilitate the bank

reconciliation process, deposits are exported with full detail for each customer and reflect a debit to

cash and a credit to undistributed income or professional services; these accounts were set up on the

QB A/C Setup Screen.  The exported information can be used to print deposit slips directly from QB

using QB approved forms.

Step Activity:  Exporting Deposit Information

1 Click on the Deposit Export - QuickBooks Users tab.   A table will show you all of your

Clients' names with payments listed by Pmt#, Reference#, Client name, Date of

Payment and the Amount of the payment.  FILTER OPTIONS:
The system defaults to the Not Exported sort option in the Display Payments box, showing the

list of every client who has made a payment since the last time you exported to QuickBooks.

You can click on the Exported sort option to view a list of all transactions that have ever been exported

to QuickBooks.  See Step 9 for further information about this option.
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2 Choose individually which transactions you wish to export information for, or click on the

"Select All"  button to choose all clients in the list.  Click on that button again to Un-

Select all of the transactions.

3 At the bottom left of the screen, in the Total Deposit box, the total dollar amount of the

selected client's payment amounts will appear.  This feature keeps a running tally for all

of the clients you selected.

4 Today's date will automatically default for the deposit date, change it if necessary.

5 In the Deposit Note field, you can enter a note or memo about this particular export

session. This will appear in the QuickBooks memo field.

6 When you are finished selecting all of your clients, click on the Create QuickBooks File

button to prompt the system to create the xxx.iif file. If you have the U.S. QuickBooks

version 2006 or higher you can directly export the deposit transaction to QuickBooks by

clicking the direct export to QB button. 

7 If you use the *.iif file, a box will pop-up letting you know the name of the newly saved

file.  In QuickBooks, on the file menu choose the Import option. Follow the path that you

chose to export the file to and click open. A pop-up message will alert you that the

import was successful, click on Okay. Continue with QuickBooks or Exit.

8 If you use the direct export option, QuickBooks must establish your security authorization

(Click Here). Once established, the deposit will directly export to QuickBooks.

9 If you are displaying the Exported sort option and you realize you made a mistake or just

want to export a particular item at a later date, you can click on the Exported checkbox

to send that payment record back to the Not Exported list. A warning message will alert

you that changing this will change the status of the payment and could cause it to be

exported more than once.  If you already imported the file with that entry into

QuickBooks, you will need to go into QuickBooks and delete the entry before exporting it

again. (See Instructions  below)

If you exported an entry already and now want to delete it, follow these steps:

Step Activity

1 Delete the deposit entry from the QuickBooks register.

2 Prepare a import new file, or re-send using the direct export feature.

3.Journal Entry Tab
If you post income to more than one general ledger account, the periodic journal entry will distribute

the income to the appropriate accounts based on the work code to general ledger account relationship

configured on the QB Account Setup Screen.  To prepare the optional monthly/periodic journal entry

do the following steps. 

Step Activity

1 You must associate work codes with G/L account names from QuickBooks.

2 Enter "All" for all billing partners, or select one partner from the list. Enter the start and

thru dates.
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3 Click the red "Create Journal Entry" Button on the right side of the screen.

                                   

4 After clicking the "Create Journal Entry" button, you will be asked to review the monthly

a/r subsidiary journal reconciliation report. The last page of the report, shown below,

summarizes work code activity by G/L account.

5 After you have reviewed and closed the reconciliation report, a monthly journal entry

screen displays the activity entry for the month. This entry reverses the temporary credit

created from the deposit export routine and replaces it with an income distribution based

upon the work codes. It also reconciles the accounts receivable control account in the

general ledger system to the total balance in ImagineTime. Click the "Print Journal Entry"

button to create a printed copy of the entry, or click the "Post" button to send the entry

directly to QuickBooks.
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1.2.3.5 Apply Hanging Payments/Import Online Pmts

This utility screen lets you apply pre-payments to invoices that were created after the posting of the

payment. It also allows you to import online payments made by credit card or ACH through

omnifund.com, the ImagineTime credit card processing agent.
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Auto apply customer payments not applied to invoices - called "Hanging Payments"
This utility is a quick and easy way to apply unapplied payments to outstanding invoices (multiple

accounts can be updated at the same time). If a Client paid in advance or paid a retainer for work

that was not invoiced, that payment could have been credited in Enter/Edit Payments screen, but not

applied to an invoice.  In essence, this creates a temporary credit balance.  When the work is finally

invoiced, you can quickly auto apply the payment here instead of going into the payments screen. 

This will avoid credit balances in the Current Aging Report.  The graphic below and the table that

follows outline the Auto Apply screen; the first six fields show the credit balance information, the last

checkbox lets you select the payment to apply. When you are finished with the Auto Apply, click on the

X in the top right corner to EXIT.

FIELD ACTIVITY

ID Client's ID.

Name Client's name.

Net Due

The dollar amount that is due, usually a negative balance if the client account has

no outstanding invoices. IF an invoice has posted, THEN the row will be highlighted

in gray.

Date Date the payment/retainer was received.

Ref The reference number corresponding to the payment, usually the check number.

Unapplied The unapplied dollar amount.
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Auto Apply

The default in this table is for the payment to auto apply.  

When the auto apply box is checked, this client's payment will be applied.

Click on this check box to deselect the client. The auto apply function will not

process.

Apply

Payments -

bottom of

screen

Click here to begin the auto apply of payments for the Client(s) you selected.NOTE

- If an entry is highlighted in gray, invoices have been posted to this account since

the credit balance was entered.

 

Import online credit card payments by clients
The screen below is used to assist you in downloading your credit card and ACH payments from your

Omni Fund account.  You no longer need to login on the omnifund.com website.  Simply click on the

"Click to Download Payments From omnifund.com made Online by Client" button to import your

payment file.  This file contains a record of customer initiated payments and includes a unique

identifier to prevent payments from being downloaded more than once.

Remember, only customer initiated payments that have not been previously imported will be imported

- so you can download the month-to-date file each day and only import the newest transactions not

previously imported.

1.3 Due Date / Work Flow

Description of overall benefits

1. Avoid late penalties through more efficient deadline management.

2. Improved work flow organization reduces duplication of effort and increases staff productivity for

both small and larger firms.

3. Simplified due date monitoring and reporting is available for small firms that don't require detail

tracking of work flow by staff.

4. Distribution and tracking of work flow for small and medium sized firms that require the ability to

budget hours and track main and sub-task start and completion dates.

5. Ease of setup and maintenance that allows replication of tasks and forms from client to client, and

year to year.

Note regarding use of the system for firms outside the accounting industry

Many of the examples regarding implementation of the due date system relate to implementation of
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deadlines for a small to medium sized CPA/accounting firm. However, it should be emphasized that

the design of the due date system will suit the needs of a wide variety of firms and companies

(architects, engineers, project managers and construction firms) that require work flow management

and deadline tracking. If you are outside the accounting industry, pay particular attention to the

implementation of tasks rather than forms as they would be more applicable to your needs.

1.3.1 Overview and Purpose

Overview of the three Interfaces for due date and work flow management

As a brief introduction, the screen shot that follows illustrates the three different interfaces that are

available to manage and edit deadlines and sub-tasks once they have been set up. All three sections

are explained in detail later in this manual. 

1. The manage/edit deadlines screen is available with all modules of the Finish-Line system and is the

primary screen used for setting up, editing and deleting tasks and sub-tasks. In most cases, larger

firms will limit the use of this screen to staff with supervisor or system manager permissions

levels. You can establish permissions that limit what a user can do on this screen. There are a wide

variety of filters available as well as the ability to maintain detail budgets and print reports for the

current filter set. You can also quick copy one client profile to another. Sub-tasks are managed

from the first tab of this screen.

2. The deadline notifications screen is included in the due date work flow module and is a flexible tool

that allows staff to view and report their current, delinquent and upcoming work assignments, but

restricts their editing capability to marking the tasks as in-process, or complete. One of the staff

permissions features, if enforced, can prevent selected staff from marking a main task as

complete overall. Staff can also make detail notes and record a time slip from this screen.

3. If you have purchased the calendar scheduling option, you will have the additional advantage of

showing a staff person the firm's tasks and forms outstanding in the task management section of

the calendar.  Calendar task management can be used as a 'pick list' for administrators to assign

staff to tasks; or, alternatively limit staff to view and edit tasks and forms assigned to them

without the ability to reassign or mark the task as complete overall. Staff can make detail notes

and record a time slip from this screen as well.
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Definition of main terms

1.) The Due Date Year

When a new main task or form is added to a client, you must select the type of master task or form

from a list of items as well as the due date year to be used for the main task or form. The due date

year is matched with the deadline criteria of the master task or form and automatically generates a

scheduled due date for the main form or task added. For example, if you set up a master form for

annual tax returns to be 3 and 1/2 months after the fiscal year end of a client, the calculated due date

of the main form added for any client with a December year end will be March 15 of the following year.

There are several options concerning how the due date year can be implemented. Most of them are

principally concerned with whether deadlines should be computed within, or after the due date year.

Please refer to the listing of due date frequencies that follow in this section and the explanation of

the "within year" option as discussed in the Initial Setup section of this manual.

2.) Tasks and Forms - two ways to track deadlines and work assignments

Start Dates, Calculated Due Dates and Final/Adjusted Due Dates

Master tasks and forms create main task/form records for each client to whom the master task or
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form is assigned.  The task/form has a start date, calculated due date, and a final/adjusted due date

which usually, but not always, is the calculated due date. An example of where the calculated and

final/adjusted dates might differ would be work on a tax form already delinquent.  You and the client

set an agreed upon due date of 14 days from the start date in order to complete the work to avoid

complications with the taxing authorities. The calculated date will already be past, but you can set the

final/adjusted date to comply with the arbitrary deadline requirement. Deadline reports use the final/

adjusted date as the primary filtering criteria.  

If your company purchased the optional work flow module and you elected to track status level or user-

defined sub-task detail on the master task or form, you can also track start and due dates at the sub-

task level in many of the screens and reports.

Frequency and Recurrence

Frequency and recurrence should be considered when you want to choose between setting up a form or

task to track a work assignment. Forms are used most often in the United States for tracking annual

income and estate tax returns (based on the date of death) as well as estimated tax payments that

are not based on uniform quarterly periods. Forms occur one-time in a year and can fall due based on

the client's fiscal year end (Yearly-FYE), the calendar year (Yearly-CYE), or be based on a day in a

specific month of the year (Jan-Dec).  The latter case most often being for estimated tax payments.

For estimated tax payments you would need to set up four master forms, one for each tax payment

due date, since the difference between the due date periods does not lend itself to recurrent

scheduling. If you choose to follow the IRS conventions for form years, then your due date for annual

tax returns will occur in the year after the form due date year unless you choose a month option that

is within the year.

On the other hand, tasks can be used for "as specified", weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, quarterly

(calendar year) and quarterly (fiscal year) work assignments. "As specified" tasks are scheduled for

specific target dates.  "As specified" tasks are well suited to tracking irregular due dates, such as IRS

notices and meetings. Tasks, like forms, can be set up to occur annually. A comprehensive table of

frequencies appears further on.

Global Calculated Due Date Option for Certain Tasks

A global "within year" option for tasks allows you to specify whether quarterly and annual tasks for

non-calendar year end clients start in the due date year or falls due in the due date year.   For

example, a task due 3 and 1/2 months after the 2012 due date year for a client with a September year

end would fall due on December 15, 2012.  In contrast, a fiscal year form setup for the same client

using the 2012 due date "form" year would fall due on December 15, 2013 if you used the setting for 3

and 1/2 months after the year end. The global task 'within year' option should generally not be

changed once it has been set up. The best course of action here is to set up several fiscal year end

annual tasks and forms and see the results with both options.

Other Considerations

Unless you implement the optional work flow module and use detail tracking history (see following

sections), staff associations with a particular main task or form are limited to a primary staff and

manager. In addition, all reports and forms containing due date tracking items can be filtered by the

billing partner or owner associated with the client. As part of normal procedure, each year's activities

for active clients are cloned to the next year, usually in late December or early January. This
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preserves historical detail regarding completion and start dates of past year activities.  This historical

detail includes staff assignments and notes about issues that came up during completion of a

recurring task that could be relevant the following year. Usually, it is only necessary to keep 2 or 3

years of history for this purpose and you should periodically purge task history older than that.

If your form or task is due on the last day of the month, choose "last" instead of 30th or 31st due to

various lengths of months.

To summarize when should you use a task vs. a form to track a work assignment  (see the table that

follows for a more detailed list of due date frequency options):

Use tasks for recurring work assignments: weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, quarterly, or annual

assignments that don't require an extension option. Annual and quarterly task assignments may be

based on the calendar or fiscal year end of the client.

Use tasks for "as specified" work assignments that are non-recurring and fall on a specific date.

Use forms if you require a first or second, standardized extension, 6 months, etc.

Use forms for estimated quarterly payments that aren’t really quarterly (separated more or less

than 3 months). set up a master form for each estimated payment.

Use forms for tax returns based on date of death.

Canadian customers should use tasks in almost all cases since tax extensions don’t apply there.

Consider using “as specified" tasks for date of death cases.

Comprehensive Listing of Due Date Frequencies

Frequency Default range of monthly due date
values

Default range of due day values

Comments

FORMS

DOD-date of
death 

1st month after death thru 9th
month after death

Based on date of death

Form only; Used for estate tax returns

JAN,
FEB,MAR,APR,MAY,
JUN,JUL,AUG,SEPT,O
CT,NOV,DEC -
speci fic month in
year

1st month after frequency thru 12
month after frequency

Choose 1st thru las t day of month at master form
level  

Form only; Monthly va lues  are not limited to l i s t; Due and s tart dates  may fa l l  wi thin or
up to 12 months  after frequency month

TASKS

WKL and BWK;
recurring weekly
and bi -weekly task

n/a Any weekly/bi -weekly s tart or due date for
speci fic cl ient
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Frequency Default range of monthly due date
values

Default range of due day values

Comments

(52/53 and 26 per
year)

Task only; Use cl ient option for monthly va lue; Due and s tart date parameters  at
master task or cl ient level

MTH-recurring
monthly task, 12
per year

Next month/current month Choose 1st thru las t day of month at master task
level

Task only; Based on ca lendar year: Jan-Dec, one task each month at master task level

QTR-recurring 
ca lendar year
based quarterly
tasks , 4 per year

1st month in Quarter thru 3rd
month after Quarter

Choose 1st thru las t day of month at master task
level

Task only; Monthly va lues  are l imited to the l i s t; Based on ca lendar year:
Jan,Mar,Sep,Dec

QFE-recurring
fi sca l  year based
quarterly tasks , 4
per year

1st month in Quarter thru 3rd
month after Quarter

Choose 1st thru las t day of month at master task
level

Task only; Based on Cl ient fi sca l  year end, 4 quarterly tasks , s tarting ei ther within the
year or after based on global  system setting for QFE and FYE tasks  *

SPC-as  speci fied
dates

n/a Any day in year

Task only; One time task, IRS Notice, or a  task that reoccurs  on a  speci fic day each year

BOTH FORMS & TASKS

CYE-yearly, based
on ca lendar year

January in year thru November
after year end

Choose 1st thru las t day of month at master task
level

For Tasks , monthly va lues  are l imited to the l i s t;
For Forms, monthly va lues  are not limited to l i s t.  
Due dates  occur after the due date year unless  “a  month in year” option i s  selected.

FYE-yearly, based
on fi sca l  year end
of cl ient/project

1st month in year thru 11th month
after year end

Choose 1st thru las t day of month at master task
level

For Tasks , monthly va lues  are l imited to the l i s t;
For Forms, monthly va lues  are not limited to l i s t. 

3.) Three Types of Deadline Tracking Methods

Status levels only with no detail tracking history - used for basic due date tracking

This method is compatible with legacy versions of the due date system (versions prior to 10.0) and

allows for the tracking of a completion date for up to 14 fixed steps at the main task level.  These
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fixed steps are hierarchical in nature (see next section for definition). Status levels require the same

steps to be used for all forms or tasks to which they apply and are most commonly used for tax return

preparation, review and completion.

Status levels should be reviewed on the Master Status Level/Sub-tasks tab in the Due Date Setup and

Utilities screen during your initial implementation of ImagineTime. Determine how many you require

(except for levels 0, and 9-14 which are mandatory) and also change the descriptions of the levels as

needed. Once status level descriptions and the number of levels are set and implemented through the

addition of tasks/forms to specific clients they should not be changed except for minor changes to the

descriptions only.

The status level only option with no detail tracking history is the default for the main task or form and

does not allow for the implementation of detail sub-task tracking. This is appropriate for firms that

are using ImagineTime as a deadline tickler and do not require work-flow distribution to different

staff for the phases of a task. This type of tracking is limited to associating a main staff person and

manager to each main task along with a main task start and due date as well as the completion dates

for each status level.

Status level detail with tracking history - optional work flow module only

Status level detail with tracking history extends the legacy use of status levels to allow for the

implementation of detail tracking history for each activated level.  As previously noted, status levels

are hierarchical in nature and involve  a series of up to 14 fixed steps for both completion and

deployment. Master tasks and forms that use status levels with detail tracking rely on the same status

levels as tasks and forms that do not track detail except that a detail sub-task record is created with

the following characteristics for each status level:

1. Staff assigned to the detail tracking record.

2. A sub-task due date that is based on a formula using the number of days or months before or after

the main task deadline as defined for the particular status level or user defined sub-task type

associated with the main task.

3. Due dates can be overridden if the user has appropriate permissions.

4. A sub-task assigned date or target start date that is independent from the main task start date and

is based on the sub-task due date plus or minus a number of days as defined for that particular

status level or user defined sub-task type.

5. An in-process date that staff fills in when work has begun on a particular sub-task.

6. Completion date.

7. Budget in hours.

8. Comment or note - this can either be an instruction or note that staff makes about something

encountered during performance of the sub-task. Detail note tracking is available at the main task

level that can also serve this purpose.

9. Key sub-tasks appear highlighted in red on reports and forms

Status levels were originally created with the completion of a tax return in mind and can be useful for

tracking the completion of U.S. 1040’s and corporate/partnership income tax returns. Please bear in

mind that status levels are not as flexible as user-defined sub-tasks since they require the uniform

application of a sequence of standard steps that should be described and fixed during initial

implementation of the software. On the other hand, user-defined sub-tasks can have multiple sub-
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task types with different numbers of steps and descriptions. User defined sub-tasks can be used to

set up customized steps for anything from the completion of an audit to the inspection of a

construction site or the completion of a tax return.

User defined sub-tasks with detail tracking history - optional work flow module only

User defined sub-tasks let you customize the series of steps involved for different sub-task types. 

These steps can later be associated with master tasks or forms and are used to describe the activities

required to complete a main task or form for a client. They must first be set up in the master status

level/sub-tasks tab and then assigned to a master form or task. Upon completion of this process, the

task or form can be added to a specific client or group of clients. The work flow completion method of

user defined sub-tasks can be characterized as either hierarchical (sequenced) or independent. 

In general, you should not change the characteristics of the sub-tasks once you have created them and

propagated them to main tasks or forms that have been assigned to clients. If the characteristics of

the sub-tasks are modified subsequent to being assigned to clients, the modifications would only be

applied to master tasks assigned to clients after the changes and are not applied retroactively. This

would create a permitted, but not recommended, inconsistency for the user defined sub-task type

between pre and post modification client assignments.

User-defined sub-tasks have the same characteristics described for status level detail with tracking

history in the previous section. They can be assigned to different staff and have individual start, in-

process, due and completion dates. Also available is a budget amount for the hours required and a

comment line that can be used for short instructions as to how to begin, or carry out the task, or to

make a note about the particular phase of work. User defined sub-tasks also have standardized,

default due dates that differ but depend upon the main task deadline date and can be overridden if

the user has the  appropriate permission level, i.e. one month prior to the main task due date, 10

days prior, etc.  As with status level detail tracking, default start dates can be based on a number of

days prior to the sub-task due date and can be overridden with appropriate permissions. 

4.) Work flow completion methods

ImagineTime allows you to choose from two methods to track the progress and completion of work

assignments:

1. Hierarchical tracking

2. Independent tracking (available with optional work flow module only - see user defined sub-tasks)

Hierarchical tracking can be used by all deadline tracking types (both status levels and user defined

sub-tasks) and implies, but does not require, that the previous step be completed prior to the

completion of the next step. The current release of ImagineTime implements a quick completion

method which assumes the completion of earlier steps when a higher step is completed in the absence

of a specific completion date for the preceding step(s). Steps completed in this fashion are shadowed

in gray rather than specifically dated as complete. A future release may institute an option to

specifically require the completion of prior steps.

Independent tracking is available with the optional work flow module only and allows for concurrent

execution of sub-task steps.  Thus, independent tracking requires specific, dated completion of all
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detail tracking tasks before the main task can be marked as completed. Independent tracking applies

to user defined sub-tasks and cannot be used for status level tracking.

Due Date Tickler System vs. Distributed Staff Work Flow Management

1.) The due date tickler approach – simple status level due date tracking for small

firms

In many smaller firms, the primary need is to ensure the timely handling of deadlines coming due for a

selected period rather than the distribution of work flow among the staff. Tasks and forms are usually

segregated by the owner, primary billing partner or main staff person. Generally, one or two people

manage the due date system and mark main tasks or forms as complete when the work is done thus

removing them from the list of incomplete items. If work assignments are fairly standardized and

usually involve the same sequence of steps, consider using the primary status levels without detail

tracking for most tasks and clients. User-defined sub-tasks could then be implemented for special

cases or exceptions that don't follow the general pattern. 

In the previously described situation, target start dates may not be relevant since the work backlog is

usually visible in various stacks of papers within the primary office and the number of clients not so

many that the practitioner can't work off a printed copy of the primary deadline list, or an on-screen

editable list of forms and tasks that is displayed for the same period or client(s). On the other hand,

should you wish the additional convenience of knowing when to start the main task, consider filling in

the target start dates and implementing the notifications screen. 

Using this simple due date tickler approach, limit the screens you use to 1 - the due date setup and

utilities screen, 2 - the manage /edit deadlines screen and 3 - the primary reporting screen necessary

to prepare reports based on tasks and forms coming due for selected periods. No detail sub-task

tracking is necessary or required in this case since distribution of tasks among staff would in most

cases be overkill. The exception might be the occasional audit or review where more than one person

is involved. As previously noted, in those limited situations detail sub-task tracking could be

implemented and allows for the distribution of work among one or more staff (assuming the optional

work flow module is available for use).

Access to the main report screen enables the printing of routing sheets, status level and notification

reports. If your office still tracks paper files, consider using routing sheets to accompany the file copy

of work passed thru the office. Each year, at the end of December or early January, main tasks and

forms should be cloned from the year just completed to the next calendar year.  Detail history of prior

year tasks and forms is maintained for reference to prior year notes as well as start and completion

dates. To maintain database efficiency, history is usually purged every three or four years using the

Purge History utility described elsewhere in this manual.

2.) The work flow approach – to distribute and monitor work flow to staff 

The purpose of this approach is to allow distribution of task components to team members using sub-

tasks. This should result in improved firm efficiency and ensure the timely achievement of individual

as well as team deadlines. Sub-task completion can be determined using hierarchical (one step follows
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another), or independent completion methods (concurrent sub-task completion where each step can be

performed independently). 

Sub-tasks are an extension of the main task or form and allow the work assignment to be broken

down into smaller components and assigned to different staff. Sub-task templates can be created for

different types of work (audits, review, bank site inspections) and then assigned to the main task or

form. In addition, as previously noted, sub-tasks can have their own budget with separate start, in-

process, due and completion dates. 

Instead of allowing all users access to the manage/edit deadlines form, staff can be notified of

approaching start dates, deadlines and past due items for individual sub-tasks as well as main tasks

using either the deadline notifications form or the optional calendar deadlines interface. Extensive

permissions sets can be implemented to prevent individual users from deleting, editing or adding due

date items. 

The calendar and notifications screen, for example, can limit the ability of selected staff to marking

sub-tasks as in-process or complete and prevent them from reassigning work from one staff to

another or from changing due dates.  Reports can be generated that filter items based on the

individual staff person assignments, rather than the team as a whole. On the other hand, the calendar

interface and the manage/edit deadlines screen could also be used as a 'pick list' by supervisors to

distribute unassigned tasks to the next available staff person. Thus, permissions can be applied

flexibly in a more or less restrictive nature based on the your firm's requirements and the staff person

involved.

1.3.2 Initial Setup

To begin, set up staff and basic staff permissions

In order to establish due date permissions (discussed later) and provide access to the due date

system, you must set up user IDs, access passwords and basic permissions for staff in the Enter/Edit

Staff Information screen of the Setup/Utilities ribbon. Staff IDs are also needed in order to properly

set up clients and assign tasks. Basic permissions include deciding whether a user should be classified

with staff level, supervisor or system manager permissions. Usually, the staff permission level has the

most restricted access to sensitive areas and tasks.  To simplify setup for small firms that don't need

to limit or restrict access to program modules or functions, assign the system manager level to all

staff.

Access to specific ribbon menu options can be adjusted from the defaults using the Menu Passwords

and Rights screen located on the Setup/Utilities ribbon and is discussed in more detail later in this

section. ImagineTime has configured each staff level with suggested access rights that can be

modified by your designated system manager. Refer to the General Setup / Information section of

this manual for information regarding staff setup and for essential information concerning how to

navigate screens, delete, add and edit database records. 

Review system options (options and lookup lists tab)
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In the options tab of the company information screen, setup and utilities ribbon, check use client ID

for Group ID. This ensures the completion of this field when adding a new client in the absence of a

related group member. In general, clients that share common ownership should share the same group

ID. The manage/edit deadlines screen can filter tasks by group ID. In addition, due date reports can

also be printed for companies and individuals that are part of a related group. We recommend that

the client ID of the primary group member be used as the group ID for all members of the group

including the primary member.

In the Lookup Lists tab of the Company Information/Setup screen, click the drop down for "Other -

Choose Table" and select client/contact types.  Add as many unique client types as you need to define

common characteristics among groups of clients.The due date setup and utility screen contains a

"Client Quick Setup" utility that allows groups of tasks to be set up for clients with similar work

assignments. If you have appropriate client/contact type codes for your business, you can expedite

the ImagineTime Finish-Line setup process. Client types can be up to (10) characters in length and

should represent acronyms that define typical task profiles, for example:

MONTHYR: Monthly accounting client with year end tax returns

1040AN: Annual 1040 client, etc.

1040PLN: Annual 1040 client with year end tax planning meeting

If you intend to encourage staff to make notes, consider adding relevant customer note types on the

right side of the Lookup Lists tab to promote standardization.

Set up clients in the Manage Contacts/Clients screen with task management in

mind

The following screenshots of the Primary Contact Information tab and the More Contact Information

tab from within the Manage Contacts and Clients form shows the minimum information necessary for

optimal setup of a client in the due date system. To add a new record:

On the Primary Contact Information tab:

Open the manage contacts and clients screen and begin typing a new client ID at the top left of the

screen - the screen opens in add mode to make this more convenient. Client IDs must be unique, up

to 10 characters in length and may not include quotation marks. 

Enter a sort or look-up name.  

Assign a common group ID to enhance sorting and filtering capability in popular reports and data

management screens when clients are under common control, or linked through some common

thread. The company information screen has an automatic entry option that pushes the client ID to

the group ID to make this easier. This feature must be turned on by the user and prevents the

group ID from being left blank during setup.

Since you have already set up staff, select a billing partner (required) and primary staff (optional).

The billing partner or "client owner" is a primary filter and sort option in almost all screens and

reports. If not left blank, the primary staff will be used as the default staff assignment for new

forms and tasks. 

For quicker setup, assign a client type that conforms with a task profile for your firm.

The address and phone information at the bottom right are optional and can be used for printing
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labels and letters in our Client Relationship Management module (CRM).

On the More Contact Information tab:

Select a Fiscal Year End.  The default value is December as illustrated below.

If the account is an Estate, specify the Date Of Death.

The Active Due Date Client check box is checked by default.  This should be unchecked if, at a later

date, this account becomes one that should no longer be tracked in the due date system. 
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Clicking one of the new record buttons from either the navigation bar at the bottom left of the screen

or form tools ribbon at the top (see illustration above) will automatically save the client and clear the

screen to add another one. The navigation bar arrow buttons can also be used to scroll through clients

one at a time and review the information you have set up. Click in the field you want to sort by and

click the A>Z button on the form tools ribbon; next, use the ">" right arrow button to scroll though the

client records alphabetically.  You can also look-up a specific client by using the [Search for Client/

Contact] button at the top left of the screen.

Establish security and permissions

To set global options and permissions in the Due Date Module go to the Setup/Utilities

ribbon > Due Date Setup & Utilities> Permissions/Notifications/Options Screen

OTHER IMPORTANT GLOBAL OPTIONS:

"Within Year" Global Option for FYE annual and quarterly tasks

Another important option involves whether annual or quarterly fiscal year end tasks for non-calendar

year end clients should fall due within or after the due date year. This option will apply to all fiscal

year annual or quarterly tasks. Once selected and implemented for tasks this option should not be
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changed. For example, if you use the "thru or within the year end" option and choose to schedule a

task as due 3 and 1/2 months after the year end, the specific task deadline would be 12/15/12 for a

client with a September year end for the due date year of 2012. In contrast, choosing the option that

schedules after the year end would generate a due date of 12/15/13 which actually falls outside the

primary due date year. Although not required, to facilitate ease of use you should attempt to adopt

consistent due date year options for both forms and tasks. In general, this will allow you to choose the

same due date year when setting up both tasks and forms for a date range of deadlines.

Tasks can be linked to Engagements

Finish line tasks and forms can now be directly linked to client engagements or projects. In order to

take advantage of this feature, you must turn on the global engagement option shown on the left side

of the "Global Due Date Setup and Permissions" section at the top of the permissions tab - see the

following screenshot.  The default setting is to hide the engagement window, so this feature must be

activated before you can see the engagement field in the manage/edit deadlines screen.

Using engagements adds another convenient way to link tasks and forms (in addition to client and

group IDs) that are part of a larger work set; for example, the "year-end engagement" might include a

financial statement task and several tax return forms. For convenient grouping, the manage/edit

deadlines screen sorts by client name and engagement ID. If you choose to implement engagements,

you must set up master engagement types on the last tab of the "Due Date Setup and Utilities" screen

and then extend these types to individual clients by using the drill down feature explained in the 

Manage/Edit deadlines screen. 
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Once engagements are created, they can routinely be associated with a task during or after task

creation by selecting them from the list at the top of the manage/edit deadlines screen. The main

reporting screen contains grouping options that expose group engagements by partner, group ID, and

client in key task management reports. Tasks that implement budgets can roll-up detail task and

form budgets to the engagement budget at the client level. This feature is accessed from the "Client's

Engagements" button on the first tab of the "Manage Contacts and Clients" screen.  In order to track

budget to actual, you must have the time and billing module.

set up individual due date users permissions, notifications and accessibility options
This is accomplished on the Permissions/Notifications/Options tab.  To get there select the Setup/

Utilities tab on the ribbon and then select the Due Date Setup and Utilities icon.
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Firms requiring a simple due date tickler that would like to provide full access to all program functions

and features of the due date system should perform the following steps:

1. Click the "Click to allow..." button at the bottom of the staff listing.

2. Select all staff in the list on the left side of the following screenshot.

3. Click the button at the bottom left with the caption "Set Permissions for Full Access to all

Features".  

Other users and firms with some concern for staff permissions should review the permissions settings

below and assign them to logical staff groupings. Initially, clicking on each staff will display their

current permissions. During the setting of permissions, you should be aware of who will be allowed

access to the "Manage/Edit Deadlines' screen (menu passwords and rights) and what rights they should

have in the case when the staff does have access to that screen. In almost all instances, the following

critical maintenance and setup operations are performed from the "Manage/Edit Deadlines" screen:

Assign new tasks to clients and staff – except for the due date setup screen that contains a

quick setup utility which allows groups of tasks to be copied to similar clients.

With appropriate permissions, delete a sub-task or a main task for a specific client.

Set up individual task budgets.

Reassign staff - this can also be accomplished in the calendar screen

Copy one client’s task profile to another client.

You can split a sub-task and replicate the assignment to additional staff, i.e. two staff may be

required to complete the preparation of the financial statements during the completion of an

audit main task.

Modifications to sub-tasks can be cascaded to other related sub-tasks for the selected main
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task, client and year.

The manage/edit deadlines screen shows budget to actual information for each task.

After you have reviewed and determined which staff should have selected permissions, you can

change permissions for a staff group by performing the following steps:

1. Click the button "Click to allow one or more staff to be selected..." at the bottom of the list.

2. Select the group of staff you would like to change.

3. Change the permission settings on the right side of the screen

4. Click the red button "Click to assign..." to save the permission setting to each user's profile.

5. Click the "Click to Display Permission..." button to return to preview mode and review your

settings

Please note that due date users without the optional workflow module should disregard permissions

that concern sub-tasks as well as the staff level notifications regarding use of the notifications

screen.  Those capabilities are only present in the optional workflow module and are not included in

the basic due date module.

Determine ribbon access for permission levels

This section applies to firms that want to restrict certain staff personnel from accessing some of the

program modules and may not be applicable to small one and two person firms. 

From the Setup/Utilities ribbon, open the Menu Passwords and Rights screen.  This screen groups

program modules by ribbon menu type and allows the firm administrator to implement password

protection and define which permission level has access to each program module.  If you purchased

the due date module as an addition to the time and billing program, you also have the ability to create

customized ribbon menus for each staff permission level. In addition, administrators using

ImagineTime with the time and billing module can set up a favorites ribbon for individual users (which

appears as the first ribbon) allowing them convenient access to the program options they use most

frequently. For more information, please read the help section for Menu Passwords and Rights.

Set up Master tasks and forms
 

Determine which type of task / form tracking best fits your deadline tracking and workflow needs.

Guidelines for these decisions are covered in the task versus form discussions in the overview and

purpose section of this manual. Next, create as many tasks/forms as necessary to describe the

workflow or deadlines managed within your office. You are limited to 10 alpha-numeric characters for

the type of service field and 50 characters to fully describe the task or form. 
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The preceding screenshot shows a sampling of forms and tasks setup for a sample installation. The

ImagineTime data file that you register for your company comes equipped with several sample tasks

and forms that you can use or delete as necessary. Each item must be set up in left to right order with

the specific start and due date information completed in the footer section of the form. Controls

highlighted in blue relate to forms; red for tasks.  The far right of the footer section contains a

printing feature that will allow you to print a listing of all the master forms and tasks for review and

further refinement if needed. The default grouping for the task/form report is by frequency type, but

you can also print by task or form ID.

The section at the top right under workflow method applies only if the optional workflow module has

been purchased.  Otherwise, "status levels only" is the default choice - see the following section and

the overview and purpose section for more information about workflow methods. Clicking one of the

new record buttons from either the navigation bar at the bottom left of the screen, or the form tools

ribbon at the top will open up a new row to add another task or form.  You may use the scroll bars to

view existing records and/or filter by type of task by using the drop down "All Types" at the top left of

the screen. 

Clicking on the record selector and pressing the Delete key on your keyboard will delete a specfic task

or form that you do not need. However, once a task or form has been used for a client, you may not

delete it. Altering or modifying the master task start or due date parameters after implementation is

not recommended as it will cause inconsistencies in your data.  Create a new task instead. You can

modify the existing task or form description to say something like "do not use" if you wish to

discontinue use of that version.

For tasks:

Select the frequency, as follows:
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o "As specified" for one-time tasks with specific dates

o Weekly, you will be asked for period end, start and due date for the first week in the series

of 52 weeks

o Bi-Weekly, you will be asked for the period end, start and due date for the first bi-weekly

period in the series of 26 recurring entries.

o Monthly or Bi-Monthly

o Quarterly based on calendar or fiscal year end

o Annual based on calendar or fiscal year end

o Every 2 - 5 years based on calendar or fiscal year end

For Forms:

Select the frequency as follows:

o Annual based on calendar or fiscal year end

o Due during any day of a particular month, Jan-Dec

o Date of death for estate tax returns

More information about task and form frequencies is contained in the overview and purpose section

of this manual. 

The Federal check-box and state drop down apply to forms and are for information purposes only. 

They do not affect the calculation of due dates, but do appear on the master forms report.  The "1st

and 2nd extensions" fields also apply only to forms; however, they do affect the calculation of due

dates when implemented in the manage/edit deadlines screen. 

You must also select the parameters for task start (optional) and due date on the footer of the setup

form. Except for weekly, bi-weekly and "as specified" tasks, automatic calculation of start dates is

optional and will not apply if you leave the "Compute Start Dates" check box unchecked for the form or

task in question. In that case, start dates can be set manually for each task after it has been added in

the manage/edit deadlines screen. The year end cloning utility contains an option to roll forward

manually computed start dates on forms and tasks where the 'auto-calculate' feature is turned off.

In general, when setting up due dates, you should use the last day of the month rather than the 31st,

since not all months have 29, 30 or 31 days.  The option "status levels only" is hierarchical in nature

and is the default.  It is the only available choice unless you have the optional workflow module. If you

have the optional workflow module, you can create user-defined sub-tasks and associate them with

the main task or form by completing the columns for sub-task description and workflow method - see

the instructions that follow regarding selection of a tracking method suitable for your task or form.

Finally, if your ImagineTime system includes the time and billing module, consider associating a work

code with your task if you would like time entries using this task or form to automatically use that

work code.

Master Task or Form Status Levels: Selection of a tracking method for your task or

form

If you do not have the optional workflow module, method 1 below is the only method available to you.

If you do have the optional workflow module, you can use any of the three methods described below as
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appropriate for the specific task or form. For a general discussion of tracking methods please refer to

the overview and purpose section of the manual.

Method 1.) Use status levels only without detail sub-task tracking. 

Status levels without detail is the default method.  It is compatible with the tracking method used

in prior versions of the due date monitoring system. This method is hierarchical in nature and

involves using a series of up to 14 fixed steps for both completion and deployment - no new

records may be added to this screen; however, the record descriptions can be changed.

The descriptions and the "allow use" option for each step must be established at the outset and

remain the same throughout the use of ImagineTime for all clients and services. Fixed status

levels are less flexible than the user-defined sub-tasks and must be fairly generic in order to be

applied as basic steps for all your work products, i.e. obtain information, prepare work, review

work, publish, etc. 

Method 2.) Status Levels with detail tracking implementation available with the Workflow add-on

module.
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The same general rules that apply to hierarchical status levels without detail also apply when you

add a detail sub-task for each level that has “allow use” checked. Level descriptions will parallel

the status level description in the "Master Status Level" tab of the due date setup screen. This

additional feature allows you to assign different staff and budgeted hours to each sub-task, i.e. to

distribute the work. Also, each sub-task can have different start and due dates. The parameters

for the start and due dates are described on the right side of the setup screen and are as follows:

1. The due date can be based on a number of month(s) prior to the main deadline month 

2. The due date can be based on a number of days(s) prior to the main deadline

3. The subtask start date is computed based on a specified number of days prior to the

subtask due date

4. Or with hierarchical status levels the subtask start date will automatically be assigned when

the previous subtask is completed

Unless you implement user defined sub-tasks (see following), the characteristics of these status

levels apply globally to all main forms and tasks.  While this might be appropriate for tax

preparation, in order to extend usability to other workflow areas such as audits, or general use for

engineers or project managers requires the implementation of user defined sub-tasks as

described below.

Method 3.) User-defined Sub-task Implementation
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User-defined sub-tasks are used to describe the work components of a master task or form. They can

be set up to describe a wide variety of detailed work assignments each including multiple steps and

different staff assignments and budgets - see the previous screenshot for examples. There is no limit

to the number of user-defined sub-task types. 

You must choose whether you want to set up user defined sub-tasks types first, for the main tasks or

forms. If you establish the specific sub-task types that will be used for main tasks and create the

main task as the final setup step, the sub-task can be assigned to the main task or form when it is

created and no follow-up step is required. Alternatively, you can set up all the basic master forms and

tasks and associate sub-tasks later after you have had a chance to think about the common

characteristics and process elements that each main task and form may share.  Some master tasks or

forms may be able to use the same sub-task type. 

As previously discussed in this section, each sub-task can have different start and due dates. The

parameters for the start and due dates are described on the right side of the setup screen and are as

follows:

5. The due date can be based on a number of month(s) prior to the main deadline month

6. The due date can be based on a number of days(s) prior to the main deadline

7. The subtask start date is computed based on a specified number of days prior to the

subtask due date

8. Or with hierarchical status levels the subtask start date will automatically be assigned when

the previous subtask is completed

An additional characteristic of user-defined sub-tasks relates to the order number. The order number

is entered by the user and defines the order in which the steps are displayed, and, in the case of a

hierarchical task, the order in which it is normally executed - see the discussion of workflow methods

under the overview and purpose section.

Standardized user-defined sub-tasks are set up in the "Master Status Levels/sub-tasks" tab of the due

date setup and utilities screen. When crafting a sub-task type, consider setting up more steps than

might be needed for all clients and then delete the extras on the client task/form level where they

don’t apply.  This approach is simpler, but less standardized.  For example, a “monthly bookkeeping”
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sub-task could be created with the following four steps:

1. Obtain information from client

2. Governmental Filings

3. Prepare financial Statements

4. Final Review

In the case where you have monthly clients with no governmental filings you could delete the extra

sub-task after creating the main task for the client. Next year, depending upon the cloning option you

choose, only the applied sub-tasks would clone forward. Another approach would be to create a

separate main task with distinct sub-task profile for each variation. This approach requires more

setup initially, but results in more standardization among sub-task types, i.e. all clients implementing

the sub-task type follow the same process and can be budgeted and measured in a comparative

manner. In the previous example, you could create a sub-task type called “Monthly Bookkeeping w/out

sales tax” and eliminate one step from the sub-task types. Finally, you must determine whether the

completion method for the sub-tasks should be hierarchical or independent and set this at the main

task or form level.

Verify setup is complete by printing reports of main tasks and sub-tasks

After you have completed your initial setup of status levels and sub-tasks, click the button at the top

left of the "Master Status Levels/Sub-tasks" screen to print a comprehensive listing to facilitate

further review and adjustment.

1.3.3 Assigning and Manage/Edit Deadlines

Quick Start: Assign forms or tasks to clients using the quick client setup utility

Open Due Date Setup and Utilities within the Setup/Utilities ribbon. Next, click on the Client Quick

Setup tab. Clients are listed by client type in alphabetical order. Perform the following steps to assign

groups of tasks to groups of clients:

1. Select the form year (if assigning forms) or the task year (if assigning tasks)

2. You must choose to copy either forms or tasks.  If you need to copy both forms and tasks you

will need to execute the quick copy once for forms and once for tasks.

3. Select groups of forms or tasks to assign by clicking the left mouse button on each task or form

you wish to assign.  Each click will add that item to the list of tasks or forms to be assigned and

the selected tasks or forms will be be highlighted to make the ones that are currently selected

obvious.

4. Select groups of clients by holding down the left mouse button and dragging. Release the mouse

button and use the CTRL key plus the left mouse button to select additional groups of clients

that are not contiguous.

5. Decide whether you would like to associate the task or form with an engagement - see bottom

left of following screenshot.

6. Select the primary staff and manager, if appropriate, or leave blank. If the staff assignment is

left blank, the staff assigned in the manage clients and contacts screen will be used.
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7. Click the "Copy Selected Forms to Clients" button.

8. Open the Manage/Edit deadlines screen and review your results.

9. If you need to redo the quick copy due to an error you made selecting forms or tasks or clients,

filter and/or sort for your results in the manage/edit deadlines screen. Select contiguous

records by clicking on the record selector at the far left of the first row and dragging the mouse

down the screen to select all pertinent rows. Press the Delete key on your keyboard to delete

the erroneous entries that will be replaced when you redo the quick copy. This process cannot

be undone.

If you ignore the assigned staff field at the bottom of the quick setup screen, the staff assigned at

the client level for the main task/form will populate to the main task/form and sub-tasks you create. 

Once the quick-copy process has been completed, you may review the inserted tasks and forms in the

Manage/Edit deadlines screen. The Manage/Edit Deadlines screen will allow you to customize budgets,

provide staff instructions for both main and sub-tasks, make further staff assignments and modify

and extend your sub-tasks for particular clients. Please refer to the next section for more information

about how to proceed.

Using the Manage/Edit Deadlines Screen. 

See Calendar > Staff Appointments & Task  for information on Deadline display on Calendar.

Open the Manage/Edit Deadlines screen directly from the Calendar/Due Dates ribbon, Manage/Edit

Deadlines icon. Alternatively, you may open the Manage Contacts and Clients screen in the Clients/

Contacts ribbon, select a client and then click on the Manage/Edit Deadlines tab to set up tasks for

that particular client.  The Manage/Edit Deadlines screen has four key components, as shown in the
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following screenshot:

1. A filter section located at the top left of the screen

2. The main form data entry/edit section located on the middle left side of the screen

3. A tabbed section that contains additional features for:

a. Detail sub-task tracking - applies to optional workflow module only

b. Tracking status dates without sub-task tracking (used by due date users without the optional

workflow module)

c. Budget vs. actual comparisons and setting of total budgeted hours when detail tracking is not

implemented for a task

d. Reporting options based on the current filtered set of information as discussed in the due date

reports section of this manual

e. Ability to copy client task and forms profiles from one client to another

 

Adding a new main task or form

If you are accessing the Manage/Edit Deadlines screen from the Calendar/Due Date ribbon and some

tasks or forms have been already set up, you will see them listed in alphabetical order, by due date

year, in descending order by form/task ID.  In order to make a space for a new record, click the "Add

Record" button at the top middle of the screen.  If you have not set up any tasks or forms before

opening the Manage/Edit Deadlines screen, the datasheet section on the right will be blank and you
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are ready to begin entering a new task or form for a specific client. 

To begin assigning a new task or form to a client, select the client from the drop down list at the top

left and perform the following steps:

1. Select the task or form to assign to the client, press the Tab key.

2. At your option, select the staff and manager, press the Tab key.

3. If you have turned on the global engagement option, you can either select an engagement from

the list, or double-click the engagement control at the top left of the screen to create an

engagement 'on the fly'

In order to create a new engagement from the manage/edit deadlines screen, you must have

system manager permissions. After you create a new engagement, closing the pop-up screen will

automatically insert the engagement into the task or form. The following screenshot shows the

pop-up screen that appears if you choose to create a new engagement 'on the fly', instead of

selecting from the list:

 Please note that to conserve space, the default is to hide the engagement column on the

datasheet side of the manage/edit deadlines screen. However, you can temporarily expose this

column by right clicking a column header at the top of the datasheet and choosing "unhide

columns".

4. Select the due date year, normally the current year - possibly the prior year for tax forms if you

are using the IRS form year convention. Refer to the overview and purpose section for a

comprehensive discussion of due date years.

5. Enter a primary note, if desired. Pressing the Tab key or clicking on the record selector at this

point will save the new task or form and any sub-tasks if the optional workflow module is

installed.
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Some tasks and forms with frequency settings of weekly, bi-weekly and "as specified" dates, require

additional information during setup of the first task for each client in order to automatically compute

the due dates.  In the case of tasks and forms that are not set up to automatically compute start

dates, you may manually enter a start date in the field provided by clicking in that field and entering

the information either before or after the initial tracking record is saved. In these cases, you may be

required to enter information in the applicable fields. Other recurring tasks set to 'auto-compute' will

automatically fill in the start date information once the task/form record has been saved. 

The "Final/Adjusted" date provides a means, with appropriate permissions, to override the default

due date calculation. Its initial value is the same as the default due date; however, there are a

number of cases when it is appropriate to override the default calculation. For example, your client

brings in several tax returns that are already late, but your agree to complete them within 30 days,

or, because of a large refund or scheduling necessity you agree to complete tax work in advance of

the default deadline date. In these cases and others, stipulating a different date instead of the

default will allow you to filter and report on your work assignments more effectively.

Also note that when adding a new task or form you have the option of entering a user-defined control

ID. Many firms use this as a means of logging in tasks to determine which clients or projects should

be handled first i.e., 2012-0001 would be the first client for 2012. Report sorting options allow sorting

on this field, or you can click directly in the control and choose the A>Z button on the forms ribbon to

see this field sorted by the current filter. An additional date field for "Client Info Rec'd" and a check

box - "Information is Complete" - also relate to the logging in of client information and are located at

the top right of the status tracking dates tab. Reporting options in the main due date reporting screen

use these fields for filtering purposes.

Deleting a new task or form

Click on the record selector at the far left of the screen, or located on the datasheet view in the right

hand pane (see preceding screenshot), and press the Delete key on your keyboard. You can also use

the delete record option from the forms ribbon located at the top of your screen. Deleting a main task

or form will also delete any associated sub-tasks.

Marking main tasks as completed, including the "quick completion" method

Firms with simple due date tracking requirements look for a quick and simple way to mark a task or

form as complete without regard to workflow, status levels or sub-tasks. To do this, simply enter a

date in the date completed field, or double-click to enter today's date. This action will mark the main

task as complete as well as any detail sub-tasks, if applicable. Removing the date, will change the

status of the main task and any applicable sub-tasks back to incomplete. If you are using sub-tasks

and tracking workflow using the optional workflow module, access to the quick completion method can

be restricted for staff level users in the global permissions screen.

Marking sub-tasks as completed
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If you choose to implement sub-task tracking, enter the completion dates for each sub-task work

assignment in the appropriate row of the detail tracking table. To provide managers with more

information about whether or not sub-tasks have been started, you may request staff to enter dates

in the in-process field when work has begun. A check box below the main tab section of the

notifications screen allows you to filter for sub-tasks that have not been started.

As discussed in more detail later in this section, use of the independent workflow method requires

that all sub-tasks be completed before the main task is 'automatically' marked complete coincident

with the dating of the final sub-task. On the other hand, hierarchical sub-tasks imply completion of

subordinate tasks when subordinate tasks have no date but a later step is marked complete. As

previously noted, you can 'quick complete' all sub-tasks by simply entering a completion date for the

main task or form. Please note that detail tracking completions can also be entered from the 

notifications and calendar screens discussed later in the manual. 

Enter time slip  or record a detail note

You can easily record a time slip associated with the specific form or task by clicking the Record Time

button at the bottom middle of the screen.  You can record a detailed note (in addition to the primary

note) by clicking the More notes button to the right of the Primary Note field. Detail notes can be very

helpful to both reviewers as well as staff that are performing the same task in succeeding periods.

How the datasheet view works, including sorting options

The datasheet section (the right half of the screen) of the Manage/Edit Deadlines screen allows you to

quickly view and make simple edits, such as staff re-assignments, to existing tasks and forms. New

task or form work assignments should not be added from the datasheet, but rather from the left or

form side of the screen. The seam between the form and datasheet section of the Manage/Edit

Deadlines screen can be dragged to the left to reveal more columns without requiring the use of the

scroll bar. When you re-open the screen, it will reset to the default location.  

Each row of the datasheet has a record selector for saving edits along with a plus sign that allows you

to view and manage sub-tasks from the datasheet section.  Unless you have a large monitor, sub-

tasks are more efficiently managed using the detail tracking section located on the form side (left

hand) of the screen. Please note that when you select a task or form on the datasheet side, it is

immediately available for edit on the form side of the screen.

You can right click on the column headers in the datasheet and sort your data by that column in either

ascending or descending order. This sorting feature is also available in the form section by clicking in

a control and using the forms ribbon to choose the sort option.

 Forms or tasks cannot be reassigned from one client to another, but must be deleted and re-added.

Quick copy from one client to another

With appropriate permissions, you can also copy all tasks and forms from one client profile to another

with a similar year end in the Report/Copy tab of the Manage/Edit Deadlines screen. This is most

useful where you have set up several 'dummy' clients that have typical types of services that could be
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assigned to new clients.  A "dummy" client is not a real client but is a prototype client set up for the

specific purpose of facilitating the copying of a task/form set to real clients with similar tracking

requirements.

Completion Status

This tab shows a set of gauges that depicts the percentage of tasks/forms incomplete, as well as

tasks/forms that are incomplete and past due.  The gauges can be filtered for specific types of

tasks/forms.

Budget vs Actual

If you have purchased the optional workflow module, you can create a detail budget for each sub-task.

As time is recorded and associated with a main task, the "Budget vs Actual" tab will display the

cumulative budget by staff to actual hours by staff. If detail tracking has not been implemented, you

can still track the total budget to actual hours by entering the total budgeted hours for the main task

in the control at the bottom left of the screen. A report that prints out detail sub-task information,

including budget to actual hours is available in the "Report/Copy" tab of the Manage/Edit Deadlines

screen.
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Managing tax extensions for forms

ImagineTime provides a first and second extension field on the main form that allows you to extend

the final/adjusted due date deadline for tax forms that employ this feature in the main form setup. If

you check the first extension check box, a red "Extend All" button will appear. Clicking this button will

prompt you whether or not you would like to extend this specific form for all clients in the same tax

year. In other words, this is a quick way to put all similar tax forms for the due date year on extension

with one click. Use caution: in order to undo this action you will have to filter for the forms by type

and year and then uncheck the first extension check box either by scrolling through the datasheet, or

using the navigation buttons on the bottom left of the screen.

Status Tracking Dates without detail sub-tasks - hierarchical workflow completion method

Many users with simple due date deadline requirements will not require the status levels or detail sub-

task tracking. For those users, knowing whether the necessary information has been received and

whether or not the work assignment has been completed is sufficient. 

In those cases, once the date completed has been entered as shown in the following illustration, the

work assignment is 'off the list' of to-do items. As mentioned, you may want to consider using the

"client info received" field and the associated check box located on the "Status Tracking Dates" tab in

case you would like to run reports of clients that have not submitted complete information. Simple

reports are available to support tickler lists of outstanding work assignments, including a complete

listing of all assignments, both complete and incomplete. All this can be accomplished without

implementing the status levels or detail tracking methods that are available for more sophisticated

workflow requirements in the optional workflow module.

If you have purchased the due date without the workflow module, you may want to consider tracking

your progress by uniform status levels that you define and apply to all tasks and forms. In that case,

use the "Status Tracking Dates" tab shown in the following illustration. The labels that appear on this

screen cross reference to the status levels you set up in the Due Date Setup and Utilities screen. 

Convenient reports allow you to list work assignments by their current status, i.e. 'waiting to be

reviewed', etc.
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Managing sub-tasks with status level detail or user-defined sub-tasks

Status levels with detail: hierarchical completion

The bottom section of the preceding screenshot shows how detail status level tracking is

implemented: a detail sub-task record is created for each master status level in the Due Date Setup

and Utilities screen. This allows the distribution of the work to the staff and gives you the ability to

track budgets and deadlines for individual components of the work. Notice that in the previous

screenshot completing the "assemble information" sub-task implies completion (by gray shading) of

the preceding sub-task.  This behavior is hierarchical in that it assumes that completion of the later

step requires the completion of the preceding step - the absence of the date in the preceding step(s)

indicates that its completion was not explicit. Completing the last sub-task automatically completes

the main task or form using the same date.

User-defined sub-tasks: hierarchical or independent workflow completion

The following screen shot shows an example of a main task with an associated group of user-defined

sub-tasks for monthly bookkeeping. Since the master task workflow method has been defined as 

hierarchical, it is assumed that six of the total nine hour budgets have been completed, or 63.9%. For

more information about measurement of workflow completion, please refer to the explanation of the 
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global options included in the "Initial Setup" section of this manual. As in the case with status level

detail, completion of the last sub-task will automatically complete the main task or form using the

same date.

The two "financial statements" rows of this sub-task illustrates how a sub-task element can be split

among staff. To accomplish this, simply add a new row in the sub-task table with the same

description, but different staff.

The next example shows sub-task completion measured when the main task uses the independent

workflow completion method. Except for the quick completion method noted previously in this

section, this method requires that all sub-tasks be completed before the main task or the form will be

automatically marked as completed.

In the detail tracking table that follows, three element rows are marked as complete, the "Substantive

A/R" and "Substantive - Fixed Asset" rows are shaded and have dates since neither sub-task element

has been split.  In addition, one of the two "Finanancial Statements" sub-task elements has been

marked complete; therefore, the hours of that row are included in measuring total budget completion

of 34.6%, but the row itself is not grayed indicating that more work is necessary to complete that sub-

task in its entirety.
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General sub-task behavior

If you are using the optional workflow module, main task/form staff assignments will optionally

cascade to other related main tasks when the initial main task or form is created. Individual sub-task

staff assignments, start and due dates and budgeted amounts can also optionally cascade to the same

sub-task record for related recurring main tasks for the client and year. This behavior only applies to

tasks with recurrence (weekly, bi-weekly, monthly) and is designed to allow you to simplify the set up

of related sub-task records. 

If you determine that not all sub-task elements from the sub-task type are required on this particular

client and task or form, you can delete selected sub-task rows by clicking on the sub-task record

selector and pressing the Delete key on your keyboard. The system will offer to cascade this change to

other related main tasks for the particular client. 

As previously noted, other modifications to standard sub-task templates can occur when sub-tasks

element rows are split between staff, i.e. more than one person is assigned to complete the audit of

cash or review of the accounts receivable. If related main tasks for this client and period exist, the

system will ask if you would like to add the additional element row to the sub-tasks for the related

main tasks. When sub-task elements are split, the sub-task element group will not be considered

complete until all components of the sub-task are marked with a completion date. If you are

measuring completion based on budgeted hours, the total percentage complete will be affected by the
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hours associated with the individual element component.

Each sub-task also has a limited area for general comments. These notes can be used to describe

problems that came up, or be used to provide instructions as to how the work should be conducted.

Notes will optionally cascade to other related tasks for the particular client and can optionally be

cloned from one year to the next.

Filtering Tasks and Forms

Legacy Users

When you open the Manage/Edit Deadline screen from the Manage Contacts and Clients screen, you

do so by first selecting a client and then clicking on the "Manage/Edit Deadlines" tab. The Manage/

Edit Deadlines screen opens to a filtered set of data for the currently selected client. If no tasks or

forms exist for the client, the screen opens in the add record mode ready to begin a new task or form

for the client in question.  To work with another client, you would need to close the Manage/Edit

Deadlines screen, select a different client and re-open the Manage/Edit Deadlines screen or you could

reset the filters in the Manage/Edit Deadlines screen. This methodology is in keeping with the way

ImagineTime managed due dates prior to version 10 and will feel comfortable to legacy users of our

due date system - but, there is a better way!

A better way to filter

When you want to focus on managing deadlines for a number of different clients or task years or a

particular type of task or form, open the Manage/Edit Deadlines screen directly from the "Calendar/

Due Dates" ribbon. Click the "Show Task Filters" button at the top of the Manage/Edit Deadlines

screen to reveal the filters section as shown in the following screenshot. Filters can be combined and

allow you to easily view and edit a subset of your due date information. 

Some examples of filter combinations are:

all work assignments for a particular client or client group

work assignments with default due dates within a range of dates

work assignments that are complete, incomplete, etc.

all 1040's that are on 1st extension

all forms and tasks for a related group of clients

forms and tasks for a particular staff, manager or partner

forms and tasks, including sub-tasks that have not been assigned to staff, managers, etc.

In order to set filters, simply specify the filter criteria that you wish to use and click the "Set Filters"

button at the bottom left of the filters header. Your datasheet on the right side of the screen will now

reflect the filtered subset of records. You may navigate thru and view the records in more detail by

clicking on the record selector of the form or task you would like to view or edit in the datasheet

section on the right side of the screen.
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When you close the Manage/Edit Deadlines screen, ImagineTime will offer you the option to save the

current filters so that you can return later and resume work on the same subset of data. To enable

users to work independently, filters are not global but are saved by staff ID.

1.3.4 Optional User Calendar Interfaces

Management of deadlines and subtasks – Optional User Interfaces

Calendar tools with form/task deadline management

The following screenshot shows the deadline management interface available in the optional

ImagineTime calendar scheduling tool. This interface restricts users' editing capability by design. For

example, you may not add new tasks, forms, or delete main tasks, or sub-tasks using the Calendar

Deadline Management screens. This capability is restricted to users that have access to the Manage/

Edit Deadlines screen. 
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Another restriction has to do with the ability to mark work assignments as complete when sub-task

tracking has been implemented for the main task or form. In that case, you are restricted to entering

sub-task completion dates in the detail tracking section of the form. There is no method available to 

quickly mark the main task as complete (as in the Manage/Edit Deadlines screen) except by

completing all the appropriate sub-tasks first. However, if sub-tasks are not implemented for the

main task, you are permitted to change the status level located below the start date field, including

marking the task as complete provided your permission level allows it.

Also subject to staff permissions is the ability to perform edits such as staff re-assignments of both

main tasks and forms. However, all staff are permitted to note the date key information was received

and whether the information was complete. In addition to sub-task completion dates, staff may also

enter sub-task in-process dates. Individual staff permissions govern whether staff can change the due

date for sub-tasks or the final/adjusted date for the main task or form.

A filtering tab section within the deadlines tab provides a variety of filters for each staff user

including complete, incomplete and data range options among others. You can toggle to the datasheet

view (shown in the middle section) in order to make a quick assessment of the number and type of

work assignments by client within a user-defined filter set, or perform minor edits to the main task. 

A progress meter at the bottom of the form shows the percentage completion for each task or form.

The report tab allows staff to print key reports for filtered views. For general guidelines regarding

task login, main task and sub-task completion, notes and time entries, please refer to the help for

the manage/edit deadlines screen.

Suggested Uses

Oftentimes, staff supervisors with appropriate permissions but without access to the Manage/Edit

Deadlines screen use this interface to change sub-task deadlines, or filter for unassigned tasks and

sub-tasks within a date range in order to make appropriate staff work assignments. 

Other firms use this interface to limit and restrict staff to updating their assigned tasks, and, in

some cases, further restrict staff from marking work assignments as complete,  prevent users from

viewing other staff assignments, or making re-assignments. These extensive staff permissions

features are described in more detail in the Initial Setup section of this manual.

Add Appointments from the Calendar Deadline Management Screen to Your Calendar 
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1.3.5 Work Flow's Deadline Notifications Screen

The deadline notifications screen is included in the due date's optional add-on module called Work

Flow. The notification screen shows staff in four convenient tabs 1) Current Assignments starting

today and prior, 2) Upcoming Assignments, 3) Deadlines Due Today and Past Due and 4)Upcoming

Deadlines. On these tabs staff level users have the capability to mark tasks as in-process, or

complete.  However, they cannot change or modify assignments.  Individual due date user

permissions settings determine whether staff can see the notification screen for other staff members

and if the notification screen will open immediately after logging into ImagineTime. One of the staff

permissions features, if enforced, can prevent selected staff from marking a main task as complete

overall. Staff can also make detail notes and record a time slip from this screen. By drilling down on

the staff name in the staff column of the Deadline Notification Screen supervisors and system

mangers can email notifications to staff about their upcoming assignment(s). Permission setting will

allow supervisors and system managers the ability to drill down on items displayed in the column

labeled "Task" and get to the Manage Edit Deadline Screen. 

The Deadline Notifications Screen

The Deadline Notifications screen shown in the following screen shot is included in the optional Finish-

Line workflow management module.   The Deadline Notifications screen allows staff to view their
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current, delinquent and upcoming work assignments and provides an alternative way to distribute

workflow when the calendar option is not available. Staff can mark sub-tasks as in-process or

complete and, with appropriate permissions, mark the main task as completed. A progress meter

shows the percent complete for each main task. 

The Deadline Notifications screen has four viewing tabs:

1. Current assignments due to be started now or on a previous day

2. Upcoming assignments that need to be started within a user-defined number of days

3. Deadlines due today and past due

4. Upcoming deadlines due within a user-defined number of days

Filtering options on the Deadline Notification Screen allow you to filter for sub-tasks that have not

been started, all tasks with & without assigned/start date.

The Deadline Notifications screen has been deliberately designed to limit edits of the main task and

sub-tasks and should primarily be used as a tool to distribute alerts to staff and give them the limited

ability to mark work assignments as in-process or complete. In addition, staff can make notes, record

time slips and print notification reports based on the current view. Supervisors and system managers

have the ability to email a notification to assigned staff by double clicking on the staff name unlined

in blue in the columns labeled staff. Likewise, you can email the client directly from this screen by

double clicking on the client's name underlined in blue.  The client name and task/form will

automatically be put in the subject line of the email.  Staff email's automatically include the subtask's

due date and assignment date in the body of the email. Emails to clients will automatically reference

the due date and ask that the client contact your office as soon as possible.  There is also an option to

include an attachment with the email. 

Thus, the Deadline Notifications screen is a way of involving staff while limiting the potential impact

on system integrity. Like the calendar, it can be set to open automatically by setting the appropriate

option at the bottom right of the staff permissions section of the Due Date Setup and Utilities screen.
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Administrative users can be given access to view other staff permissions; however, reassignments

must be made from either the Calendar or Manage/Edit Deadlines screen. With appropriate

permission settings, there is the ability to drill down on items in the column labeled "Task" and get to

the Management Edit Deadline screen. The engagement assignment for the current task or form row

is shown at the bottom left of the screen.

1.3.6 Reports

The ImagineTime reporting interface is accessed from either the Reporting ribbon or the Calendar/

Due Date ribbon. The main report selection screen consists of 5 primary sections, as follows:

1. Select the main/task form reporting option from the list of choices

2. Select tasks and forms to include in report, or leave blank for all

3. Choose report grouping and sorting options

4. Select report filters

5. Choose a report format, or choose to produce a datasheet that you can copy to Excel

The bottom right side of the reporting screen contains two buttons: the first button "Run Report or

View Data" runs the report or shows a data sheet you can copy to Excel.  The second button "Jump to

Manage/Edit Deadlines" will export the current report filters to the Manage/Edit Deadlines screen and

then open that screen and apply the filter set - see the screenshot at the end of this help section.

As shown in the following screenshot, the reporting options of section 1 are based on a date range or

due date year (selected years) except for the last four choices which have to do with completed tasks

by date completed, staff scheduling and exception reporting. The default choice is due date range -

incomplete tasks or forms. 
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Please note - Important! 

In section one you make the choice to filter by complete, incomplete work assignments, or to ignore

completion status entirely.  Also, if you wish to see a report for clients that have not submitted

information, or where information has been received, you must choose the report option within this

section. Any additional filters, such as the specific date range, due date year, client, client group,

partner, staff, etc. are provided in section four.

Sections two and three of the reporting screen have to do with the tasks and forms included in the

report and the grouping and sorting options. These are self-explanatory except some additional

information you might need about the "Final/Adjusted" date check box. ImagineTime computes a

default due date based on the parameters used in the Master Task and Form Setup screen in

combination with the due date year of the task and fiscal year end of the client. In most cases, this

date is the same as the "Final/Adjusted" date unless you manually override it. If the date is not

overridden, then the "Final/Adjusted" date will be the same as the default date.

Section four allows you to select a date range, or a due date year. The date range, in most cases, is

based on either the final or original (calculated) default due date - tax extensions can also be

considered by using the later of the original or extended due date. 

The due date year option applies when you select one of the "Selected Year(s)" options in section one.

It allows you choose all activities assigned to the particular due date years that are selected in the

listing.  If you choose the "US Tax Form Year" option, consistent with conventions applied in previous

versions, the first year applies to forms which is followed by a backslash; the second year applies to

tasks. This format has to do with the fact that most annual forms for U.S. purposes fall due in the

period following the due date year provided that the 'form year' convention is applied. To avoid this

convention, use the more flexible date range filter, or choose "Use same due date year for both forms

and tasks".

Other filters include the ability to filter by partner, manager, staff, a particular client or client group.

If you use the status levels in your master task/form setup, you can also filter for selected status
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levels.

Finally, section five lets you choose the report type and also save your report criteria selections for

later reuse. Other options include producing a datasheet that can be copied to Microsoft Excel,

showing notes and budget to actual by staff and showing Phone instead of Budget to Actual Hours. The

five reporting types are shown in the five following screenshots and are based on the filters used in

the preceding screenshot of the main reporting screen.

Due Date Report - no tracking detail

This report shows the main task or form sorted by task ID and client name. No detail is provided

about workflow or sub-task history. A current status window shows a progress completion bar and

budgeted to actual hours are also shown.

Due Date Report - with detail tracking history

The following report example shows the main task or form sorted by task ID and client name. Detail

sub-task history showing start, in-process and due dates is sorted in sub-task order and shown below

the main task. Any client notes are also shown along with a budget to actual comparison by staff at

the bottom of each task.
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Status Levels Report - no tracking detail

The following report example shows the status levels that have been completed for each master task

or form sorted by task ID and client name. By graying out completed levels, the report provides a

graphic, albeit linear, illustration of task progress. This report only applies in cases where you have

used status level (with or without detail) as the tracking type for your task or form.

The Notification of Task/Forms for Staff Level Assignment report is most easily run by clicking on

the report button at the bottom right of the Deadline Notifications screen.  In that case, the report

automatically filters based on the current tab selection. 

Should you choose this report from the reporting screen, the reporting option is preselected to filter

based on a date range that includes both main tasks/forms and sub-tasks.
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The routing sheet (not illustrated) is the last report type and is used by firms that depend on paper

files with routing attachments to sign-off and track work as it progresses through the office towards

completion. The routing sheet shows both current and prior year staff assignments (for the main task

or form) along with completion dates from the prior year and any special notes.

The Manage/Edit Deadlines Screen Reporting Tab

The screenshot below shows how filters set up on the reporting screen can be inherited by the

Manage/Edit Deadline screen. Why do this? For example, if you had run a report that generated some

discrepancies, you might want to click the "Jump to" button in order to view and edit the specific data

without having to manually set the filters a second time.

As another matter of convenience, the Manage/Edit Deadlines screen actually has its own reporting

tab that will allow you to print the primary due date report (with or without tracking detail) based on

the current filtered or unfiltered view along with basic sorting and print options.
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1.3.7 Cloning to Next Year

ImagineTime maintains a history of main task and sub-task detail for prior years, including notes, in

order to provide users with the ability to look back and review previous years tracking information.

The benefits with respect to recurring tasks or forms are obvious: staff can see what transpired in the

previous year, notes that were made, when information was received and when certain facets of the

work were completed. This kind of information can be very helpful in managing disputes, client

expectations, staff performance and the setting of goals for the next year.

ImagineTime uses the previous period's task and form history as the basis for creating next year's

work assignments. The cloning screen shown in the following screenshot is used to create a new set of

tasks and forms for the next year and should be performed once a year, usually at year-end sometime

in the late part of December. Two methods exist for cloning work assignments:

1. Clone tasks and forms based on the the prior due date year

2. Clone tasks and forms based on a range of dates for the prior period
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Which cloning method should I choose?

Prior to version 10, cloning was based on copying from one due date year - the prior year - to the next

due date year. Tasks and forms were cloned separately in two steps because of different due date

year assignments. Forms followed the now optional form year convention - 2011 forms were due in

2012 - whereas, tasks with due date years of 2012 were usually performed in 2012.  Companies with

non-calendar year ends as well as "current year" forms such as estimated tax payments were often

missed during this process. A second clone was sometimes required.

This due date year method is still available for Legacy users who want to maintain the same

procedure; however, the new release of version 10 adds a simplified method that allows tasks and

forms to be cloned together based on a range of due dates. For example, if you started using

ImagineTime in January 2011, you would probably set up a range of forms and tasks for the year with

due dates that might extend into the first or second quarter of 2012. 

When cloning at the end of a year and using the date range method, consideration should be given to

how far in the future tasks and form work assignments should be scheduled. For example, at the end

of October 2012, it might be important to start forecasting the workload for the first quarter of 2013.

If you clone to 2012 from 2011 based on the previous calendar year due dates, these assignments

might not be available until the next year's cloning takes place. Therefore, if advance planning is a

requirement, consider using a cloning date range of 01/01/11 through 06/30/12 when cloning at the

end of 2011 as this will ensure that tasks and forms set up in 2011 with due dates extending into the

following year will be included in the clone.

To ensure no duplication of task or form history occurs when using an overlapping date range due

date period, a task or form record maintains a cloning status ID. Each time a clone occurs, the source

record ID of each record cloned within the source due date year or date range period is stored in a

separate field within the newly created due date record. By checking for the existence of the source

cloning record ID in the table of due date records before creating a new due date record, the cloning

utility is able to effectively prevent duplication of cloned records. Weekly and bi-weekly records use a

slightly different, but equally effective methodology.
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Cloning Options

Cloning options can be divided into two categories:

1.  Main task or form options

2.  Sub-task detail tracking options that only apply to users of the optional workflow module

Main task options

The main task options are fairly self-explanatory. In general, "as specified" tasks are not cloned since

they are created "on the spot" for one-time tasks occurring on a specific day for work assignments

that arise spontaneously. In general, "as specified" tasks should only be cloned if you have a large

number of non-uniform tasks that reoccur. Otherwise, main tasks or forms should be set up with

other specific month and days options.

Manually set start dates arise when the "auto-calculate" start date option is turned off for a main task

or form. Sometimes users would prefer to set the start dates rather than have ImagineTime calculate

them for certain types of work. In that case, you can increment these start dates by one year, but only

for those tasks that do not "auto-calculate" the start dates.  

If you do not use the optional workflow module, ImagineTime lets you track a total budget in hours,

rather than by individual sub-task component, for each main task or form. In that case, you have the

choice of carrying forward that years budget to next year.

Sub-task options

Sub-task options only apply if you have purchased the optional workflow module. In that case the

primary consideration is whether to base next years sub-tasks on last years sub-task data or to create

the sub-tasks for each main task based on the current sub-task template associated with the main

task or form.

If you have modified sub-task templates and established detail budgets and comments that you would

like to carry forward, use the second option to "Clone last year's detail tracking information".  If you

would like to start fresh each year, choose to clone based on the current master status or sub-task

template.

Review your results before finalizing the clone

Press the "Click to begin Cloning Procedure" at the bottom right of the screen to generate a table of

records and preview your cloning results before finalizing. Please note - If you are resuming a cloning

session (a question prompts to ask you whether you would like to resume a prior session if one exists)

and, in the event you have closed the cloning screen since leaving the cloning process, make sure to

re-enter the cloning method, date range or due date year before continuing.

The table below allows you to review and decide not to include certain tasks or forms by unchecking
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the "Ok" check box. You can also modify staff assignments. Printed reports can be printed out and

submitted to supervisors for final review before finalizing the cloning process. 

When you are satisfied with your preview, click button 2.) at the bottom right to finalize your clone.

1.3.8 Utilities and Maintenance

ImagineTime due date utilities tab is located in the Due Date Setup & Utilities screen accessed from

the Setup/Utilities ribbon. 
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1.4 Calendar/Scheduling

The following section covers two optional features that ImagineTime offers:

The Staff Scheduling and Contact Management module

The Due Date Monitoring module

Included in this section:
Calendar Scheduling

o Staff Appointments Caleendar & Tasks: 4 Calendar Views

o Detailed Monthly Calendar View

o Project Scheduling

o Calendar Options/Setup

o Integration with Due Date Monitor

Staff Utilization Graph/Report

Microsoft Outlook Synchronization
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Included elsewhere:
Manage Contacts and Clients

Due Date / Work Flow

o Mange/Edit Deadlines

o Deadline Notification

o Reporting

1.4.1 Calendar

The optional calendar feature is accessed by clicking Calendar/Due Dates > Staff Appointments and

Tasks.The Calendar/Due Date system gives you the ability to monitor contact activity (before they

become clients), to create client and contact notes, personal appointments and tasks, as well as

monitor firm due dates. You can also monitor other staff calendars and with appropriate authority

create and change staff assignments.

Calendar Help includes:

Staff Appointments & Tasks

Detailed Monthly Calendar View

Project Scheduling

Options/Setup

1.4.1.1 Staff Appointments Calendar & Tasks

Staff Tasks and Appointments Calendar:
Opening the calendar view displays the calendar on the left portion of the screen with appointments. 

Personal tasks and/or deadlines for due date items (if you have the Due Date Module) do not show on

the calendar but are listed on the gridded right side of the screen.  The right side grid view depends

on the tab view that was displayed when you last exited the calendar.  Calendar view, personal tasks,

and due deadlines are shown for the current logged-in user. However, with proper permissions in the

enter/edit staff screen you can see another staff person's calendar, personal tasks and due date

deadlines by selecting the staff from the drop-down list of staff.  Double clicking an appointment or

task on the calendar grid will access the appointment/activity detail screen. The essential difference

between an appointment and a personal task is that appointments have start and end times whereas

tasks do not. You can turn a task into an appointment by simply entering a start and end time. You

can print a listing of personal tasks and appointments by clicking the print button at the center of

calendar grid. 
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The 'Multi-Staff' view shown in the preceding screen shot also allows you to filter the staff displayed by

department or division - see the department drop down at the top left of the graphic. Departments

can be added and assigned in the Setup/Utilities ribbon, Enter/Edit staff screen. Please note that in

order to edit and display staff in the all-staff view you must enable the options and settings for this

feature. 

 Calendar Toolbar: Left Side:
         

Calendar Views: The ImagineTime Calendar has five views. In the Staff Appointments and Task

Calendar screen a drop-down menu (located next to the status field) is used to select one of four

viewing preferences; multi-staff view or single-staff  for a particular day, a weekly calendar and

monthly calendar view. The fifth option is the "Detailed Monthly Calendar", found on the Calendar/Due

Date Ribbon. This view shows more  information, such as appointment time.  The Staff Appointments

and Tasks calendar screen must be closed before selecting Detailed Monthly Calendar. Staff

permissions can be set so that specific staff can view and change only their appointments OR allow

staff to view other's appointments but only edit their own appointments/tasks. Appointments can be

made in all five views by doubling clicking on the appropriate date on the calendar grid.
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The "Daily Staff View" shows the calendar for one staff person at a time. It allows you to

display individual staff calendars showing as much as 10 days activity on a single page!

With appropriate permissions you can toggle to other staff calendars by using the staff

drop down at the top left of the calendar screen. 

Another very popular view is the "Multi--Staff" view. The "Multi-Staff" view is appropriate

for individuals with system rights that allow them to view all calendars, and optionally,
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change staff calendars. The In/Out/Do Not Disturb and Not Available calendar icon status

field at the top left of the calendar can be used in the all staff view to indicate whether a

staff person is available or not - a special icon will appear at the top of each user's day.

(The calendar icons are relevant for ONLY the CURRENT DAY.  You will not be able to mark

future days individually for In, Out, N/A or Do Not Disturb.)  The appointment icons clarify

at a glance if an appointment is recurring, being held in the office, was created by some-

one else, and if multiple staff members will be attending the meeting.  The appointment

icons show in all 4 calendar views for Staff Appointments and Tasks.

When using the "Multi-Staff" view, by default, the currently logged in staff person appears

in the far left column; remaining staff are sorted in alphabetical order. Once appointments

appear in the view, you can drag them from one staff to another providing you have

turned on "Edit all calendars in All Staff view" in the option settings and you have
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appropriate permissions.

Search: From the daily staff view, ImagineTime allows you to search through loaded

appointments (from the look back period forward) for the selected staff by date, name or

description by right clicking in the desired field and choosing desired sort option or

pressing Crtl+F to search for appointment text. Use the Form Tools ribbon to assist in

filtering or sorting by field column.
     

Following is a screen shot of the Search Appointment Grid. After selecting and filtering to

the appointment/task click on Jump to Appointment Column to go back to the calendar.

               

  Calendar Toolbar: Right Side:    The right side of the calendar screen shows a two

month date selector, when the "Month" tab is selected. The "Deadline" Tab is available if you have the

Due Date Module.  The "Personal Tasks" tab will give a  list of "to-do" items (differs from an

appointment since there is not a specific time associated with them) for the staff selected.  The

"Expand" tab changes the screen to display more line items for Personal Tasks and Deadlines!  
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              See Due Date/Work Flow for additional information on

Deadlines.
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Enter a New Appointment by clicking in the grid time area where you want the appointment to

start. If you do not want to associate an appointment with a client/contact simply begin typing a

description directly on the grid. To associate an appointment with a client/contact, set a priority for

the appointment, turn on a reminder, etc. double click in the grid to access the full appointment/

activity detail pop-up window. Once the information is entered, click the Pencil to save. You can also

drag the appointment to expand the time, drag the appointment from one staff to another (with

appropriate permissions), or from one day to another (if you are showing one staff person only in the

weekly grid view).
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You can also set an appointment for a client/contact from the Primary Contact/Client screen by
selecting the "ToDo's-Appts" button and then the "Add" button. 

Power Options:  There are four Power Options available: Create Another Task for this Client/Contact,
Clone Recurring Task from this Appointment/Task, Distribute this Task, and Record this Appointment as
a Time Slip. See screen shots below for more information on each Power Options.  

The ImagineTime Calendar allows you to create recurring appointments and tasks based on
the due date and week day of the current selected appointment. Always create recurring
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appointments within ImagineTime when synchronizing to MS Outlook.
        

 

Calendar Rights:
Calendar rights can be assigned independent of general rights to the menu system. Staff can be

limited to editing their own appointments only, or viewing and/or editing the appointments of other

staff. Please see the help for the staff permissions screen for more information about this.
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1.4.1.2 Detailed Monthly Calendar View

The monthly view is accessed by clicking on the "Detailed Monthly Calendar" button on the

Calendar/Due Dates ribbon. For optimal viewing, you may want to maximize the grid using the

window display options at the top right of the calendar. Computers with higher screen resolutions will

be able to view more appointments within the grid. The default view shows the appointments for the

current logged in user. With the appropriate permissions settings in the Enter/Edit Staff screen you

can select a different staff, or view "all" staff by selecting from the staff drop down list at the top

right of the screen.

To view more of the current day's information, hover your mouse over a particular day and notice that

the appointments for that day will display in the table list on the right side of the screen. To make it

easier to distinguish staff in the "All" staff option, appointments for the current logged in user will

show the user ID in red. You can quickly scroll the details of a particular day in more depth by right

clicking on the calendar date to "freeze" the display. The right click acts as a toggle and also allows

you to jump to the table to view each appointment in more detail. The table shows full details about

the selected days appointments and allows the user to edit existing appointments (click the edit

appointment button). The monthly grid will update automatically when you leave the table view. To

'unfreeze" and reactivate the 'hover' display feature, simply left click the mouse.

Another useful option is to double-click on any day in the monthly calendar. This action will display the

"Today's Events" table for the current logged-in user (not available for the all staff view). This table

shows full details about the selected days appointments and allows the user to edit existing

appointments, or add a new appointment (use the navigation bar at the bottom left). The monthly

grid will update after you close the today's events screen. Changes to appointment times and dates

will automatically synchronize to Microsoft Outlook if the active sync option is turned on in your

calendar options.

Click the printer at the top right of the monthly grid to send the grid to the printer and print all the

appointments shown for the displayed dates.

The Detailed Monthly Calendar Grid:
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Today's events screen:

This screen is accessed by double clicking a particular day in the calendar grid and shows all the

appointments for the current logged in user. This option is not available for <All> staff setting.
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The Calendar View Settings
These settings are accessed form Calendar/Due Dates > Options/Setup. See Options/Setup for further
information.

1.4.1.3 Project Scheduling

The scheduling utility lets you view staff availability in an interactive graph and is perfect for auditing

firms that need to ensure maximum staff utilization. Double click to edit existing items. To create a

new item, drag and drop, then left click the item to pin it to the schedule. To drag-edit an existing

item, perform the drag then left click to pin to the new date. To delete, select an item and click the

Delete button at the top right. You also have the option of showing the time increments in hours or

days and can screen-out durations of less than a certain amount of time.

The staff scheduling screen is depicted in the following screen shot:
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1.4.1.4 Calendar Settings and Options

Customize and Setup Weekly Grid Calendar Settings:
You can customize your calendar settings by clicking on the Options/Setup from the Calendar/Due

Date ribbon. A tabbed screen will appear that lets you choose which setting to modify: Weekly Grid -

Personal Settings, Display by Staff, Look-up Lists, Monthly View - Personal Settings, Holidays & Firm

Events and Cloning Appointments.

The Weekly Grid tab displays the Staff ID, Last synchronization Date, Show Appointment Reminders

and Holiday Country.

The rest of the tab is broken up into three sections: Colors, Fonts & Appearance and Appointment

Display in Calendar Grid.

Colors: There are two drop down options: Color Grid Appointments based on Priority or Color Grid

Appointments based on Completion Status. The set colors are displayed below the drop down. With

appropriate permissions, you can alter the colors as desired. On the Company Information > Options

tab you can Enforce Status Colors on Calendar Appointments for all Users which will not allow

individualization of the colors.
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Font & Appearance: allows you to change the range of display columns, prime time start, prime time

end and color as well as font size. You can also choose to display the grid in quarter hours instead of

the default 1/2 hour display. Show "In-Office" Icon has three options: Show and Default True; Don't

Show; Show and Default False. You can choose to Bold Open Appointments on Small Monthly Calendar

and add directly to subject/header instead of body when displaying and adding new appointments.
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Appointment Display in Calendar Grid: allows you to set auto refresh rate, set look back period, load

calendar on open, etc. The length of Header Note can limit the number of characters of the header not

that displays. You have the option of showing appointment type in the text display, the type is

selected when entering the appointment.Another useful feature has to do with the display of popup

notes. You can create notes for staff and have them pop up and display automatically. This feature

replaces the infamous 'pink message note'. Refer to the fields at the bottom left of the options and

settings tab to implement this feature. Also, make sure to turn on the auto-refresh feature to ensure

that the notes appear automatically. If the show appointment reminders check box is activated,

reminders will pop up based on the auto-refresh setting you choose.The "Show Activity from Today

Less # of Days" determines the number or prior days appointments the calendar will load. The three

drop down boxes on the left allow you to select whether to show phone in appointment notes;

determine to show clients and/or engagements in text display and how to open the calendar. Click on

"Load Calendar on Open" to auto-load the calendar when opening ImagineTime, or "Load Contacts on

Open" to auto-load the contact screen (or press the F9 key).

 If you like the MS Outlook setup, make sure you click the "Default Outlook Settings" button at the

bottom left of the setup screen before you get started. Each appointment can display up to three

elements on the calendar grid:

a one-line text header which can be a combination of several items

appointment icons which show whether the appointment is a group or recurring meeting

an icon denoting if the location of the appointment is in the office

a pencil showing if the appointment has been edited by another staff person

plus, as much of the appointment detail or body as the remaining grid space for the

appointment will allow
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Customize and Setup Display by Staff Grid Calendar Settings:

The Display by Staff tab lets you choose the default view, All Staff or One Staff, and select the

number of staff to display in the calendar grid's All Staff view. You must check "Edit All Calendars" to

be able to edit staff appointments in the All Staff view. Systems managers can quick-toggle between

views from the main calendar by clicking on the "Switch Views" button at the top of the calendar grid.

   

Look Up Lists:
These look up lists apply to all users in the calendar system and should only be modified by an

authorized system manager.
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Customize and Setup Monthly View - Personal Settings Calendar Settings:
The Monthly View - Personnel Settings is set up similar to the Weekly Grid. You can personalize colors,

set Fonts and Appearance, set Appointment Display and set the Range of the Monthly Calendar.
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Maintain Holiday Details:
You can select Holidays from Australia, Canada, United Kingdom or United States. This tab allows for

maintenance of Holidays. The Holiday tab allows you to choose which firm and national holidays will

appear on the calendar grid (this feature has not yet been implemented on the monthly view).

Holidays appear as an "All Day Event" on the Weekly calendar grid at the top of the appropriate day in

the following format: * Memorial Day *. The system will only support one Holiday event per day and is

not meant to be a listing of staff birthdays or anniversaries. Please note that holiday settings are

global for all users.
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 Clone Appointments:
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The Clone Appointment tab allows you to clone appointments from select staff, by appointment type

and by date range. The Staff is active staff only but is not limited to one at a time. The appointment

types are as set in the Calendar/Due Date > Options > Look-up Lists. The date range will adjust to the

same day of the week as the original appointment type. Click "Clone Appointments to Next Period"

after making all selections. A pop-up window will display how many appointments have been copied

and will advise to close and reopen the Calendar to view the copied appointments.
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1.4.2 Staff Utilization Report
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1.4.3 Microsoft Outlook Synchronization

Importing, Exporting & Synchronizing Appointments, Tasks,

Contacts & Client Data From MS Outlook.
From the ImagineTime Calendar select "Sync Outlook". 

The setting tabs shown below control the manner in which appointments, tasks, contacts and clients

are synchronized to MS Outlook. Please note that a separate tab is dedicated to Appointments/Tasks

and Contacts/Clients. You must choose the synchronization settings in each tab and click the button

at the bottom of each tabbed screen to start the synchronization process.

Before syncing the Calendar make a backup of the .PST/.OST files on your

workstation. The location of the files can be found by looking at the settings in

Outlook.
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Appointments & Tasks:
ImagineTime will synchronize appointments and tasks using the options settings on this tab. After

setting the correct options, click on the button at the bottom of the screen to begin the

synchronization process. 

Select "Auto-Sync Options for Appts & Tasks when Working in ImagineTime" options include:

a.) No Active Sync - default setting for program when you are not using the sync features.

b.) Batch Sync on Calendar Open & Close - Sync will occur only when you either open or close

ImagineTime Calendar (Outlook does not have to be open)

c.) Batch Sync on Calendar Open - Sync will occur only when you open ImagineTime Calendar

(Outlook does not have to be open)

d.) Batch Sync on Calendar Close - Sync will occur only when you close ImagineTime Calendar

(Outlook does not have to be open)

e.) Batch Sync on Calendar Open w/Active Sync - Use this option if you make appointments in

Outlook (while ImagineTime is closed) and then want the appointments brought into

ImagineTime. The Outlook appointments will be brought into ImagineTime when you open

the Calendar and then synching will continue while you have ImagineTime open (will sync to

Outlook even if Outlook is closed). Select this option if you make appointments in either

calendar.

f.) Active Sync Only - with this option, if you make an appointment in Outlook and you don't

have ImagineTime open then the Outlook appointment will never be brought into

ImagineTime. Use only if ImagineTime is your primary calendar.
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Initial Sync: The first synchronization should be done manually for all appointments and tasks. First

choose the Batch mode by clicking the button at the bottom left of the screen "Click Here to Begin

Manual/Batch Synchronization". This will erase your MS Outlook calendar and synchronize any

appointments you have entered into ImagineTime. Choose the sync direction: build ImagineTime -

bring the Outlook calendar to ImagineTime, or build Outlook - overwrite the Outlook calendar with

ImagineTime data. Subsequent syncs should be set to use the default option based on the most recent

edit. After the initial sync is done for all appointments and tasks, you can speed up the process by

limiting the synchronization period to appointments and tasks for the last 30, 60, 90 days - see the

"number of days to look back" (drop down box) at the bottom right of the screen.

After you have performed the first batch synchronization, you can elect to auto-sync your

appointments and tasks when working in the ImagineTime calendar. This will update the MS Outlook

Calendar automatically after each appointment change. You will still need to batch sync for

appointments made on the Outlook calendar when you are out of the office.

Contacts
Contacts must be synchronized using the batch synchronization method; no auto-sync is available at

the present time. You can synchronize Outlook contacts to ImagineTime and ensure that any address

and phone number changes in both programs are kept current based on their most recent changes.
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The Default Option sends the bill name to the Outlook full name field or if the bill name is not used,

the sort name is sent to the full name. The sort name and contact person are appended to the Outlook

[file as] field. The Business Option sends the bill name to the Outlook company name or if it is blank,

sends the sort name to company name, the contact name is exported to the full name. The sort name

and contact are appended to the [file as] field.  

ImagineTime Microsoft Options Synchronization Options: Select one of the synchronization options

from the drop down list. The Sync options will change phone and address information based on the

most recent edit date in either program. Additional options allow for import or export of contacts

from Outlook and ImagineTime.  All new records are added to a temporary table first and can be

reviewed from the "View Records Pending Import/Export" option. 

Phone numbers will be exported with the following descriptions only: Home, Mobile, Office, Fax.

ImagineTime will not export any phone numbers with differing descriptions than those previously

noted. At this time, only the primary (first) contact address is synchronized. 

Please note that when synchronizing contacts you can choose a different synchronization profile

(default, contact or business) based on a particular client/contact type - see the screen example that

follows. If a particular client falls outside the general profile for a particular client type, you can set
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the syncing options individually for that one contact - see the help under Manage Contacts and Clients

- Sync exceptions.

In Summary, to batch synchronize both appointments and contacts, you will need to click two buttons:

one on the appointments tab, one on the contacts tab. The autosync feature is available for

appointments and tasks only. Its always a good idea to backup your ImagineTime (TBData.mdb)

and Outlook data files before synchronizing. The outlook data file is usually called "outlook.pst" or

"outlook.ost" when caching to a Microsoft Exchange server. You should search your hard drive to find

this file. It is usually located in the documents and settings or users folder.

More About Contact Synchronization:
Users often use the Outlook synchronization tool as a way of getting started with ImagineTime by

integrating MS Outlook and ImagineTime. As previously noted, ImagineTime can import all the

contacts, phones and addresses from your Outlook contacts folder. Please note - you must specify the

location of the contacts folder where ImagineTime looks for the Outlook Contact file. The red "Choose

Folders' button at the top right of the previous graphic can assist in helping you locate the correct

folder address - enter the phrase 'personal folders', or 'public folders' and click the button. To move

down the tree structure, select the next level down with the mouse and click the button again.

In order to import new contacts, you will be taken to an "Add Mode" screen after the initial routine

completes. The Add mode screen illustrated in the following graphic allows you to choose which new

contacts/clients should be imported/exported, or skipped:

1. If you click the "Skip" check box at the right of the table, the record will not be imported/

exported.

2. ImagineTime determines whether an Outlook record has been previously imported by

looking for a name match using the company name field, or the last name and first name

fields. To avoid duplicates, ImagineTime will not import any records where a "sort" name

match exists. The ImagineTime sort name field usually is the company name or the

combination of the last name, first name.

3. ImagineTime will not import any records where the "imported" check box is checked true -

see the lower right side of the illustration that follows. This box is checked automatically

as each record is added from Outlook into ImagineTime or vice versa.

4. We strongly recommend that you fill in the staff ID of the billing partner field.

Otherwise, ImagineTime will insert the word "Biller" in the billing partner field of the 

account data tab.

5. You can specify individual records as belonging to contacts or clients in the drop down list

designated "Import all Contacts as". Leaving the choice as "From Table" will import based

on the designation you set for each individual import record. You can also choose to

import all records as contacts or clients by changing the drop down "Import All Outlook

Contacts as" to either "Contacts" or "Clients".

6. Another useful import option allows you to designate the client type on an individual

record by record basis, or choose from the "Set Client Type" drop down list the client type

you would like to use for all the records you are importing in this batch.

7. Outlook categories will automatically be added to the mailing list categories in

ImagineTime.
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Synchronized contacts that already exist in MS Outlook and ImagineTime will not appear in the Add

Mode window. However, Contacts and Clients that are new to either MS Outlook or ImagineTime will

appear in this intermediate window where you can review them before they are exported and

synchronized between the two programs.

               

1.5 Reporting

Reports by function:

The report index, shown below, classifies all ImagineTime reports by function and

provides an easy way to locate and run the report.  Also a short description of the
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report,settings and functions displays when a report is selected.

If you prefer, instead of using the Report Index you can access reports by clicking
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on the report title displayed on the Reporting Ribbon; the report ribbon and report

index are interchangeable.  Below is a breakdown of the standard reports in

ImagineTime:
Daily, Monthly Time, Transaction and Performance:

o Daily and Monthly Reports

Transaction Reports: Invoice/Paymentsa

Daily/Weekly Time & Expense Reports

Staff & Client Performance Reports

o Time and Billing History

Basic Client Reports:

o Client Aging Report

o Activity Reconciliations

o More Client Reports:

Client Master File

Process Client Statements

Client Address and Phone List

Staff and Client Performance:

o Staff Rate Listing

o Client Snapshot Report

o Periodic Practice Management

Production Reports Based on Time Slips/Realization

Transaction Reports

o Engagement Budget to Actual

Due Date Reports:

Reports on Deadline and Tasks

Graphs and Report Wizard:

o Custom Report Wizard

o Graph of Staff Revenue

o Graph of Client Revenue

Included elsewhere:
Client Statements

1.5.1 Daily, Monthly Time, Transaction and Performance

The daily/monthly reports screen provides the essential information you need to monitor the daily and

monthly activities of your firm. A wide variety of reports show payment, invoice, expense and time

slip production information for any date range selected. Many of the reports provide concise columnar

information - for example, the "Time Slip Dollar Totals by Staff and Day" depicts dollar totals in a

cross tab grid using the day of the week as the row header and the Staff ID as the column header.
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These reports are designed to help you "stay on track" and monitor your firm's production as the

month progresses. The Staff and Client activity reports also provide useful year to date information.

Please study the graphics and detail explanations that follow to help you maximize this tool. The

reports are so comprehensive you may never need a custom report wizard!

In general, users logged in with staff level permissions (set in the Setup/Utilities ribbon, Enter/Edit

Staff screen) will not be permitted to run any reports in this option other than for daily time and

expenses. An intermediate setting in the permissions tab lets supervisors run most of the reports but

limits them from viewing other supervisors' performance. Multiple screen shots of the Daily and

Monthly reports selection screen are presented in the following pages along with additional examples

of specific reports that can be run from this screen.

1.5.1.1 Daily/Monthly Reports

General Guidelines for Report Selection
Daily/Monthly Reports: The first selection window at the top left of the report screen

determines which category of report selection options will be displayed, as follows:

Transaction Reports: Invoices/Payments

Daily/Weekly Time and Expense Reports

Staff and Client Performance Reports

In most cases, the user is required to enter data in the Start and End date fields prior to generating a

report. Also, please be aware of the option choices that appear below and to the right of the start and

end date windows. The following legend also helps to categorize the type of report as either (PMT) =

Practice Management Tool, or (TK) = Useful for a Timekeeper
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1.5.1.1.1  Transaction Reports: Invoices/Payments

Transaction Reports: Invoices/Payments

Payment - Daily Deposit: Shows payments sorted by date and reference and can be used as a

cashiering report. Checks that pay multiple client bills will show a subtotal by reference to agree to the

check total. The daily subtotals should agree to the total of the bank deposits for the day. Go to help

section for the Enter/Edit Payments screen to view an example of this report and its features. This

report may also be filtered by client type and state. The report can be Exported or Previewed and

printed. When exporting the information, it will first be displayed as a data sheet from which it can

be copied and pasted into a MS Excel spreadsheet.
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Invoices for the Period: Shows invoices sub-totaled by date, state and reference.  This report

can be used to verify invoicing the amount and type of invoicing for the period. The total for this

report should cross reference to the (B3) monthly reconciliation reports. This report may also be

filtered by client type. The report can be Exported or Previewed and printed. When exporting the

information, it will first be displayed as a data sheet from which it can be copied and pasted into a MS

Excel spreadsheet.
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1.5.1.1.2  Daily/Weekly Time & Expense Reports

Daily/Weekly Time & Expense Reports

Time Slip Hourly Totals by Staff and Day: (PMT, TK)  This report is similar to the Time Slip

Dollar Totals by Staff and Day shown below, but instead reflects chargeable hours. It's a great report

for tracking cumulative time as the month progresses and can also be used to summarize payroll

hours. There are three options to select from when you preview this report: chargeable time, non-

chargeable time and combined.The report can be Exported or Previewed and printed. When exporting

the information, it will first be displayed as a data sheet from which it can be copied and pasted into

a MS Excel spreadsheet.
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Time Slip & Expense Detail by Day: (TK)  This report provides a detail list of time and

expenses by staff person and is the principal report used by the staff to check their time. The report

may be run for one staff or all staff.  It depicts all the time slips and expenses for the selected date

range including a narrative explanation . There are three options to select from when you preview this

report: chargeable time, non-chargeable time and combined. This report is useful for editing and

checking time slip data entry. 
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This time slip and expense detail by day report can also be exported to a data sheet for further

manipulation by other programs. Click the "Export" check box at the bottom center of the screen. If

you do not wish to export slips that have been previously marked as exported, also click the "Slips not

previously exported" check box. To begin the export procedure, click the "Preview Report" button at

the bottom of the screen - see the following graphical illustration.
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Time Slip Dollar Totals by Staff and Day:(PMT) This report is a great report to monitor

month-to-date chargeable time for the firm and staff - see the example at right. It shows a cross-tab

with columns for each staff person and rows for each day within the start and end date range.  The

amounts shown reflect extended chargeable time (rate * hours) for each staff for each day.  A daily

firm total column is also provided. A great report to monitor month-to-date gross production!
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Expenses for the Period: Shows expenses in detail by staff for the selected date range.
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1.5.1.1.3  Staff & Client Performance Reports

Staff & Client Performance Reports
The performance reports are shown after the basic transaction and time slip summary reports and

should be evaluated after you have reviewed the Billing ribbon, Reconciliation report to verify the

correctness of your transaction balances for the selected period.

Staff Realization Production Based: (PMT) Shows detail for each staff member according to:

Chargeable time - total chargeable time in dollars

Adjustments - slip write-ups or write-downs that occurred during billing and anticipated write-

downs/ups you made in the Enter/Edit Client (A1) screen.

Net realization - difference between or the sum of chargeable time and adjustments made

Realization %  - the net realization rate in percent form

Rate per hour  - an average billing rate per hour based on actual realization
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This report enables you to quickly see what your firm's realization is for that selected date range and

determines staff effectiveness and client profitability, essentially the "heroes and the villains" - see

the example below. The WIP adjustments shown in the second column "trail" the entry of the

chargeable time. For firms that bill monthly, the adjustments to WIP may occur in the billing cycle

following when the time was entered. In all likelihood, the adjustments in the following example,

reported for April 1st thru April 15th, include write-ups/downs from the March 31st billing session

(another report example following this one shows the billing adjustments matched with the invoices

reported during the period).

This report will accurately portray realization in the following cases:

Your firm is fairly consistent with its profitability from one period to the next

You bill more frequently than monthly

You make anticipated adjustments in advance of the actual write-downs and write-ups in cases

where your work in progress is over or under valued. To see how to do this, double-click on the

"allowance for unbilled slips" window in the primary information tab (account balances button) of

the Manage Contacts and Clients screen.

Certainly, the longer period you use in the date range, the less distorted this report becomes due to

the lag period in billing adjustments; however, in most cases it's a good barometer of firm
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performance and provides a useful snapshot view. It also has the advantage of showing current time

slip production, rather than production based on the invoicing cycle. There are three options to select

from when you preview this report: Staff Totals (see example), Staff with Client Detail (see example)

and Client Detail without Staff. The Client Detail without Staff is a great report option to use to get a

consolidated view of client realization for any selected period of time.

Please note: Realization measures your success or failure to recover your time at standard billing

rates - it does not adjust for the effect of bad debts. If you would like to view a report that shows

realization for collected slips only, you may use the "Staff Realization - Paid Production" report - see

the explanation in the section that follows. Also, to see the effect of bad debts along with client

realization, please review the Reporting ribbon, Client Snapshot report.

Here are the three primary Staff Realization - Production Based Reports:
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Staff Realization - Invoices & Production: (PMT) The following report example shows

invoice based realization compared to production based realization. The write up/down in the

"Invoiced Slips" section of the report is based on the billing adjustments from standard rates that

were associated with specific invoices during the reporting period. The report total "Invoiced Before

Expenses" (5th column from left) will agree to the total of the "Invoices for the Period" report

discussed previously in this help section.

Also shown on this report is the time that was recorded for the same date range - production based

realization - to enable a comparison of the WIP to invoiced production. The write up/down on the

production based section is based on the recorded adjustments for the period due to either bills or

direct time slip write-downs. The invoice based realization 'trails' production based realization;

however, the production based realization does not necessarily include all the adjustments that may

result when that time is billed unless time is billed when recorded which is highly unlikely.

This report can be grouped by staff to enable revenue based bonus payments and is the first in a

series of "show me the money" reports and is designed to help you evaluate realization in the context

of what you actually invoiced - please see the example that follows    .
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Staff Realization - Paid Production: (PMT) The following landscape report shows the time

and billing adjustments based on the invoices that were paid for the specified date range. Please see

the caption on the graphic for more information. This report can be formatted with a wide variety of

report selection and grouping options on the report selection screen including one that subtotals by

staff. The view below subtotals by client and should prove to the "Payments - Daily Deposit" report

discussed previously in this help section.
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Staff & Client Activity Reports by Work Code / or by Client

Staff Time Slip Activity & Expense By Code: (PMT) This report shows chargeable hours and

gross and realized production dollars by work code with percentage allocations for the selected period

(01/1-03/31/10 in the example that follows) and year-to-date. Subtotal groupings are provided for

chargeable and non-chargeable time and will assist you in determining the ratio of productive to non-

productive time. Totals by expense group are also shown at the bottom of each section. You can run

the report for selected staff, or get a consolidated firm wide breakdown for all staff - (please see the

consolidated Client Time Slip Activity by Code for realization information by work code for the total

firm). Another useful options allows you to choose to show client data instead of work codes by

clicking the check box on the report selection screen.
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Firm Charge Ability Analysis by Employee: (PMT) This summary report by employee show a

user defined current period along with year-to-date totals for chargeable and non-chargeable time,

subtotaled by employee - a required report for every firm! Access to this report can be limited by

utilizing restrictions on the Enter/Edit Staff > Permissions tab.
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Client Time Activity By Code w/Staff Summary: (PMT) This very useful report shows

chargeable hours, gross production dollars by work code for the selected period and year to date. It

also reports percentage allocations and realization adjustments by work code. An alternative

presentation (show cost data check box) allows you to show cost information. You can run the report

for selected clients, all clients, or on a consolidated basis for the firm as a whole, or consolidated by

partner. Other Daily report options allow you to suppress clients with no current period data, or show

labor cost information associated with each work code and staff total. The report also shows a

summary of time by staff to enable you to determine what each staff persons contribution was to

overall client performance.
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Please note that if you do not select a client from the list, the report runs for all clients. Click on the

check box to print consolidated information by work code for the total firm or partner.
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Show Consolidated Totals - All Clients also has the option to Show Cost Data. Click the check box to
Show Engagement Subtotals on Consolidated.
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Client Invoiced Amounts w/Costs by Code: (PMT) The following report example shows

invoice based realization for a user selected period and will reconcile to the total amounts invoiced. If

you check the "Display Work Codes" check box, the report will break down performance by work code

under each client. You can report consolidated information by client, information grouped by staff and

client, or staff with client group IDs. The report also shows the labor cost and gross profit per hour -

providing this information has been set up in the Enter/Edit Staff - Rates & Costs tab.
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1.5.1.2 Time And Billing History

Time and Billing History: The second selection window at the top left of the report screen

determines which category of report selection options will be displayed, as follows:

Client Time History

Condensed Time History w/Engagements

Billing History w/Realization Verification
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In most cases, the user is required to enter data in the Start and End date fields prior to generating a

report. Each type of report has different filters and formats. Review the following help sections for

each Time & Billing History report.

1.5.1.2.1  Client Time History

Client Time History Report: a detailed report of time slips and expenses for a user defined

date range. This report is used primarily for historical analysis purposes and answers questions like

"How much work did we do and in what work codes, tasks and engagements?". The client time history

report can illustrate billed, written off and unbilled time and expenses for specific clients, client

groups and billing partners. You can also obtain a report on time that was billed or written off for a

specific date range - a useful feature in proofing the time cleared during a billing session. The best

way to learn more about this feature is to fill in some of the fields and click the Preview Report

button.

If you are preparing bills and need a work in progress report of unbilled time designed specifically to

assist you in billing, please review the Work-in Progress report that is accessed from the Billing

Ribbon, Pre-Billing Reports (Wip). These reports show the detail time slips along with other special

features, such as invoice history and current year-to-date realization statistics.
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1.5.1.2.2  Condensed Time History w /Engagements

Condensed Time History with Engagements: This is a condensed report by work code by

defined date range. This report can be limited to only clients with engagements. The report can be

filtered by engagement, client and biller. It also has the option to show cumulative totals with

expenses.
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1.5.1.2.3  Billing History w /Realization Verif ication

The Client Billing History w/Realization Verification report is used to print supporting

worksheets that detail the time, expenses and billing adjustments underlying specific invoices for a

user-defined date range. This report is helpful when evaluating staff performance for justifying the

work stated on an invoice in response to a client inquiry.
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1.5.2 Basic Client Reports

The following section covers the Basic Client Reports section of the Reporting ribbon.
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Included in this section:
Basic Client Reports:

o Client Aging Report

o Activity Reconciliations

o More Client Reports:

Client Master File

Process Client Statements

Client Address and Phone List

1.5.2.1 Client Aging Report

You may run this report for a specific billing partner, or for all partners. You can also show

engagements, detail invoices, or contacts for each client. This is a date flexible report, so invoice and

payments will be rolled back to the date specified in the as of date window shown at the left.

ImagineTime will save your most frequently used report parameters based on your staff ID. 

The aging reports are based on the specific way payments are applied to invoices in the Collections/

Statements ribbon or Enter/Edit payments screen. You may override the specific allocations and

generate a first-in first-out aging by checking on the box shown at right. The balances displayed are

shown in columns representing the aging cycles: 0-30, 31-60, 61-90 and over 90 days.
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The report also shows any credits towards the client's accounts and the net balance owed. Inactive

clients can be suppressed by clicking the check box on the opening selection form. Both the last

payment date and amount are reflected on the aging report. Finally, clients that have time entry

blocked in the primary contact information tab of the Manage Contacts and Clients screen will display

in red italics.

Sample Report Views:
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How to run the report:
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FIELD ACTIVITY

As Of Date

Key the appropriate report date.  If you select a date that is at the end of the

prior month, the report will only reflect activity up to and including the date

that you selected.  Any subsequent invoices or payments will not show.  This

will give you an accurate picture of the aging report regardless of transactions

entered after the date you selected. Note:  "Today's date" will be the default.

First-in First-out

Aging
Apply payments in FiFo order rather than by specific application.

Select Partner or

<ALL>

Key the Partner's name by:

Clicking on the down arrow to scroll through the list

Type the first few letters of the name, then press enter to highlight your

choice.

Select <ALL> to run a report for all partners

Biller Type

Select Biller Type:

<ALL>

Billing Partner

Originating Partner

Primary Staff

Biller4

Biller5

Biller6

Select Group ID: <ALL> or individual ID

Show Engagements: Click on this to show Engagements

Show Detail

Invoices:

Click on this to show Invoice detail, such as date and invoice number, on the

report.

Show Contact
Person:

Click on this to show Contact person for client on report.

Group By:

Select how to Group Clients (Can select up to three levels of grouping):

No grouping

Group ID (groups last)

Client Type

Billing Partner

Originating Partner

Primary Staff

Biller4

Biller5

Biller6

Page Break on 1st

Grouping:
Click on this to have page breaks after first grouping.

Export Detail:
Click on this and when clicking the Preview Report, the data sheet view is

displayed. To export, copy data sheet and paste into MS Excel.

Sort By
Choose the order you would like to sort the report by (can select up to two

levels of sorting).
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No sorting

Client Name

Client ID

Ascending Client Balance

Print Aging Report

Click on to preview the report.  

When the report appears on the screen, you have the option of printing using

the printer icon on the top left of the screen, or clicking File/Print to print

several copies. You may also exit without printing by clicking on the X at the

top right of the screen.

View Important Matters: Aging Report
A quick view of aging is available by clicking on the Office Button or File on the

upper left side of the screen. Select View Important Matters. Detail Aging

Information hyperlink displays detailed aging. 

                                  

Double click on the hyperlink to see a list of Aged Invoices. 
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You can filter this report by All Accounts, over 30, over 60 or over 90. 

You can send an Email Blast by clicking on the red Email Blast button. This will bring

up the Broadcast Email screen. See Client Relationship Manager > Multi-Labels/

Envelopes/Letters/Email Blast for more information. 

By clicking the Block Entry Time box you can block time entry for clients directly
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from this list. Clients that have blocked time entry can not have additional time

entered on their account. See Manage Contacts & Clients > More Contact

Information for more information.

1.5.2.2 Activity Reconciliations

The reconciliation reports provide information to ensure system integrity - beginning balance, plus

new activity equals ending balance. Errors or discrepancies are reported in a difference column at the

rightmost column. The first three report options are date flexible: the beginning and ending balances

roll back to correctly report balances as of the start and end dates. Activity is reported in the middle

columns and tries to reconcile the beginning to ending balance. The fact that these reports are date

flexible is one of the reasons you don't have to do a monthly, or yearly close in ImagineTime.

Report options four and five are discussed at the end of this document and rely on an audit snapshot

utility. They are used to assist in determining whether users have manipulated or changed prior

period balances.

To Run the Reports Options 1-3:

(1.) Choose the report type 1-3

(2.)

You must choose a billing partner in the drop down window if you do not want to run the

report for all partners (the default). Billing partners are assigned to clients in the primary

contact information tab of the Enter/Edit Client screen.

(3.) Choose from the available sort options.

(4.)

If you have selected report options #1 or #2, you must enter a date range for the activity

you want reported. Important! The starting balance (1st column in report) will compute as

of the end of the day immediately prior to the start date.

(5.)
Click the preview report button. Generally, reports must be previewed before they can be

printed.

(6.)

Print the report by clicking on the printer icon located at the top left of the screen (on the

menu bar), or by selecting File/Print at the top left. File/Print provides more print

options.

(7.)
Exit the report by clicking the lower X at the upper right corner of the screen, or by clicking

"Exit" at the top left of the menu bar.

Billing Activity: Report Option #1 Invoices & Payments
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Additional comments on report option #1. Any report differences for option #1 should be

investigated on a client by client basis in the Ribbon menu, Edit/View Transactions screen.

Unclassified amounts will print out in a separate analysis. The invoice breakdown at the bottom of the

screen is a work code summary that can be used as a data integration tool to record a general ledger

journal entry to accounts receivable at month end in the general ledger program of your choice - see

the Collections/Ribbon, Export Deposits and Journal Entries. Progress bills that are not assigned work

codes are reported as "Progress" - see the billing dashboard to learn more about progress bills.
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Total Account Value: Report Option #2 - Total Account Balance:

This report reconciles the total account balance. The total account balance is equal to the total billed

balance plus unbilled work in progress. The beginning total account balance plus new slips, plus new

expenses, less payments, bad debts and realization adjustments (the difference between time slips

cleared and actual amount billed) should equal the ending total account balance. If this does not prove

out, a difference is reported in the far right "Difference" column. The most common reason for

differences are invoice records that are manually added thru the Edit/View Transaction screen.

Service charges also report as differences since they are not "earned" as part of the time slip/

realization cycle.
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More comments on report option #2. Any report differences for option #2 should be investigated on

a client by client basis in the following screens:

1. The Billing ribbon, Edit/View Transactions screen.

2. The Time + Expenses ribbon, time slip and expense entry screens and the Billing ribbon, Client

Time History report.

3. The realization details and allowance adjustments screen located in the Enter/Edit Client 

analysis tab.

Work in Progress Activity: Report Option #3 - Work in Progress:
Report option #3 is the counterpart to option #1. It reconciles beginning work in progress, plus new

time and expenses, less invoices and billing adjustments. A difference column is shown to allow

follow-up on any accounts that are out of balance. Work in progress in defined for this report and the

total of unbilled time and expenses.
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Report Options #4 & 5 - The Audit Snapshot Reports:
Report options #4 and #5 are similar in format to report options #1 and #2 shown above, except for

one important fact: the beginning balances are "freeze framed" based on the actual balances as of the

date you last ran the update audit snapshot utility. These reports provide a limited audit trail and are

used to track down and identify changes to prior period transactions. They are not date flexible

therefore no date windows appear in the report selection screen.

The ending balances are as of the date you run the reports. The activity shown represents all the

transactions between the ending and beginning balances based on the transaction counters stored in

ImagineTime. To read more about the transaction counters, see the closing/counters tab of Company

Information/Setup screen (Utilities ribbon).
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1.5.2.3 More Client Reports

The following section covers the More Client Reports section of the Basic Client Reports Menu of the

Reporting Ribbon.

Included in this section:
More Client Reports

o Client Master File

o Client Address and Phone Lists

Included elsewhere:
Process Client Statements

1.5.2.3.1  Client Master File Reports

Master File Reports:
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This is one of the most versatile reports in the Report Ribbon. This useful month-end report shows

the total firm account balance by client for billed invoices, credits, and unbilled time and expenses,

including progress bill allowances. The column headers are grouped into three sections:

Billed Balances

Unbilled work in progress balances

Unbilled client expenses

By reviewing this report it is also possible to determine the client/contact groups that owe your firm

the most money facilitating the collection process. This report is date flexible: if you run it as of a

prior month the bills, time and expenses will roll back to correctly report the month end balance...no

stress, thus you can print your month end reports whenever you need to!

How to run a Master File Report:
Step Activity

1 Select Client Master File from the More Client Report drop-down menu

2

Select one of six report types:

By Billing Partner, Group ID & Name

By Originating Partner, Group ID & Name
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By Staff, Group ID & Name

By Client, Type & Name

Alpha Order

Descending Balance Order by Group ID

3 Select Partner, Group ID and Type by using drop down arrows or accept <ALL>

4 Select As of Date

5

Optional Disclosures:

Show Slip Date of Last Slip Billed & Last Invoice Post Date

Show Slip Date of Last Slip Billed & Later of Invoice Print or Post Date

Don't Show Last Slip Billed or Last Invoice Dates

6 Click check box to "Show Clients with Balances Only"

7 Click check box to "Suppress Contact Totals"

8 Click check box to show "Active Clients Only"

9

Preview, review and print:

Clicking Preview Report will display the report to the screen.

Send the report to the printer using the printer icon on the top left of the screen, or

the File/Print option at the top left.

Exit without printing by clicking on the X at the top right corner of the screen. 

Descending Balance Order by Group ID reports shows balances by contact group in

descending order answering the question: Which Client Group owes me the most money

(both billed and unbilled) at the present time?

How to read the report:
This report can be sorted in a variety of orders. Shown below is a sample sort by billing partner, client

group ID and client name. Typically, this report is used as one of the pre-billing reports (which clients

have Wip and how much do they already owe me?). Also, this report is used at month end to

summarize firm's total billed and unbilled account receivable.
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Detail description of column headers:
Column Name Description

Billed
The dollar amount that has been billed and outstanding to the client including

credit balances

Adjust The temporary allowance for doubtful accounts

Net Billed The net billed account balances after subtracting allowance adjustments

WIP
Total dollar amount of the time slips that have not been billed, the Work In

Progress

Adjust

The WIP adjustment column is a valuation allowance against the unbilled time

slips inventory that is the result of a progress billing, and/or the determination

that the slips in inventory are worth more, or less than their stated value

(standard rate hours) 

Net Unbilled The gross WIP minus the WIP allowance adjustment

Expense The amount of unbilled expenses

Total A/R The client total account balance: bills, credits and unbilled time and expenses
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1.5.2.3.2  Address/Rate/Client Lists

This screen will allow you to review or print a variety of address, phone and client lists for your clients

as well as staff rate listings. The information can be reviewed on the screen, printed, or exported for

mail merge or spreadsheet use. There are a variety of filtering options including billing partner, client

type, and, in some reports you can filter by mailing list type. Inactive clients may be excluded from

the listings.

How to Print a Listing:
Step Action

1

Choose whether you want to report the list for all billing partners, or for a selected billing

partner - leave blank for all. Note:  If a specific partner or staff member is selected, the

system will sort by Clients who have that partner listed as the Billing Ptr/Manager in the

Client's General Setup (see Enter/Edit Client  screen).  

2 Select a particular client type from the list, or leave blank for all.
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3

Choose the report type from the option group. Notice that additional options appear down

below as you change from one report to the next. In general, the lists will arrange the client

data in alphabetical order.  The last option (Client Listing) allows you to print a basic client list

in a variety of sort orders based on choices in the drop down list that appears below the report

choice option group.

 

The first two reports comprehensively list all client addresses and phone numbers (i.e. home,

office, mobile, etc.). The "Main Client Phone and Address Report" prints out the client's

primary phone and address based on the selections you make in the address/phone tab of the

Enter/Edit Client's screen. The "Client Phone and More IDs Listing" shows additional

information such as federal ID numbers, social security numbers and tax year end. The

"Clients in Selected Categories" allows you to print client listings from selected list types:

Christmas lists, mailing lists, etc. You may also print out lists for specific important dates:

birthdays, anniversaries, etc. Try it out and experiment!

4
Choose whether you want to "Exclude Inactive Clients"  by clicking on the checkbox at the

lower left side of the screen.

5

Click on the "Export Data" checkbox to send the list to a spreadsheet or mail merge file. See

the additional instructions that follow this section for more information about how to use this

feature.

6 Click the Print Report button and review the list for accuracy.

7
Click on the [print icon] on the menu bar at the top of the screen to print the listing, or close

out of the screen using the X  at the top right of the screen.

Export Data: The export data button lets you send list data (instead of printing) directly to a

data file for spreadsheet manipulation, or mail merge. Please note - in order for this feature to work

properly you must select a report choice first and click the export data check box before clicking the

Print Report button. Please study the following graphic for step-by-step instructions:
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1.5.3 Staff Rate Report

This screen will allow you to review or print staff rate listings. The information can be reviewed on

the screen, printed, or exported for mail merge or spreadsheet use. Report lists the available staff

billing rates, including the default rates, and the rates associated with specific work codes. The report

can be filtered by staff, inactive or active staff.  Check the Export Data box to export datasheet to

MS Excel.
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1.5.4 Staff and Client Performance

The following section covers the Staff and Client Performance section of the Reporting ribbon.

Included in this section:
Client Snapshot Report

Periodic Practice Management

Engagement Budget to Actual
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1.5.4.1 Client Snapshot

The Client Snapshot is one the premier management reports in ImagineTime.  The Client Snapshot

shows the profitability and performance of each Client.  It is an all encompassing report that displays

all of this  information in an easy to read format:

1. Status of Clients account balances at the present time   

2. Time Slip activity including write-ups and write-downs for any period you choose

3. Billing activity including both Billed and Unbilled balances, Aging Status, and Invoices and

Payments for the selected period
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How to Print the Report:

Button/Field Activity

Select Billing Partner/

Mgr

Select a partner by entering the first few letters of their ID and hitting

{Enter} or click on the down arrow and highlight the partner.  To report all,

leave this window blank.

Select Group ID Select a contact group ID, or leave blank for all.

Select Client Type Select a client type, or leave blank for all.

Start Date Enter the start date you want the report to begin generating data from.

End Date

Enter the end date you want the report to stop generating data from. The

current balances shown in Section 1 of the sample report will be reported

"as of" the end date. The system rolls back any invoices, payments and

time slips to correctly state the balance "as of" the ending date that you

select.

Sort By

Select one of the options to sort by:

Billing Staff/Client Name

Billing Staff/Earned Rate/Hr

Billing Staff/Chargeable Time

Billing Staff/Group ID/Client

Billing Staff/Net Realized %
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Billing Staff/Unbilled Wip

Client Type/Client Name

Chargeable Time - High to Low

Originating Partner/Client Name

Invoiced - High to Low

Charged Hours - High to Low

Show Data As
Report - for printing or preview; Export data sheet - for export to

programs like Excel.

Preview Report
Click when you are ready to run the report. Result:  The report will appear

on the screen.

To Print, or Exit

Review for accuracy then:

print the report by clicking on the printer icon, or

exit the screen by clicking on the X at the top right hand corner of

the screen.

How to Read the Report:
The Client Snapshot report has four key components:

Client Name and Contact

Current A/R Balances and unbilled work in progress, including 30 day aging

Time Slip productivity

Billing activity
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Report Columns - Section 1

Field Description

Net Billed Current total outstanding balances net of any allowance

Net Unbilled Unbilled time slips, net of allowance for anticipated write-offs and progress bills

Total A/R & WIP (Net Billed) + (Net Unbilled)

Billed> 30 Days All outstanding balances over 30 days

WIP >30 Days All unbilled slips older than 30 days

Report Columns - Section 2

Field Description

Time@StdRates (Time slip rate) X (Time slip hours)

% of Std

Realized

(Ratio of Time slips at standard rates after realization adjustments) / (Time slips

at standard rates)

Hours Total hours for period based on slip totals

AvgRateRealized (Time@ Std Rates) X (% of Std Realized) / Hours

Report Columns - Section 3

Field Description

Total Invoiced Total amount invoices for the period

Total Paid Total payments received for period

Bad Debts Total write-offs for period

AvgDaysOut The weighted average number of days to collect an invoice

1.5.4.2 Periodic Practice Management

This group of reports is designed to assist you in determining client and staff trends over a period of

years, or a range of months over the years selected. They can also be used to budget next year or

next quarter's activity. To print a report, perform the following steps:

1. Choose the report type by selecting one of the report option buttons at the top of the screen.

2. Select the starting year. All the reports will print multiple years of information beginning with

the starting year through the most current year.

3. The month range is sensitive to the fiscal year that you selected in the options tab of the 

Company Information/Setup screen and allows you to view totals for all, or a portion of the

years shown. Choose the monthly range: either a full year (1-12), or, for example choose the

last quarter of each year, months (9-12).

4. Click [Preview Report] button to display the report to the screen.

5. Choose to print to a printer by clicking the printer icon on the menu bar at the top of the

screen, or using the File/Print option on the left of the menu bar in case you want multiple

copies, or printer redirection.

6. Click the X  near the top right of the screen to exit the report, or use the Exit button at the top
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left. Caution: the "topmost" X will close the program.

Read the descriptions and report examples that follow to determine which report is right for you. The

numbers on the report selection screen that follows refer to the report descriptions and examples in

this section.

Production Reports Based on Time Slips/Realization

Summary of Report Choices (top down, left to right)
Time Slip $Production by Client Group @ Standard Rates - This report shows client time slip dollar

volume before write-ups and write-downs sorted by client group ID (group IDs are set up in the 

primary contact information tab of the Manage Contacts and Clients screen).  It uses a multi-year

total to assist in picking out which clients have the highest multi-year volume.  A separate column for

each year is shown. 

Time Slip $Production by Staff @ Standard Rates - A useful 'at-a-glance' grid report showing

individual staff dollar totals of gross chargeable time at standard rates by year and within the monthly

parameter range that you select. 

Time Slip Hourly Production by Staff - A grid that shows total staff chargeable hours by year. Useful

for forecasts and in determining whether chargeable quotas have been reached - see the following

example labeled "Performance by Staff - Time slip hours":
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Comparative Yearly Staff Realization by Month - This is the 'premier' report for determining staff

contributions to the bottom line. The dollar volume shown represents chargeable time at standard

rates, net of billing write-ups, write-downs and time slip write-offs. A similar report is available

showing staff hours. The information shown is by year for the monthly range that you select - usually

(1-12). When you compare this information with salary trends, you have a great evaluation tool! See

the following example of "Performance by Staff - Slip Dollars by Months, net of Adjustments":
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Comparative Yearly Staff Hours by Month  - This report cross tab is similar in format to the

previous example but shows total hours instead of net realization.

Staff Hours and Billable Amounts by Month - Another great report that puts the focus on

staff performance. You must enter staff hourly costs and daily utilization rates for each staff in the

rates tab of the (A2) screen for this to work properly. This report adjusts to your company's fiscal year

end setup in the closing/counters tab of the Company Information/Setup (A8) screen.
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Budget/Forecast based on Prior Year's Data - This report is limited to viewing one year's

information for the monthly range that you select. Pick the start year that you want to view. The

report data sheet and export mechanism is similar to the export of Address/Rate/Client lists. Once

the report data sheet appears on the screen, click the Export button on the menu bar at the top of the

screen to send the report to the spreadsheet file and format of your choice. Now you have all the base

information you need to forecast next period's activity in a format that you can change on the fly! See

the following example:

Calendar Time Slip$ by Month and Work Code (formerly original main menu option D1) -

This report displays the dollar amount of time slip production (hours times standard rates) by work

code for the calendar month and year.  This report will illustrate which work codes have been the most

active and revenue producing every month.   It is a great way to track project productivity and
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determine which projects are the most important....and also, on an annual basis, which projects have

the largest realization adjustments. You can print the report for any calendar year for all clients or

just one client.

An on-screen listing will display the client work codes in the first column in alphabetical order. The

next 12 columns show the gross recorded time slips at standard rates for the twelve months of the

year. The Total column is a sum of the twelve months. The write-off column displays any slip write-

offs and/or write-ups created as the result of realization adjustments. Realization adjustments

occur, in most cases, from:

Write-ups or write-downs when creating bills.

A temporary or interim valuation allowance recorded against the unbilled slip inventory

indicating their aggregate value to be more or less than the stated value based on the standard

rate.  This is not the same as an allowance set up on a progress bill; however, it does appear in

the allowance window in the Manage Contacts and Clients screen (click the account balances

button to view this information).

The individual write-off of time slips.

Individual time slips may also be directly written off from within the Enter/Edit Time Slips screen

when it is opened on a client by client basis, either from the Billing Dashboard or the Manage Contacts

and Clients screen.  In that case, a realization adjustment is created for the exact amount of the

recorded time slip. A sample of the screen output follows:

Transaction Reports
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Comparative Yearly Payments By Client - This report shows client payment totals for the years

and monthly range that you select - useful for projection of cash flows. See the example that

follows.

Comparative Yearly Invoices By Client  - This report shows client invoice totals for the years

and monthly range that you select. 

Comparative Yearly Payments By Billing Partner - This report shows billing partner payment

totals for the years and monthly range that you select - useful for projection of cash flows and in

determining partner contributions. See the example that follows.

Comparative Yearly Invoicing By Billing Partner - This report shows billing partner invoice

totals for the years and monthly range that you select - useful when compared to the payment

total report in determining partner contributions. 
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Client Performance History - 24 Months
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This report displays client performance for a flexible 24 month period. To run the report, select the

Fiscal year, select client or leave blank, select ending month and billing partner. The report shows

billable, billed, writeup and receipts for the selected 24 month period with grand totals.
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1.5.4.3 Engagement Budget to Actual

Engagement Budget to Actual Reports
The Engagement reporting form and report is accessed from the Reports ribbon by choosing the

Engagement Budget to Actual. You can also quick jump to this reporting tool from the client

engagements screen.

The following report selection screen provides a flexible selection criteria to report budget to actual

information for selected or all clients. A variety of report format 'rollup options' allow you to show

detail information in the report, or totals by staff. See a sample report following the selection form

graphic that follows.
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Sample Engagement Report
A sample budget to actual report is shown in the following screen shot.

Additional Engagement Reporting
Billing ribbon reports include the Pre-Billing work in progress reports and client time and expense

history reports. These reports allow you to sort key work code and task information by engagement,

or project - see the following examples.
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If engagements are implemented, the Client Time Activity by Code with Staff Summary report

(Reports ribbon, Daily and Monthly reports, Staff and Client Performance reports option) will

summarize client performance by engagement. Otherwise, time will be summarized and reported by

work code. The following example shows the year end 2001 engagement as well as other time not

associated with any specific engagement.

 

For additional information on Client Engagements, see Primary Contact Information, Client

Engagements.

 

1.5.5 Report Wizard

ImagineTime includes a report wizard that allows you to create custom reports using flexible criteria.

Reports can be saved and reprinted at a later date. The wizard is self-explanatory and includes a

series of prompts to assist you in report design. Click on the report ribbon wizard option, or original

main menu option D1, to access the report wizard. Use the saved sample reports to learn how to set

up your own reports.

Caution! If you are using the due date tables in the report wizard to create your own due date reports,
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you must run a due date report in the Calendar/Due Dates ribbon, Due Date and Task Management

screen specifying the correct criteria to ensure the deadline dates are refreshed and up to date.

To Run Report Wizard:

Step Activity

1

Choose the Data to Build. Following are the Groups available from the drop down list. Some

groups have multiple data sources.

Bill Explanations

Calendar

Contact Information

Due Date

Engagements

Expenses

Invoices/Payments

Master Files

Notes/Memos

Rates

Time Slips

Timers

Vendors
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Work Codes

2 Choose Report Type: Normal Report, Mailing Labels, Export all Fields. Click "Next"

OR

1 Choose a Report Saved Prior and Press Edit. Click on the report title

2 Click "Select a Report from the List Above and Press Here to Preview or Edit"

Press Yes to Preview Report, No to Edit Setting of this report First

If you choose to edit the settings the following screen is displayed which allows for editing of fields,

labels and fonts. When finished with the edits, your report will be displayed on screen. The following

editing screen is for the previously saved report Outstanding Balance:

Editing Steps: (see screen shot above for further information)

3
"Choose the Field to Show by Clicking Below". Add or delete columns, enter report title, add

fields. Click Next to continue editing or Finish if done editing.
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4

"Would you like to group records by common values?"Grouping is used to pull records

together which contain a common value. You can count these records in each group by

checking the appropriate "count" boxes. Page breaks will occur after the particular group if

the "Page Break" box is checked. Click Next to continue editing or click Finish if done

editing.

5

"Would you like to filter the data for specific records?" Filtering allows you to report only

records which meet a certain criteria. If you would like the report to prompt you for a filter

every time you open it, select "Quick Filter". Use the sort options to arrange the records in

order of a given value. Click Next to continue editing or click Finish if done editing.

6

"How should the report be formatted?" A default page orientation has been selected based

on how wide your report is going to be, however you may change it if desired.  Row

formatting allows you to present records in a format for easier readability. Click Finish.

1.5.6 Graphs of Client & Staff Revenue

This section covers Graphs of Staff and Client Revenue from the Reporting Ribbon. Bar Graphs

and Pivot Tables are available for Client and Staff Revenue.
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Click the Client Revenue/Pivot Table to print Client reports and click the down arrow to access Staff

graphs.

1.5.6.1 Graph Of Client Revenue

The graph of client revenue is a valuable tool used to show which clients are the most revenue

producing. It shows the gross chargeable production for any date range you select and can be limited

to clients with a minimum production amount.

                            

The Output Data sheet of total slips charged to invoiced realization by staff - graph in MS
Excel displays a data sheet that can be copied into an Excel spreadsheet.
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Customizable Pivot Table based on invoiced realization (Office 2010 and 2007) includes staff,
work code totals & client data. Provides realization and chargeable time information.

               

Graph of gross chargeable slips by client excludes Clients with Minimum Gross Chargeable Slips

Less Than Exclusion amount.
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How to read the graph:

The left axis displays the chargeable time and the right axis displays the Client list.

How to print the graph:

Step Action

1 Double click on Graph of Client Revenue on the main menu.

2 Enter the Start Date you want the graph to start calculating from. (Example = 01/01/2001)

3 Enter the End Date you want the graph to end calculating from.  (Example = 12/31/2001)

4 Enter the minimum chargeable amount you wish to be included in the graph.  The Clients

with time slips greater or equal to this amount will appear on the graph. (Example =

$1,500)

5 After the graph appears you can review for accuracy and:

Print using the printer icon on the top left of the screen.  The graph prints better if

the landscape option is selected.  To verify this go to File at the top left of the screen,

choose Page Setup and then click on the Page tab.  Click on the landscape option if it

is not already checked.

Exit without printing by clicking on the X at the top right corner of the screen.
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1.5.6.2 Graph Of Staff Revenue

The graph of staff revenue is an excellent feature to see a visual display of the productivity of staff

members within your firm.  This graph allows you to see how much money each individual at your

company is generating over a specific time period.

How to read the graph:

The graph shows the dollar amounts on the left axis and the employee or list of employees along the

right axis.  

The bars are a different color for each year represented.
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How to print the graph:

Step Action

1 Double click on Graph of Staff Revenue from the main menu.

2 Enter the numeric month you want the report to run through. (Example: December = 12) 

3 Enter the starting year that you want the report to run from. (Example = 1997) 

4
Enter the staff member that you wish to run the report for or enter {*} for all.  Click on

[Okay] or hit {Enter}.

5

After the graph appears you can review for accuracy and:

Print using the printer icon on the top left of the screen.  The graph prints better if

the landscape option is selected.  To verify this go to File at the top left of the screen,

choose Page Setup and then click on the Page tab.  Click on the landscape option if it

is not already checked.

Exit without printing by clicking on the X at the top right corner of the screen.

1.6 Document Management

The following section covers the different parts of the Document Management module, an optional

add-on module for ImagineTime.  When purchased, a password will be provided which will permit you

to select the checkbox on the Company Information/Setup screen and enable the document

management parts of the program (see below).

Once enabled, Document Management can be found on the Clients/Contacts ribbon. 

When clicked, you will see a drop drown menu.
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Document Management in ImagineTime is designed to provide a folder structure aligned to your

clients, contacts, and/or staff.  The database keeps track of these folders and associated keywords to

provide easy searching and filtering.

Included in this section:
Setup Wizard

Search and Manage

Utilities

Scan

Create Document

1.6.1 DM Setup Wizard

The setup wizard consists of 5 steps, and any changes made during the entire wizard are saved at only

3 points:  

1. When you click on either the "Build All Now" or "Build Selectively" button  

2. * When you click the "Finish" button on the last page of the wizard

3. * When you close the window using the "x" in the top-right corner

* = you will get a prompt summarizing the changes that have been made and asking you to

confirm whether you want these changes saved.

1.  Select Root Folder (the location where you want your folders to be built)

This should be as close to the root of a drive as possible — in other words, don't start 10 folders

deep inside your directory.  And, this should be a location everyone who uses ImagineTime can

access.  And, finally, it needs to be a place where you are able to create folders (read/write

access).  For best use, it should be a place where everyone using ImagineTime has rights to read/

write. 

The program will automatically create a folder at the location you have selected, named

"ImagineTimeFiles_DoNotEdit" in an attempt to make that location more obvious to people

browsing the location from outside ImagineTime.
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2.  Select Folder Options

You'll have choices here to include clients, and/or contacts, and/or staff.  You can opt to build only

for active clients/contacts/staff, or inactive as well.  A number of other options exist on this page,

like grouping into main folders, or by client type, or by first letter, as well as an option on naming

your folders (either by ID or by name or a combination of both). 

You'll see a folder structure with some sample folders that show you the way your folders will look

when built.  Click options, and watch the virtual structure change, until you find a structure that

best fits your business needs.
                            

We strongly recommend that if you have more than 500 folders being created at any level of your

directory, you select the client type, A to Z, and/or Main folder options to help begin breaking those

groups up into smaller chunks.  Having hundreds of folders for the application to "read through"

whenever it opens a form with a folder browser, will slow the program down considerably.

3. Select Sub-folder Options

In this step, you can design the sub-folders you want to create under each client, contact, or staff

person's folder.  Simply right-click on the folders in the browser control and select a menu item to

create, remove, or rename a folder.  You can make this structure as simple or complex as you like,

and use a different structure for each group.

Also, as part of this step, you can assign a keyword to each sub-folder, so that later you can filter

search results based on these keywords. Each folder can have up to 3 keywords assigned, but for

the initial setup, sub-folders here are given one.  The program will automatically default a keyword

that matches the folder's name, but you can also type in whatever keyword you would prefer in the
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right-hand column and it will be used instead. You can also opt not to assign a keyword at all, by

just right-clicking the folder and choosing "clear keyword." On the right side of the screen, you will

find a listing of all the keywords currently saved in the database.  More extensive keyword editing

is available on the "Manage Folders" tab of the File Management screen (DM Search and Manage).

You will notice that when you click on a folder in the browser control on the left side of the screen,

it will be highlighted in the listing with keywords, and vice versa, so that you can easily tell which

folder you are working with.

If, at any point, you want to undo your changes on this page and revert to the saved settings for

sub-folders, you can click on the "Reset Page" button to reset the page to how it looked when you

arrived.

Of course, you also have the option of not using sub-folders at all, and unchecking the check box at

the top of the page.
                             

4.  Build Directory 

The "Build All Now" button will create folders at the location you selected with the structure you

have chosen and report back any issues or failures.  You also on this step have the option to "Build

Selectively" if you would prefer to pick and choose the clients/contacts/staff folders you want built

now.

You may also "Cancel Build" at any time.  If you opt to start again for whatever reason and need to

change some of your selections in step 2, just delete the existing folder paths from the database. 

This action will NOT affect any actual folders created on your computer.  If you do not need to

change settings, you can simply click the "Build All Now" button again and whatever folders that
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were not created the first time will be built during this later build.

If you decide later that you want to add another sub-folder to a group's folders, you need only return

to the wizard, add that sub-folder to the list in step 3, "Build All Now" again, and that sub-folder will

then be added. The program does not yet remove sub-folders from all, but it can be used to add

additional sub-folders in this way.

5.  Additional Options

The final step offers you options in two categories.

First, you select how you would like folders created going forward.  As you add clients/contacts/

staff to ImagineTime, you can opt to have folders built for them according to the options you

selected in the wizard.  These folders can be automatically built, built only after the user is asked if

they want folders built for that particular person or not be built at all (if you would prefer to use the

"Selective Build" utility to add folders in a batch to new clients/contacts/staff).

Second, you can opt to enable security for your managed folders. Security can be applied to

particular actions like creating and/or deleting files and folders.  Or, it can be applied to access to

different functions such as the security settings themselves.  Or it can be applied to particular sub-

folders or to individual folders.  Please see the "DM Security" help page for more information on

this feature.

1.6.1.1 DM Security

ImagineTime has the standard built-in security, controlled by the program's Password & Rights page to
determine who can access various tools. In addition, there's the ability to restrict specific groups from
being able to create/delete files and/or folders, or be able to access individual tabs within DM windows. 
And, finally, there's the ability to restrict specific groups from being able to access particular folders.

1. Ribbon:  the ribbon has settings for the various main forms, controllable on the Menu Passwords
& Rights page with the heading “Clients/DM:”  These will now be actively controlling access to
the forms.  

2. On/Off Switch:  for the entire DM module (all except the ribbon/form access above), there is a
checkbox on the Wizard’s last page that sets security on or off for the entire module.  Turning it
off does not remove any settings, it just makes the program ignore them.  The security can be
turned on and off at whim, and might be especially helpful for tech support issues (i.e. where’d
my folder go?).

3. Tab Access:  added to the Folder Browse form is a new tab for setting security across the
module.  Security can be set by the built-in security levels (staff, supervisor, system manager)
for the “Manage Folders”, “Folder Security”, “Maintenance Edit & Delete” tabs, as well as
across-the-board permission to Create and/or Delete folder/files.

4. Folder Access:  as part of the Folder Browse form security tab, the user can also select a folder
and assign access by security group.  Once ANY security group is selected for access to a
particular folder, anyone NOT in those groups will no longer see that folder in any of the browse
controls inside ImagineTime.  There’s also the option to set access to a subfolder, and that will
assign that access to every instance of that subfolder across the entire directory.  Last-set will
take precedence.  So, if a particular subfolder was set inaccessible to staff, but later someone
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gave staff access to all the instances of that subfolder, staff would now be able to see the one
earlier set.

1.6.1.2 Adding Folders

To add additional folders to Document Management. Open Document Management > Document

Management Set Up Wizard > Step 3 Select Sub Folder Options:
                     

Right-click on the sub folder such as Client's Folder and select Create New Folder.
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Enter name of new folder, select OK.

                     

Once done entering new folders, select Next and Build All Now. 
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The new folder will be added to all existing folders and added to the build of new client folders.

1.6.2 DM Search and Manage

There's a good bit to the File Manager in ImagineTime.  Here, you can search for a particular person's

folder or filter the list of folders to show only the group you're interested in.  You can even search all

of your folders/files in the ImagineTime Managed Directory for specific file types or parts of file

names.

And when you've found the file you're looking for you can preview it easily simply by clicking on the file

and going to the Preview tab.  From the preview tab you can edit the document either right there

inside ImagineTime or by opening it in its originating application with a quick click of your mouse.

On the management tab even more is possible.  From here you can add new folders or files, move

existing ones, even create links to folders or files elsewhere on your network.  ImagineTime will keep

track of your folders inside the Managed Directory providing you the opportunity to attach keywords

for easy searching later.
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1.6.2.1 DM Emailing

Emailing File Attachments:

Beginning with version 9.12, in the various folder browser controls across the DM module, we’ve added a
rightclick menu option “ImagineTime: Send Email” which pops up the screen below:
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The user can select a client and see emails attached to that client, or select from the listing of all emails
in the database.  They can also click the pencil to pop up the email editing form to add new emails, or
edit emails, etc.  Or, they can click on the + button to add an email one-time-only for this send.  They
can then browse the folders (or by selecting a client, have the browser auto-jump to that client’s folders)
and find the file they want attached.  When a file has been found, the “Attach file” button is enabled.  If
the file is a pdf, the user will be asked if they want to password-protect it (and be given a prompt to
create the password) or if the file is already protected, they’ll be reminded to provide a password to the
recipient.  To create password-protection, the program will create a new pdf with the suffix “_ppd” at the
end and attach that file to the email.

Users can select from saved templates in the system, create new ones, edit, save, etc.  They can
choose to use html formatting, and preview that html, but since the preview is still inside an Access
textbox, some html will not render.  Their best test will be the email itself.

When they select “Send Email” the email will be sent to Outlook and will be displayed, ready to send. 
The program does not actually _send_ the email.

The user can select multiple recipients, either BCC or not.  The difference is, 1 email for BCC, 1 email
per person for non-BCC.  Depending on how or whether they keep records of emails sent, this may or
may not matter.

The user can also attach multiple files.

1.6.3 DM Utilities

The Utilities screen provides a number of helper tools.

1.  Selective Build 

As mentioned in the DM Setup Wizard, the selective build utility will show you a list of those
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clients, contacts, or staff who (for whatever reason) have no folders yet in the managed directory.

 Here, it's a simple task to click checkboxes to select those you want added, and click a button, and

they're built.

The folders built through this utility will reflect the options selected in the setup wizard.  So, if you

elected in the wizard to use client types for contacts, and in this selective build utility you have

asked to build folders for a contact person, those folders will be built within the appropriate client

type for that person.

Directions: 

Select button Clients, Contacts, or Staff.  Select one or more checkboxes beside names in the list,

or choose the Select All checkbox to select everyone in the list.  Click the "Build Folders for

Selected" button.

2.  Fix Broken Paths

This utility provides an easy-to-use interface for fixing broken folder paths.  Every folder in the

Managed Directory has a record in the database that includes the path to that folder.  When the

program cannot find the folder at that path, it marks that item as "broken".  Any broken paths will

display in this utility when you open it.  Then, you need only select the broken folder, browse to its

correct location, and click the "Sync" button to correct the pathing.  You can also opt to delete the

record if that folder is no longer needed.
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Directions: Select an item in the first listing (Broken Links) and wait for the results to appear in the
middle browser control.  Select a "Broken Links" folder from the middle browser control.  Find the
correct folder in the far-right browser control.  Click the "Set Path - Sync Up" to have the database
repair the pathing.

You can also, while the broken folder is selected in the middle browser control, click on the "Delete
Broken Path" button to remove that item from the database.

Click the "Refresh/Check for Broken Paths" to make sure the database is correctly linked to actual
folders. 

3.  Repair ClientTypes

This utility provides a quick way to fix missing client types.  If you opt to use client types in your

folder structure in the wizard, and there are any types missing or in error, you will be prompted to

fix them.  The program will open this utility for you, and you can browse through your clients and

contacts to see which ones are problematic.  Often, these can be fixed here with a single click of

the button.
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Directions: Select Client or Contact, active or inactive.  Program will default to showing only

those with problems and the activity selection you have chosen in the wizard. You can then

either select a client type in the drop down beside the individual in the listing or use the "Set

ALL To Selected Type" button to set everyone in the listing to the client type chosen below the

button.

You can also quickly add, edit, or delete client types through this screen as well as make

changes to any client or contact by simply choosing the "Show All" check box at the top right

corner of the window. 

4. Repair Names

As with Client Types, this utility will be called from the Wizard primarily if you are opting to build

folders using names but have names missing in the database.  This quick fix will get you on your

way in minutes.

5. Maintenance - Edit

This utility is a powerful tool which should be used carefully.  Because of this it is password-

protected.  Primarily designed to help you if you need to move your entire directory to a new server

or a new mapped drive location, this tool allows you to enter a search-and-replace string.  The first

box is the text to search for and the second box is the text that will replace the first.

Please take the time to read all of the notes on this utility's screen before using it.
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6. Maintenance - Delete

Another powerful utility, this one will delete all the folder records from your ImagineTime database

so that you can start again fresh in the setup wizard.  Because of the power of this utility, and the

inability to undo it, this tool is also password-protected.

Again, we ask that you take time to read all of the notes on this utility's screen before using it.

7. Email Files

Please see this sperate help page for information about the "Email Files" utility.

1.6.4 DM Scan

Scanning in ImagineTime requires a TWAIN-enabled scanner, though even without the scanner

functionality, there's a good bit to use in this tool.

                                     

1. Quick-select (browse to) a particular client/contact/staff person's managed folder.

2. Save a scan to multiple locations simply by clicking on check boxes beside the folders where

you want the scan to be put.

3. Save a scan with a specific name or let the program generate a name automatically.  The

program will NOT overwrite existing files actually going to the trouble to check (and if

necessary create) a file name that will not conflict with existing files at any of your selected

save locations.  If the file name has changed from the one you've provided, the program will
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verify with you before completing the save.

4. Save scan as the file type you want.  Scans can be saved as PDFs, or various image types.

5. Auto-feed documents through your scanner and either save them all as a single file with

multiple pages, or as multiple files, one page each.  You can even opt for duplex auto-

feeding.  If you choose to, the program will give you a preview of each scanned page as it is

fed in, and allow you to name each file.  Or, if you prefer less interaction, the program will

auto-name the files and place them all into a single folder for ease of management and

moving later.

6. Preview existing files by either using the "Open File" button, or just drag-and-drop a file

from the folder browser onto the preview screen.  From there, you can save that file in a

new format, save it to multiple locations, or even print it.

7. Make your scans searchable by selecting the OCR option.

By default, when you begin the scan, you will see your scanner's interface pop up, giving you an

opportunity to fine-tune your settings.  However, you do have the option of by-passing that pop-up

and sending those settings through ImagineTime, and even saving those settings to use each time

you do scanning through the program.  To use this new interface, select the "bypass scanner

interface" check box. 

1.6.5 DM Create Document

Ever wish you could just push a button and have a new file created, named, saved into your client's

folder, and opened, ready for editing?  That's just what the Create Document tool is designed to do.

1.  Select a Save Location

Browse to a folder, or quick-select a client/contact/staff person from your managed directory

listing.

2.  Choose a File Type

Select either a Word document, or an Excel spreadsheet, or just a simple plain text file.

3. Provide a File Name

Type in the name you'd like your file to have.

4. Push the Button

The program will automatically create a file for you, with the file type you selected, saved to the

location you have chosen, and given the name you provided.  It will also open that file in its parent

application, cursor blinking, and ready for editing.  When you've finished editing the document,

just save as normal.  No need to figure out where to put it, or move it after the fact; the document
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already is where you wanted it to be.

(You can also open any file in the browser on the form by simply double-clicking on it.)

1.7 Integration Tools

The following section covers the Integration Tools of the Setup/Utilities ribbon.

This ribbon also includes the Show/Hide toggle button to display the original main menu which was the

default display menu in versions of ImagineTime prior to 8.0. You can elect to permanently display the

original main menu by choosing it as the menu option in the Enter/Edit Staff screen, permissions tab.

Included in this section:
Tax Software Integration

QuickBooks Export Deposits/Journal Entries
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1.7.1 QuickBooks Client Info Import Utility

ImagineTime can optionally import customers and accounts receivable transactions from

QuickBooks. In general, this would be one of the first steps used in implementing your ImagineTime

software if you have been using QuickBooks as the main tracking mechanism for accounts

receivable.  To use this utility, your version of QB must be 8.356 or newer and you must have

purchased the QuickBooks Import Utility Module.

If you do not purchase the QuickBooks Import Utility you can still send key information, such as

deposits and month end journal entries, to avoid duplication of data entry as covered in the following

pages.

         

For more information on QuickBooks: Time & Billing > Collections/Statements > 

Export Deposits/Journal Entry

1.7.1.1 QB Initial Setup

QuickBooks A/C Setup is the first step in integrating QuickBooks and ImagineTime. QuickBooks A/C

Setup should be done before importing clients into ImagineTime. ImagineTime supports Single

Ledger at no additional cost (Easy A/R Integration - Basic Feature).  The Dual Ledgers (Duplicate

Subsidiary Ledgers - Advanced Feature) as an optional add-on feature. The first steps are described

below. 

A short comment comparing the benefits of Easy A/R Integration and Dual Ledgers is appropriate

here. Dual ledgers allows you to maintain QuickBooks in an up-to-date status. Each time you create

invoices in ImagineTime, they are exported to QuickBooks and both systems are reconciled and in

balance. The Easy A/R Integration method is quicker in that fewer steps are required as the detail

ledger is maintained by ImagineTime only. The accounts receivable control account in QuickBooks is

brought into balance when the month end journal entry (or more frequently, if desired) is posted to

QuickBooks.  The basic method also requires less data in QuickBooks resulting in a faster QuickBooks

file.

Single Ledger Setup (Easy A/R Integration - Basic Feature):
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Step 1: On the QB A/C Setup Tab select your QuickBooks data file location. Click the browse button

to locate the QuickBooks data file - QuickBooks must be closed when you do this. After you have

selected the path, you should open your QuickBooks, in the single user and admin mode to continue

with the next steps. When ImagineTime accesses QuickBooks for the first time you will be presented

with the following screen. If necessary, manually access the QB screen by going  to

Edit>Preferences>Integrated Applications>Company Preferences>Select ImagineTime Exporter and

then Properties.  Use following screenshots for correct settings.
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Step 2: Select your desired QuickBooks access option. Open local QB file in the Background or Open

local QB & view the program (recommended).

Step 3: Select Integration Method: Easy A/R Integration - Basic Feature (Single Ledger)

Step 4: Select the QuickBooks accounts, vendor, and customer you want ImagineTime to use.
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The easiest approach here is to make sure all the general ledger accounts, as well as the sales tax

vendor and A/R subsidiary customers have already been entered in QuickBooks.  Since you are using

ImagineTime as your primary subsidiary ledger, it is necessary only to have one accounts receivable

account in your subsidiary ledger - we suggest "ITCustomer".  If you have existing customers in

QuickBooks, you should make these customers jobs of the "ITCustomer" and set them inactive. (If you

purchased the QB Import Utility this can be done for you automatically in STEP 4 of the tab "Getting

Started - QB Import.) The easy method will adjust your accounts receivable journal entry at month end

as well as export deposits for bank reconciliation purposes. Each ImagineTime Account must have a

corresponding QuickBooks Account.

Be sure to enter the deposit information and the General Ledger account information using the drop

down menus. If you had to set up any new accounts in QB click the "Refresh Account Drop Down Lists

from QuickBooks" to populate these lists.

Step 5: Validate your configuration. This will validate the QuickBooks account full names entered as

part of QuickBooks integration setup and may take a minute or two. Close all QuickBooks accounts

except the account you want to test. When the validation is complete you will receive a completion

pop-up window.

NOTE FOR IMAGINETIME CLOUD SERVICE USERS:  Because the QuickBooks data file is not located on
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the ImagineTime Cloud server you will not be able to do a direct deposit or journal entry to

QuickBooks.  Also, the setup steps are different from the above 4 steps.  

Step 1: Enter manually the exact path to QB data file.  For example: D:\QbooksData

\myfile.qbw 

Step 2: Skip

Step 3: Must use the option "Easy A/R Integration - Basic Feature"

Step 4: Enter manually the G/L Debit Account for Deposits and G/L Credit Account for

Unallocated Deposits.  Enter the account names exactly as they are set up in Quickbooks. You do not

have to fill in the account names for the "Required for Monthly Journal Entry".

Step 5: Skip

Dual Subsidiary Ledgers Setup (Duplicate Subsidiary Ledgers -

Advanced Option):

Step 1: Please select your QuickBooks data file location. Click the browse button to locate the

QuickBooks data file - QuickBooks must be closed when you do this. After you have selected the path,

you should open your QuickBooks data file to continue with the next steps. When ImagineTime

accesses QuickBooks for the first time you will be presented with the following screen:
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Step 2: Select your desired QuickBooks access option. Open local QB & view the program

(recommended) or Open local QB file in the Background.

Step 3: Select Integration Method: Duplicate Subsidiary Ledgers - Advanced Option

Step 4: Select your QuickBooks accounts, vendor and customer you want ImagineTime to use. 

Select the QuickBooks account receivable control account, sales tax vendor, and complete the other

drop 
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downs. If you are missing an account, for example - "services charges", please create that

account in QuickBooks. Assuming the account types exist in QuickBooks, your can enter the General

Ledger account information using the drop down menus. Click the "Refresh Account Drop Down Lists

from QuickBooks" to populate the lists.The G/L Debit Account for Undeposited Funds is required

for payment export from ImagineTime to QB.

Step 5: Validate your configuration. This will validate the QuickBooks account full names entered as

part of QuickBooks integration setup and may take a minute or two. Close all QuickBooks accounts

except the account you want to test. When the validation is complete you will receive a completion

pop-up window.
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1.7.1.2 QB Import

ImagineTime will import customers and accounts receivable transactions from QuickBooks. In

general, this would be one of the first steps used in implementing your ImagineTime software.  To

use this utility your version of QB must be 8.356 or newer and you must have purchased the

QuickBooks Import Utility Module.

IMPORT PROCEDURES:

On the Setup/Utilities Ribbon click on Getting Started - QB Import. This procedure is the same

regardless of the Single or Dual Ledgers. Please note you must have already set the path to the

QuickBooks data file as described in initial setup and your QuickBooks file should be open - see detail

steps below.

A On ImagineTime's QB import utility screen (see above graphic) browse to the location of your QB

data file 

B Open QB in single-user, administrative mode

C Temporarily turn off QB account numbers by going to the QB Edit/Preferences/Accounting; then

uncheck "Use Account Numbers"

D If in addition, to having the QB Import you have any of our Tax Software Integration

Modules (Lacerte, Proseries, ATX, Drake, UltraTax) ALWAYS do the QB Import first!

E QB Import only brings in clients that are marked active in QB.  If you have accounts that you

have written off in QB make  sure that you have them marked as inactive in QB or they will be

brought into ImagineTime.
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F ImagineTime will create a client ID for you using the first few character of the client's name plus

a random number. However, if you wish to specify a client ID (which is required if you are

linking with Proseries or Lacerte) you must enter the tax program ID in the first column of the

customer import screen. The ID must not exceed 10 characters and in the case of Proseries

should consist of the filename prefix (the suffix relates to the tax year and should be ignored).

If you already have clients in ImagineTime, make sure that the IDs entered here are not already

duplicated in the database. To prevent duplication, print a list of your  ImagineTime clients by

clicking on the Reporting Ribbon/More Client Reports/Client Address & Phone Lists/Client

Contact Phone & ID Listing/Sort by Client Name or Client ID. Review the list to ensure that you

are not using IDs more than once.

After comparing the lists, if necessary change your ImagineTime  client IDs on the change ID or

status screen by going to Set-up/Utilities Ribbon/Change ID and Status.

The information in QuickBooks will be added to the information already in ImagineTime. 

G ALWAYS backup your data file (TBData.mdb) before doing the import utility.  You can make a

backup by going to the Setup/Utilities Ribbon/General Utilities/Backup Data File.  

H You are now ready to do Steps 1 - 6, in sequential order, on the QB import utility screen. 

Warning, if you click the "Delete ImagineTime and Re-start" button during the import process

you will also delete any clients that are already set up in ImagineTime.  

STEP 1: Import QB customers, phone and address information. Clicking this button brings

up the empty customer import screen shown below:
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STEP 2: Import QuickBooks invoice and payment transactions. Be patient!

Depending upon the number of customers and the years of history, this could take

up to one hour. You will be given the option to selectively import each transaction

type, i.e. invoices, payments, credit memos or all transaction types at once. We

recommend that you choose the selective option on large files with lots of history

since it gives you a better idea of the progress you are making.
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STEP 3: Print balance verification report.  The difference column on the QB A/R Balance

Comparison report should be $0.00.   Version 9.515 enhanced the import utility to include discounts

and journal entries making it less likely to have a difference.  Any differences should be researched

and then appropriate entries made in the edit and view transaction screen of the client. Please refer

to the help for that screen regarding edit/entry of manual transactions.     

STEP 4: Import Unbilled Time Slips.

STEP 5: Make existing QB customers ImagineTime jobs and set them as

inactive.  We recommend you do this optional step only if you are using the Easy integration method

rather than the dual parallel ledgers option.  This will roll all existing QB customer A/R balances into

the account you named for the control A/R subsidiary account on the QB A/C setup tab.  Going

forward, this step enables the proper creation of monthly journal entries that can be exported to QB

saving time - again this is not applicable to the dual ledgers option.

STEP 6:  Erase QB temporary import files.  We recommend that you do this optional step

to erase the temporary tables set up during the import process. 
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1.7.1.3 Export Deposits/Send Payments

Export Deposits - Easy A/R Integration, Single subsidiary ledger account

Send Payments to QuickBooks - Dual Ledgers, Active Clients in both

ImagineTime and Quickbooks
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For more information: Time & Billing > Collections/Statements > 

Export Deposits/Journal Entry

1.7.1.4 Journal Entry/Export Invoices

Journal Entry - Easy A/R Integration, Single subsidiary ledger account

This procedure is usually performed at month end and adjusts the accounts receivable control account

to agree with the total of the ImagineTime subsidiary ledger.  The accuracy of the account

distributions relies on the association of the work codes to the Quickbooks general ledger revenue or

expense account.
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Export Invoices to QB - Dual Ledgers, Active Clients in both ImagineTime and

Quickbooks

In this case, the QuickBooks revenue item associated with the ImagineTime work code applied within

the ImagineTime invoice automatically distributes revenue to the correct QuickBooks general account.

Each time you export invoices, your Quickbooks subsidiary ledger is brought into alignment with the

ImagineTime subsidiary ledger. The Quickbooks item list pertains to Quickbooks revenue items which

by definition are associated to general ledger accounts.
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1.7.1.5 QB Slip Setup

On the QB Slip Setup tab, you must select the Start of Work Week, your QuickBooks Regular Time
Wage Item, and your QuickBooks Overtime Wage Item. The Regular Time Wage Item will be used for
hours in a workweek below 40 hours. Hours above 40 in a work week will use the Overtime Wage Item.
The Start of Work Week is used to determine the start and end dates of a work week based on a date
selected by the user. Slip export only applies to weekly payrolls at this time!
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Note that clicking the [Load Drop down List Options from QuickBooks] button will automatically get the
possible values from QuickBooks and will place them in the drop down boxes.

The Relate StaffIDs to QuickBooks Employees section of the Export Transactions tab is used to create
a mapping of StaffID to QuickBooks Employee Name. For each staff member in ImagineTime, select the
corresponding employee name in QuickBooks.

You have now completed the configuration required for ImagineTime to export time slips to QuickBooks.
Note that within QuickBooks, employees must be configured for payroll and set to use time data to
create paychecks as shown below.
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You are now ready to export time slips from ImagineTime to QuickBooks using the QB Slip Export tab.

1.7.1.6 QB Slip Export

Select a day within the desired work week and click [Get Time Slips for Selected Work Week].
ImagineTime will then gather the time slips for the selected work week and calculate regular hours
versus overtime hours.
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When you click the [Import daily totals into QuickBooks] button, any time slips that have not already
been exported to QuickBooks will be exported. You can use the QuickBooks Weekly Timesheet to view
the exported entries.
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Note that each time slip can only be exported once. This is to prevent accidental duplication of time
slips in your QuickBooks payroll. If you delete time slips from within QuickBooks, you will need to
recreate them manually or contact ImagineTime technical support.

1.7.2 Tax Software Integration

ImagineTime lets users import and refresh 1040 client and invoice information from either the

Lacerte, ATX, ProSeries, UltraTax and Drake tax preparation software programs. In addition to 1040

clients the LaCerte integration will bring in 1120, 1120s, and 1065 clients; ProSeries will also bring in

1120, 1120s, 1065 and 1041 clients.   Drake integrates 1040, 1120, 1120s and 1065 clients.  To use

this feature, you must create an export file for import to a temporary ImagineTime table. This

information is then evaluated to determine if new or updated information should be imported to

ImagineTime. You have the option of updating client address and phone information as well as

importing invoices that were created in either UltraTax, ProSeries, Lacerte, or ATX. The invoice

import is optional and has the ability to create an invoice and clear associated time as part of the

import process. Please review the import screens for step by step instructions on how to use these

features.

                                                     

1.7.2.1 ATX Integration

ImagineTime supports the importing and updating of customer information from ATX tax preparation

software. Below are instructions for exporting your data from ATX.

It is highly recommended that you back up your ImagineTime data file (TBData.mdb) prior to

importing new data

Launch ATX
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Select the Options menu

Select Customize Fields. You should see a dialog similar to what is shown below. (Note: You may

want to take a screenshot or write down your current options, so you can restore these settings

later)
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Select the following fields, which are also listed on the ATX import window

Fields to import:

1. Client#

2. Type

3. SSN/EIN

4. First Name

5. Last Name

6. Spouse First Name

7. Spouse Last Name

8. Telephone

9. E-Mail
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10.Address

11.City

12.State

13.Zip

14.Date Billed

15.Amount Billed

16.Amount Paid

Mark all the returns with a check mark

Unmark any returns you do not wish to synch, including any duplicates that you do not wish to

import into ImagineTime

Ensure that no social security or ID numbers are duplicated or missing

On the Reports menu, select Export Marked Client List. This will produce an Excel spreadsheet that

can be imported by ImagineTime

When complete, you can select the Options menu and click Customize to restore your previous

settings

You are now ready to import your data into ImagineTime (Step 2 on the ATX Window)
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Click the "Import & Review Temporary Records" and browse for the spreadsheet exported from ATX

When the import completes, you will have the opportunity to review the data before the final import

process

Review your data and, if any changes are required, click "Delete Temporary Records", make the

required changes in your spreadsheet, and re-import the spreadsheet

When you are satisfied with your data, select the field to map to the ImagineTime ID. If you use a

unique code for Client # in ATX, you may select Client #, otherwise we recommend you use SSN/EIN

as the ImagineTime ID

You are now ready to proceed to Step 3 on the ATX window

    

In Main import options, select the option to add new clients only, or add new clients and update

data for existing clients depending on your needs

Select a default client type if desired. If left blank, the Type field must be filled out in the

spreadsheet

Select a default billing partner

In the Import ATX Invoices section, select your  invoice import options based on your needs

If you have decided to import invoices, select the desired Invoice Year, the Clear Slip option, and

the Primary Work Code

Click the "Update ImagineTime Database from Temporary Table" button to complete the import

After the import is complete, you can run the Invoices Imported Report to see what invoices have

been imported

1.7.2.2 Import Lacerte

Detailed instructions are on the screen, and copied here for your convenience.

Import consists of 3 steps:

1.  Export Clients from Lacerte
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2.  Import & Review Temporary Records

3.  Finalize Import & Update ImagineTime

Step 1

Open the Lacerte tax program and select Client from the top left of the menu bar. Next, chose "1040",

"1120", "1065", "1120S" as the tax type.  Select the clients you want to export from the main screen

by using the F3 "Group Select" feature, or by using the {Ctrl} + {Left Mouse Button} to select clients

from different sections of the list. 

Once you have completed your selection, select Client from the top left of the menu bar. Next, choose

Export > Export to File. Click the plus sign to expand the top three groups: client information, client

status and client invoice. 

Next, select fields shown at right in the exact order shown.  To select a field, click an item from the

list on the left side of the Lacerte export client screen and use the > button to copy it to the display

section at the right side of the screen.  When finished selecting the fields, click [Ok] at the top right

to create the export file. Notice the location filename at the top left - usually export.csv. This is the

name of the file you will import to ImagineTime in step (2).

Step 2

A.) Click the button at right and drill down to the export.csv file created in the first step. Your

Lacerte records will be imported to a temporary table in ImagineTime. 

B.) Review the imported records by scrolling thru them with the navigation buttons at the

bottom left. Delete unwanted imports by clicking the record selector on the far left of the

screen (see the black arrow) and pressing the [Delete] key on your keyboard.
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C.) When you are ready, go to Step 3.

Step 3

Select an import option

Lacerte Main Import Options

a. Add new clients not already in ImagineTime. Use the Lacerte client ID as the ImagineTime

client ID.

b. Add new clients not already in ImagineTime and refresh existing clients. This option uses

the Lacerte client ID to identify existing clients in ImagineTime. If they exist, the address,

phone and invoice information, if selected, will be updated or added to ImagineTime based

on the current Lacerte information. 

If you already have duplicated clients in ImagineTime and Lacerte you can change the

ImagineTime client ID in the Setup/Utilities > Change ID or Status screen to conform to the

Lacerte client id.

Import Lacerte Invoices

a. Add Lacerte invoice information to the ImagineTime edit/view transaction screen. Use the

year shown below and the Lacerte current status date as the invoice date. If the invoice has

been paid or partially paid, a payment transaction will be created using the same date. 

Do not add the invoice if one has already been created with a Lacerte reference for the year

shown below for the same amount.

b. Add Lacerte invoice information to the ImagineTime edit/view transaction screen. Use the

year shown below and the Lacerte current status date as the invoice date. Show the total

amount as outstanding with no payments applied.  Do not add the invoice if one has already
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been created with a Lacerte reference for the year shown below for the same amount.

c. Don't add Lacerte invoice information.

To import other c lient types from Lacerte; such as 1120, 1065 etc. go back to Tab 2 and c lick on the button

label "Delete Temporary Records".  Now go back to Tab 1 and repeat the process for your next group of c lients

from Lacerte

1.7.2.3 Import UltraTax

Import procedures are performed following the instruction on the following 3 tabs:

Tab 1.  Export Clients from UltraTax

Tab 2.  Import & Review Temporary Records

Tab 3.  Finalize Import & Update ImagineTime

Tab 1

Open the UltraTax program, initialize and/or update the export database by selecting Utilities

> Data Mining from the menu bar.
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A) Step 1 Select Client Database; i.e.1040Individual, 1120Corporate, etc

 B) Select the "Continue (Step2)" button

C) Step2: Set up print selection and client search:

1.Select button for "Reports" and "Design Custom Reports" (see below)

ii) CLICK ADD; Enter description; i.e. ImagineTime1040. Leave template blank - CLICK

CONTINUE
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d) Add fields by selecting in the EXACT order as listed.  If pulling other than client database

of 1040 make sure to enter a field that is blank for Contact apt#.
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e)  Select product and search name (search name should be all)

f) UltraTax will now pull data. When done, preview.
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Close Print Preview and Cancel Print
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h)Export:

select Report, select product, select search name (all c lients) and continue to Step 3

i) Search will run.

j) Export Report Screen - Continue
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k) Export

Select format ASCII

Uncheck: inc lude headers

Change save location is necessary

Proceed to Tab 2
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Tab 2

A.) Click the red button at right labeled "Click here to Import UltraTax " and drill down to the

export.asc file created in the first step. Your UltraTax records will be imported to a temporary

table in ImagineTime.  

B.) Review the imported records by scrolling thru them with the navigation buttons at the

bottom left. Delete unwanted imports by clicking the record selector on the far left of the

screen (see the black arrow) and pressing the [Delete] key on your keyboard.

C.) When you are ready, go to Tab 3.

Tab 3

Before selecting the red button labeled "Update ImagineTime Database from Temporary Table"

you need to select the appropriate option for UltraTax Main Import Options, select the Client

Type and Billing Ptr/Mgr and select an option on how to handle Import of UltraTax Invoices.  

Select an UltraTax Main Import Option:

a. Add new individual clients not already in ImagineTime. Where possible, use the UltraTax

client ID as the ImagineTime client ID.

b. Add new individual clients not already in ImagineTime and refresh existing clients. This

option uses the UltraTax client ID to identify existing clients in ImagineTime. If they exist,

the address, phone and invoice information if selected will be updated or added to

ImagineTime based on the current UltraTax information. 

Note: If you already have duplicated clients in ImagineTime and UltraTax you can change the

ImagineTime client ID in the Setup/Utility > Change ID and Status screen to conform to the
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UltraTax client ID.

Select an Import UltraTax Invoices Option:

a. Add UltraTax invoice information to the ImagineTime edit/view transaction screen. Use the

year shown below and the days since invoice print as the invoice date. If the invoice has

been paid or partially paid, a payment transaction will be created using the same date. Do

not add the invoice if one has already been created with a UltraTax reference for the year

shown below for the same amount.

b. Add UltraTax invoice information to the ImagineTime edit/view transaction screen. Use the

year shown below and the days since invoice print as the invoice date. Show the total

amount as outstanding with no payments applied.  Do not add the invoice if one has already

been created with an UltraTax reference for the year shown below for the same amount

c. Don't add UltraTax invoice information.

    

   
To import other c lient types from UltraTax; such as 1120, 1065 etc. go back to Tab 2 and c lick on the button

labeled "Delete Temporary Records".  Now go back to Tab 1 and repeat the process for your next group of

c lients from UltraTax.

1.7.2.4 Import ProSeries

Detailed instructions are on the screen, and copied here for your convenience.

Import consists of 3 steps:

1.  Export Clients from ProSeries

2.  Import & Review Temporary Records

3.  Finalize Import & Update ImagineTime
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Step 1

All ProSeries file names must be unique regardless of the tax return type or client

information will overwrite based on the last import.

Select an import type from the "Import Types" drop down list to the right of the form.

Open the ProSeries program and select the homebase view for the import type you selected.

Next, choose HomeBase from the menu bar and select Column Headings. Add the additional

column headings to your homebase view so that the view corresponds to the "Order of Fields"

list shown on the left of the "Import Types" drop down. When finished, click OK. From the

HomeBase menu, save the view and name it to correspond with the form type, i.e.

"1040ExportView".

Note - the fields MUST DISPLAY ON THE HOMEBASE VIEW IN THE EXACT ORDER AS THE LIST

ON THIS FORM or the import will fail.

After checking the field order and saving the view, you must chose "Export View" from the

HomeBase menu bar. When the export completes, note the location of the view.csv file and

rename it to correspond to the form type you are working with. Now go to Step (2) and import

the csv file.

Step 2
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A.) Click the button at right and drill down to the export.csv file created in the first step. Your

ProSeries records will be imported to a temporary table in ImagineTime.  

B.) Review the imported records by scrolling thru them with the navigation buttons at the

bottom left. Delete unwanted imports by clicking the record selector on the far left of the

screen (see the black arrow) and pressing the [Delete] key on your keyboard.

C.) When you are ready, go to Step 3.

Step 3

     

Select an import option
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ProSeries Main Import Options:

a. Add new individual clients not already in ImagineTime. Use the ProSeries file name

(excluding extensions) as the ImagineTime client ID. The file name prefix must not exceed

10 characters.

b. Add new individual clients not already in ImagineTime and refresh existing clients. This

option uses the ProSeries file name (w/out extension) to identify existing clients in

ImagineTime. If they exist, the address, phone and invoice information, if selected, will be

updated or added to ImagineTime based on the current ProSeries information. 

If you already have duplicated clients in ImagineTime and ProSeries, you can change the

ImagineTime client ID in the Setup/Utilities > Change ID and Status screen to conform to

the ProSeries client ID.

Import  ProSeries Invoices

a. Add ProSeries invoice information to the ImagineTime Edit/View Transaction screen. Use

the date billed filed as the invoice date. If the invoice has been paid or partially paid, a

payment transaction will be created using the date paid. Do not add the invoice if one has

already been created with a ProSeries reference for the year shown below for the same

amount. 

b. Add ProSeries invoice information to the ImagineTime edit/view transaction screen. Use

the date billed as the invoice date. Show the total amount as outstanding with no payment

applied. Do not add the invoice if one has already been created with a ProSeries reference

for the year shown below for the same amount.

c. Don't add ProSeries invoice information.

To import other client types from ProSeries; such as 1120, 1065 etc. go back to Tab 2 and click

on the button labeled "Delete Temporary Records".  Now go back to Tab 1 and repeat the process

for your next group of clients from ProSeries

1.7.2.5 Import Drake

Detailed instructions are on the screen, and copied here for your convenience. Currently Invoices

and Payments are not imported from Drake.

Import consists of 3 steps:

1.  Export Clients from Drake

2.  Import & Review Temporary Records

3.  Finalize Import & Update ImagineTime
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Step 1:

All Drake file names must be unique regardless of the tax return type or client information

will overwrite based on the last import.

Select an import type from the "Import Types" drop down at the right of this form.

Open Drake and select Reports/Report Manager from the menu bar at the top left of the

screen. 

Select "My Reports" and choose the New Report button at the bottom of the screen. 

Next, select "Tax return data" from the option group. You will be creating two separate

export reports: one for 1040's and another for all other types of returns (you must complete

one export/import before starting the next).

After choosing "Tax Return Data" to create the 1040 report, enter a report title in the report

title window i.e. "Drake1040Export" (name the business export "DrakeBusinessExport"). 

It is critical to select the export field IN THE EXACT ORDER AS SHOWN ON THE LIST ON THIS

FORM or the import will fail. A different list appears when you select business returns from

the import types list.

After checking the field order, click the Save button on the bottom of the Drake form. 

Choose the View Report button. This pops up the filter screen. For 1040's uncheck "All Return

Types" and check "Individual 1040's". Do the opposite when saving the business export

filter. 

Click the "Continue" button. 

Review the preview and click the "Export" drop down at the top left of the Drake screen. 

Choose "Export to CSV" and save the file name to a folder you can access later. 

Proceed to the Step 2. tab of this form and import the CSV file.

Step 2
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A.) Click the button at right and drill down to the export.csv file created in the first step. Your

Drake records will be imported to a temporary table in ImagineTime.  

B.) Review the imported records by scrolling thru them with the navigation buttons at the

bottom left. Delete unwanted imports by clicking the record selector on the far left of the

screen (see the black arrow) and pressing the [Delete] key on your keyboard.

C.) When you are ready, go to Step 3.

Step 3
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Select an import option

Drake Main Import Options

a. Add new individual clients not already in ImagineTime. Use the Drake Taxpayer ID as the

ImagineTime client ID.

b. Add new clients not already in ImagineTime and refresh existing clients. This option uses

the Drake Taxpayer ID to identify existing clients in ImagineTime using the same ID. If they

exist, the address, phone and invoice information if selected will be updated or added to

ImagineTime based on the current Drake information. 

If you already have duplicated clients in ImagineTime and Drake, you can change the

ImagineTime client ID in the Setup/Utilities > Change ID and Status screen. ImagineTime

IDs must be changed to agree with the Drake ID.

To import other client types from Drake; such as 1120, 1065 etc. go back to Tab 2 and click on

the button labeled "Delete Temporary Records".  Now go back to Tab 1 and repeat the process

for your next group of clients from Drake.

1.8 Set-Up and Utilities

The following section covers the General Utilities section of the Setup/Utilities ribbon.
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This ribbon also includes the Show/Hide toggle button to display the original main menu. You can elect

to permanently display the original main menu by choosing it as the menu option in the Enter/Edit

Staff screen, permissions tab.

Included in this section:
Update Client Balances

Change ID or Status

Menu Ribbon Passwords & Rights

Show Users in ImagineTime

Update Audit Snapshot

General Utilities

Included elsewhere:
Company Setup and Maintenance

Tax Software Integration

QuickBooks Export Deposits / Journal Entries

Original Main Menu

1.8.1 Update Client Balances

                                         

This utility is a balance correction utility and is used to double-check the outstanding transactions and

unbilled time slips against the quick view balances stored in the client master file record.  Below are a

few suggestions when this feature could be used to help correct any anomalies within your data.

You should update client balances:

At least monthly, more frequently when first using ImagineTime

Before or after a billing session

Before running reconciliation reports or using the quick write-off screen

If fields on the billing dashboard screen are null or empty

If you have been doing manual entries and the account balance doesn't reflect recent changes

If you are experiencing data inconsistencies and unusual errors, you should run the repair and compact

utility before starting this utility. The repair and compact utility guarantees that the data is sorted in

the proper orders and that any data file glitches are removed from the system.
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Step Action

1 Ensure that no one is editing Client data in the system.

2 Double click on the Update Client Balances option from the main menu.

3

Click on the Click Here to Update Client Balances button.

Result:  A status bar will display your progress as client balances are checked and updated. 

When this operation is complete, the window will close out automatically and return you to

the main menu.

Note:  This utility cannot be performed if someone is editing a Client in the system. 

1.8.2 Change Id or Status

                 

This utility allows the System Manager to change the client or staff identification key codes while at

the same time ensuring the key fields in the related time slip, allowance, and billing/payment

transaction table records are properly modified to conform to the new ID.  This is the only form

where IDs can be changed. The default password to enter this screen is "SUPER".

This is a single-user utility, so make sure all other users exit the system before you change client or

staff IDs. If you wish to change IDs, you must first select the client or staff drop down at the bottom

of the form and click on the "Click Here to Edit Client ID" button. When you are editing IDs, you

cannot change any of the other fields on the form - you must turn off the ID edit by re-clicking the

button to resume editing of the other fields. Clicking on the record selector, or moving to a new row

will automatically make the save. It may take a few moments to conform the data, so please be

patient. At the bottom of the page, you can also enter or edit the referral source, Product/Services

Type, Priority Status, Client/Contact or mark them so that the client will not sync in Outlook.
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STEP ACTION

1 Press {CTRL} + {F} to utilize the search pop-up feature, or use vertical scroll bars

2 Enter the client ID at the Find field

3 Press the [Find Next ] button to conduct the search. Result:  The cursor will be

pointing to the client if a match was made. 

4 Choose whether to edit staff or client IDs from the drop down list at the bottom

of the form

5 Click the "Click Here to Edit ID Field button"

6 Click on the ID field and type the new Client ID

7 Click on the gray record selector adjacent to your change to save the edit

Save Time on Bulk Edits of Key Client fields:

In addition, key fields in the client setup such as client group ID, active status, service charge status,

billing partner and client type can be quickly edited in the simplified table format. There is no single

user limitation when performing edits of other fields and such action would be useful when, for

example, you might want to reassign the billing partner on a large group of clients.

To facilitate bulk edits, the table can be sorted in almost any order by clicking in the column you wish

to sort by and clicking again on the A>Z or Z>A buttons on the form toolbar ribbon. You can also filter
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by selected group IDs by finding on of the group members using {Ctrl + F} and then clicking on the

lightning bolt of the form toolbar at the top of the screen. Clicking on the funnel next to the lightning

bolt toggles the filters on or off.

1.8.3 Menu, Ribbon Passwords & Rights

             

         

The Menu, Ribbon Passwords & Rights utility is the key security screen in the ImagineTime system

and allows the system manager to determine access controls and rights for every screen and function.

 Menu Passwords & Rights are used in conjunction with the assignment of staff rights in the staff

setup screen. This feature enables your firm to have control over who is allowed in what areas of the

program and in what capacity. The default password to enter this screen is "SUPER".

Remember, Rights Levels are set for each staff member in the Enter/Edit Staff menu under

the Permissions tab. 

Caution! This screen should be accessible only to System Managers, or the most senior level of

management within your firm.  

The row items listed in the first column of the table, e.g. "Manage Contacts and Clients"

correspond to menu selections from the ribbon and original main menus.

Permissions must be enabled by clicking the "Use Login Screen & User Permissions" check box

in the options tab of the Company Information/Setup screen. 

The last series of four columns in this screen determine which program options are included in

the custom ribbon and due date ribbon menus. To complete implementation, the custom ribbon

menus must be selected for the appropriate staff in the enter/edit staff screen.

The due date ribbon cannot be customized and is the default selection when the due date only

option is purchased. It limits the program ribbon display to due date, calendar and setup/utility

items and hides most functions related to the integrated billing system.
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To edit an entry, such as a password, click on the area and begin typing. You can scroll through the

menu items using the scroll bar to the right of the screen, or by using the Navigation keys at the

bottom left of the screen. Use the drop down list in the middle of the screen to associate a

permissions level with a menu item. All staff with assigned rights greater than or equal to the level

you assign will have access to the screen. To close out Menu Passwords & Rights click on the X at the

top right of the screen.

Menu Item Read-Only (optional) Full Rights (optional) Level Required

A  list of every

ribbon and original

main menu choice

in the ImagineTime

system.

Example.....

Manage

Contacts and

Clients

Enter/Edit

Staff

Create a system wide

password that will allow a

user to look at this

screen, without having

the ability to enter or

edit.

Create a system wide

password that will allow a

user to read, enter and/or

 edit (full rights). 

Conversely, without this

password edits can not be

made.  This only applies if

this feature is

implemented.

Determines which level

of staff can access the

menu item.

Only users with that

Rights Level or higher

will have access to that

menu item. 

IF this screen requires a password, 

THEN Enter one (up to 10 alpha/numeric characters

You are required to

select a Rights Level

for each menu item.  
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If a password (Read-Only or Full Rights) is assigned to

a menu item, a screen will pop up every time that

menu option is selected and will require the password

to be entered before a user will be allowed access to

that screen. 

Caution: If you choose to assign a password, make

sure you assign both read-only and full-rights password

- don't leave either column blank if you want to

enforce passwords.

Use the left hand arrow

and select the

appropriate level.  The

options, in ascending

order of authority, are:

Staff

Supervisor

System Manager

1.8.4 Show Users

 This utility allows a user to see the current computers that are logged in to ImagineTime. It is used

to assist the system manager to determine which users should exit the system when preparing to run

a single-user update or repair utility. Remember to subtract (1) from the total user count as calling

this procedures generates an additional "phantom" user.

Step Action

1

Double click on Show Users from the main menu and a screen will display the

current users of ImagineTime  The current users are displayed by both Computer

Name and Login Name. The checkbox to the right shows if the user is currently

logged into the ImagineTime program.

2
Click on [Refresh User List] to refresh the current user list and capture any users

that may have logged in or out after your initial review. 

3
Click on the X at the top right corner of the screen to exit from the Display

Users screen.

4 "Possible Crash" field on Right is for Tech Support Use only.
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1.8.5 Update Audit Snapshot

We are often asked the question, "when

should I do the month-end or year end

close?" The answer is never.

ImagineTime's date flexible system does

not require you to stop work and close.

However, this optional audit control

utility does 'snapshot' your balances as of

the date and time that you run it - please

read on.

The Audit Snapshot is used to update the

stored client balances used in the Billing

ribbon, Client Reconciliation Report. A

periodic (monthly) balance, and an annual

balance can be stored. When this utility is

run, the starting snapshot balances will

be changed to reflect the current balances in the system as of the date this operation is performed.

Typically, this utility should be run at month end before any subsequent month transactions have been

entered.

When used in conjunction with the client reconciliation report, this utility provides an audit control

over changes to the client balances and transactions of prior periods. If invoice transactions or time

slips from prior periods have been changed or deleted, the report will show a difference in the last

column. In order to use this optional utility effectively, you should 'stop the presses' long enough to

ensure that you have meaningful cutoff balances to measure against - after time and payments have

been entered for the month end, but before monthly bills have been done (it would not be desirable or

efficient to ask staff to hold off entering time until you have completed the month end billing).
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1.8.6 General Utilities

                                                                    

The general utilities consist of a group of powerful tools designed to help you manage ImagineTime.

The default password to enter this screen is "SUPER". Caution! These utilities should be used in

Single-User mode only - have others exit the system first! The network allows users to update one

computer and send this update to the network for distribution to the other PC's. The network update

is described more fully in the instructions for network updating.

The General Utilities tab consists of the following:

1. The Update Database utility is used to manually bring the database current to the most recent

version. Usually, this is done automatically at start-up, so this utility is only used in case

something malfunctions. This routine must be run when no other users are on the system -

check show users to make this determination.

2. The Relink utility lets you redirect the ImagineTime Program file (TB2000.mde or TB2010.mde)

to a different data file location. The ImagineTime program consists of two important

components: the front end program file (TB2000.mde or TB2010.mde) and the back-end data

file (TBData.mdb). If your data file is in a location other than the default directory (c:\program

files\imaginetime), the program file will have to be re-linked whenever you receive a new

program upgrade. Other users must exit ImagineTime before you re-link the program file to the

back-end database.

To relink you must :

Click the [Browse for File Location] Button #1 and navigate to the installed TBData.mdb

file. When you have located the TBData.mdb file, double click on it, or single-click to

highlight the file and click the [Open] button at the bottom right of the dialog to accept

it.

Next, click the [Ok] button (button #2) on the relink screen. This will complete the

relinking of the program file to the data file - please be patient as this could take as

long as five minutes.

After the relinking has completed, a message will display. You will be required to login

to the program at that time.
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3. The Database Backup Utility will backup the data file to a local default directory

(c:\ImagineTimeBackup), or any other accessible drive or memory device other than a CD.
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The Database Repair Utilities tab consists of the following:

          

1. The Repair/Compact Database and Exit utility repairs the database if it is behaving

erratically, or if you can't get in to the database and get the message "unrecognized database

format". New users should repair the database at least once a week for the first month.

Seasoned users should repair and compact at least monthly. The repair and compact utility

recovers deleted space and restores any index/sorting problems. It may take a minute or two,

so please be patient.

Computer lockups that result from power outages or surges can temporarily disable the

database. Network and equipment malfunctions can require certain database indexes to be

repaired. Whenever a user exits ImagineTime other than the normal menu exit, a flag is set to

repair the database as a precautionary measure. If this happens, you may not be able to re-

enter ImagineTime to repair and compact the database from this menu. If you are a single user

and have installed the data file to the standard "c:\program files\imaginetime" location, you can

click on Start at the lower left of your windows screen - then select the optimize data program

located in - programs- ImagineTime Office Manager - optimize data. Network users should

select the Network Repair Utility, also located in the start menu. Click on optimize data, or the

network repair utility to compact and repair the data base. Click on network repair utility (Item

#6 on the Software Fixes and Updates screen under Support on our website.) to download it

directly from our website. Please note: the network repair utility asks for the directory where

http://www.imaginetime.com/public/itrepair.exe
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the TBData.mdb datafile is located, not the actual file itself.

2. The Fix Missing Records & Relink tables utility should be run after you have repaired

and compacted the database - see above. Damaged records will be identified and restored to

the extent possible. Table relationships will also be corrected. If you recently had a database

crash or power surge and noticed that the ImagineTime database is not operating the way it

usually does (payments won't unpost or reports are inaccurate), run the repair/compact followed

by the fix missing records & relink tables option. This will restore the database to its normal

function. The fix missing records wizard will walk you thru the process and includes detailed

instructions on how to proceed. Please note: the process is sequential and includes several

steps - you must complete each step before continuing to the next. If the wizard is unable to

complete, call ImagineTime technical support immediately for further help.

3. The Repair/Edit Table feature allows you to fix corrupt records from selected tables in the

database. ALWAYS backup your data file before using. Records become corrupted during

lockups. Sometimes records get saved with only partial information. In this case, you must

manually delete the record since it will not appear in the normal screen. Click on the drop down

window and select the table that you want to edit. A data sheet window will appear showing all

the records in the database - see the illustration below.

Expand the window to full screen by clicking on the window pane at the top right. Scroll thru the

data sheet and locate the corrupt records. You can use the A>Z, Z>A sort buttons on the menu

bar to make it easier to find these records.  When you have located the corrupt records, click on

the record selector of the record that you wish to delete and press the {Delete} key on your

keyboard. Alternatively, knowledgeable users can edit the record to repair essential key fields

with the correct information, such as the client or staff ID.

4. The Rebuild Allowance Apply Table (final bills) should be run only with the

assistance of an ImagineTime Tech Support Associate.

5. The Fix Bill Recalculation Allowances corrects calculation errors and  should be run

only with the assistance of an ImagineTime Tech Support Associate.

6. The Fix Repair Tan Defaults should be run only with the assistance of an ImagineTime

Tech Support Associate.

The History Purge tab utility lets you delete old time slips, allowances and expenses from

ImagineTime. Only billed, or cleared time and expenses may be purged.

You must backup the software before you begin the purge utility. Once time is purged, you may no
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longer print invoice history for invoices that included purged time. Staff productivity and time reports

for the period will also be affected.

In general, you should only purge time and expense details for periods that no longer have any

reporting requirement.

                                             

The Network Update displays the current installed version of ImagineTime, the network version

and the location of the Front-end of ImagineTime.
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The Error Numbers tab displays error numbers with their description in numerical order.
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 The Reverse Slip/Expense Write-offs utility will reverse time slips and/or expenses that were

written off. 

To reverse time slips or expenses you must know the date they were written-off.  The write date is

the same as the bill posting date used when you entered the dashboard to do the write-off(s).  

If you don't know the date that the time or expense was written off then run the Client Time History

report (Reporting>Time and Billing History>,Client Time History> filtered by "Show Only Written Off

Slips/Expenses" >check the box "Use Date Cleared, instead of entry date" and enter a date range large

enough to encompass when the time/expenses were cleared).
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1.9 ImagineTime Anywhere

Mobile Phone Application

Included in this section:
Initial Download

Sign into ImagineTime Anywhere

Importing

Managing Time Slips

Entering Expenses

Viewing Clients/Contacts

Synchronization
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1.9.1 ImagineTime Anywhere

ImagineTime Anywhere Overview:

The ImagineTime Anywhere mobile application allows you to record time and billing

expenses and have access to your clients while out of the office. Clients, staff, and

billing rates are uploaded from ImagineTime to ImagineTime Anywhere. 

Once signed into ImagineTime Anywhere with your Android/iPhone compatible mobile

device you can view clients and easily contact them from within the application. You

can also record time slips for chargeable and non-chargeable time and record

expenses. Once the slips and expenses have been approved they can then be brought

into the ImagineTime desktop application. 

The ImagineTime Anywhere mobile application is Android and iPhone compatible and

available through the Google Play Store and Apple App Store.

Initial Upload to ImagineTime Anywhere:

Open ImagineTime and choose Time + Expenses from the ribbon. 

Then choose Mobile Time Import

The following screen will open. (The screen used for the initial upload of clients,

contacts and rates is the same screen that is later used to import time and expenses

entered by mobile devices in the cloud.)

When the Download button is clicked a dialogue will appear as seen below. First ensure

the path to your data file is correct. If not then select the correct path. Next select

your current Access Version and then click Save.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.imaginetime.mobile&hl=en
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.imaginetime.mobile&hl=en
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If the information on the setup was entered correctly the following screen will open. Be

sure to select YOUR correct staffID from the drop down so that your time and expense

information will be uploaded to ImagineTime Anywhere. Also make sure the data file

location is correct.

You have the option of uploading client and staff information only. If you do not wish

to upload time and expenses information uncheck the box as shown below.
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Sign In to ImagineTime Anywhere mobile application:

1. Type company name - must be typed exactly as it is on the ImagineTime About

Screen including punctuation. The Registration ID you will need in the next  step is

also found on the about screen.

2. Type registration ID
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3. Type staff ID

4. Tap Login button

Importing:

Once signing into the ImagineTime Anywhere mobile application you will be presented

with the following main menu screen. The first time you sign  in you will be required

to Import your data from ImagineTime. 

Tap the Import button. 

Once the import process is complete you will receive a success message "Sync

Complete". 

You are now ready to use ImagineTime Anywhere
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Main Menu:

From this main menu you can:

View or add Time slips and Expenses

View clients and contacts and their contact details.
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Manage Time Slips:

To view or add time slips or expenses tap the Time Slips/Expenses button from the

ImagineTime Anywhere main menu. This screen offers three options:
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1. Chargeable time slips

2. Non-Chargeable time slips

3. Expenses

Add Chargeable Time Slip:
To Add a time slip for chargeable time tap the Chargeable label. Then tap the New

button.
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Choose client by tapping the client field and then tapping your selection from the

drop down list.

Choose a work code by tapping the Code field then tapping your selection from the

drop down list.
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The date field will be automatically filled with today's date. Change the date if

necessary. 

Tap the Start button to begin running the timer. 

To complete the slip tap the Apply button. This will stop the timer and place the

accumulated time into the Hours field.

If a default rate is selected in ImagineTime the rate will be pre-filled in the Rates

field. If no default is selected or you wish to change the rate, tap the Rate field and

select a rate from the drop down list.

ImagineTime Anywhere will calculate the amount and place it in the Amount field 

Add any notes you wish to the Description field by tapping the field.

If the slip is correct and ready to be synced with ImagineTime then place a check in

the Submit for Approval check box.

Tap the Save button to save the time slip and return to the Manage Time Slip

Screen.
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Add Non-Chargeable Time Slip:

Choose a work code by tapping the Code field then tapping your selection from the

drop down list. The "Push To Desc" button to the right of the Code will pre-fill the
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description field with the Code and its description.

The date field will be automatically filled with today's date. Change the date if

necessary. 

Tap the Start button to begin running the timer. 

To complete the slip tap the Apply button. This will stop the timer and place the

accumulated time into the Hours field.

Add any notes you will to the Description field by tapping the field.

If the slip is correct and ready to be synced with ImagineTime then place a check in

the Submit for Approval check box.

Tap the Save button to save the time slip and return to the Manage Time Slip

Screen.
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Add An Expense:

Choose client by tapping the client field and then tapping your selection from the
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drop down list.

Choose a work code by tapping the Code field then tapping your selection from the

drop down list.

The date field will be pre-filled with today's date. Change the date if necessary. 

Tap the Amount field to enter an amount for the expense.

Add any notes you will to the Description field by tapping the field.

If the expense is correct and ready to be synced with ImagineTime then place a

check in the Submit for Approval check box.

Tap the Save button to save the expense and return to the Manage Time Slip

Screen.
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View Time Slips/Expenses:

To view any time slip or expense in detail:
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Tap the Chargeable, Non-Chargeable, or Expenses label

Tap the appropriate slip from the Manage Time Slips screen.
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Client Screen:

To view a list of all clients tap the Clients/Contacts button from the ImagineTime

Anywhere main menu. You will then be presented with the following screen. You may

tap on any client/contact to view that client/contact in more detail.
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Client Detail:

The client/contact detail screen provides the client/contact information. You can

contact the client/contact directly from this screen.

 To send an email to a client/contact tap on the blue envelope icon.

 To place a call to a client/contact tap the screen telephone receiver icon.
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Syncing with ImagineTime:

Tap the Time Slips/Expenses button from the ImagineTime Anywhere main menu
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The Manage Time Slips screen will open and display a list of all Slips 

Slips that have been approved for sync will display a "pending Sync" message in

green. ONLY approved slips will be synced to ImagineTime.

Tap the Sync Button

Once the import process is complete you will receive a success message "Sync

Complete" 
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Import slip and expense records from ITAnywhere

Application:

Overview
After you have entered time and expenses on the Android device, return to the first

tab and import the time and expense records to a temporary ImagineTime table for
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approval by your system manager.  You must import one staff at a time. However, you

can post to the permanent ImagineTime tables one staff at-a-time or import all staff

records before final posting. It is important to NOT RUSH and wait for the

"ImagineTime Sync" dialog to appear...this may take a few moments. 

The "Click when Sync completed" message box will refresh the temporary table and

display the records that will be posted to ImagineTime upon approval.

Each time you run the synchronization process, ImagineTime refreshes the most

current client, contact and rate information stored in the ITAnywhere Application.

Review and Approve - specific steps: 

Open ImagineTime and choose Time + Expenses from the ribbon 

Then choose Mobile Time Import

From the screen that opens you will have the opportunity to correct any errors

You will need to approve all entries before importing them into ImagineTime

You can bulk approve entries in the posting tab - see following image for the Posting

Screen
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Posting Screen:

This screen is used to post the entries approved in the review screen.  Power users

can expedite the approval process. Use the "available filters" options group to select

groups of entry types for approval. Then Click the "toggle approval status" button to

approve all the filtered entries. This will streamline the approval process providing the

entries validate correctly (correct RateID and ClientID, etc.) Finally, click the Import

button to permanently import the time slip into ImagineTime.
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